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ABSTRACT 
Traditional nation-based models of citizenship that link belonging to territorial, 
political, social and cultural membership have been questioned by the transnational 
approach to migration. However, transnationalism abstracts migrants' experiences 
outside of the historical-material circumstances of their production and organizes 
groups into bound categories without engaging in questions of difference and 
diversity. Although more recent work has attempted to address these concerns 
through a focus on the governance of migration, 'transnational space' is deployed 
uncritically without questioning how migration is a contested enterprise grounded in 
places imbued with territories of meaning. The raised connectivities of globalisation 
compel us to think more critically about the interactions between migration and 
places as historicized outcomes of difference and an ongoing record of muldscalar 
and intersecting social processes. By taking the "places" of transnational fields 
seriously as a Lefebvrian synthetic third term that is neither wholly political-economic 
nor fully personal, I draw attention to the syntheses of difference in the personal, 
political, historical and material conditions of existence, all of which are underpinned 
by the inseparable circulation of symbols, materiality and policies. The case of Indians 
in South Africa challenges us to reconsider our conceptualizations of transnational 
identities and communities. The economic, demographic and cultural make-up of the 
Indian population in Durban and their embeddedness in the history of South Africa 
provides rich material for the study of the overlapping spheres of personal and 
political transnational life. My examination of the transnational practices of Indo- 
South Africans in the context of South Africa has opened up transnationalism in 
three ways. First, I provide a critical reading of identity by juxtaposing the production 
and circulation of the signs of an authentic Indo-South African transnational identity 
through 'cultural brokers' with accounts of the material practices of transnationalism. 
Second, I show how the transnational identities of Indo-South Africans are defined 
not only against India, but are made relevant to a South African national citizenship 
that is located both in 'national' space and in other fractured regional and 
international spaces of development. Finally, I explore the uneven geographies that 
accompany India's recent dual citizenship provisions to show how transnational 
governance by states is contingent upon place. By unpacking the multiplicity and 
contingencies within transnational. places, I investigate the fragmentations and 
contestations of transnational identity and belonging. 
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Introduction 
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1.1. Introduction 
On the 17' September 2004 the president of India, Dr. A. Pj. Abdul Kalam, visited a 
sports stadium in Chatsworth as part of the first official visit by an Indian president 
to South Africa. The red carpet had been rolled out, the Indian flags unfurled, the 
performances carefully staged to show off the multiculturally diverse talents of 
Durban. In the civic reception for the event, the president stressed the "dynamic and 
innovative relationship" between India and South Africa: fighting poverty and HIV 
and national movements against colonialism and oppression. Almost exactly a month 
later, on the 15thOctober 2004, the Bollywood actor Shah Rukh Khan flew into 
Durban for the "Temptations" tour, a stage show with fellow Bollywood stars Rani 
Alukherjee. Crowds of Indo-South Africans' Ened the road to the airport and 10,000 
people packed the Sahara cricket stadium to see the show. The newspapers reported 
on the tour for weeks before and months after. 
The visit of the president may reflect what could be termed 'transnationaESM2fMM 
above': a high level diplomatic visit orchestrated by India for developing links with 
Indo-South Africans in order to enhance bilateral relations between the two 
countries. The reaction to the visit of the Bollywood stars could be seen as reflecting 
'transnationalism from belou?: that is, links between Indo-South Africans and India 
forged by Indo-South Africans through BoRywood movies as an imagined metric of 
connection to India. However, the state visit took place using a network of local 
'cultural brokers' including local cultural groups who put on the performance for the 
president, the press, local TV and radio who promoted the event. The speeches by 
the president also appealed to the emotions and sentimentalities of Indo-South 
Africans by referencing the roots and kinship that binds Indo-South Africans to 
India. As well as emphasising high level ties between the two countries, the president 
remarks: 
I In South Africa there is a recognizable 'community' attached to India, the geographical entity, 
through ancestral roots. Ile term Indo-South African will be used throughout this thesis to refer to 
South Africans of Indian origin to identify these common roots yet emphasize their citizenship and 
membership in South Africa. 
2 The term diaspora may more appropriately define the distanced figuration of India in the lives of 
Indo-South Africans. The term 'transnational', used to signify the connection between India and Indo- 
South Africans, will be employed to capture the fluid circulation of Indo-South African identification 
and belonging. 
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Even tboughyou bave left the Indian soil and bave come and settled doxn during the last 
few decades alljour bretbren at bome bave a spedalplaceforjou in their bearts asfellow 
Indian cidZens 
Kalam (2004) 
Similarly, the visit of the Bollywood stars is also a highly orchestrated performance 
and depends on a multitude of actors such as agents in India, local concert promoters 
and local government planning officers in South Africa. More generally, the visit of 
the Bollywood stars to South Africa is embedded within the wider circulation of the 
Indian cultural economy. Indeed, the Bollywood film industry, officially determined 
by box office turnover and sales of print and music rights movies, had a relatively 
modest annual turnover in 2005 of US$575 million (CII/KPMG 2006). Instead, 
Bollywood is actually a small part of a diffuse range of distribution and consumption 
activities from websites, music, satellite television and radio to concerts, fashion and 
weddings (Rajadhyaksha 2003). In South Africa, small and large business owners rely 
on Bollywood for their livelihood, from the owners of small video shops to the 
owners of a provincial chain of sari shops whose trade is enhanced by the glamour of 
Bollywood movies, and up to Indian owned multinational corporations (MNCs) 
distributing and producing Indian films in South Africa. In short, this vignette 
suggests that in the creation of transnational links between India and Indo-South 
Africans, activities can neither be defined as cultural or economic; nor can they be 
attributed simply to the activities of either states or people. Rather, the building of 
transnational connections between India and Indo-South Africans is a process that is 
embedded in the fluid connections between the cultural and the economic spheres of 
political and social fife. 
Further investigation of Indo-South African participation in the two events 
uncovered more about how this fluidity operated through differences within and 
between Indo-South Africans. The visit of the Indian president, a sedate affair 
marked by formality and procedure, was attended by Indian and Indo-South African 
businesspeople with a vested interest in the development of bilateral ties between 
India and South Africa for investment opportunities. Also involved in the event were 
Indo-South African dignitaries acting in their formal capacity as representatives of the 
major Indo-South African cultural organisations. In this way, this event was 
participatory and meant that the Indo-South Africans who attended could actively 
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make the cultural and economic meanings of being 'Indian'. Younger Indo-South 
Africans from more varied cultural, religious and class backgrounds, in contrast, 
attended the visit of the Bollywood stars. However the nature of the event itself, a 
show with a sharp divide between the Indo-South African audience and the Indian 
performers, meant that rather than an active engagement in creating a transnational 
cultural space, the audience were passive consumers of Indian culture. It reveals that 
differences between Indo-South Africans as classed, gendered, aged and ethnic bodies 
are worked into the production, circulation and consumption of narratives of Indo- 
South African transnationality. 
The central conceptual aim of this thesis is to explore, through an examination of the 
fluid cultural economies of identity, belonging and citizenship embedded in 
interconnected places, the multiple and contingent nature of transnational space. 
Particularly, d-lis thesis is concerned with making sense of the complexities embedded 
in the meanings of 'national' and 'transnadonal' social relations and spatialities that 
emerge from global flows of people, products, information and ideas. In doing so, it 
will blend political-economy perspectives of migration with questions of identity, 
kinship, trust and reciprocity: not as polar opposites but intersecting at multiple scales 
and mutually constitutive of each other. 
In order to do so, this thesis examines the differences and fluidities embedded in and 
between personal and political meanings of 'India' and 'South Africa'. To this end, the 
thesis first explores how cultural economies of difference are worked through Indo- 
South African iden, 6_0. It will explore the intersectionalities of class, time and culture 
in the signification and production of India in the Indo-South African transnational 
domain. Second, it examines the meanings embedded in South Africa. Specifically, it 
will explore the emplacement of Indo-South African belonging in the cultures and 
materialities of South African civil society, which in turn are embedded in multiple 
scales of political, economic and cultural accumulation. Finally, the thesis examines 
the recursive and circulating meanings of both 'India' and 'South Africa'. In order to 
do so, it focuses on the meanings embedded into 'sending' states governance of their 
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overseas populations through an examination of Indian state discourses of the 
"Indian Diaspora". 3 
The major empirical contribution of this thesis is to enhance understandings of how 
transnationalism is produced by showing that is an intersection of the practices of 
states and the actions of people socially and spatially situated in difference. The major 
theoretical contribution of the work is in its utilization of cultural studies readings of 
place and globalization to explore the fluid connections between cultures and 
economies and between politics and social life to transgress the binaries written into 
conceptualisations of transnationalism, 'origins' and 'destinations'. 
1.2. Conceptualizing transnational and diasporic places and spaces 
1.2.1. Migration, citizenship and identity 
Traditional nation-based models of citizenship link belonging to a territorially and 
historically bounded system of organizing political, social and cultural membership 
(Brubaker 1989, Anderson 1991, Hobsbawm 1992, Jacobson 1996, Piper 1998, 
Castles and Davidson 2000). This influenced traditional neoclassical approaches to 
international migration that stressed point-to-point movement resulting in 
assimilation into a 'host' society (Park 1950, Gordon 1964). However, the 
transnational approach to migration, based upon an interest in the processes and 
outcomes of globalization (Kearney 1995), documented the maintenance of a 
multiplicity of migrant identities and commitments to national, ethnic, and religious 
communities (Glick Schiller et al 1992, Basch et al 1994, Portes 1999, Vertovec 1999). 
Diaspora scholarship overlaps in complementary ways with transnational migration 
studies and focuses on the hybridization and creolization of identities (Clifford 1992, 
Gilroy 1993, Brah 1996). 
The popularity of diasporic and transnational migration scholarship stems from the 
way it deterritorializes the cultural mosaic of territorially bounded identity and 
questions the language of integration, assimilation and inclusion assumed within 
national frames (Basch et al 1994, Portes 1999, Levitt 2001, Bailey 2001). As a result, 
many have argued that diasporic and transnational migrations are alternative forms of 
3 The term "Indian Diaspora" is a specific narrative device used by scholars, states and overseas 
Indians to imaginatively link a global collective of people to India through a common ancestral root. 
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globalization and a subversive force against the governing role of states and capital 
(Appadurai 1990,1996, Portes 1996, AlitcheU 1997, Goldring 1999, Itzigsohn et al. 
1999). 
However, a number of studies have questioned the theoretical and empirical adequacy 
of the transnational and diasporic lens for conceptualising mýigration. Diaspora has 
been critiqued as an empty concept that has been overused yet also disassociated 
from historical and political contexts (NEtchell 1997, Tambiah 2000, Brubaker 2005). 
Moreover, this work has also constructed transnational and diasporic populations as 
monolithic, despite the multitude of lifestyles, traditions, opinions and modes of 
existence (Werbner 2000, Crang et al 2003, Brubaker 2005). Finally, there is a lack of 
attention to the context of power and the continuing importance of states and 
patriarchies in imposing the movement of people, goods and information (Kaplan 
1995, Fabricant 1998, Ong 1999, Crang et al 2003: 442, Waldinger and Fitzgerald 
2004). 
1.2.2. Places, globalization and the study of transnational migration 
Efforts to respond to these critiques converge around the role of the state, 
questioning the uncritical and triumphalist celebrations of transnational identity. 
Transnational forms of migration provide 'sending' countries with new options of 
accumulation through skill acquisition, remittances and cementing foreign policy 
interests (Portes 1996b, Itzigsohn 2000, Levitt and de la DeHesa 2003). However, 
this too is an oversimplified vision of transnational action that maps transnationalism 
onto a nationally based and global-local binary without examining the multiscalar 
confluences of globalization (M. P. Smith 2001). 
The central problematic is that 'transnational space' is deployed uncritically without 
questioning how, in practice, migration is a contested enterprise grounded in places 
imbued with cultures and histories as territories of meaning (Relph 1976). Moreover, 
places not only reflect human relations but actively constitute them through relations 
of power (Cosgrove and Jackson 1987, Keith and Pile 1993). Places are also 
constituted through the relations of production, exchange and accumulation working 
and intersecting at regional, national and international scales (Alassey 1984, Harvey 
19873, N. Smith 1984). Places are thus locations of material socio-spatial interaction 
and exchange, the outcome of which is the political processes of inclusion and 
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exclusion at the local scale (Smith 1984). Difference is both produced and reproduced 
in place, the outcome of the meeting of myriad interdependencies (Massey 1991 a) 
However, these structural accounts of place are embedded in binaries between the 
local as personal, specific and empirical as opposed to the global as objective, 
structural and rational (Giddens 1984, Ley 2004). 'Me conceptualisation of 
transnationalism and diaspora has coalesced around similar binaries: the 
'transnational' state of being is portrayed as a hybrid, unbound, deterritorial and fluid 
space whilst the national is seen as essential static, bound and fixed. The 
crystallization of transnational action and practice as either state or migrant led also 
draws upon similar binaries of the personal and the political, often as the local and the 
global: the state is positioned as a powerful political and economic rational actor 
whilst the individual is located in personal sites of culture, identity and memory. 
However, the raised connectivities of globalisation compels us to think more critically 
about the interactions between social life and territory (Therborn 1998, Amin 2001, 
Scholte 2000). Globalization has emphasised the importance of sub- and 
supranational forms of territorial organisation, which can be interpreted as an 
outcome of the reorganisation and relativisation of scale linked to the changing spatial 
requirements of capitalist development (Swyngedouw 1997, Brenner 1999, Amin 
2001). 
These contingent and fragmented visions of places have important insights that can 
help unpack the essentialisms and dualisms contained within the theorizing of 
transnational identity, places and spaces. First, the production of space and place is 
an outcome of difference, in which multiple elements of identity intersect (Massey 
1991b., Deutsche 1991, Gibson 1998). Articulations of ethnicities, migration, 
neighbourhoods, homes, colours, religions and sexualities play an important role in 
segregation of privilege, power and respect (Shields 1999). What is key is that, contra 
the celebration of the 'hybridity' of transnational subjects, people inhabit classed, 
raced and gendered bodies produced and situated in specific historical contexts and 
therefore have multiple and intersecting needs, desires, abilities and commitments to 
transnational Projects (Hall 1990, NIP Smith 2005). 
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Second, whilst the global circulation of people has delinked identity and culture from 
a singular nation space, nations are themselves places, constituted under transnational 
conditions and an ongoing record of social processes that exist at intersecting scales 
(Fincher and Jacob 1998, Shields 1999). Places (and nations) consist of simultaneous, 
multiple, crosscutting, intersecting and aligning relations, and rather than existing as a 
local cultural or contextual additive to global economic flows, they are a site at which 
both are meshed and remade (Alassey 2005). Without interrogating how nations are 
constituted in such a manner, the transnational literature cannot help but falsely 
reduce transnationalism to an absolute: either people are 'transnational' or they are 
'national'. The way forward is to investigate how transnationalism is similarly 
multilocally infused and contingent upon regional, national and global flows of 
culture and economy. 
As a result, all spheres of economic, political, personal and cultural life contain 
overlapping and interdependent sets of actions, institutional processes and norms 
(Fraser 1995). This contradicts the view of transnationalism that is grounded in social 
capital theory, and forms the basis of many classifications of transnationalism that see 
transnational fife as separate and only sometimes overlapping economic, social and 
political spheres (Portes 1999, Guarnizo 2003, Levitt 2001). Instead, people's access 
to social resources is influenced by inequalities of race, class and gender, which 
constitute identity, society and institutions (Berger and Luckmann 1966, Giddens 
1984). In transnational. fife, there are similarly positioned political, religious, cultural 
and economic agents who shape the social spaces in which transn-ýigrants operate 
(Conradson and Latham 2005, MP Smith 2001,2005, Schein 1998). Studying 
differences within an assumed transnational 'whole' can illuminate more about the 
forces which produce transnational. communities, rather than assuming their taken- 
for-grantedness (Conradson and Latham 2005). 
Social capital views of transnational fields impute notions of homogeneity based on 
'origin' and 'destinations'. By taking the "places" of transnational fields seriously as a 
Lefebvrian synthetic third term that is neither wholly a political-econon-& outcome 
nor fully personal, I want to draw attention to the syntheses of diverse influences and 
contingencies: the personal, the political, the historical and the material conditions of 
existence, all of which are underpinned by the inseparable circulation of symbols, 
materiality and policies. 
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1.3. Indians in Durban: A case study 
Aly initial interest in migration began many years ago growing up in the former mill 
towns of Lancashire. There, I remember clearly the outcry over the emergence of 
bright green domes amongst the chimneys and rooftops of the old mill factories and 
workers houses, into which post-war economic migrants of India and Pakistan moved 
for work and residence. These memories later meshed with my studies of two 
separate and contradictory migrations from India: the violent movements of partition 
and the centrality of Indians in the IT boom of Silicon Valley. It was from my 
curiosity about the sheer diversity of times, places, spaces and circumstances of 
migration from India that this PhD came to fruition. 
The migration of Indians is essentially a cultural-economic project that has unfolded 
over almost two centuries from colonial plantation economies located places such as 
Southern and Eastern Africa and the Caribbean, through later departures of Indians 
to the US and the UK underpinned by shifts in the global economy and the migration 
of temporary labourers to the Gulf states attracted by increased property investment 
in those areas. India itself has undergone radical shifts, from colonialism, to 
centralised state planning and to its recent emergence as a confident economic and 
diplomatic centre of gravity. Its overseas population have fuelled India's increasingly 
economically powerful status as a market for products and source of foreign 
exchange earnings and investment. 
The academic focus on the "Indian Diaspora" has centred on the poles of Indians 
living in economically important centres (for example, Lessinger 2003, Walton- 
Roberts 2003, Voigt-Graf 2005, Dwyer and Jackson 2003, Crang et al 2003). 
However, less is known of the material practices and spatial imaginaries of Indians 
living overseas since the period of colonial labour migration, despite being a 
numerically significant population. Whilst Indians living in former colonies were 
encouraged by the Nehruvian regime to 'integrate' into their host societies, more 
recently the singular imaginative 'Indian Diaspora' has entered into the economic and 
political language of India. At the same time, the emerging economies of countries in 
the 'Global South' have entered the new Indian international political lexicon as 
partners in development. 
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Against this background, the South African contingent of overseas Indians was 
chosen as the site of the research as one of the largest overseas Indian populations in 
the world and an increasingly important exchange partner for India. Moreover, the 
complex migration history of Indians to South Africa has resulted in a population of 
diverse origins of class, caste, religion and geographical locations that is 
simultaneously embedded across 5 generations in the social fabric of the South 
African nation and complex context of apartheid and post-apartheid transitions. As 
Indians in South Africa have a long migration history and also were isolated from 
India for fifty years, this case study might better illuminate more clearly the ways in 
which Indian transnational identification and practices are tied into the more general 
global circulation of cultural economies. 
Durban (Figure 1.1) was chosen as the specific area of research within South Africa, 
as it constitutes the site of first arrival of Indians to South Africa and is intimately 
bound up in Indians' colonial and apartheid memories. The restrictions on the inter- 
provincial movement of Indians during apartheid resulted in the largest concentration 
of Indians outside of India (Landy et al 2004: 210), and as a result, Durban is a fluid 
milieu of Indian cultural and religious organisations, Indian orientated radio stations, 
newspapers and broadcasters and plays host to numerous visiting artists from India. 
Moreover, KwaZulu-Natal itself, the province in which Durban is located, is a site 
where the tensions of colonialism, apartheid and post-apartheid times mesh. It is the 
place from which Gandhi began the resistance campaign against apartheid in South 
Africa and against the British in India; the location of Voortrekker-Zulu (1836-1852) 
Anglo-Zulu (1879) and Anglo-Boer (1899-1902) wars; and is a container of regional 
Zulu identity as foil for the Xhosa-don-ýinated discourses of the new South Africa. 
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Figure 1.1: Locatii)n of PhD research. Source: CIA World Factbook (https: //%ý, \ý-\ý-. cia. go\-) 
The case study of Indians in Durban therefore appeals to a detailed and synthetic 
analysis. The economic, demographic and cultural make-Lip of the Indian populafion, 
their embeddcdness in the history of South Africa as well as the increasing relevancý 
of South Africa to India's global political rhetoric will enable an understanding of the 
complexities within the overlapping places of the national and the transnafional. 
1.4. Aims and research questions 
In order to connect Lip the multiple ways transnational migration entwines India and 
South Africa I draw upon three research quesdons. The first investigates 'India' in 
relation to the historical produc6on of the idenfiý, of Indo-South Africans. It suggests 
a Durban-made geography of India, and foregrounds the post-apartheid contcxt of 
difference. The post-apartheid context is the focus of the second research question 
that aims to interrogate 'South Africa' and highlight the historical production of 
belo 'na. This forcgrounds the contingent and multi-scaled nature of place. The third 
examines how difference and contingency come together as the Indian state uses 
constructions of the diaspora to exert influence over the evolving global transnational 
field. 
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Research Question 1: How does the migration of Indians to Durban in the 
past inform Indo-South African transnational identification and practice in the 
present? 
An important consideration of the work on transnationalism is the essentialization of 
a transnational identity as "whole" and detached from any contextualised 
understanding of differences between people located in particular structures of 
identification, politics and economic circumstances. This research question therefore 
aims to provide a historical reading of "difference" concerning Indians in Durban 
with particular attention to the role of migration flows. I aim to provide a nuanced 
examination of the meaning of 'India'in the lives of Indo-South Africans. 
Research Question 2: How does the South African model of integration 
function to define Indo-South African belonging? 
A second consideration of this thesis is to unpack the essentialized readings of 
nations. This question aims to critique the exclusivity of a 'transnational' identity as 
separate from other spheres of belonging by providing a contingent reading of 'South 
Africa' and uncover the wider formations of belonging that influence what it means 
to be 'South African'. 
Research Question 3. How is Indo-South African identity and belonging 
signified in Indian state discourses of the "Indian Diaspora"; 
The final consideration of this thesis is to investigate the multiplicities and 
multilocalities between 'origins' and 'destinations' to illuminate how difference and 
contingency are implicated in the overlap of near and far relations. This research 
question aims to examine the cultural meanings embedded in the diasporic discourses 
of India as a 'sending' state to uncover the mutually constitutive and recursive nature 
of Indian and Indo-South African identity. 
1.5. Structure of the thesis 
The central purpose of this thesis is to explore, through the multiple and contingent 
character of places, the cultural economies of transnational identity. Specifically, it 
aims to address the production of an Indo-South African transnational identity 
through the differences and fluidities embedded in and between meanings of 'India' 
and meanings of 'South Africa. 
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In Chapter 21 focus on how citizenship and belonging in relation to diasporic and 
transnational. migration is theorized. It outlines traditional neoclassical 
conceptualisations of migration, movement and citizenship. Second, it charts the 
emergence and documentation of transnational and diaspora communities, the 
implications for theorizing traditional nation-state rooted, spatially fixed citizenship 
and emerging critiques of this literature. It then explains the move to a more 
productive approach that highlights the continuing role of governments in migration. 
As I argue, however, these studies continue to reproduce an essentialized origin and 
destination dialectic of transnational. space. Third, I outline the possibilities of a 
cultural studies reading of place for recasting the transnational and show how, by 
unpacking the multiplicity and contingencies within transnational places, scholars of 
the transnational can investigate its fragmentations and contestations to better 
understand the complexities of identity and belonging. Given this framework, the 
chapter elaborates further on the approach to the case-study material and the aims of 
the thesis. 
Chapter 3 is a reflexive consideration of my approach to researching transnational 
migration. It charts the evolution of my research design over the unfolding of the 
research period and in light of the cultural turn in migration studies and population 
geography and documents the process of constructing and reconstructing stories of 
migration in a methodologically and ethically rigorous way. 
In Chapter 41 examine the emplaced diversity and stratification of Indo-South 
African transnational identity. I first explain the production of difference through the 
migration, apartheid and post-apartheid histories of Indo-South Africans. I then show 
how this difference is enabled through significations of language, religion, authenticity 
and leadership that guide transnational practices and reproduces an Indian cultural 
economy of signs and symbols. As I highlight, the multiple spaces that constitute 
'India' are made through the specific geographies of Durban as the container and 
maker of these differences. 
In Chapter 51 examine the reasons 'why' a singular Indian identity is maintained in 
relation to integration into South Africa. It shows how the maintenance of a generic 
Indian identity is linked into wider scalar narratives of belonging and development of 
South Africa as a post-apartheid nation. I show how belonging to South Africa is 
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emplaced via significations of neoliberalism, multicultural, and-apartheid discourse 
and South-South co-operation that works via transnationalism and is reproduced in 
the spaces of BoUywood. 
Chapter 6 reflects in more detail on the signifiers of what constitutes 'the Indian 
diaspora'. It shows how appeals by the state to its 6migr6s via nationalist cultural 
sentiments is an interactive process that this is not simply dictated from above, but is 
shaped by migrants themselves who influence the expression of culture in the 
diaspora and states' own conceptualisation of what it means to be part of a diaspora. 
That is, the meaning of being a diasporic subject is formulated through an iterative 
process that is circulated from the state to its 6rnigr6s via a reflective and refractive 
exchange. 
1.6. Major contributions 
In order to capture the fluid nature of transnational fife and critique essential 
understandings of transnational spheres and places, this thesis examines the 
interaction between the symbolic and the material to critically re-read the nature of 
what constitutes the transnational. In order to do so, it will critically unpack 'origins' 
and 'destinations' as wholes and examine the interactions within and between them. 
In doing so, it will make a number of important contributions. First, it adds a 
significant empirical contribution to the literature on India. Despite growing in 
importance as a diplomatic and economic power, few geographers have paid attention 
to the importance of the 'Indian diaspora'. By examining the relations between India 
and South Africa through Indo-South Africans this thesis will contribute to 
understandings of gravitational shifts in the global circulation of power, trade and aid 
and the way populations figure into it. 
Second, it adds an empirical contribution to the literature on post-apartheid South 
Africa, and especially the contribution of people of Indian origin. South Africa is 
traditionally conceptualised in dual frames of reference: Black and White. However, 
this thesis will highlight the embeddedness of people of Indian origin in the making 
of the South African nation. 
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Third, it will provide a deeper understanding of the role of difference in migration 
and in particular demonstrate the continuing centrality of history in structuring 
transnational. identity. By examining the interaction between the symbolic and the 
material it will critically re-read the nature of what constitutes the transnational by 
unpacking 'origins' and 'destinations' as wholes. It will thus capture the fluid nature of 
transnational life and critique essential understandings of transnational spheres and 
places. 
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Chapter Two: 
Conceptualising transnational spaces and 
places 
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2.1. Introduction: migration and bel 
_' _ 
The purpose of this chapter is to assess how recent critical debates in geography that 
have re-theorized globalization, place and scale can enhance our understandings of 
transnational migration. It is widely recognized that the symmetries between territory 
and identity and the idea that society and its citizenry is a discrete governable entity 
contained within the territorial boundaries of the national state have been 
progressively fractured by a complexity of technologies, the spread of international 
norms and the creation of an interlinked global economy such that national spaces 
and identities no longer capture social and political life (Carens, 1987; Baubock, 1994; 
Bloemraad 2004). Traditional notions of immigration see movement as a singular and 
one-way migration from one country to another. However, increases in the 
international movement of people and new approaches within the social sciences 
have called into question the Westphalian' logic of organising identity based on 
nation-states and interrogated the dismantling of singular nation-based constructions 
of belonging. Instead, 'diasporic' and 'transnational' migrant communities have 
emerged where "immigrants forge and sustain multi-stranded social relations that Enk 
together their societies of origin and settlement" (Basch, et al 1994: 7). As this chapter 
will show, migration scholarship has provided two important interventions. First, it 
celebrates transnationalism and diaspora as a form of 'globalization' that is led from 
below by individuals and families rather than governments and corporations. Second, 
it emphasises that identity cannot be contained within the traditional Westphalian 
nation-state system, and instead calls into question the ability of states to contain a 
territorial version of belonging and citizenship. As a result, the daily lives of migrants 
challenge geographical space through a deterritorialized identity in which culture and 
ideas are global, hybrid entities rather than rooted in any one place. (Appadurai 1996). 
Ibree important critiques have emerged to question the emancipatory possibility of 
transnational forms of migration. Ile first highlights the fuzzy conceptualisation of 
the terms transnational and diaspora through the over-reliance on spatial metaphors. 
The second queries the supposed hybrid and deterritorialized identity resulting from 
transnational and diasporic migration. The third questions the subversive and 
4 The "Westphalian" system (traced back to the Peace of Westphalia signed in 1648) ended the imposition of any supranational authority over European states, and legitimated the correlation between states and nations-groups of people united by language and culture as 'imagined 
communities' (Anderson 1991) 
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emancipatory possibilities afforded to diasporic and transnational forms of belonging. 
Essentially, the main problem with the transnational and diaspora literature is that it 
divvies up migration as a series of binaries: between 'home' and 'hoseand between 
the personal and the political. As a result, the places and spheres are treated as 
separate and whole entities. To counter this essentialized vision I turn to recent re- 
theorizations of place in human geography to outline a theoretical framework for 
approaching the study of transnational migration. 
The chapter proceeds as follows. First, I outline traditional neoclassical 
conceptualisations of migration, movement and citizenship. Second, I chart the 
documentation of the emergence of transnational and diasporic 'communities', the 
subsequent debates about traditional nation-state rooted, spatially fixed citizenship 
and emerging critiques of this literature. Third, I discuss recent interpretations of 
place in human geography and the potential of this body of work for re-theorizing 
migration. Finally, I show how this theoretical framework informs the research 
questions of this thesis. 
2.2. Traditional amroaches to nation. migration and membershi 
2.2.1. Nation and Citizenship 
Traditional models of citizenship link belonging to a territorially and historically 
bounded political community, which entails both rights and obligations (Castles and 
Davidson 2000, Jacobson 1996, Piper 1998, Brubaker 1989, Hobsbawrn 1992, 
Anderson 1991). This notion began with the 1789 French Revolution, which 
transformed the relationship between an individual and the state by "marking the 
den-ýise of the notion that individuals and peoples, as subjects of the King, were 
objects to be transferred, alienated, ceded, or protected in accordance with the 
interests of the monarch" (Cassese, 1995: 11) and cemented citizenship as an 
expression of membership in a particular territorially-defined political community, 
membership in which is dependent on the fulfilment of moral and political 
responsibilities by both individuals and the state. For Soysal (1994), tl-ýs expression 
of membership "invests individuals with equal rights and obligations on the grounds 
of shared nationhood. In that sense, the basis of legitimacy for individual rights is 
located within the nation-state" (Soysal, 1994: 142). However, from its inception 
"citizenship was an exclusionary category, justifying the coercive rule of the included 
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over the excluded ... the rule of citizens over non citizens, of members over strangers" 
qgnatieff 1995: 56). The process of defining belonging to a citizenry for Stychin 
(1998) is a highly constructed notion built on exclusions, the result of which is gains 
for some at the expense of others through their exclusion. 
The notion of citizenship comprises two competing political theories that have been 
instrumental in shaping the political order of the modem nation-state system (Turner 
1990). In the first, a classical civic tradition stemming from an Aristotelian picture of 
eman as a creature born fit for society' and a Rousseuian social contract, the citizen 
appears as an active participant in the public affairs of the poks. Although the 
individual is important, emotional attachment and participation in a collectivity is 
supreme. In this model, exclusion was defined rigidly by those who could not 
participate actively in this polity: Thus women and 'barbarians, who were conceived 
of as irrational, and slaves and others who could not pay taxes were excluded. 
With the rise of market society in early modem Europe the classical 'active' civic ideal 
was progressively replaced by a modem 'passive' or 'liberal' ideal, stemming from 
'bourgeois' values of the cities of early modern Europe (Turner 1990, Burchell 1995). 
In accounts of the triumph of the modern style of citizenship over the classical 
model, citizenship is reduced to a liberal or 'conservative' preoccupation with the 
formal rights enjoyed by legally defined citizens. This liberal orthodoxy was codified 
by T. H. Marshall (1950), who conceived of citizenship as expanding categories of 
rights bestowed on expanding categories of persons Goppke 1999). In his seminal 
work, Cid-Zensho and Social Class Marshall outlined the gradual expansion of civil rights 
(the right to legal protection), political rights (the right to vote and access to political 
institutions), and social rights (state-provided entitlements to basic living standards) 
(Baubock, 1994: viii)). Accompanying Marshall's rights-expansion model was the 
widening of the bounds of who is included in the polity, starting with landowning 
classes, through the middle classes and, eventually, incorporating the working classes 
(Kymlicka and Norman, 1994: 354). The definition of who was entitled to the rights 
and privileges of citizenship occurred in waves, each "represent[ing] the entry of a 
new segment of population into the national polity; workers, women, and children 
were eventually included in the definition of citizenship" (Soysal, 1994: 137). The 
extension of rights and benefits to more people meant that a new form of exclusion 
coalesced around nationality as a form of distinctiveness: shared values, language, 
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blood, history and culture (Soysal 1996: 17) Citizenship, ascribed at birth through the 
principles ofjus soli andjus sanguni, became not only a set of rights but also a sharp 
demarcation of the boundaries of states and control on who entered that territory. 
However, the control of entry of non-citizens and the availability of rights for them 
was differently conceived in different states, according to the fulffflment of residential 
and other personal characteristics. For example, Brubaker (1992) shows that in the 
political nation of France, the boundaries of citizenship are more permeable for 
immigrants than in the ethnic nation of Germany. Yuval-Davis (2000; 116-117) also 
concurs that the rights accorded to non-citizens are very much dependent not only in 
the countries where they five, but in their countries of origin and their relative 
positions of power in the international social order. Thus, 'denizens' as well as 
citizens were able to enjoy access to support. For Soysal (1994), who concludes from 
her analysis of guestworker rights in post-war Europe that exclusionary citizenship 
does not matter much, this foregrounds a 'postnational membership' anchored not in 
national belonging but the discourse of universal human rights Uoppke 1999). As the 
next section will show, the permeability of borders and the increasing breakdown of 
the Westphalian system of organizing political and social life have had consequences 
for the way in which migration has been theorized. 
2.2.2. Traditional approaches to migration 
The division of the world into sovereign political units reflected modernist rational 
thinking, and influenced approaches to international migration and its theorization 
within the social sciences. First, the emergence of theories on "reasons" for 
migration was based in neoclassical economic approaches. Massey et al (1993) provide 
an extensive overview of the development of theories of migration within this 
paradigm: Macro-econon-ýical studies of supply and demand, such as those by Harris 
and Todaro (1970) and Lewis (1954) saw migration as the outcome of geographical 
differences in the supply of and demand for labour and resultant differences in wages. 
Correspondingly, n-ýicro-theories such as Sjaastadt's (1962) human capital model were 
based on migrants as rational actors that calculated the cost-benefit of movement. 
Challenging these understandings of individual decision led migration were 
approaches that conceptualized the influence of families and households in managing 
the potential risks of migration (such as Katz and Stark 1987). 
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Later studies however moved away from individual decisions towards understanding 
structural economic demands of labour markets. Piore (1979) for example outlined 
the influence of inflation, worker motivation and demography of the labour supply. 
Critical commentary on the equilibrium assumptions of neoclassical frameworks 
promoted a series of political; economic and dependency theory, world systems and 
neomarxist theorizations of migration. Wallerstein's (1974) World Systems Theory, 
which theorizes connections between places as a complex of political and economic 
exchange relationships, was an important influence on a number of studies that 
examined how a mobile population was created by the expansion of the world market 
through colonial and neocolonial penetration as land, materials and labour come 
under influence of core markets (Massey et al 1993). Sassen (1991) showed how 
emigrants are created by investment in developing countries, with migration flowing 
in the opposite direction to capital, from the periphery to the core along paths of 
investment. Nfigration was also directed to global cities (Castells 1989) where 
polarized labour markets attracted both skilled and unskilled workers (Friedman 
1953). 
This political-economic centered approach was critiqued by a number of authors keen 
to stress the centrality of agency (Bailey 2005). Studies conceptualized the network of 
interpersonal ties connecting migrations, as a form of social capital, as increasing the 
likelihood of international migration through lowering the costs of migration and the 
attendant risks. For others, cumulative causation also sustains migration. Cumulative 
causation theory (Myrdal 1957) argued that migration made additional movement 
likely, based on six socio-economic factors: distribution of land (Rhoades 1978), 
income (Stark et al 1986), agricultural organization (Massey et al 1987), human capital 
(Greenwood 1981), culture of migration (Reichert 1982) and social labeling of 
immigrant-type jobs (Bohning, 1972). An important element of this was information 
flows, wl-ýich reduced costs for migrants in settling and relocating (Massey 1987) 
Information flows had an important impact not just on the decision to migrate but 
also on the way immigrants were incorporated into receiving societies. Post-colonial 
scholarship in particular has drawn attention to the ways in which modernism drew 
distinctions between colonizer and colonized (Fanon 1963), a distinction which 
"popularized the notion that [the colonizing nation] was a unitary and bounded 
society, distinguishable from the subordinated peoples by a racial divide" (Wimmer 
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and Glick-Schiller 2002: 314). Nationalized notions of belonging meant that 
immigration was a major threat to stability and territorial sovereignty. In particular, it 
destroyed the overlap between people, sovereignty, and citizenship with immigrants 
seen as politically dangerous, and racially and nationally different. According to 
Wimmer and Glick Schiller (2002: 316), who trace the control of immigration, the 
turbulence of World War 1 and World War 2, rising security concerns and the need to 
police and control migration led to closure of borders. As the visa regime linked right 
to reside with work and permits were needed to enter and reside in countries, 
differentation between nationals and non-nationals were created. Additionally, for 
Wimmer and Glick-Schiller (2002), immigrants confounded the rule of sedentarism 
and as a result, became defined as others and socially marginal. 
Norms of imrrýigrant settlement and integration were colored by the territorial system 
of organizing political, social and cultural affiliations. Social-scientific studies of 
imn-ýigrant adaptation reflected deeper ideological beliefs. For example, the Chicago 
School research, particularly the observations of Robert Park of first and second 
generation migrants in an era of high immigration to the United States (Alba and Nee 
1997: 828) conceptualized migrants in contrast to the stable territorially fixed population 
(Wimmer and Glick-Schiller 2002). Park investigated how processes of migration 
brought once separate people into contact and initiated a 'race relations cycle' of 
"contact, competition, accommodation and eventual assimilation" (Park 1950: 138). 
In particular, his conflation of race and nation normalized a homogenous American 
(white) culture that was diametrically opposed to the juxtaposition of African- 
Americans, Jewish immigrants, southern and east European immigrants together. 
AWton Gordon., in his book Assimilation in American Life (1964) clarified the process of 
assimilation further by distinguishing between acculturation, the adoption of cultural 
patterns of the host society, and structural assimilation through the entry of ethnic 
minority members into relationships with the majority. In this view, immigrants who 
settle gradually adapt to the dominant socioeconomic, cultural and behavioural 
systems and shed their own political loyalties, maintaining a singular national identity 
and allegiance "over there" (Pickus 1998; Schuck 1998). 
The assimilation theorists assumed that immigrants gradually lost their attachment to 
the sending country then 'naturalized' by adopting the citizenship of the receiving 
country (Faist 2000b). This process was seen as an "either/or" proposition: either 
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migrants were a citizen of their home country or adopted the nationality of the host 
country (Bloemraad 2004). According to Faist (2000b), the insertion of migrants into 
the singular nation-state citizenship of the country of settlement was, and still is, 
regulated through jus domidle that allows first-generation migrants to acquire full 
citizenship based on the development of social, symbolic, residential and employment 
ties. Migration studies of the 1950s and 1960s described the pathways to assimilation 
and documented the rate and degrees of assimilation (Favell 2001). However, Gans 
(1962) argued that despite cultural practices often being similar, the national identities 
of immigrants were still maintained. Despite Glazer and Moynihan's (1963, P. v) early 
observation that 'the point about the melting pot... is that it did not happen', the 
continuing identification of immigrants with their home countries and lack of 
assimilation were largely ignored by academics and broader society, who clung to the 
idea of a linear path to social integration. 
2.3. New forms of mi-aration: chaflen-aing nation-states 
The transnational approach to migration began with work emanating from the United 
States shaped by critiques of the positivist approaches to classical migration research. 
A number of studies, for example Chaney (1979) and Gonzalez (1988), had already 
documented the flow of remittances and other transnational connections extending 
from New York City to the migrants' origin villages (Wimmer and Glick-Schiller 
2002). However it was the end of Bretton WoodS5 and the worldwide movement of 
industrial production, the increasingly global organization of capital, reforms in Russia 
and Eastern Europe and the resulting increase in the pace of migration that interest in 
the processes and outcomes of globalization were considered. Reflecting on 
Anderson's (1991) 'imagined communities' Appadurai (1996) emphasized the 
disharmonious relationship between territorially based culture and newer cultural 
flows within globalization. He noted that the cultural economy had to be understood 
as Cta complex overlapping, disjunctive order" and proposed a framework consisting 
of ethnoscapes, mediascapes technoscapes, finanscapes and ideoscapes in which to 
study the disjunctures arising from the contradictions of globalization. The 
consequences of this, for Appadurai, were the growth of solidarities and the 
5 Ibc Bretton Woods system, established in 1944, attempted to rebuild the economic system following 
World War 11 through a system of rules, institutions and procedures to regulate international monetary 
relations between the world's major industrial states (van Dormael 1978) 
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formulation of identity outside the boundaries of the nation. Drawing upon these 
themes of global exchange and their facilitation by new technologies and 
telecommunications and led by interest in the dismantling of traditional ordering of 
national economies and cultures, the theorisation of migration took a similar path. 
The key tenet was that a new form of migration was occurring under the aegis of 
globalization, that is, the forging of multiple and simultaneous economic, cultural and 
political identities (Glick Schiller et al 1992; Basch et al 1994; Portes 1996; Smith and 
Guarnizo 1998). 
2.3.1. Transnationalism 
Early transnational scholarship focused on migrants and how they maintained 
identities and commitments that transcended national boundaries and held multiple 
allegiances to national, ethnic, and religious communities (Glick Schiller et al, 1992, 
1995; Smith and Guarnizo, 1998). This perspective arose as a way to comprehend 
migrants' incorporation into new destinations and to the maintenance of ties to their 
homelands, built as they settled abroad. Ontologically, this was a commitment to 
explaining the botb and and relations of migration in distinction to eitberlor. 
Roger Rouse (1991) maps 'the social space of postmodernism' through an analysis of 
migration flows between the rural Mexican munid pio of Aguililla and the USA. His 
conclusions were particularly unsettling for existing accounts of migration as a 
movement from one community and environment to another: instead of 
conceptualizing rural Mexican communities as bounded entities with a clear 
distinction between core and periphery, he suggested that flows between Aguililla and 
the United States were best described as 'transnational circuits'. Importantly, space 
was conceptualized as 'transnational' to allow 'for the possibility that a circuit might 
include sites in more than two countries' (1991: 20) and migration conceptualized as a 
'circuit'; not just a set of movements but a 'continuous circulation of people, money, 
goods and information' through which 'various settlements have become so closely 
woven together that, in an important sense, they have come to constitute a single 
community across a variety of sites'. For Rouse's migrants, 'it is the circuit as a 
whole rather than any one locale that constitutes the principal setting in relation to 
which Aguilillans orchestrate their lives' (1991: 14). Similarly, for Basch et al (1994) 
traditional notions of immigrants anchored in a destination no longer sufficed, with 
"transtnigrants' instead maintaining multiple relationships that span borders, 
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sustaining multiple involvements and developing an identity embedded in more than 
one nation-state, with the transnational analytical lens situating international migration 
within larger social, economic and political contexts. Crucially, the nation-state 
remains an important contextual influence upon migration, is not necessarily the most 
appropriate unit of analysis. 
During the 1990s a great deal of ethnopolitics work focused on describing Latin 
American and Caribbean migration to North America, and more recently, from Asia 
(Pratt 1999, Lessinger 1995, Yeoh and Willis 2004) and Europe (Al-Ali et al 2001). 
Goldring (1996) looked at how the importance of transnational practices amongst 
Mexican-United States migrants has transformed daily life for Mexican communities, 
from kinship networks to the impact of remittances and the mobilization of resources 
for community investment, reconstructing both the community infrastructure and its 
social context. Similarly, Landolt et al's (1999) study of Salvadoran transnationalism 
looks at the vibrant entrepreneurial economy embedded in transnational ties between 
El Salvador and the United States. It reports both formal and informal circuit 
enterprises that have sustained a flow of tangible and intangible resources between 
the origin and destination countries, and produced diverse forms of economic 
transnationalism between peripheral nations and the United States. 
Referring to the networks of migrants' ties that span across borders, case studies 
began to identify patterns in the activities conducted across borders by migrants and 
to link migration to broader social processes, particularly globalisation (Ong 1999). 
Here, the work of Afichael Kearney (1995: 548) has been particularly useful in 
distinguishing transnational process from globalisation more generally. Arguing that 
"whereas global processes are largely decentred from specific national territories and 
take place in a global space, transnational processes are anchored in and transcend 
one or more nation-states". Kearney emphasises that transnational ties are social 
relationships both grounded in local realities whilst transcending international 
borders. Thus, transnationalism has involved an erosion of boundaries with a 
simultaneous engagement with local spaces of origin and destination. 
By the close of the 1990s, typologies, classifications and further conceptualisation 
emerged (Levitt 2001). More recent research by sociologists attempted to make sense 
of this burgeoning number of case studies and other work from within the 
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humanities. Studies were undertaken on the extent and variation of transnational 
practices, such as Guarnizo (2000 cited in Levitt 2001: 198), who attempted to 
distinguish between 'core transnationalism' and 'expanded transnationalism'. Portes 
et al (1999) attempted to place the transnational literature within a critical political- 
economic perspective, arguing that the emergence of transnational ties had an impact 
for both the practicalities of and conceptualizations of the logic of capitalist 
expansion. Perhaps most comprehensively, Vertovec (1999) provided a helpful 
overview, which showed how research on transnationalism could be divided into six 
conceptual premises. First, studies are concerned with the social morphology of 
transnational communities, i. e. the way in which transnational communities have been 
forged through the increasing influence of global networks that have consolidated 
and sustained traditional diasporic networks, including the Economic and Social 
Research Council's Transnational Communifies Project. Second, transnationalism can be a 
type of consciousness, that is, "a common consciousness or bundle of experiences 
which bind many people into the social forms or networks" (1999: 451). Third, 
transnationalism is a mode of cultural reproduction, associated with the influence of 
media and communications technologies, and studies in this vein observe the 
production of hybrid cultural phenomena and its manifestations through fashion, 
music, fihn and visual arts. Fourth, transnationalism is an avenue of capital through 
which individual remitters as well as larger transnational corporations are responsible 
for the impact on foreign exchange and earnings. Fifth, Vertovec outlines how 
transnationalism has been conceived as a site of political engagement, through 
conventional activities by international non-govemmental organizations, but also by 
ethnic diasporas' engagement in homeland politics. Finally, Vertovec outlines the 
impacts of transnational practices for the re-construction of 'place' or locality, 
outlining the transference of meaning to produce 'translocalities' (Appadurai 1995). 
While Vertovec's article helpfully incorporates various strands of work on 
transnational relations from across the humanities and social sciences, it also draws 
attention to the problematic juxtaposition of the once separate threads of work on 
diasporas and transnationalism. Levitt argues that diasporas form out of transnational 
connections once a "fiction of congregation takes hold" (2001: 203). She cites the 
Garifuna diaspora that encompasses transnational communities that connect New 
York and Honduras or Belize and Los Angeles as evidence. Others, including Anthias 
(1998: 563) see transnational communities arising from diaspora, where 
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transnationalism is a more intensified version of diaspora, a more frequent 
operationalisation of multiple network connections ffl-ýite 2003: 311). However, 
Portes et al (1999: 225) note that return migration and periodic connections have 
always taken place and regular contacts have existed, such as the Spanish diaspora 
following fascist victory (Sole 1995), but also going back to the trade diasporas 
established established by Venetian, Genoese and Hanse merchants throughout 
medieval Europe (Pirenne 1970). For Portes et al (1999) what differentiates a 
diasporic 'community' from a transnational 'community' is the intensity of 
connections. The links between these areas of scholarship are explored below. 
2.3.2. Diaspora 
Diaspora scholarship has proceeded alongside transnational scholarship and overlaps 
with its similar concern with the hybridization and creolization of identities. The 
Greek term implies the 'dispersion' or 'scattering' of a population and references a 
"connection between groups across different nation states whose commonality 
severed from ... a removed homeland [in which] a new identity becomes 
constructed... which crosses national borders and boundaries" (Anthias 1998: 559-60) 
2005). Early theorisations by Safran (1991) established that diaspora was rooted in a 
conceptual 'homeland'with the paradigmatic case being the Jewish experience of exile 
and dispersion with a traditional longing for a home. Of Safran's six criteria for 
inclusion as a diaspora, four concern homeland orientation. They include maintaining 
a collective memory, regarding ancestral home as place for eventual return, 
commitment to the restoration of the homeland and to relate to the homeland in a 
way that shapes identity and solidarity (1991: 83-84). 
However, there has been a significant shift away from homeland orientation as a 
criterion of definition. Clifford (1994), for example, moves away from the negative 
dialectic of homeland/destination and the focus on loss and estrangement. He is 
especially critical of the disparities that exist between theories and experience of 
diaspora. Using a critique of Safran's focus on a single centre he calls for a more 
positive interpretation that looks to the existence of multiple homelands. He draws 
on the example of the South Asian diaspora, which is "not so much oriented to roots 
in a specific place and a desire for return as around an ability to recreate a culture in 
diverse locations" (1994, pp. 305-306). Further scholarship by Cohen (1997) grounds 
this concept of diaspora in a more empirical and historical approach by producing a 
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spatial typology of different diasporas according to the circumstances of leaving and 
settlement: in particular he distinguishes between 'victim', 'imperial', 'labour', 'trade' 
and 'cultural' diasporas. This has drawn attention to the fact there is more than one 
type of diaspora (White 2003) and signifies an attempt to challenge the conventional 
view that diasporas should be limited to traditional Jewish, Greek and African 
dispersals (Ni Laoire 2003). Instead, "Cohen (1997) proposed an alternative and 
looser definition of a diaspora, based upon a notion of a collective link with a past 
migration history and a sense of co-ethnicity with others of a similar background" (Ni 
Laoire 2003: 276). 
Paul Gilroy (1993) employs the concept of diaspora to historicize and differentiate 
the issue of black cultural identity. This is an attempt to "break the dogmatic focus on 
discrete national dynamics" (1993: 6) within much western cultural thought, rejecting 
the notion of an essential and unifying black subject, and shift focus onto difference. 
Taking up Clifford's call to move away from the negative and exclusionary ideology 
of homeland, Gilroy highlights the tensions between common bonds created by 
shared origins (roots) and ties arising from the process of dispersal (routes) (Ni Laoire 
2003: 277). This de-emphasizes roots as a central organising principle and instead 
privileges the shifting nature of cultural identities. Rather than echo Clifford's critique 
of existing concepts of diaspora, Gilroy offers a more contextually historicized 
account which attempts to understand diaspora as a process that destabilizes the idea 
of social unity within nations. He critiques the idea of essential and absolute identities 
based on genealogy, and proposes the idea of diaspora as a space between nations and 
cultures. 
2.3.3. The challenges to nation-states 
To summarize, the literatures on transnationalism and diaspora increasingly focus on 
the undoing of long-held cultural isomorphism between space, place and identity and 
influence, in two related ways. The first is in the power of transnational relations and 
diaspora to undo the 'cultural' mosaic of territorially bounded identity (Featherstone, 
1995). This suggests a shift in perspective from the old singular migration trajectory 
and assimilationalist paradigm. For Faist (2000b), ideas of assimilation and ethnic 
pluralism are insufficient because they espouse a container concept of space. 
However, transnational approaches to migration de-emphasize geography in the 
formation of identity and instead create new forms of allegiances across boundaries 
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(Appadurai 1996). Portes et al's influential formulation emphasizes transnationalism 
as a complex set of relationships "so encompassing as to virtually erase the distinction 
between here and there" (Waldinger and Fitzgerald 2004: 1180). In contrast to earlier 
immigrants, who were constrained by lack of transport and communications 
technology and forced to sever ties with homelands and set permanent roots in their 
adopted country, many transnational scholars conclude that such a traditional and 
exclusive forms of membership have been eroded. In summary, it is recognised that 
the boundaries of individual nation state no longer contain cultural circulation, 
identification and action (Gupta and Ferguson, 1992; Hannerz 1996) but instead 
emphasizes the 'between-ness' of groups in diaspora (Werbner 2000: 6). For example, 
accounts of Chinese overseas entrepreneurs is dominated by metaphors of mobility 
and cultural hybridity, with migrants conceptualized as global citizens who occupy 
diasporic, deterritorialized and hybrid subject positions (Waters 2003, Ong 1999, Ong 
and Nonini 1999, Pieke 2007). 
A second challenge to nation-states arises from diasporic and transnational 
participation and commitment to multiple political units which undermines and 
subverts the governing role of states. As Nfitchell (1997: 533) observed: 'In much 
contemporary cultural criticism there is a celebration of diaspora and hybridity as 
spaces of subversion'. For example Goldring (1999) and Smith (1994) note that 
migrants can be agents of change, who support and promote local development 
initiatives through hometown associations. NEchael Peter Smith (1994), Graham 
(1997) and Itzigsohn et al. (1999) note the active political participation of migrants 
and many migrants who have lived for many years away maintain involvement in 
homelands (Grasmuck and Pessar 1991). Indeed, diasporas and transnational 
communities have come to be defined against the governing power of the nation- 
state (T6161yan 1991, Portes 1996). Clifford for example, argues that diaspora opens 
new possibilities for "non-exclusive practices of community, politics and difference" 
(1994: 302). 
2.3.4. Critiques of transnationalism and diaspora 
Both claims on the ability of diaspora and transnationalism to subvert the nation-state 
system of organising identity, and its influence as a force of "globalization from 
below" has been contested from a number of angles. 
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First, diaspora is critiqued as a chaotic concept that has become over-reliant on 
meaningless spatial metaphors, "increasingly disarticulated from history and political 
economy" (NEtchell 1997: 588). Brubaker (2005) is particularly critical of the way in 
which overuse within the social sciences has eroded diaspora as a useful descriptive 
and analytical category. From its original referent, the term has been stretched to 
apply to emigrant groups involved in homeland politics (Wayland 2004), labour 
migrants who maintain emotional and social ties with a homeland (Sheffer 2003), the 
emergence of global religious 'communities', (Axel 2001), its application of 
transethnic and transborder linguistic communities, and finally to diasporas of other 
sorts (queer diasporas). The result of this, for Brubaker, has been the increasing 
conceptual ambiguity and loss of the ability of diaspora as a category to mark 
distinctive and clear phenomena. Tambiah (2000: 169) concurs that "diaspora seems 
to be in high fashion these days, and its popularity courts the danger of inordinately 
stretching it'. Portes (2003: 876) is similarly critical of the way in which 
transnationalism has also become a "muddle of the most diverse sort of phenomena". 
Instead, he belives that transnationalism should only refer to the sorts of activities 
limited to those of private 'grassroots' actors as a way of delineating a distinct social 
process. For Portes (2003), to imply that all immigrants are inherently transnational is 
an erroneous assumption that belies the proliferation of cross-border networks 
emerging from initiatives of people to establish useful economic and social ties. 
The second critique levelled at both diasporic and transnational scholarship is the 
construction of those populations as a monolithic 'community'. Portes (1997) and 
Portes et al (1999: 488) have concerns about the lack of attention to the variations in 
experiences and activities. Indeed, "displacement ... is not experienced in precisely 
the same way across time and space, and does not unfold in a uniform fashion" 
(Lavie and Swedenburg, 1996: 4 cited in Crang et al 2003). Werbner (2002: 34) 
recognises that diasporic groups are characterised by multiple discourses, internal 
dissent, and competition for members among themselves and between sectarian, 
gendered or political groups, all subscribing to the same diaspora. "What is subsumed 
under a single identity are a multiplicity of opinions, 'traditions', subcultures, lifestyles, 
or modalities of existence". Brubaker (2005) also argues that like other terms such as 
nation and ethnic group, the terms 'transnational' and 'diaspora' are often 
characterized as 'entities'. Ironically, the tangible, quantifiable and bounded groupist 
portrayal of transnational 'communities' is at odds with the literature's attempt to 
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overcome the bounded nature of nation-states. Indeed, "If, as Homi Bhabha put it 
'there is no such whole as the nation, the culture or even the self then why should 
there be any such whole as... diaspora" (Brubaker 2005: 12). 
Third, there has been a disassociation of migration from power. Fabricant (1998) and 
Kaplan (1995) are dismissive of the 'world without boundaries' and instead argue that 
states continue to impose restrictions on movement and trade (Crang and Dwyer 
2003: 442). Waldinger and Fitzgerald (2004) argue that states seek to control 
movement across territorial boundaries, and that defining transnationalism, like Portes 
(1999) in terms of the regular and sustained cross-border activities, takes for granted 
the ease of movement across territorial borders. Feminist scholarship has been 
important in re-theorizing borderzones (e. g. Anzald6a 1987, Ifekwunigwe 1999, 
Kaplan et al 1999, Lorder 1982, Moraga 1983) and highlighted the fantasy of limitless 
mobility which in reality rests on the power and border controls of who and who 
does not belong. Migration cannot be theorized outside the realm of power: Gloria 
Anzald6a shows how Chicana/o culture is constituted through the Mexico/United 
States border through a reconfiguration of spatial boundaries and uprooting of fixity: 
"Chicana/o cultural practices have operated in disordering, profoundly disturbing 
ways with respect to dominant social and cultural, spatial and ideological topographies 
of the "proper" in the United States" (Perez 1999: 19 in Ahmed et al 2003: 5). 
Meanwhile, Ong (1999) demonstrates how power, positionality and intersectionality 
come together to regulate the border crossing activities and the flexible citizenship of 
Chinese transnational subjects. She argues that different modes of governmentality, 
practiced by the nation-state, family, capital, intersect and variously encode and 
constrain transnational flexibility and create struggles over identity, belonging and 
longing. 
2.4. Trans nationalism: the role of the state 
These critiques, and efforts to respond to them, have converged around 
conceptualizations of the state and its role in transnational settings. A number of 
authors have moved away from often uncritical and triumphalist celebrations of 
hybrid, transnational identities as emancipatory and subversive of the state to assert 
the continued role that territorially bounded states have in organizing transnational 
activities. Such work has questioned that the "transnational is inherently transgressive 
and resistane, (Crang and Dwyer 2003: 441). 
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Research has argued that 'sending' states play a primary role in processes of network 
connection, re-connection, and citizenship through a redefinition of boundaries in 
social, rather than geographic terms (Louie 2000). At the forefront of these attempts 
to move away from the over-exposed "transnationalism from below" approach is the 
paper by Smith (1998) that analyzes this 'grassroots transnationalism' in dialectic with 
the attempts of sending country governments to co-opt nationals abroad to tap into 
their various economic and political resources. Extending these arguments further, 
Itzigsohn (2000) sees transnational forms of migration as providing sending countries 
with new options for reconfiguring the reach of the nation-state through such 
economic, social and political ties with nationals abroad. Transnational. economic, 
social and political ties with nationals abroad are used by nations as they seek not only 
to tap the economic resources of citizens abroad, but increasingly incorporate them 
into domestic and foreign policy. Governments and other elites such as religious 
institutions, local bureaucracies and political parties engage in transnationalism from 
'above' in an attempt to align those practices which are already happening from 
'below' with the various national interests in the country of origin. 
Portes (1996b) aregues that are three main ideological orientations underpinning the 
state support for transnational migration: human capital upgrading for the acquisition 
of skills and a safety valve against poverty; the maximisation of remittances as 
emigrants move back and forth; and the domestic political force of migrants within 
the receiving country as they advance the former states' economic and foreign policy 
interests. As Portes concludes, "sending governments do not want their immigrants 
to return, but rather to achieve a secure status in the wealthy nations to which they 
have moved and from which they can make sustained economic and political 
contributions in the name of patriotism and home town loyalty" (Portes 1999b: 467). 
Central to this extension of the state has been the creation of a political transnational 
field as a realm of "recurrent and institutionalized interactions and exchanges 
between, on the one hand, immigrants and their social and political organizations and, 
on the other hand, the political institutions and the state apparatus of the country of 
origin" gtzigsohn, 2000: 1130). Other authors, such as Levitt and de la DeHesa 
(2003) explore how institutional structures of the state and political parties facilitate 
the construction of the 'transnational arena'. This work has been crucial in moving 
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the transnational debates forward from its exclusive focus on migrants' ability to 
counter the hegemony of the state. 
Portes (1999b) emphasizes that although states become involved in forging 
transnational ties, their goal is not to encourage return, but provide an cxtra-territorial 
economic and political anchor. Indeed, in his later writings (eg. Portes 2003) he is 
sceptical about attaching the label 'transnationahsm from above' to these state 
activities, arguing that whUst the actions of governments to promote transnationalism 
might appear to be the main reason transnational. connections are formed, the onset 
of transnational activieis are actually due to imrrýigrant initiatives. For Portes (2003: 
879), "governments have generally entered the field only after a definitive set of 
transnational activities has been consolidated by popular initaitve". 
However, Afichael Peter Smith (2005) critiques what he sees as the binary distinction 
between the activities of the 'sending state' or activities of grassroots agents in 
'destinations'. Guarnizo and Smith (1998) emphasize the relational quality of 
transnational social action, cautioning that in investigating the 'above' and the 'below' 
of transnational action, one must guard against equating 'above' exclusively with 
global structures or agents and below exclusively with 'local' social fields or actors. 
Wbilst categorizing transnational action as coming 'from above' or 'from below' aims 
to capture the dynamics of power relations in the transnational arena, these categories 
however are "contextual and relational rather than essential or immutable" (NIP Smith 
2001: 110-13). Schein (1998), for example, shows how Hmong cultural brokers are 
envisaged as acting 'from below' vis-ý-vis the United States and Chinese states whose 
borders they transgress, while simultaneously acting 'from above' vis-i-vis the ethnic 
Mao objects of their tourist gaze. They also act 'from in-between' in terms of the 
power relations they broker between Hmong social networks in the US and, 
respectively, US and Chinese state structures and policies. 
In his 2003 paper, Michael Peter Smith analyzes the role of political mediation 
assumed by regional sending-state officials from Guanajuato, Mexico ffrorn in- 
betweený seeking to channel remittances provided by local migrant groups in 
California ffrorn belowý into state-sponsored economic development projects 
located in the migrants' communities of origin, but designed by the elites of a 
Mexican political party Cfrom. aboveý to win votes and develop their state (M. P. 
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Smith 2005). This form of 'middling transnationalism' focuses on the transnational 
practices of social actors occupying middle class or status positions in the national 
class structures of their countries of origin, Eke skilled workers or working 
holidaymakers who spend extended periods abroad living transnational everyday lives 
(NI. P. Smith 2005). Conradson and Latham (2005) also call for greater attention to the 
'everyday' practices and mobilities of 'middling transnationalism' in terms of the 
dynamics of transnational friendship and nationality-based networks of people of 
'middling' social and economic status in their countries of origin. They argue that too 
much attention in transnational studies has been paid to the power of transnational 
technical and managerial elites or to the village-based social networks forged by 
economically marginal social strata to generate transnational social capital. Thus, 
whilst Portes (2003) argues that the generation of cross-border networks by 
immigrants 'from above' is a social phenomena that is distinct from the'activides 
'from below', AIP Smith (2001,2005) and Conrad and Lathamson (2005) argue that it 
is impossible to disentangle the two. 
2.5. Transnationalism, 121ace and identily 
Michael Peter Smith's (2001,2005) work is particularly notable for recognising how 
sending states might exert power and influence in relational and mediating ways to 
control transnational migration. For Smith, the dualistic nature of globalization is 
oversimplified. Instead, he argues that in order to fully understand 'middling 
transnationalism' as a concept from which to interpret the recursive actions of both 
states and migrants, we need to examine the confluences of globalization in particular 
places. Indeed, and as above, this will also help us to undo the groupist and 
essentialist portrayal of singular transnational. 'communities, ' and therefore move the 
focus of migration scholarship away from the nationally bounded and dualistic focus 
on origins and destinations. This section therefore details the emergence of debates 
about the global-local nexus of place in human geography and how this maps onto 
conceptualisations of transnational migration. It then shows how critiques of the 
global-local binary through the literature on scale and globalization might undo the 
binaries and essentialisms of transnational identity, belonging and location. 
2.5.1. Place in geographical thought 
In studies of transnationalism, space is utilised to understand how diasporic identities 
are mediated. In practice the contest over migrant identities, rather than occurring in 
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abstract diasporic space, occurs in places imbued with cultural and historical 
meanings. Indeed, studies of places, their meanings and impact in creating and 
sustaining human identity have long been a tenet of human geography since the 
writings of Carl Sauer and the Berkeley School in the 1920s. The principal focus of 
the research investigated the impact of culture on landscape. The idea of place as a 
series of locales where people live, have experience and find meanings was taken up 
by humanistic geographers who questioned positivist approaches. The insights of 
Edward Relph (1976) and his assertion that places are "fusions of human and natural 
order and the significant centers of our immediate experience of the world" (1976: 
13) suggested that places were territories of meaning as well as containers of social 
li fe. 
During the 1980s, 'cultural turn' authors recognised that landscapes and places not 
only reflected human relations, but constructed new identities and produced social 
meaning. Cosgrove and Jackson (1987) critiqued Sauer and the Berkeley School for its 
concern with "the rural and the antiquarian, narrowly focussed on physical artefacts" 
(1987: 96). They recognized that "the geography of culture forms is much more than 
a passive spatial reflection of the historical forces that moulded them; their spatial 
structure is an active part of their historical constitution" (1987: 99). They argued for 
a more complex concept of landscape as a cultural construction, "a particular way of 
composing, structuring and giving meaning to an external world whose history has to 
be understood" (1987: 96). Place is a means through which social identities are 
created and maintained, and power relations shape how space is claimed, used and 
regulated through a spatialized politics of identity (power related to individuals and 
groups) and politics of place (power in spatial arenas) (Keith and Pile 1993). 
2.5.2. Structural accounts of place and scale 
Whilst Cosgrove and Jackson's paper was influential in drawing attention to culture, 
landscapes and places as socially constructed, the emergence of debates surrounding 
the role of capitalism aimed to understand how places were produced in relation to 
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the operation of structural forces of globalization. Massey, in S afialDitisions ofLabour 
(1984), argued that it was vital that geographers not only described the spatial 
organisation of the relations of production, but also addressed the constitution of 
regionally differentiated places through political and economic strategies of actors 
working at different scales as part of the inescapable laws of capitalism. This work 
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came in for a number of critiques for its micro structuralism which failed to tackle 
capitalism at national and international levels, instead relying on specificity and 
contingency of place (Harvey 1987). 
The problematic of the "contingency" of place was addressed by Neil Smith in his 
key work Uneven Develo pment (1984), which drew upon the key Marxist influence of 
David Harvey, who showed that "a tendency towards ... a structured coherence to 
production and consumption within a given space -a spatial fix - is critical to capital 
accumulation" (1982: 424). Both Harvey and Smith draw upon parts of Henri 
Lefebvre's (1991) The Social Producdon of Space, which argues that the space of the 
urban is not simply reducible toproduc&n, exchange or accumulation (cf. Castells 
1977) but is a site where all aspects of capitalism intersect over history to become a 
locus of interaction and exchange. Smith showed that that social inequalities 
(difference) and political processes of inclusion and exclusion at the local scale are 
grounded in material socio-spatial processes operating at the global scale. What his 
work added was an understanding of space as relative, and therefore both an effect 
and cause of socio-economic change, and part of both power and resistance. Thus, 
Smith showed that space, via uneven geographical development, is not merely 
contingent upon economic growth and decline, but is also an influence in itself. 
Working in this vein, David Harvey was also a strong proponent of the centrality of 
space to the internal logic of capitalism. In The Condifion of Postmodemiý, (1989) he 
argued that despite what appeared to be a post-modern era of difference and 
complexity, the same logic of capitalism, which used the production of difference for 
profit, still applied. Doreen Massey (1991a: 28) also developed an account of place, 
using Kilburn High Road, as "constructed out of a particular constellation of 
relations, meeting and weaving together at a particular locus". Her emphasis on the 
production and reproduction of difference through historical and political processes 
added richness and theoretical detail to Marxian accounts of economic geography and 
demonstrated the open and porous boundaries and myriad interdependencies 
contained in place. 
2.5.3. Beyond binaries of the global-local: Lessons for transnational migration 
Such structural accounts of place still embed pejorative binaries. The local is 
understood as individually held feelings, thoughts and actions held in opposition to 
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the global, as objective, broadly operating social processes (Giddens 1984). The local 
was also seen as merely an 'example' to illustrate the manifestations of these processes 
in terms of local outcomes and actions. Thus economic macroisms are articulated 
alongside global spaces while social practice is relegated to localities, with agency 
obliterated in favour of global capitalism. In David Ley's view, the global is construed 
ccas a space that is dynamic, thrusting, open, rational, cosmopolitan and dominant 
while the local is communitarian, authentic, closed, static, nostalgic, defensive (but 
ultimately defenceless) and the site of ethnic, sexual, regional and other fragmentary 
identities" (2004: 155). As explained above, critiques of the transnational and diaspora 
migration have coalesced around similar global-local binaries. The uncritical 
celebration of the 'hybrid' and the groupist portrayal of 'transnational communities' 
are both essentialized categories that fail to pay attention to difference. The 
crystallization of transnational action and practice as either state or migrant led draws 
upon a binary of the personal or the political, often characterized as the global and 
local. 
For Amin (2001), the processes associated with globalisation, as intensified world- 
level forces and raised global connectivity mark a "new ontology of place/space" and 
compels us to think "seriously about space, about the spatiality of the social, about 
territories and their delimitations" (Therborn 1998: 7). Amin deploys Scholte's (2000) 
reading of deterritorialisation as the distinctive spatiality of contemporary 
globalisation to argue that studies of the cultural 'spatiality' of globalisation, which 
conceptualise place as the site of intersection of cosmopolitan influences and flows 
are lin-ýiting. However, the deterriroriaUsation-reterritoriahsation tension has been 
interpreted by others such as Brenner (1999) and Swyngedouw (1997) as an outcome 
of the reorganisation or relativisation of scale. Neil Brenner (1999: 435), for example, 
has argued that the "post-1970s wave of globalisation has significantly decentred the 
role of the national scale as a self-enclosed container of socio-economic relations" 
such that there is a re-scaling of territoriality which includes the increased 
"importance of both sub- and supranational forms of territorial organisation" (Amin 
2001: 387). In Swyngedouw's (1997) language, the breakdown and reconstitution of 
spatial scales is a process of 'glocalisation' in which globalisation relativises and 
overlaps geographical scales of social organisation, linked to the changing spatial 
requirements of capitalist development. 
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In response, Amin believes that the deployment of 'scale' continues to essentialize 
places as bounded and whole entities. He draws upon the idea of places as 
nonterritorial, sites of situated transitory practices, which take shape "only in their 
passine' ffhrift 1999: 310). If globalisation is "a contingent and ever-shifting mesh of 
interactive processes" (Olds and Yeung 1999: 535), then places are the embodiment 
of this as a product of the manifold effects of spatial and temporal exposure and 
connectivity. Thus, for Massey (2005), places are the moment through which the 
global is constituted, invented, co-ordinated, produced as 'agents' in globalization. 
Furthermore, as debates about the interconnectivity of the global and local have 
highlighted, the interconnectivity of the cultural and the economic through place, and 
empirical evidence shows the complex interplay of the cultural and the economic, 
such as in Silicon Valley (Saxenian 1994) and the City of London (Thrift 1994), 
cultural economy readings of society transcend the economic-cultural (and political- 
economic) binaries still traceable in many migration accounts. 
As I next explain, these contingent and fragmented visions of places, along with 
Lefebvrian and Deleuzian ontological interpretations of being, have important 
insights for the study of transnational migration because it helps us to unpack the 
essentialisms contained within the theorizing of transnational identity, places and 
spaces. 
2 5.3.1 The muMpAdfies of idenfi_0 and difference. 
The Lefebvrian-inspired debate about the production of space (and place) has drawn 
attention to the "difference" and the layers of difference embedded within and 
through place as outcomes of particular historical and geographical circumstances. In 
Harvey and Smith's structural perspective, difference is understood in terms of class 
identity. Other forms, such as gender, sexuality and ethnicity, are either subsumed or 
reduced to additive components Wassey 1991b). For Deutsche (1991) subsuming 
difference offers a masculinist narrative "truth" of the world. Others, such as 
Katherine Gibson, have pointed to the limitations of class theory for coping with the 
multiple identities and the fluidity of individuals' and households' involvements with 
the formal labour market, and with informal modes of exchange such as reciprocity 
with neighbours, kin and wider ethnic groups. Both political economy and cultural 
studies still treat class as constituting 'a coherent and unified aspect of one's identity, 
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in contrast to other aspects of subjectivitý (Gibson, 1998: 309), often including 
ethnicity, skin colour and gender. 
More generally, and as noted by Shields (1999), the inheritance of the classical Marxist 
theoretical division of the 'base' and 'superstructure' has carried over a 19'h century 
European separation of Weberian value spheres into contemporary theorizing of class 
as uncoloured by the complexity of ethnicities, migration, neighbourhoods and the 
personal sense of home, colours, religions and sexualities. These articulations of 
identity are conceived of as cross-cutting elements of social class identity. Rarely are 
they considered for their contribution to the segregation of privilege, power and 
respect. 
Furthermore, with specific reference to diaspora, Stuart Hall (1990: 235) notes: "the 
diaspora experience. .. is defined, not by essence or purity, but by the recognition of 
a necessary heterogeneity and diversity; by a conception of 'identity' which lives with 
and through, not despite, difference". What is key is that contra the celebration of 
the 'hybridity' of transnational subjects, the fact remains that people still inhabit 
classed, raced and gendered bodies, that are in motion in specific historical contexts 
(NIP Smith 2005). Attending to and specifying the historical context in which 
transnational. identity is located is, for MP Smith (2005) a central concern because it 
guards against a de-contextual inscription of transnational identity as a cultural whole, 
detached from often contested historical and geographical contexts. People are 
socially and spatially situated within and between gender, class, families, religions, 
workplaces and political projects. As a result, people have multiple and intersecting 
needs, desires and commitments to transnational projects and have different abilities 
to achieve them. By taking into account the situatedness of people, produced through 
historical material circumstances, we can unpack what a transnational identity means 
and investigate how these differences structure transnational identification and 
material practice. 
Against this need to theories difference in grounded ways that are consistent with the 
continuing inequalities lived and experienced by migrants, Soja's reading of Lefebvre 
in Tbirdspace: journgs to Los An geles and otber real and imagined places (1996) offers a 
historicized way forward. In Lefebvre's dialectic of space, Le Percu is the popular 
perceived space of everyday fife in opposition to I-e Concu, the conceived official 
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space. I-e Vecu is an imaginative space which can transcend both. Soja (1996) takes 
this concept forward through a reading of Los Angeles to envision Lefebvre's 
dialectic not as an additive combination of its components, but rather a disordering 
and reconstitution. He interprets a 'trialectics of being' where the ontology of being 
can be analysed using the spatiality of the real material world, the historicity of 
imagined representations of spatiality and a third space of sociality, in which time, 
space and society are mutually constitutive. 
25.3.2 Nafions and the muk Ple scales of belonging 
Identity is usually constructed vis-A-vis the dominant ideological and representations 
of social groups and is therefore a public as well as private matter: it implies the 
shaping of a shared sense of belonging with and against others (Chambers 1994). For 
Arendt (1973), such belonging was anchored to place at the scale of the nation. It was 
defined in relation to the invention of the 'nation' as a homogenous entity: a 
"conquest of state by nation" that rests on homogenous assumptions about ethnicity, 
race, language, where the state was the dominant resident group against which were 
defined the non-hegemonic other as a minority. In Europe for example, this was 
constructed against an invisible 'whiteness' (Bonnett 2000). In this matrix, the 
cultural sphere was the outcome of localized economic processes which provided 
stability and structure to everyday life (Shields, 1999). 
As above, the global circulation of people has delinked identity and culture from a 
singular nation, disrupting the isomorphism of culture, people and place. For 
traditional theorists of transnational migration, the existence of two dual frames of 
reference remains anchored at the level of nation. The major problematic of this is 
that the nation is taken as a given, a monolithic whole, the complexities of which are 
rarely explored nor used to contextualize transnationalism. Without interrogating how 
nations are constituted, the transnational literature cannot help but falsely reduce 
transnationalism to an absolute: either people are 'transnational' or they are 'national'. 
Debates in geography about the production of places provide a way forward. They 
have shown that places are an ongoing record of social processes that exist at 
intersecting scales (Shields 1999). Drawing on the example of an urban public square, 
Fincher and Jacobs (1998: 21) argue that "an apparently 'local' urban public square is 
also at the same time situated in a Eminal space of a global city, and may consequently 
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play a "more pivotal international role in the production and dissemination of social 
identities [or] mythologies, than entire regions or nations in other parts of the world". 
Places are thus constituted through an interplay of cultural and material codes forged 
elsewhere. In Deleuzian philosophy, concepts are situated, contextual, contingent and 
localized, and only have meaning in relation to larger milieu. Deleuze sees concepts as 
'events' that are not just fully to hand and located in the here and now, but are 
infused with other spaces and times. Debates about the production of place echo the 
Deleuzian view of space-time because they recognise that places consist of 
simultaneous, multiple, crosscutting, intersecting and aligning relations (Massey, 1994: 
3). Place is not just a local cultural or contextual additive to global economic flows, 
but a site at which both are meshed and remade at a variety of scales. 
In terms of thinking about the relationships between the national and the 
transnational, it is essential to investigate how the nation component of 
transnationalism is similarly multilocally infused and contingent upon regional, 
national and global flows of culture and economy. Opening up nations in this manner 
will allow us to interrogate what it means to be transnational, rather than assume that 
it simply consists of a dual frame of reference. This can therefore illuminate how 
people can be simultaneously national and transnational, rather than privilege either 
model of belonging. 
2.5.4 Placing Transnational Fields 
Structural accounts of place, critiques of the global-local nexus and responses to them 
have important insights for transnational migration because they recognize 
differences embedded in the mutually constitutive nature of all spheres of economic, 
political, personal and cultural life. Rather than exclusive categories, all of these 
spheres contain overlapping and interdependent sets of actions, institutional 
processes and norms. For Fraser (1995: 72): "Even the most material economic 
institutions have a constitutive, irreducible cultural dimension", and "even the most 
discursive cultural practices have a constitutive, irreducible political-econornic 
dimension" (Fraser, 1995: 72). As I have demonstrated, by unpacking the multiplicity 
and contingencies within transnational places, scholars of the transnational can 
investigate its fragmentations and contestations to better understand the complexities 
of identity and belonging. The constitutive elements of the transnational are therefore 
not simply points or nodes, but make up transnational social fields. This resonates 
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with recent insights of Glick Schiller (2005) who suggests a view of society and social 
membership based on a concept of social field as 'networks of networks' that stretch 
the structures of politics across the borders of nation-states. For Crang et al (2003) 
and Jackson et al (2007), transnationality is a complex space (social field) that is multi- 
dimensional and multiply inhabited, participation in which extends beyond the 
membership of specific, ethnically defined, transnational communities. 
To date, research on how transnational social fields operate and function has relied 
upon social capital theory. According to Pieterse (2003: 30) there are two main strands 
of social capital theory that developed out of Bourdieu's (1986) original 
conceptualisation of social capital that centred on individuals or small groups as the 
units of analysis. Coleman (1988) adopts a functionalist approach to understanding 
social capital by suggesting that families and communities provide a social function 
that can be used as a resource by members to best represent their interests. For 
Coleman (1988,1990), social relations are redefined as exchange relations. Putnam 
defines social capital as 'features of social life - networks, norms and trust - that 
enable participants to act together more effectively to pursue shared objectives' 
(Putnam 1994: 2). He suggests that community members' participation in community 
affairs, or 'civic engagement', is a key aspect of social capital because their 
participation leads to various forms of collective action. Transnational fields have 
been conceptualised as a form of social capital by a range of scholars working on 
families and ethnicity (Everged and Zontini 2006) and is also a key feature of many 
classifications of transnationalism by sociologists such as Portes (1999), Guarnizo 
(2003), Vertovec (1999) and Levitt (2003). 
It is also recognised that the usefulness of social capital is influenced by inequalities in 
issues of race, class and gender etc which influence people's access to social resources. 
Difference is also inescapably coupled with 'power', also a key concern of social 
capital theorists who argue that social capital based resource transactions are 
embedded in larger social structures of power. Giddens (1984) acknowledges that 
people have bodies that do things via physical and communicative action and, in 
acting, constitute both themselves and society. He objects to a strict distinction 
between individuals and institutions that sees institutions as detached from, or only 
external to, people. Rather, institutions are "internalized" by the human actors who 
constitute them, consisting of collectivities of people who associate with each other 
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extensively and, through interaction, develop recursive practices and associated 
meanings. Institutions have social positions and relations that are characterized by 
particular expectations, rules/norms, and procedures, thus possessing a legitimating 
ideology (March and Olsen 1989) which is created by elites who benefit from the 
arrangements and practices they valorise (Berger and Luckmann 1966). 
In transnational life, this has been articulated through the work of Conradson and 
Latham (2005), AIP Smith (2001,2005) and Schein (1998) who see transnationalism 
from above/transnationalism from below as a false distinction that obscures the 
power relations that underpin the formation and reproduction of states, capitals, 
national and transnational identities. Thus, there are political, religious, cultural and 
economic agents who shape the social spaces in which transmigrants operate. 
Studying differences within an assumed transnational. 'whole' in the ways people 
identify with and maintain transnational networks of association can illuminate more 
about the forces which produce transnational communities, rather than assuming 
their taken-for-grantedness (Conradson and Latham 2005). 
However, such social capital views of transnational fields continue to impute notions 
of homogeneity based on a territorial 'origin' and 'roots'. By taking the "Places" of 
transnational fields seriously, I draw attention to the syntheses of diverse influences 
and contingencies: the personal, the political, the historical and the material 
conditions of existence, all of which are underpinned by the inseparable circulation of 
symbols, materiality and policies. In Lefebvrian terms, places are a synthetic third 
term: neither wholly a political-econon-& outcome nor fully personal. 1bus for 
Appadurai (1996: 41): 
"'Me relationship between the cultural and economic levels of this new set 
of global disjunctures is not a simple one-way street in which the terms of 
global cultural politics are set wholly by, or confined wholly within, the 
vicissitudes of international flows of technology, labour and finance, 
demanding only a modest modification of existing new-Marxist models of 
uneven development an state formation. There is a deeper change ... 
constituted by their continuously fluid and uncertain interplay. (Appadurai, 
1996: 41) 
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Although the overlap between the cultural and the economic forms of political and 
social life is now recognised, and indeed now seen as inseparable, it is important to 
investigate in a more critical way how this forms a more powerful cultural political 
economy of identities and places (Young 1997, Shields 1999, Thrift and Amin 2007). 
For Young (1997), "the cure is to reconnect issues of symbols and discourse to their 
consequences in the material organization of labour, access to resources, and 
decision-making power, rather than to solidify a dichotomy between them ... so that 
culture becomes one of several sites of struggle interacting with others. (Young, 1997: 
160). In order to capture the fluid nature of transnational life and critique essential 
understandings of transnational spheres and places, this thesis will similarly examine 
the interaction between the symbolic and the material to critically re-read the nature 
of what constitutes the transnational. In order to do so, it will critically unpack 
'origins' and 'destinations' as wholes and examine the interactions within and between 
them. 
2.6. Indians in Durban 
In order to foreground place as a key element of transnationalism and unpack the 
complexities of 'origins' and 'destinations' it is essential to draw upon a transnational 
space that offers rich empirical detail. In particular, it needs to have a sufficiently long 
history of migration in which specifics of class, ethnicity and gender have had time to 
unfold and become intimately entwined with the history of that 'destination'. Second, 
it must also be a transnational population that is part of an 'origin' states' broader 
economic, political and cultural agenda. 
As I explained above, the aim of the thesis is to understand how difference is 
produced through the transnational cultural-economy. The migration of Indians 
provides an important case study in this regard because it has been, and still is, 
essentially a cultural-economic project. The geographical variation and scope of 
Indian migration is attributable to nineteenth century emigration from India to 
plantation economies later supplemented by free migration. FEstorically, these 
plantations were located in the south of the global economy in low-income countries 
colonized by the British. Later departures of Indians to the US and the UK were 
underpinned by shifts in the global economy and the making of the Indian IT 
orientated economy. 'Mere was also a wave of migrants to the Gulf States, 
temporarily engaged in the construction boom. 
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More recently, India has emerged as an increasingly confident global political and 
economic player (Amoako 2000, Beri 2003). Amidst global shifts in the economic and 
diplomatic centres of gravity India, as one of the two main 'Asian Drivers', is very 
much at the centre. However, at present the focus is fixed on China (e. g. Nolan 2001, 
Un et al 1996, Chow 2007), with comparatively little research into India's role, 
especially in relation to the overseas Indian population who have fuelled India's 
increasingly economically powerful status in two ways (Nayyar 1994, Ratha 2003, 
Kapur 2004). First, there is a large market for the export of Indian products such as 
clothes, film, jewellery, religious paraphernalia destined for the 'diaspora' keen to 
retain their cultural links with their ancestral origin. However, much of the focus of 
these cultural-economic activities of Indians has been on the activities of Indians, 
motivated to move for economic reasons, living in more economically developed 
countries of for example, the United States (Lessinger 2003), Canada (Walton-Roberts 
2003), Australia (Voigt-Graf 2005) and the UK (Bhachu 1998, Dwyer and Crang 
2002, Dwyer and Jackson 2003, Crang et al 2003). Second, remittances are an 
important contribution. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) reported that Indians living 
abroad transferred $24.6 billion to India in the fiscal year 2005-2006, putting India as 
the leading recipient of remittances in the world, in front of China and Mexico at 
$22.4 billion and $21.7 billion respectively (Chishti 2007). This contributes almost 3 
per cent of India's Gross Domestic Product (The Hindu 2006). Moreover, the poles 
of overseas Indians living in more economically developed countries, along with 
temporary workers in the Gulf States; represent the most important remittance 
corridors to India (figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1: Source Regions of Remittance Flows to India, 2006. 
Thus, whilst much of the academic focus has been on the transnational spaces of 
Indians living in these economically important centres, less is known hov-ever of the 
material practices and spatial imaginaries of Indians living overseas since the period of 
colonial labour migration (for a notable exception see Ray 2001). Figure 2.2 below 
shows the significant numbers of overseas Indians living in the former plantation 
economics of south-east Asia, East Africa and the Caribbean. 
t -. . 3*E: 1'. r'c'Axon OCID, 
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Figurc 2.2: Nlap of the estimated overseas Indian population. Adapted from the HLC Report, 2001: x1vii 
Whilst Indians living in these countries were encouraged by the Nehruvian regime to 
'integrate' into their host societies following the dismantling of colonialism, more 
recently the singular imaginative 'Indian Diaspora' has entered into the economic and 
political language of India. This can be seen for example in the creation of the "High 
Level Committee on the Indian Diaspora" in 2001 and more recently, a Ministry of 
Overseas Indian Affairs was established in 2005 to explicitly provide financial, 
educational and cultural services for all overseas Indians. 
At the same time, the emerging economies of countries in the 'Global South' have 
entered the new Indian international political lexicon as partners in development. The 
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh recently signalled his commitment to the "India 
Development Initiative" which aimed to promote the idea of India as a donor 
country. New Delhi has recently offered several African countries discount loans to 
finance Indian exports: Indian commercial loans to Africa, channelled through its 
Exim bank, totalled about $11 Orn in 2005 (India Daily 2006). There are also claims 
that India is a particularly suitable partner for new models of African development, 
given its advantages and experiences in 'Triple A technologies' (Sachs 2007). 
Against this background of the lack of academic attention on overseas Indians in 
Africa despite the existence of a sizeable overseas Indian population and the 
increasing focus of New Delhi on trade and exchange with African countries, the 
South African contingent of overseas Indians was chosen as the site of the research 
for a number of reasons. First, South Africa has one of the largest overseas Indian 
populations in the world. Second, South Africa is an economically important trade 
and exchange partner for India, with trade predicted to reach $12-billion by 2010 
from the current $6 billion (The Hindu 2007). 
Third, the complex migration history of Indians to South Africa results from diverse 
origins of class, caste, religion and geographical locations and each of these identity 
'markers' intersect in different ways to produce a complex of identifications with the 
geographical entity 'India'. Complicating the picture further is the embeddedness of 
Indo-South Africans across 4 and 5 generations in the social fabric of the South 
African nation and the complex context of apartheid and post-apartheid South Africa. 
Up until 1960, the Union and apartheid governments viewed Indians in South Africa 
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as temporary residents. FoUowing the transition to democracy, in which Indo-South 
Africans played a significant part, Indo-South Africans were keen to stress their 
loyalty as committed South African citizens. The provision of new opportunities for 
transnational mobility as a result of travel, communication and economic 
Eberalisation and opening of trade finks with India has been received with 
ambivalence despite India's commitment to opening up channels of exchange with 
Indo-South Africans and South Africa more generally. Finally, only a small 
percentage of Indo-South Africans are citizens of India (fig 2.3). 
Country of Citizenship Percent of Indians 
6 
South Africa 98.77% 
Asia 1.00% 
Southern Africa 0.11% 
Rest of Africa 0.06% 
Europe 0.05% 
North America 0.02% 
Central and South America 0.01% 
Australia and New Zealand 0.01% 
Vigure Z.. J: Unzenship ot InWans in South Atnca, 2001. 
Sourcc: Statistics South Africa www. statssa. gov. za 
This is important because it marks the distinction between overseas Indians as Non- 
Resident Indians [NRIs] and Persons of Indian Origin [PlOs]. NRIs are overseas 
Indians who remain fuH citizens of India, and PlOs are overseas Indians with 
citizenship of another country, but have a historical family connection to India. 
'Indians' in South Africa are generally of the latter category, with only about 10,000 of 
the Indian population in South Africa with NRIs status (personal communication). 
The case study of Indians in South Africa is important because it marks a distinct 
overseas Indian population who lack sustained familial and economic ties to India. 
The transnational migration literature has tended to focus on migrants with only a 
6 The South African census classifies the population based on groups with common characteristics of 
descent and history in relation to how they were (or would have been) classified before the 1994 
elections. The following categories are provided in the census: black African, Coloured, Indian or 
Asian, White, other. Whilst the numbers shown here include both Indians and Asians, people of 
Indian origin make up the majority of this category. 
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short history in their new countries of residence (e. g. Portes 1999, Levitt 2001). 
However, as Indians in South Africa have a long migration history and also were 
isolated from India for fifty years, this case study might better illuminate more clearly 
the ways in which Indian transnational identification and practices are tied into the 
more general global circulation of cultural economics. 
Durban was chosen as the specific site of research within South Africa. As the site of 
first arrival of Indians to South Africa and port of disembarkation of the settlers that 
arrived under the British as colonial plantation workers, Durban as a place remains 
intimately bound up in the colonial, apartheid and post-apartheid history of Indians in 
South Africa. The memory of this lives on through the planning of a monument to 
the Indian settlers on the Durban waterfront and the preservation of Gandhi's former 
residence in Phoenix. 
The restrictions on the inter-provincial movement of Indians during apartheid have 
resulted in a concentrated population. The province of KwaZulu-Natal and the 
municipality of e-Thekwini, which includes the city of Durban and the surrounding 
environs, have the largest share of the Indian population in South Africa (Figure 2.4) 
Province Indians % of all Indians in South Africa 
KwaZulu-Natal 798274 71.56 
ETbekminilDurban 614835 55.13 
Gauteng 218013 19.54 
Western Cape 45028 4.04 
Eastern Cape 18372 1.65 
Mpumalanga 11243 1.01 
North West 9904 0.89 
Umpopo 8585 0.77 
Free State 3721 0.33 
Northern Cape 2321 0.21 
rigure z., 4: incuans resicicnt by province, 2UU1. Source: Statistics South Atrica. www. statssa-gov. za 
As a result of the large population of Indo-South Africans, the headquarters of most 
Indo-South African cultural and religious organisations are located here and there is a 
thriving 'Indian' mediascape of Indian orientated radio stations, newspapers and 
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broadcasters. In addition, because of the large number of Indo-South Africans, 
Durban hosts many visits from touring Indian artists some of which are organised by 
the Indian Consulate located in downtown Durban. It is perhaps a reflection of the 
importance of Durban that the Indian president chose to make his inaugural address 
to the South African nation from a sports stadium in Chatsworth, a former Indian 
township located just outside of the city. 
In summary, the case study of Indians in Durban was chosen because of the 
economic, demographic and cultural make-up of the population and the increasing 
relevancy of South Africa to India's global political rhetoric. The under-researched 
relationship between India, South Africa and Indo-South Africans is relevant to the 
aims of the thesis, to understand how difference works through the Indian-South 
African transnational cultural economy, because of the differences within and 
between Indian, South African and Indo-South African spheres of political and social 
Efe. 
2.7 Research questions 
Taken together, three questions aim to open up windows on the multiple ways in 
which transnationalism might connect India and South Africa. The first entry point is 
to open up the location of 'India' in relation to the historical production of the idenfi, ý, 
of Indo-South Africans. It suggests a Durban-made geography of India, and 
foregrounds the post-apartheid context of difference. The post-apartheid context is 
also the focus of the second entry point, in order to open up South Africa and 
highlights the historical production of belonging. This approach foregrounds the 
contingent and multi-scaled nature of place. The third entry point is an examination 
of how difference and contingency come together as the Indian state uses 
constructions of the diaspora to exert influence over the evolving global transnational 
field. 
Research Question 1: How does the migration of Indians to Durban in the 
past inform Indo-South African transnational identification and practice in the 
present? 
As argued above, an important consideration of the work on transnationalism is the 
essentialization of a transnational identity as "whole" and detached from any 
contextualised understanding of differences between people located in particular 
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structures of identification, politics and economic circumstances. This research 
question therefore aims to provide a historical reading of "difference" concerning 
Indians in Durban with particular attention to the role of migration flows. I aim to 
provide a nuanced examination of the meaning of 'India' in the lives of Indo-South 
Africans. 
The overall motivation for this research question fies with a Lefebvrian reading of 
place by Massey who, as I explained above, drew attention to how difference within 
place is not simply a reflection or local example of global processes but 'cultural' 
differences are inseparable from 'economic' differences of class and both are active in 
making place and space. This research question echoes with this work on the 
production of place and scale, and particularly Lefebvre's insights that sees the 
indivisibility of personal space from political space in a 'third term', because it aims to 
understand how differences between Indo-South Africans have been culturally, 
politically and materially produced throughout their migration, apartheid and post- 
apartheid history and the impact this continues to have in the signification of the 
Indian-South African transnational space and the outcome in transnational practice. 
Research Question 2: How does the South African model of integration 
function to define Indo-South African belonging? 
A second central consideration of this thesis is to unpack the essentialized readings of 
nations. This question aims to critique the exclusivity of a 'transnational' identity as 
separate from other spheres of belonging by providing a contingent reading of 'South 
Africa' and uncover the wider formations of belonging that influence what it means 
to be 'South African'. 
In order to do so, it will focus on the meaning of 'integration' and how it has been 
approached and interpreted in a transnational context. Transnational forms of 
migration are traditionally seen as the binary opposite to national forms of belonging, 
as separate social spaces deterritoriahzed from the container of the nation. Whilst 
some scholars argue that transnationalism can hinder integration, others have shown 
that 'being transnational' can be a positive force for integration, depending on the mix 
of social, economic and cultural factors of the 'migrant. However, what these debates 
fail to do is adequately incorporate the economic, social and cultural factors of the 
nadon as a place. In other words, although they highlight the nuances of belonging 
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based on people's structures of identification, 'destinations' are taken for granted 
wholes. As a result, the underlying assumption is that people have to be either 
transnational or national, without interrogating how both can be intertwined. 
As the debates on place have highlighted, rather than consider places as wholes it is 
essential to see places as the unique outcome of temporal and spatial moments and 
the result of an interaction between economic, cultural and social processes operating 
at a variety of scales. 1hus, to understand belonging, it is also important to 
understand the particular set of symbols, and their constitution through multiple 
scales, that frame that belonging. The aim of this research question is therefore to 
examine the symbols that make up South African belonging and how the 
transnational identification and activities of Indo-South Africans are framed within it. 
Research Question 3. How is Indo-South African identity and belonging 
signified in Indian state discourses of the "Indian Diaspora"? 
The research questions of this thesis have thus far aimed to examine the differences 
within transnational identity and the permeability of boundaries between national and 
transnational formations of belonging. In doing so, it aims to de-essentialize 
traditional transnational conceptualizations of what constitutes 'origins' and 
'destinations' by investigating the multiplicities and multilocalities within them. The 
final stage of this research aims to investigate the relations between origins and 
destinations and investigate how difference and contingency are implicated in the 
overlap of near and far relations. 
One approach to this is to examine cultural meanings embedded in diasporic 
discourses of 'sending' states to uncover the recursive relationship between diasporic 
practice emanating from the 'destination' and that from the 'origin'. As argued above, 
recent efforts to theorise the production of transnational communities have 
attempted to understand how sending states have attempted to re-connect migrants 
with territory, nation and citizenship. TI-ds literature has emphasized that states 
formulate transnational linkages with their 6migr6s for political and/or economic 
purposes, that is, either support for political regimes, or §upport for the 'origin' 
economy via remittances. By examining the cultural meanings embedded in diasporic 
discourses of India as a 'sending' state, we can uncover 'destinations' and 'origins' as 
recursive and mutually constitutive. 
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2.8. Conclusions 
In summary, this chapter has addressed the implications of past and present debates 
in human geography for the conceptualisation of transnational and diasporic forms of 
migration. It has argued that the popularity of deploying terms such as transnational 
and diasporic is based on their conceptual ability to destabilize traditional 
understandings of membership and migration that were based upon Westphalian 
organisation of states. For some however, states still have an important role to play in 
the construction of links. This is crucial to the idea that transnational and diaspora 
communities are constructed entities, that is, they don't emerge a priori through 
grassroots participation, but states actively manipulate links for economic and political 
gain. This work has brought to the fore important insights for reaffirming that states 
continue to matter, and the practices and discourses of states are as important as the 
practices of migrants. 
A number of important problems remain with this literature. The first is the 
continuing essentialization of the locations of 'home' and 'away' in bounded national 
entities. This is a result of the continuing separation of the spheres of economic and 
cultural transnational fife, which has codified transnational migration flows into the 
personal and the political in a dualistic way. Debates in human geography about the 
production of place and scale, have brought attention to the mutually constitutive 
nature of the global and the local and the economic and the cultural. The implication 
of this work is that it highlights the existence of multiplicity and multilocality in 
places. 
This has informed my own approach to the study of transnational migration in order 
to move beyond essential and binary conceptualisations of transnational life. First, 
inspired by the recognition of the multiplicity of difference within places, I aim to 
understand transnational identity as a product of differences that underpin the way 
identity is signified and practiced. Second, inspired by debates that stress the multiple 
scales of influence within place, I also aim to understand how these might influence 
and inform the relationship between transnationalism and destination places. Finally, 
drawing upon a consideration of the overlap of the near and the far, the final research 
question examines how both origins and destinations are mutually constitutive and 
that neither the transnational lives of people nor the transnational activities of the 
state can simply be additive. 
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Chapter Three: 
Constructing and reconstructing narratives on 
migration 
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3.1. Introduction 
This chapter has two aims. First, in terms of research design I explain the selection of 
the case study material and the methodological approach chosen in relation to my 
particular ontological position. I discuss the research design as an evolutionary and 
fluid process consistent with the fluidity of the experiences of Indo-South Africans. 
My second aim is to represent the realities of the research process in a conscious and 
reflexive consideration of the situated nature of this research. This reflects recent 
concerns within human geography regarding the desirability for qualitative research to 
be open and transparent (Baxter and Eyles 1997, Rose 1997, Crang 2002,2003). In 
order to do so, I discuss how my research findings are the outcome of a particular 
process of constructing data that hinges upon my positioning in relation to the 
research participants. I then highlight how once this data is generated my own 
particular interpretative framework affects how that information is used and 
reconstituted. Finally, I discuss the strategies I used to uphold ethical principles in the 
stories I (re) constructed. This chapter therefore seeks to reflect on the process of 
research and highlight the nature of all research as a construction and reconstruction 
of reality. 
To illuminate the shifting nature of identity construction within and across the 
internal and external communities of belonging of Indo-South Africans, it is 
important to employ methodologies that are sensitive to the fluidity of experiences. 
Qualitative research into geographies of migration, borne out of post-structural and 
feminist critiques of population geography and humanistic concerns within geography 
more generally, have transformed the ways migration is understood. However, as 
these concerns have also highlighted, knowledge is situated and contextual, and it is 
the job of the researcher to ensure the relevant contexts of the construction and 
reconstruction of migrant stories are brought into focus. Qualitative research is not 
necessarily an excavation of facts nor simply a reflection of understandings, but is a 
way of creating meanings that involve the researcher as a positioned subject (Rosaldo 
1989; Mason 2002). 
3.2. The Transnationality of Indians in Durban: Evolution of a research design 
There are multiple ways of investigating population and migration, which relates to a 
researcher's ontological position. In the 1960s empiricism, a philosophy of science 
that privileges observations over theoretical statements and assumes that observations 
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are the only way of making reference to the real world, was the foundation of a 
positivistic approach to understanding population problems that insisted that 
observations had to be repeatable. Utilising quantitative methods the empirical realist 
nature of migration research focused on models and entailed a search for global laws 
and relationships governing migration. A Descartian and Kandan philosophy of 
science, which subscribed to the scientist as a detached objective observer who saw 
the world as knowable and replicable, underpinned this approach (Gregory 1994). 
Such approaches examined variations in space through measuring patterns, analyzing 
data using statistical techniques, use of statistical tests and mathematical modelling to 
reveal spatial patterns and explicate spatial laws of human behaviour. The merits of 
such an approach included quantitative sophistication, 'objective' representation of 
the real world and the repeatability of methods. 
The analytical framework of positivist and quantitative population geography 
however was questioned by a turn to a more critical understanding of migration that 
attempted to identify structures of meanings in the migration process. As a result, 
there was an accompanying shift to more qualitative techniques that analyzed the 
underlying meaning of social processes. This reflected the 'cultural turn' (Eyles and 
Smith 1988; Ley and Samuels 1978; Smith 1984) within geography, and longstanding 
concerns with both the over-quantification of geography (e. g. Taylor 1976) and in 
social science more generally (Glaser and Straus 1967). This re-evaluation of objective 
social science furthered by the development of humanism and phenomenology 
approaches which entailed the growing use of literature, art and other non-traditional 
sources which were used to understand the subjective meaning of social action rather 
than recount its characteristics (Winchester 1999). Humanism impacted on 
geographic practice as a reaction against positivistic science and asserted the 
importance of human experience using people centred methods to explore the 
relationship between people and place (Tuan 1977, Relph 1976). 
Qualitative research was highlighted as a useful tool of social analysis in human 
geography by feminist geographers keen to elucidate the invisible networks of power 
that underpin opinions and experiences (e. g., Rose 1993, Moss 2002). Key qualitative 
methods such as in-depth interviews, ethnography and participant observation were 
used to move away from the rigid, categorised responses of surveys and 
questionnaires that limited explanation (Valentine 1997). For Silverman (1993: 94) 
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the advantage of qualitative research is it recognises the subjective nature of social 
relationships. The validity of qualitative research is not related to its reliability and 
representativeness but on "whether they can help elucidate the structures and causal 
mechanisms which underpin behaviour" (Winchester 1999: 62). At the heart of 
feminist methodologies is an examination of power, privilege and oppression, with 
gender foregrounded as the primary social relation. Qualitative methods were 
therefore seen as best suited to the goals of feminist analysis as they enabled the 
deciphering of webs of meanings within social structures and processes and 
deconstruct the taken for granted (Stanley and Wise 1993). Feminist research also 
questioned the objectivity of supposed value-free research, the existence of positivist 
universal truths and the influence of ideology and politics upon research. 
In migration research, feminist methodologies were influential. Instead of simply 
understanding migration as a series of push and pull factors, migrants' identities came 
to be recognized as important factors shaping mobility and migration decisions 
(Kofman and England 1997; Boyle 2002). Through qualitative, in-depth interviews 
with migrants, authors such as Silvey traced the ways in which mobility and gendered 
identities are reworked under conditions of economic crisis in Indonesia. Her work 
illustrates the ways in which mobility is shaped by socially constructed gender norms 
and identities, and further demonstrates how both are reproduced and transformed 
under changing political-econon-& conditions (Silvey 2000). 
This mirrored a broader trend in population geography and the recognition of the 
social constructedness of data and social categories and of the material interests that 
those categories inevitably serve (White and Jackson 1995). Instead, as White and 
Jackson argue, considering the subjective meanings that individuals hold about their 
own identities can enrich population research and show how these meanings are 
constructed through particular political-economic contexts (Lawson 2000). 'Mus, 
migration is complex and contradictory, socially constructed and politically contested 
and a number of writers argued for population geography to articulate a broader 
research agenda and provide fuller interpretations of complex and shifting 
relationships. White and Jackson's call complemented debates already underway. 
Halfacree and Boyle (1993) began a debate about the importance of a biographical 
approach in migration research, arguing that this had been neglected. Skeldon's (1995) 
response noted that, in fact, biographical approaches, incorporating cultural and 
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contextual analysis and engaging in qualitative data collection, had in fact long been 
part of migration research. Cultural migration studies, for example, have had a long- 
standing interest in indigenous epistemologies of mobility and ethnographic 
approaches (Nlitchell, 1969; Chapman, 1969; 1970). Other work has paid attention to 
migrants' complicated self-perceptions and the unfolding of identities over time 
(Chapman, 1976; Buttimer, 1985; Lowenthal, 1985). Graham (1999) suggests that this 
discussion over biographical approaches is not significant in terms of whether the 
biographical method has been used per se. Rather the exchange raised questions 
about the importance of theorizing migration differently and then employing 
methods in relation to the broader theoretical arguments being addressed. This move 
to combine new methodologies with particular substantive theoretical critiques has 
already begun in migration studies (King et al, 1995; McHugh, 2000). Rouse (1991) 
calls for ethnographies of migration that enable us to theorize space, belonging and 
connection in new ways. He argues that many scholars have neglected the broad 
relevance of migration studies for reinterpreting space, modernity and politics: He 
calls for work that engages migrant narratives to understand better the social 
dynamics emerging through migration processes, and to recognize that the spaces of 
modernity are socially constructed. 
However, concerns have arisen for the reliability of qualitative analysis and its lack of 
statistical validity (e. g. Schoenberger 1991, Baxter and Eyles 1997). The small sample 
sizes, use of snowballing techniques and key informants in qualitative methods are 
difficult to justify in the tradition of positivist methodology (Winchester 1999). 
Baxter and Eyles (1997), drawing upon the Sokal hoax, are particularly concerned 
about the lack of replicability and testing of qualitative research. For Fotheringham 
(2006: 244), "If there is no value system whereby research can be assessed, then how 
does one differentiate 'good' research from 'bad research'? ". 
However, it has been recognised more recently that that the methodological approach 
chosen should be driven not by the research method, but by the research questions to 
be asked and the best method of illuminating and finding the answers. Harr6 (1979) 
termed research as either 'extensive' or 'intensive'. Sayer (1984,1992) summarized 
these in terms of typical research strategies. Extensive work focuses on patterns and 
regularities through a large-scale representation of people using methods of data 
construction. Intensive work pursues specific processes with a small number of 
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people using interactive interview and ethnographies for data construction, with 
qualitative analysis for interpretation. As Sayer (1992: 244) explicated however, 
"the extensive/intensive distinction is not identical to the more familiar distinction 
between survey analysis and ethnography. Intensive research need not always use 
ethnographic methods to establish the nature of causal groups, and surveys need not 
be devoid of attempts to understand the social construction of meaning" (in Cloke et 
al 2004: 127) 
Gouldner (1967), especially, cautions against methodolatry and the danger that 
researchers become "compulsively preoccupied with a method of knowing, which is 
exalted without consideration of how successful it is in producing knowledge" (Eyles 
1988: 3). Instead, there has been a move away from categorizations of methodologies 
to understand a range of methods, using different research methods in different 
research questions. Bryman (2001,1998) suggests that for practical reasons one type 
of technique is primary, but all research is enhanced by the addition of other different 
techniques. In population geography, pluralism of methods is actively encouraged for 
the exploration of the diversity of the migrant experience (Findlay and Graham 1991, 
Graham 1999, Findlay and 1! 1999). Cloke et al also stress that some forms of 
research are best suited to particular research circumstances that include not only 
theoreticaL but political, technical and ethical circumstances (Cloke et al 2004). 
To develop a framework for the study of the role of power and positionality in the 
construction of Indo-South African identity, I required a methodology that allowed a 
legitimate and meaningful way to generate ontologically consistent data. My research 
design was therefore considered as part of a wider research strategy through a careful 
formulation of research questions and appropriate methodologies and incorporated 
an integrated research design for methodological pluralism. 
3.2-1. Analysis of texts 
An initial starting point in my research design was an analysis of Indian diaspora 
discourses of the Indian state through policy texts, including legislation, diaspora 
research reports and speeches of the Pravasi Bbarafi-ya Divas. I began with this analysis 
for a number of reasons: As I was fairly new to the study of the Indian diaspora I 
wanted to get a handle on the breadth and geographical scope of Indians around the 
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world, so I began with a report produced by the Indian government which 
overviewed the different 'poles' of the Indian diaspora: their history, numbers and 
opportunity for developing ties and links. As my research progressed through the 
fieldwork in South Africa, it became apparent that other texts, such as newspapers, 
websites, advertising, community pamphlets and information booklets were also 
central to the formation of the Indian-South African transnational. field. 
Uses of texts have consistently been important in geography. Geographical interest in 
the textual can be interpreted as a response to the study of language as the ontological 
and epistemological basis of social theory, by theorists who argue that language does 
not reflect the world but constitutes it (e. g. Levi-Strauss 1969, Habermas 1988). In 
geographical practice, humanist geography examined texts as resources that could 
reveal more about human interaction with the environment. Textual analysis was also 
taken up by more critical theorists, such as the Frankfurt School, as a critique of 
humanism and the way it divorced analysis of text from its consumption and 
production in specific social and political contexts. Barnes and Duncan (1992: 4) 
argue that texts, both as a written and visual construction, are constitutive of larger 
discourses, or practices of signification, providing a framework for understanding the 
world. Much of their work derives from Foucault's analyses (1972) of the 
relationship between power, knowledge and representation, arguing that knowledge 
and its association with institutions legitimises the truths that they produce. Ideologies 
are grounded in material institutions and cultural practices that affect how particular 
ideas and sets of beliefs were accepted as valuable. For Duncan (1993) studies of the 
construction of discourses have an important value in the problematisation and 
politicisation of the representation process, pointing to the fact that the writing of 
geographies is a process of creating and inscribing meanings about places and spaces. 
A text is thus conceived of as a discursive terrain across which sites of power may be 
mapped. Texts have become objects of study themselves and subject to critical 
interpretation to excavate the apparently mimetic qualities and reveal Partial 
representations of people and places. Thus whilst my use of texts began as a logical 
starting point, the end result was to bring state diasporic discourse and rhetoric to the 
fore of my research and understand the role of the diaspora within the imaginary of 
the Indian nation. Aly second aim in using textual sources was to provide 
triangulation with interviews in South Africa and validate and corroborate stories 
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there. Important in this regard were newspaper stories, websites and brochures, and 
pamphlets and information leaflets which added texture and depth to my research. 
3.2.2. Interviews 
Whilst analysis of text has been important in thinking about the role texts play in 
creating social and cultural identity and the ability of the text to create reality through 
the invention of difference and construction of society (Derrida 1991, Jones and 
Natter 1999) it is also important to interrogate its situation within the wider context 
of production and consumption. This provides a secondary interpretation of 
difference within the Indian diaspora and its emplacement within particular contexts. 
The representation of the Indo-South Africans in the texts of the Indian state is 
interesting, but it is also important to uncover the context in which representations 
are produced, the institutional setting, the genre of which it is a part, the political 
position that sustains the authority of the author and the historical context. This is 
especially important because in a complex and fragmented society, governments co- 
operate and blend with other non-governmental actors. 
Therefore, a major concern of my research was to excavate the context of the 
production of Indian government texts. Following email correspondence with an 
academic at the University of KwaZulu-Natal in Durban, it became apparent that the 
Indian government report, on which a large part of my discourse analysis was based, 
was formulated in conjunction with a number of 'community' leaders in South Africa. 
This immediately brought up a number of research questions, including, what was the 
nature of the relationship between the Indian government and Indian community 
gatekeepers? What kind of networks did they sustain and whyý In order to answer 
these questions, it was necessary to conduct interviews with a variety of actors 
engaged in the production of the transnational. field (such as newspaper editors, radio 
stations, religious and cultural groups and prominent individuals) to tease out the 
deeper meanings and structures within which diasporic and transnational connections 
between India and Indo-South Africa are formulated. It was therefore appropriate to 
ask in-depth interview questions as part of a wider research strategy of intensive work 
that pursues specific topics with a small number of people using interactive 
interviews, ethnograpWes and qualitative analysis. 
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Interviews especially allow researchers to interrogate the strategic choices, 
interrelationships and trade-offs that lie behind actions as a process of understanding 
the positions adopted by groups in places. The first purpose of the in-depth 
interviews was to explore personal and collective experiences of community 
elites/gatekeepers regarding their relationships to India, South Africa. The second 
purpose was to investigate the ways in which they and their institutions/ organizations 
shaped transnational practice. The third purpose of interviewing was to understand 
how and why they interpret different and multiple individual and collective meanings 
of being Indian in South Africa in relation with a series of features such as gender, 
age, culture, religion, social networks developed in the city, connections and networks 
with the country of origin, community organisation etc. The emphasis was therefore 
on explaining, rather than simply describing, the construction and reconstruction of 
Indo-South African identities using interviews to provide a better understanding. 
Much of the methodological training for geographers points towards the idea of using 
'representative samples' in qualitative interviewing. However Susan Smith (1988: 22 
cited in Cloke et al 2004: 156) has argued "any attempt on the part of an analyst to 
enter the life-world of others is above all, strategic". Therefore, choosing 'Who' to 
interview is driven by the research agenda. As identified in chapter 2, and also above, 
a key concern of this research is to explore not only discourses of the Indian 
government, but also their practices and their intersection with the practices of Indian 
South Africans. Most methodologies interrogate the role of gatekeepers in 
controlling access to informants (Hammersley and Atkinson 1995). However, in my 
case, gatekeepers were not just useful informants for contacting other interviewees, 
but were an object of study themselves, as powerful figures within a particular group 
(Hughes and Cormode 1998). The first task was therefore to define "who" exactly 
formed this network. Using information gathered in interviews as well as textual 
sources of information such as newspaper articles and brochures produced by the 
different 'community' interest groups allowed me to uncover the key figures within 
the Indo-South African 'community' and keep a 'list' of people involved in heading 
religious and linguistic community groups, Indo-South African members of the 
government, Indo-South African academics and writers, people heading the Indo- 
South African media and other high profile individuals with important roles such as 
relatives of Gandhi. 
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Whilst the initial purpose of conducting the in-depth interviews was to discover more 
about the context of the production of the Indian government's diaspora report, 
interviews also allowed me to explore the personal and collective experiences of 
ccommunity' elites and gatekeepers regarding their relationships to India and South 
Africa and how this shaped transnational practice. This allowed me to uncover and 
interpret the different and multiple individual and collective meanings of being Indian 
in South Africa in relation to a series of identifiers such as gender, age, culture, 
religion, social networks and connections and networks within India and South 
Africa. 
3.2.3. Participant observation 
Transnational relations can also be observed by looking at individuals' lives and the 
networks in which they are embedded in very local contexts. Ethnography and 
participant observation is particularly suited for studying the creation and durability of 
transnational social fields as it can allow researchers to document how persons 
simultaneously maintain cultural identities, interact within a location and across its 
boundaries. 
Ethnography is rooted in European imperialism and the role of academic disciplines 
of anthropology and geography and has been a core methodological tradition since 
the early 19'h century (Livingstone 1992). The commitment to people-centered 
research is connected to the humanism of Vidal de la Blache's lageqgrabbie bumaine and 
Carl Sauer's Berkeley School of cultural geography, which were both concerned with 
understanding agency in relation to societal and environmental structures, ideas about 
which were absorbed in the 1970s into an ethical critique of the spatial science 
tradition (Cloke et al. 1991). As outlined above, humanism has had a profound impact 
on the study of human geography, the aim of which is to understand the human 
experience of space and place using an intuitive, introspective process (Entrikin 1976; 
628 cited in Cloke et al. 2004: 173; Biffinge et al. 1984). 
The purpose of participant observation at the festivals, events, spaces and places of 
Indo-South Africans was twofold: first it enabled me to add detail and complexity to 
the insights gathered from interviews and textual analysis. This provided a richer 
resource of information about how ties between India and South Africa are 
constructed and interpreted. This enabled me to look at certain events from multiple 
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angles. Second, participant observation was an aid to enhancing the reliability and 
rigour of my data collection process. As a researcher situated 'outside' of South 
African and Indian space, combining participant observations with interviews and 
textual analysis allowed me to establish a more informed data set and eliminate some 
of the problems of being an 'outsider'. 
3.2.4. Survey Data 
The final methodology utilized in the construction of narratives of Indo-South 
African identity practice was surveys. The textual sources, interviews and participant 
observation added a rich layer of detail about the signifiers present in discourses 
about connecting Indo-South Africans to India. However, as background research 
into the history of Indians in South Africa revealed, these signifiers were at times at 
odds with the heterogeneous identity of Indians. In order to uncover more about 
how this heterogeneity had influenced the material as well as discursive ways Indo- 
South Africans connected to India, I decided a survey was necessary to reveal more 
concrete evidence about the extent of transnational practice. 
Questionnaires and surveys are often viewed as inappropriate for the investigation of 
sensitive issues such as those of identity. The presentation of identity as a quantity 
that can be measured through surveys in terms of outcomes and indicators has been 
critiqued because it often fails to capture the process of interpretation and the 
interactional order of human life (Blumer 1969). However, for me the usefulness of 
the questionnaire is as a highly structured research technique that can elicit a body of 
information about a large sample of respondents as an extensive research strategy 
(Sayer 1992). As I highlighted above, the particular research methodology used by a 
researcher is contingent on not only the theoretical aim of the research but also 
ethical, political and practical concerns. In this context, the survey was a useful 
instrument of data construction because it allowed me to count up differing kinds of 
responses and produce numeric measurements of what people think and how they 
behave alongside information related to age, occupation and gender which could be 
cross tabulated and used to make quantifiable inferences about the wider sample. 
Thus, the survey allowed me to elicit a large amount of information in a relatively 
short space and time within the budgetary constraints of the PhD research. Whilst 
not a complete understanding of how and why Indo-South Africans forge 
connections to India, it allowed me to generate an overview of the extent of 
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transnational practice in relation to a variety of identity markers of age, generation, 
religion, language, gender and economic status. 
3.2.5. Summary 
The design of research methodologies for answering questions is an evolutionary 
process that is contingent on a number of factors related to the personal, political and 
technical practicalities of conducting research. My own research design was an 
outcome of a particular sequence of events that began with an examination of the 
diasporic discourses of the Indian state, led onto an examination of the production of 
those texts, which then revealed important information about the way ties with India 
were constructed. Participant observation added richness, detail and validity to the 
interviews and textual material. This prompted me to explore further the physical and 
material connections between India and South Africa. Such a mixed methods 
approach I think allowed me to make comparisons between different experiences and 
accounts of the way India and South Africa figure in the lives of Indo-South Africans. 
However, it is also important to pay attention to how I as a researcher constructed 
and reconstructed Indo-South African stories. The generation of knowledge does not 
automatically occur in a vacuum, but is constructed and reconstructed within a 
particular interpretative framework that is affected by the power and positionality of 
situated researchers. The next two sections therefore detail the process of 'doing' and 
'interpreting' research and uncovers in a reflexive way the Emits of the research. It 
also describes the strategies I used to minimise the influences of personal bias and 
make the research process as rigorous, ethical and consistent as possible. 
3.3. Constructing migrant stories 
3.3.1. Introduction 
All data and knowledge is constructed and 'made' for a particular purpose, and is also 
situated in particular political and personal structures of meaning (Sj Smith 2001). To 
be able to utilise data sources and extract interpretations and meanings from them it 
is vital to be familiar with the subtleties of these sources and appreciate the biases 
installed into data. 
The diffusion of qualitative methods in human geography throughout the 1990s 
following feminist critiques of the "old" positivist orthodoxy came with critiques that 
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illuminated the subjectivity of knowledge production and underlined the importance 
of reflection at all stages of data collection, analysis and representation (Madge et al., 
1997; Rose, 1997, Crang 2002). These critiques demonstrated the need to consider 
qualitative research more holistically, as every type of knowledge is situated: from the 
way interviewer and interviewees relate to each other, to the types of values they 
attach to that knowledge (Clifford and Marcus 1986; Smith, 1993). 
The writings of a number of feminist critics (Hartsock, 1987; di Stephano, 1990; 
Haraway, 1991; Harding, 1991; Code, 1996; Rose, 1997) have been instrumental in 
shaping the current process of reassessment, because they have questioned claims to 
objective and value-free research and have sought to explore how relationships of 
power between researchers and their informants influence how knowledge is 
interpreted and represented. Haraway (1991), for example, argues that as scholars we 
embark upon research with 'maps of consciousness' that are influenced by our own 
gender, class, national and racial attributes. A researcher's knowledge is therefore 
always partial, because his/her positionality (perspective shaped by his/ her unique 
mix of race, class, gender, nationality, sexuality and other identifiers), as well as 
location in time and space will influence how the world is viewed and interpreted 
(Alullings 1999). It can be therefore be argued that knowledge is actually situated in 
the complexities of both producers of that knowledge and their audiences (Women 
and Geography Study Group, 1997). 
This challenges the researchers' own role in the research process to appreciate the 
possibilities and Emits of the data and arrive at reflexive and considered findings, 
conclusions and speculations. This section of the chapter works through the details of 
my methodological approach to constructing my primary data of in-depth interviews, 
surveys and field observations and allows me to be active and reflexive in the process 
of explanation and understanding of the data. 
3.3.2 Interviews 
As a "conversation with a purpose" (Webb and Webb 1932, Burgess 1984), the aim 
of using interviews is to provide an insight into people's experiences and gain access 
to the meanings subjects attribute to them (Silverman 1993 in Cloke et al 2004: 149). 
According to Holstein and Bubriurn (1997), the main task of the researcher is to 
formulate good questions and create an atmosphere of rapport. Alaasturi (1995) 
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however argues that interviewers are themselves unavoidably implicated in the 
construction of meanings with their interviewees. Gaining access to the meanings and 
experiences of people through interviews is not an unproblematic task: the 
researchers own positionality plays a pivotal role in the way interview data is 
constructed. It is important to engage in a reflexive consideration of the values and 
subjectivities of the researcher in order to realise the Emits of the knowledge 
produced. 
3.3.2 1. Inteniew Sampling 
As Chapter 2 explicated, transnational. actors are often conceptualized as 
'revolutionary subjects', which obscures difference, the interconnections and the 
power relations underpinning the formation of transnational identities. The central 
aim of this thesis is to uncover these power realtions in the formation of Indo-South 
African transnational identity. 'Merefore, the 'target' for interviews was Indo-South 
African 'elites': social actors who mediate, or broker, transnational. connections 
between India and Indo-South Africans (see Fig 3.1 below for full Est). The intention 
was that in-depth interviews with a defined set of social actors would uncover the 
historically contextualized roles played by political, religious, cultural or economic 
agents in shaping the social spaces in which Indians operate. Rather than being 
comprehensive in covering certain ages or genders of participants, the aim was to 
identify a Est of people considered central to the Indian-South African transnational 
field by the Indian government. 
Interview participants were recruited in two intersecting ways. The first was via the 
Indian consulate. As explained above, the discourses contained in the report of the 
f1igh Level Committee on the Indian Diaspora were the starting point for this thesis. 
My desire to understand the context of its production led to the knowledge that the 
report had stemmed out of a series of meetings the committee had had with a group 
of Indo-South African 'community leaders', by which I mean people who headed 
various religious and cultural organizations. The most obvious starting point was 
therefore to identify 'who' comprised this committee. Thus, on my first visit to 
Durban in 2004 1 arranged a meeting with a representative of the Indian consulate, 
who kindly furnished me with the names and contact details of a 'list' of people the 
consulate regularly invited to various events, both public events such as visiting 
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cultural artists and private events such as dinner parties at the Consular General's 
house. 
Gender Reason for selection 
Male Representative A of the Indian Consulate, Durban 
Male Representative B of the Indian Consulate, Durban 
Male Representative C of the Indian Consulate, Durban 
Male Editor of Indo-South African newspaper A 
Male Section editor of Indo-South African newspaper A 
Male Editor of Indo-South African newspaper B 
Female Section editor of Indo-South African newspaper B 
Female Editor of Indo-South African newspaper C 
Male Head of cultural organization A 
Male Head of cultural organization B 
Male Head of cultural organization C 
Male Events organizer for cultural organization C 
Male Leader of religious organization A 
Male Leader of religious organization B 
Male Head of religious organization C 
Male Politician A on Durban City Council 
Male Politician B on Durban City Council 
Male KwaZulu-Natal Minister 
Female Leader of community organization A 
Female Presenter, TV Station A 
Male Manager of radio station A 
Male Manager of radio station B 
Female Acaden-&/Scholar A 
Male Academic/ Scholar B 
Male Durban based film distributor A 
Male Durban based film distributor B 
rigure 3. t: i aDIC 01 InECMCW pamclpanES 
This was a handy guide to the main Indo-South African 'players' within Durban: 
heads of various religious and cultural organizations, important Indo-South Africans 
in the world of business, politics and the media and other key individuals such as 
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Indo-South African authors, academks at the University of KwaZulu-Natal and 
leaders of community groups. 
However, I felt that approacl-ýing people from this list directly would not be effective 
in establishing both credibility and rapport, and therefore decided it was more 
appropriate to begin a process of 'snowballing' and 'networking' in order to lend my 
research more credibility. I therefore began with an initial contact at the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal, an academic who had written a detailed piece on Indians in South 
Africa. Following on from an initial meeting I came away with details for an 
influential newspaper contact and permission to approach him for an interview 
through my connection with the academic. Following this interview, I was able to 
initiate further contact with other people involved in the Durban print media. 
Following interviews with people in this initial pool, I was able to make contact with a 
wider group of people, which included the leaders of Indo-South African linguistic 
and religious organizations affiliated with the print and radio media. Once it became 
known that I was a researcher from the UK due to the small nature of the group, it 
became easier to identify the right people to talk to and make initial contact. 
3.3.22 Posifionalio andpower 
As a methodology, interviewing is highly affected by issues of power, positionality 
and subjectivity and detailing the power relations between the interviewer and 
interviewee helps account for the ways that interview texts are constructed (Baxter 
and Eyles 1997, Pile 1991, Schoenberger, 1991, McDowell, 1992, Herod, 1993). An 
axis of positionality considered of prime importance is that of the distinction between 
a researcher as an insider or outsider. Researchers generally considered as 'insiders' 
belong to same ethnic/interest group and are considered to have an advantage 
because of the perceived easier integration into the target research groups based on 
familiarity, identity and sense of undeclared solidarity. 'Insiders' can be provided with 
information unlikely to be gathered by those who approach as objective outsiders, 
especially regarding sensitive discussions on race and ethnicity and may also make for 
more reliable data because of the shared outlook or knowledge within a group (Herod 
1999). 'Insiders' may therefore have an advantage as researchers because they are able 
to use their knowledge of the group to gain more intimate insights into their opinions. 
In contrast, outsiders argue that by not belonging to a group under study, they are 
more likely to be perceived as neutral and therefore be given information that would 
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not be given to an insider (Mullings 1999). Outsiders also argue that they are likely to 
have a greater degree of objectivity and ability to observe behaviours without 
distorting their meanings. 
Much of the work written on the process of conducting research has tended to 
assume that there exists a simple dichotomy concerning the researchers positionality 
as an 'outsider' or 'insider' (Herod 1999). However, there is no single way to predict 
the impact of signifiers; such as race, gender, nationality etc. Phoenix (1994) for 
example argues that while it may be comfortable for a feminist researcher to interview 
women, that ease does not come from shared gender but may be partly the result of 
shared class and/or shared colour. A shared positional space is not simply a process 
of 'racial and gender matching', but dynamism of individual identities should be taken 
into account. Pratt and Hanson (1995) also argue that positions are not static, and 
Lutz (1993) in her examination of the experiences of Turkish women immigrants who 
worked as social workers with Turkish communities in the Netherlands and Germany 
also found that assumptions of shared positionalities based upon ethnicity were 
problematic. 
Before I had conducted my interviews, I had assumed that my own positionality was 
unproblematic since I was an 'outsider' to Indians in South Africa due to my 
nationality and ethnicity. However, as 'Indians' have no singular cultural, religious 
identity then my own position in relation to them was also not singular. My 
nationafity/ethnicity as well as my status as a doctoral candidate had ambiguous 
effects. Among interviewees, my position as a doctoral candidate and an outsider to 
South Africa was initially disempowering as I was a seeker of information, whony 
dependent upon gatekeepers. Thus appointments would be either cancened at the last 
minute or rescheduled. Even when a meeting was in progress, my control over the 
interview was limited by telephone caUs and interruptions. In the process of 
negotiating access, the fact that I was in a lesser position of responsibility rendered 
me an outsider, regardless of my ethnicity or nationality. 
On the other hand, being an 'outsider' had clear advantages in that it gave me a sense 
of impartiality that was important in two respects. First it assisted me in being granted 
interviews. Being an outsider aided in the process of gaining access to the required 
people. Particularly amongst 'elites', being able to build trust and creating a sense of 
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impartiality is often a crucial requirement for being granted an audience. Accessing 
the interviewees was a relatively straightforward process due to the easy identification 
of the most relevant people to talk to and the 'snowball' method. 
Being an 'outsider' secondly allowed the creation of a space during my interviews that 
allowed the interviewees to share information freely. Generally, during the field 
research, apart from anonymity and confidentiality assurances, every effort was made 
to reduce the potential of the questions to 'threaten' the respondents. The strategy 
was to adopt a casual everyday approach, lessen the threat of judgement, decrease the 
specificity of the information required and to place sensitive questions or discussion 
themes at the end of the interview process. All these techniques were adopted 
because in research situations the researcher can pose a political, legal or economic 
threat to the respondents, asking for information that could be used to harm them 
(Foddy, 1993). In my case it was important not to deepen already existing divisions 
between different sections of the Indian 'community', especially the sensitive 
divisions between those Indians who actively resisted apartheid and those who were 
complicit with the Tricameraf parliament. 
The process of procuring information was an intricate process of identifying spaces 
and times when it was desirable to be an 'insider', and situations when it was more 
desirable to be an 'outsider' (Mullings 1999). While the extent to which being 
perceived as an outsider might have limited the amount of information shared with 
me cannot be judged, self-representation was nonetheless an important component of 
the search for shared positional space. At certain points I would display knowledge of 
the topic under discussion in order to win confidence of elites during interviews and 
create a space where my interviewees could view me as an intellectual and 
knowledgeable equal and temporary insider. At other times I would construct my 
knowledge of the position of Indo-South Africans in vague manner as I felt that this 
would allow me to represent myself in the least threatening way. My presumed lack of 
knowledge of Indo-South African politics allowed my interviewees to open up and 
provide me with very candid opinions. 
7 Under the apartheid regime, democracy was nominally exercised through the creation of the 
Tricameral parliament' in which Indian and coloured racial groups were given representation. 
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This is very much related to the question of power dynamics in the interview. The 
debates regarding the positionalities of researchers and their subjects and the 
consequent power relationships that develop between them have tended to focus on 
situations where the researcher is in a more powerful position than the participant 
(e. g. Patai, 1991; Sidaway, 1992; Lal, 1996) and few have examined the practical 
difficulties that surround other qualitative research methods or situations where the 
researcher is not in a position of relative power. Lack of power in the interview 
setting is generally perceived as disenabling for the researcher. However I found in 
my own interviews, projecting curiosity and a desire to 'learn' from the person whilst 
playing a submissive role and displaying a lack of knowledge in the interview situation 
I believe helped me gain candid information. 
3.3.23. Inteniew Design 
To explain social processes and change it is vital to have an understanding of the 
depth and complexity in people's situated and contextual accounts. Far from having 
standardized questions, successful interviews rely on having different questions for 
different people in order to generate situated accounts. The comparison between 
different interviewees is not necessarily cited at the level of differences or similarities, 
but on the identification of interpretative themes upon which to construct analysis 
and arguments. Interviews therefore draw on the social experiences or processes to 
be explored, and gives the interviewee the opportunity to talk through specific 
experiences and reasoning. Whilst interviews are often seen as informal and in a 
conversational style, this actually masks rigorous activities in the planning stages of 
the interview. 
The preparation of a methodologically rigorous interview is an important part of 
generating meaningful data. Following Jennifer Mason's stepped process of designing 
interview questions (2002), 1 prepared a series of linked research questions, topics and 
interview questions that stemmed from the bigger theoretical research questions of 
the project. Each of the 'big' research questions were broken down into mini-research 
questions as sub categories. The next stage was to develop ideas about how it might 
be possible to get at the relevant issues. The rnini research questions were converted 
into possible interview topics, from which possible individual questions were 
formulated. An example of this process can be seen in figure 3.2 (below). 
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It is also important to stress that the preparation of questions from topics was not a 
rigid script for the interviews, but was clearly linked to the bigger research questions. 
The interview itself was based on a loose structure that was flexible but guided by the 
topics and mini-research questions. This was a helpful process as it also allowed me 
to draw upon these topics when faced with an unexpected 'chat' with key individuals. 
Researrb Mim-Researrb Topic Inteniew. Quesfion 
. Ques, 6on 
Quesfion 
Role of What type of What does What represents typical Indian values 
difference Indian-ness is being Indian 
in identity important mean? 
Vigure J. Z: lixample ot interview clesign metnoa 
The questions were transferred onto topic cards and linked together using 
corresponding codes. 11-ic goal was to produce a modifiable flow chart of the 
structure the interview would take using topic or issue 'prompts' as a checklist to 
ensure coverage of the required ground. The cards were used at relevant points in the 
interview related to the context of the interview in progress, rather than in a 
sequential order. The cards also included standardized comments and questions such 
as the introductory explanation, questions to elicit basic information about the person 
or organization and assurances about confidentiality of data. 
3.3.24. Inteniew Execu, 6on 
Most of the individual interviews took around half an hour due to the time pressures 
on editors and radio station managers. Although I had a definitive list of subjects I 
wanted to cover, the interviews took a fairly loose form and were very much shaped 
by the direction the interview took on the day, with some prompting from me, using 
the topic cards, to ensure the interview stayed on track. 
Establishing rapport is a key part of a successful interview and is influenced by a 
range of factors including location and the appearance and demeanour of the 
interviewer (Gorden 1967). Whilst age, gender, race etc in this situation could not be 
adjusted, dress and manner of speech was. I wore a business suit and smart clothes 
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when interviewing my respondents in an attempt to fit into the environment. 
However, dress alone is not guaranteed to establish rapport and instead I tried to be 
sensitive to body language and balance both listening and speaking. Other techniques 
I employed included asking informal questions about travel and study in England, 
asking easy questions about the history of the organisation and how that person came 
to be involved in it, the weather, cricket, how I was finding South Africa and other 
places that I had been to. 
Rather than audiotaping the interviews, I decided to play it safe and take 
comprehensive notes instead, as an earlier mishap had dented my confidence in the 
tape recorder and equipment I had. Following the interview, the notes were typed up 
as soon as possible afterwards to ensure the conversations we had were fresh in my 
mind and I could accurately interpret my often messy handwriting. Although this 
meant I might have missed information I didn't think important at the time, I felt that 
there was a bigger risk to be taken in not getting any information at all from faulty 
equipment. 
3.3.2 4. Establisbing rigour in inteniews 
As documented above, being an 'outsider' can be a disadvantage in ensuring validity 
and of the data. As an 'outsider' who had minimal knowledge of the situation of 
Indians in South Africa before visiting, I had some worries about the reliability of my 
findings. Baxter and Eyles (1997: 511) also have concerns over the rigour of 
qualitative interview based research more generally, and argue that one of the main 
threats to ensuring qualitative validity is the misinterpretation of meanings expressed 
through interview conversations. 
My strategy for overcoming some of these fears was twofold. First I conducted a 
month long pilot visit three months before the main period of fieldwork in order to 
check the validity of my research questions. Second, as Sayer (1984) argues, the rigour 
of intensive interview data can be ensured through a process of corroboration. I had a 
number of checking procedures in place to ensure that my interpretations and 
findings were consistent. These included revisits to respondents, undertaken in five of 
the interviews, to verify and confirm my interpretations. I also informally talked with 
Indians living in Durban, outside of the interview setting, told them about my 
research and what I was finding out. Finally, I had multiple informal meetings with 
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academics and colleagues based at the University of KwaZulu-Natal throughout the 
period of fieldwork Durban to ensure I was interpreting the findings correctly and 
continuing to ask the right questions in subsequent interviews. 
3.3.3. Conducting a survey 
3.3.3.1. Sung design 
The design and execution of questionnaires and surveys, like in-depth interviews, can 
similarly be a problematic exercise. Although surveys are designed to be focused on a 
research question and structured in a 'closed' form to be interpreted using descriptive 
statistics, much thought needs to be given to the flow, sequencing and wording of 
questions in order to elicit correct information and minimise confusion. 
Oppenheim (1992) provides a number of basic rules for a careful framing of 
questions, and these were followed in order to produce a reliable data set. First, the 
question length was kept as short as possible, avoiding double-barrelled questions, 
double negatives and jargon. This avoided ambiguity, leading and loaded questions. 
Second, I was fastidious in ensuring that the language used was neutral and without 
assumptions about gender, ethnicity, religion etc. As well as categorized responses, 
space was left for people to write in their own responses, which were incorporated 
into the production of the data set. A good example of why this was necessary was 
my assumption that Indian vernaculars in Durban were based on the 5 main 
languages identified as the 'origin' of most Indians in Durban. I had left a box for 
writing in those languages without a category box and I found that a large number of 
people had written "Arabic" as a language often spoken. 
Questions were designed around different transnational practices to assess the 
material connections of the sample group to India. These included questions such as 
number and reasons for visits to India, purchase of Indian satellite channels, visits to 
the cinema to watch Bo1lywood movies, attending Indian language and music classes, 
type of stories read about in Indo-South African newspapers. I deliberately left out 
attitude questions about India: As I explained above, the aim of the survey was not to 
assess attitudes towards India but to get a broad picture of the way difference 
impacted on material connections to India. These questions were then verified with 
contacts in the Geography department at the University of KwaZulu-Natal. I 
considered this essential for ensuring a degree of reliability and validity of the 
questionnaire and gain feedback on the structure, flow and language from researchers. 
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The survey was then tested with 20 respondents in a shopping maU in a former Indian 
township outside of Durban and flaws in the structure rectified before being executed 
(See Appendix 2 for finalised version of questionnaire schedule). 
3.3.3.2. Sampling. 
The aim of the survey was to assess material connections to India against a cross 
section of indicators that included age, language, gender and socio-economic class. 
Amongst these indicators I felt that socio-economic class was one of the most 
important determinants in the ability of Indo-South Africans to form physical 
connections to India. In addition, whilst age, gender and language were easily assessed 
using appropriate categorisation questions in the survey itself, socio-economic status 
was less easily determined. Following extensive consultation and debate with 
researchers at the University of KwaZulu-Natal and the completion of the pilot 
survey, I decided there were serious flaws in using a shopping mall in an 'Indian' area 
to gain an accurate cross-sectional economic profile of respondents. 
Therefore, I decided to use a stratified random sample of houses in the Phoenix area 
of greater Durban, as an area that was part of the historical urban settlement pattern 
of Indians (see Figure 3.3). Phoenix was built in the early 1960s, following the 
mushrooming of Chatsworth, a giant housing project by Durban's City Council to 
meet shortages, and other neighbouring areas such as Mayville and the then 'Tin- 
Town' (Springtown) which were designated and segregated for Indian inhabitants. In 
1965, the city council released the Indian Housing Requirements Report which gave 
birth to the idea of developing yet another township, Phoenix. At this time two 
significant events fast-tracked the entry of the first residents into this new township. 
The destructive floods in 'Tin-Town' as well as the effects of the spiralling violence 
during the early 1980s in Inanda provided extreme alternatives for those who sought 
refuge in Phoenix. Further as a newly developed area, the Group Areas Act and Slum 
Clearance Acts both coerced the movement of Indian people into Phoenix, residing 
there out of necessity rather than choice (Manchip, 1986, Bailey, 1987). 
Phoenix is currently sub divided into 31 areas, of which 17 comprise of the lower 
socio-economic council dwellings (flats) and the remaining 13 areas comprise of 
dwellings built privately. In terms of population dispersion, the 1996 and 2001 Census 
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revealed that all the sub areas in Phoenix were on average 95% Indian, with remaining 
5% being split between Blacks and Coloureds'. In order to conduct a survey that was 
rooted in an even socio-economic profile the survey was conducted in 3 areas of 
Phoenix: Unit 17 [Stanmore] a working class area with low income trade related jobs; 
unit 21 an area comprising mainly civil servants and Centenary park, an area of upper 
middle class professionals and business personnel. 
3.3.3.3. Execu, 6on 
In order to produce a reliable set of results, I was seeking both a high response rate 
and to eliminate any response bias based on my demographic characteristics (Fowler 
1988). As I was unfamiliar with the area of Phoenix and also pushed for time, I 
recruited a paid postgraduate researcher from the Durban-Westville campus of the 
University of KwaZulu-Natal. As I had already built a relationship with the faculty 
and some of the postgraduates at both Howard College and Durban-Westville 
campuses, I felt confident in their abilities to conduct the surveys in an effective and 
reliable manner. After the survey questions were finalized in conjunction with 
researchers at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, I met with the postgraduate 
conducting the questionnaires and briefed them on the survey method and purpose. 
Following completion of the surveys, we liaised a second time to evaluate together 
whether the conduct of the research had been successful. 
Aly lack of face-face contact with the survey respondents means that I have no direct 
interpretative history to draw on relating to the appropriateness of the categories and 
questions, any potential ambiguities of the research process itself and the 
circumstances of the respondents. However, my remoteness ftom the conduct of the 
surveys also meant that any biases I held about the answers I expected based on my 
theoretical background were minimised and I could produce a more objective data 
set. 
3.3-4. Malcing field observations 
The final strategy of primary data coRection was participant observation at 'Indian' 
festivals and cultural events. The aim in collecting field observations was to increase 
8 'Coloured' is the official pre and post-apartheid category for 'mixed race' South Africans of Khoisan, 
WUtc, Malay and African descent. 
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my knowledge and understanding of Indian transnational practices and to make 
additional contacts with key informants. It must be noted here that the participant 
observation component was strongly and directly interrelated with the other 
fieldwork strategies, as many of the in-depth interviews took place following various 
events and involved questions about the festivals themselves. 
"Filed noting" (Plath 1990) is necessary to record and make sense of key events. 
However, like constructing interview schedules and designing surveys, it is not simply 
a matter of objectively collecting and recording experiential data. Field notes are also 
fictions, in that they "are something made ... sometl-ýing fashioned" which shape as 
well as reflect researchers experiences (Gee= 1963: 15, Wolfinger 2002, Burgess 
1986). The process of creating a set of effective field notes consisted of two activities. 
First, I recorded the "doine': that is, inscriptions and information about the spaces, 
people involved, objects, actions, times and goals of the events. The second type of 
information I recorded was a supplement to these descriptions with more narrative 
reflections and interpretations on why the sequence of events occurred and the 
motives behind them (Wolfinger 2002). As such, my field notes as wen as being a 
useful description of the events were also effective for adding depth and complexity 
to my interpretation of interview, survey and textual material. 
3.4. Re-constructing migrant stories 
Researchers set out to view the world of individuals or groups by interpreting 
understandings and meanings within specific contexts. The degree to which 
researchers are able to interpret and represent other lives is a tricky epistemological 
question, given that all representations of data are fictional in that they are interpreted 
beyond the moment of the research encounter (Bennett and Shurmer-Smith 2001). 
just as it is essential to be reflexive in acknowledging the constructedness of data 
itself, it is also important that researchers also consider of how the "raw" data is 
reconstructed. This next section therefore aims to elucidate the process of analysing, 
interpreting and presenting my results. 
3.4.1. Interpreting texts 
When analysing textual material, either material constructed by the researcher in 
interviews or pre-constructed forms in newspapers and policy documents, one 
method of deductive analysis is the use of content analysis. Tl-ýs is a method of 
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interpretation that is based on a set of categories and the frequency in the text 
counted (Alostyn, 1985). For Silverman (1993) this is a useful technique for organising 
analysis of documentary records as it utilises a reliable coding strategy that is widely 
accepted as a valid method of textual investigation. However for others, content 
analysis can fragment data by breaking meaning down into the incidence and 
frequency of words and can therefore never provide a holistic understanding of 
meaning embedded deeper (Reismann 1993). 
Another approach for preserving the deeper meanings, values, perceptions and 
experiences embedded in textual data and uncovering the underlying operation of 
social processes is through the use of 'hermeneutics', which is founded in humanism. 
Rather than distinguishing sharply between fact and fiction it attempts to account for 
how social problems are identified and constructed (Aitken 1997, Hoggart et al 2002). - 
This approach utilises textual analysis as a form of interpretative understanding that 
has the ability to highlight the many layers of meaning. This method is used 
extensively in human geography to explore the social and cultural meanings 
embedded in texts. Defined by Geertz (1963: 20) as "guessing at meanings, assessing 
the guesses and drawing explanatory conclusions from the better guesses", textual 
analysis is somewhat imprecise and lacks a solid criteria on which to base conclusions. 
The goal of this approach however, is not to assess the texts and words in objective 
standards, but rather to interpret different elements of the text. For Geertz, it is 
essential that this is grounded in prior knowledge and informed theorisations. As he 
acknowledges "one does not start intellectually empty-handed. Theoretical ideas are 
not created wholly anew in each study" (1963: 27). 
A textual analysis approach views culture as a narrative or story-telling process in 
which particular 'texts' are constitutive of larger discourses as frameworks for 
understanding and communicating. When approaching a text, there is a need to look 
at not only what is there, but what is 'hidden'. At the same time, there is a need to be 
conscious of the texes consumers, who are actively involved in the production of its 
meanings. 
Although there are many different approaches, the basic analysis lies in 'coding,. it is 
acknowledged that the coding of textual data is a messy, circular and sporadic 
process, which despite some attempts to formalize the process (Strauss 1987; Strauss 
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and Corbin 1990) remains a non-linear process (Crang 2001). However, the usual 
starting point is to begin with an initial reading of the text, which I approached with 
an open-mind. It is an important step because self-generated materials may require 
several readings for the full diversity of topics to be revealed. When allowing data to 
'speak', researchers must consider their own reading biases. 
Following this, the raw material is tagged with codes, or shorthand, which is then 
applied to other text segments. For Strauss 1987, this initial coding stage entailing the 
identification of patterns is the most basic level of coding, and emerges from the 
background literature read by the researcher. As I read the text, I marked important 
sections, words, and phrases and assigned each of them a code. Known as 'open 
coding' the aim is to scrutinize the data, open it up and fracture it so that the 
conceptual implications can emerge in later steps. In my initial round of coding, basic 
themes that emerged for example included language and religion. 
When whole text had been coded, I produced a series of associated text or 
quotations, and those quotations sharing similar codes were extracted to identify key 
themes. These codes are derived from actual terms used in the text (in tivo codes) or 
are codes chosen by the researcher based upon their own research questions (Efic 
codes). Thus, from the initial codes stemmed more analytical codes that are 
connected to the theoretical framework of the study. These are more interpretative, 
and emerge through multiple readings of the data in an iterative way: as new codes are 
generated, the data is further analysed. 
Analytic codes emerge from a second level of coding. As codes become more 
complex, and more connected to the projects theoretical framework, they start 
building into themes that can serve as the main topics. Figure 3.4, below, shows an 
example of my coding strategy used on a speech of Prime Nfinister AB Vajpayee at 
the inaugural Orerseas Indian Da y 2003: 
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Text In Vivo and 
Etic Codes 
Analytic codes Themesl 
Rhetorics 
Todav, the tico, - ()fc\,, -r\ sticccss 
catcý-, ()r\ 4 thcsc cniii-rants 
all over the world testifies to 
the indomitable spirit,,, \ hich 
,,, ý(1 
ý7 ,, I, II th( ýI- 1"'! - dc(. 11cat](M Emotive 
. It is a tribute to their 
Language 
patience and forbearance in BI-A\ cN 
the face of hardship, rebuke 
and denial. It speaks of their 
d((11(-, it1()n to their chosen 
professions, Dramatisation 
/Saga 
1-igure 3.4.1,, xample of coding stratep- (see \ alpayee Zuoj) 
The process of theme building is central to qualitative work because it allows for the 
organisation of intormation into trends; categories and common elements. The best 
approach to theme building is to read across the materials Uackson 2001) to see 
trends that are manifest in many different ways. Once these more interpretative 
codes had been produced, I began linking across the codes to produce more 
overarching themes. These x-vere coded up as conditions (because of; on account oo, 
interactions, strategies and consequences and were used to start building a fuller 
analysis (See Appendix 2 for an example of a coded interview transcript). 
3.4.2. Interpreting Survey Data 
Gecrtz (1963) and Denzin (1978) differentiate between thick and thin description. 
Thick description includes information about the context of an act, intentions and 
meanings that organize actions and events. Interpretation therefore focuses on 
context, motivation and meaning. Whilst 'thick' description is important in analyzing 
and interpreting textual materials, 'thin description' through enumeration is a useful 
exercise because it helps idcntiý, certain characteristics and patterns to enhance the 
thick description of the meaningful nature of social life. 
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The results of the survey data were collated and entered into an SPSS spreadsheet. 
From this, I was able to produce descriptive statistics and charts on the material 
practices of Indo-South Africans. 'lliese included cross-tables that compared the 
frequency of, for example, visits to India against other identity variables such as 
gender, class, mother tongue, and religious background. I also produced comparative 
pie and bar charts which also cross-references these identity variables against various 
other practices. 
'ne results of the survey must also be taken into consideration against the sample. 
Overall, the sample size was 300, split equally amongst the three sections of Phoenix 
representing lower, middle and higher income areas. I felt that this sample size was 
adequate for the aim of the survey, which was to gain a feel for variations in the 
extent of transnational practices to furnish and enhance the results of the interviews, 
rather than be the focus of the thesis in itself. 
The success of the survey I feel was limited in two ways. Firstly, the choice of 
Phoenix was slightly limiting because of the income levels that are overall a lot lower, 
due to the legacy of apartheid which saw Phoenix built as an Indian township on the 
outskirts of the Durban metropolitan area (Freund and Padayachee 2002; Bailey 
1987). Following the end of apartheid, the more wealthy Indo-South Africans moved 
out to expensive gated properties in former 'white' areas such as Morningside in 
central Durban and Umhlanga further up the coast. If I had had more time and 
resources I might have compared these different areas as I feel that the greater 
income variation would have given a better picture. This was reflected in the results 
of the survey, which saw a lack of Gujerad speakers represented as a result of using 
Phoenix as a generally lower income area, despite the pockets of wealth in Centenery 
Park. However, given the circumstances I felt that access would have been too 
difficult due to the gated nature of these areas and the time it would take to identify 
300 Indo-South Africans households, given that these areas are still overwhelmingly 
'white'. 
The second problematic I identified was the parameters used for the stratification of 
the sample, where geographic area was the criteria and presumptions were made on 
the level of income based on this. In order to overcome this problem I ensured that 
the survey itself asked for occupational details, so I could evaluate the efficacy of 
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using the geographical method of measuring income data. As I was inputting the data 
into the spreadsheet, in general I found that the occupation data broadly tallied with 
the stratification method. Thus, in Area 17, a lower income district, I found the 
majority of occupations to be manual and unemployed. However, a number of 
problems emerged with the classification of the occupation of students and 'home 
executives', and perhaps reflects the time of day the survey was executed. In order to 
overcome this problem, and also in order to gain a more equal gender distribution I 
instructed the postgraduate conducting my surveys to stagger the day and time. 
In all, I felt that the survey provided information adequate to its purpose as a 
supplement to the interview and secondary data. Despite some difficulties relating to 
the collection and stratification of the survey sample, I tried to ensure that the design 
and conduct of the survey minimised any potential problems. Had the survey been 
the main methodology of the thesis and I had more time and resources, I would have 
conducted it over a wider geographical area. 
3.4.3. Presentation of the Results 
Rather than simply interpreting data and texts, researchers also create new texts in 
transmitting the results of the research to others (Double hermeneutic). 'Me selection 
of items for inclusion in the chapters is a crucial stage of research, and it is important 
to be transparent about this process. Whilst quotations are important for revealing 
how meanings are expressed in the respondents' own words rather than the words of 
the researcher, Bryman (1988) and Sflverman (1993) are skepdcal of the assumed 
representativeness of such accounts. 
Following analysis of the texts and statistics, quotes from the interviews were 
organised thematically to tell a 'story' about Indo-South African transnational space. 
Inevitably, there are quotes that are left out, either for reasons of duplication or that 
they weren't entirely relevant to the particular themes and issues I was addressing. To 
ensure that quotes and themes I chose to include were accurate, I cross checked them 
across all of the interview material. 
3.5. Ethics 
Being reflexive about the collection and interpretation of data is an important step in 
ensuring that the stories told are as transparent as possible to produce a fuller and 
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fairer representation of the interviewee's perspective. This is part of conducting an 
ethically sound piece of research with people who give their time freely and willingly. 
Whilst there were no ethical review procedures in place at Leeds University at the 
start of my PhD, following consultation with my supervisor, research committee, the 
ESRC's Research Ethics Framework and methodology texts, I outline here the 
further steps I took to ensure the protection of my interviewees. 
First, I ensured that consent was given freely and voluntarily. It was made clear to 
participants that they had the right to refuse to participate and could withdraw from 
the research at any stage. Participants were then fully informed about all aspects of 
the research: the nature and objectives of the project, the methodology, who was 
undertaking and sponsoring the research, potential questions and subjects and 
potential benefits that may result. 
Second, my research involved observation carried out in public contexts and was 
impossible to obtain approval from everyone. I made every effort to ensure the 
research was conducted in an ethical manner: Approval was sought from the 
organisers of the Indian cultural festivals and events under observation, no details 
that could identify specific individuals are given in written analysis of the events 
unless reporting on public figures acting in a public capacity through speeches, and 
during the research, sensitivity was paid to local cultural values through adherence to 
the dress code of the event and accompaniment by an Indian friend who also knew 
the purpose of the research. 
Third, because of the nature of the interviewees (people involved in public fife), 
before consent was obtained for the interviews I made it clear that anything that 
could identify my participants would remain strictly confidential and accessed only by 
myself. I made sure that only generalised reference is made to participants throughout 
the write-up. For example, I refer to "a radio station manager" rather than a specific 
individual or radio station. 
Finally, I ensured that I was clear about how the research would be used. I stressed 
that the interview material would be used in an academic capacity in my final thesis 
and in any subsequent academic publications. I also stressed to the participants that I 
would follow-up with emails and a dissemination visit in the near future, when I hope 
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to provide executive summaries and press releases for those interested in the outcome 
of the research. 
3.6. Conclusions 
The research was designed around my particular approach to migration, which aimed 
to explore difference in the context of the cultural economies of migration. In order 
to do so, I selected the case study area of Indians in Durban as a particularly relevant 
example of the overlapping cultural and economic spheres of social and political life. 
The way I approached the research itself was driven by a fluid and interpretive 
approach to selecting the best way of gathering information. Reflecting recent 
concerns within human geography regarding qualitative research, I explained how I 
gathered and interpreted information and brought the contexts of the construction 
and reconstruction of information into focus. Although the methodology I used was 
not particularly innovative, I was thorough in ensuring that I located, used and 
improved upon best practice methods in human geography research. 
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Chapter Four: 
The materiality of transnational. identity 
and the production of a "pukka Indian 
lifestyle" 
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Youngpeople mqy enjg the Festern lifes_ole, wbicb is natural But, tbg nifigo back to their 
roots at some stqge. This ivill involve rr#: g*on, travel to India and a pukka Indian lifes_01e 
Editor of Indo-South African newspaper A 
4.1. Introduction 
In South Africa people of Indian origin have only one thing in common: their 
ancestral geographical roots in India that formed the basis of their unitary 
classification under apartheid (Singh 2004). This chapter examines connections to that 
'origin' through the diversity of language, religion, regional roots and class within the 
singular category 'Indian-South African'. The transnational literature identifies that 
continuing connections between 'origins' and 'destinations' are an important way of 
building economic and political capital. It is also helpful as a form of social capital 
because it can assist in reproducing identity and networks of family and kin (Portes et 
al 1999; Vertovec 1999; Everged and Zontini 2006). Chapter 2 however argued that 
work on transnational identity formation has tended to be detached from the 
influence of structural forces and abstract transnational experiences away from 
contextual, historical and material accounts of times, places and people (NEtchell 
1997, Anthias 2001, Mitchell, 2003). This chapter is therefore concerned with 
understanding the historical and material circumstances that have produced 
differences between Indo-South Africans and are reflected in transnational 
identification and practice. 
In order to provide a critical reading of the production of transnational spaces, this 
chapter locates Indo-South African transnational identification and practice in the 
context of broader structures of colonialism, apartheid and post-apartheid transitions 
in South Africa. It outlines how these histories have impacted upon the symbolization 
of a transnational Indian identity against material practices of transnationalism. 
Drawing upon interviews with 'cultural brokers' (people involved in the creating the 
Indo-South African transnational cultural landscape such as cultural and religious 
organizations, the Indian consulate and local government) it investigates the 
circulation of structures of affection, bonds, trust and reciprocity embedded within 
signifiers of Indo-South African transnational identity. It then outlines how these 
signifiers are translated into the material practices of Indo-South Africans in two 
ways: the provision of opportunities to 'be' transnational and, drawing upon a survey, 
how transnationalism is practised. It thus juxtaposes the production and circulation of 
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the 'signs' of Indo-South African transnationalism through 'cultural brokers' against a 
historically contextualized account of the material practices of transnationalism. As I 
conclude, whilst the significations of Indian transnationalism are located within 
Indian territoriality, it is practiced within Durban-based geographies of class amd 
religion. 
4.2. A Vignette: The Pravasi BharatbLa Divas 2004 
In 2001, the HLC recommended the observance of a Travasi Bbaradya Divas' each 
year on January 9, the day Mahatma Gandhi returned to India from South Africa, to 
celebrate the constructive role played by the Indian diaspora in the worldwide 
achievements of India. It was in this context that the first Pravasi Bbara, 6ja Divas was 
held in January 2003 with the purpose of engaging all Non-Resident Indians (NRIs) 
and Persons of Indian Origin (PIOs) in building global networks over the 110 
countries of the world in which they reside. Despite the high profile of the South 
African contingent, resulting from the Gandhi connection and the large number of 
overseas Indians residing in South Africa, only around 20 people from South Africa 
attended the 2004 conference out of a total of 3,000 participants. Of those that went 
to the PBD 2004, the profile of the participants is described by one attendee below: 
I bare been to eveg Pravasi day for the last 3jears ... its always the same people from 
Soutb Afiica that go, the same people wbo go to evegthing to do gitb the 
, gious 
leaders Consulate ... businessmen, pok. 6dans and rrli 
Indo-South African Acaden-iic/Scholar B 
As well as demonstrating that levels of interest in India for Indo-South Africans are 
comparatively low, there is also a limited profle of Indo-South Africans who attend 
Indian state sponsored events such as the PBD. That there is also a limited pool of 
Indo-South Africans alludes to the existence of a profile of 'elite' Indo-South Africans 
with a vested interest in matters relating to the 'Indian Diaspora'. VA-fflst the PBD is 
mainly a business orientated event structured around networking opportunities for 
overseas Indians looking to increase trade partnerships, it is also an opportunity for 
politically and culturally high profile overseas Indians to network. This is cemented by 
the awarding of prizes to eminent overseas Indians. In 2004 for example an award 
was collected by Professor Fatima Meer, an academic and influential activist in the 
anti-apartheid struggles; in 2005 Logie Naidoo, the deputy Mayor of Durban, was 
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awarded the International Friendship award. Other participants from South Africa 
who attended the PBD included influential figureheads representing various cultural 
and religious organisations. 
This small minority of Indo-South Africans, enhanced by their status and position in 
South Africa, are well-situated to access the benefits provided by these types of 
connections with the India. For some of the PBD attendees, their participation 
assisted them in accessing more information about their origins, something many 
South African Indians have little knowledge of and means to access. For example, 
through his attendance at the PBD one prominent Indo-South African was able to 
trace his ancestral village, by many Indo-South Africans long forgotten since the 
arrival of their family in South Africa over 5 generations ago: 
I went to the PBD in 2005.1 only knew the name of the tillage from Indian 
, 
kration rreords in South Africa... After speaking at the PBD confeirnee the imml, 
dirraorgeneral of the Uttar Pradesh protince said she W beo mefind it at the expense of 
tbegovernment .. I was takenfiom Bombay to Delbi, then to the Lucknow department of 
tourism and to myfatbers tilla ge... It was the most memorable occasion of my 1ý'e to 
finally, stand on m yfatber's land and see the house mberr myfatber was born ... Now I've 
established a link, my father, brother and sister nill go on the next tri and plan to .p 
consolidate tbefirst historic tisit 
Leader of refigious organization A 
The advantage for this participanes link to the structures of the Indian state is in 
being given the opportunity to form a physical connection with India. Moreover, this 
can enhance emotional connections to India as a locus of origin, demonstrated by this 
quote from a PBD participant when I asked him about why he attends: 
Fell, the Prapasi Da y is our knk aitb the motberland 
Leader of religious organization A 
By emphasising the "our", this participant alludes to the fact that he considers there 
to be a 'community' of people in South Africa held together by a link with an 
ancestral 'origin', India. This chapter, however, aims to interrogate what 'India' as a 
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common origin means and the variegated ways in which connections to it are 
signified and practiced. 
4.3. Transnational strategies and practices 
4.3.1. Transnationalism as economic, social and political capital 
New and improved methods of communication and travel that have cut the cost of 
bridging long geographical distances have set the stage for the development and 
persistence of transnational ties that simultaneously link origin and destination of 
migrants (Basch et al 1994, Portes 1999, Levitt 2001, Bailey 2001). Findings from 
empirical studies counter the conventional theoretical framework that assumes the 
severance of connections with their societies of origin, and rather immigrants have 
strengthened their commitments and contributions to them (Chapter 2). 
A number of authors have constructed typologies of transnational networks in order 
to explain how transnationalism has persisted as a mode of connection to homelands. 
A study by Al-Ali et al. (2001) of Bosnian and Eritrean refugees develops an 
empirically founded typology of transnational activities. This typology distinguishes 
between transnational activities aimed at the country of origin and activities aimed at 
the host country. The former involve cross-border activities such as money transfers, 
or visits to and political participation in the country of origin. Activities within the 
host country include visiting cultural events with artists from the country of origin, 
participating in meetings, or mobilizing political support for parties or movements in 
the country of origin. 
Other authors have investigated and analyzed transnational. migration focusing on a 
specific kind of action (e. g., political participation, Itzigsohn 2000) or a single activity 
(e. g., participating in transnational civic organizations such as hometown associations, 
Henry and Mohan 2003). For Guarnizo (2003), adopting a single action or activity as 
the sampling unit of inquiry has been a fruitful strategy and allowed a finer analysis of 
the scope, scale, and determinants of migrants' transnational engagement (Portes et al 
1999). Thus, a number of authors began to detail and overview all three different 
fields of social action as economic, political and socio-cultural (Portes et al 1999, 
Levitt 2001, Guarnizo 2003). 
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4.3.1.1. Economic 
Economic transnationalism is one of the primary components of transnational 
practice (Conway and Cohen 1998, Al-Ali et al 2001; Bailey et al 2002). The 
improvement of economic conditions to support families, save money to invest in 
land and capital or to establish a small business upon return is a primary motive for 
the persistence of transnational connections (Stodolska and Santos, 2006: 632). 
Guarnizo (2003) provides a helpful typology of how transnational economic ties are 
developed. 
First, monetary remittances, as a form of long-distance intimate "bounded solidarity", 
are for the benefit of kin and friends (Portes, 1995,1998). Stark et al (1991) postulate 
that households resort to migration and remittances as a strategy for risk 
diversification. In the absence of efficient capital and insurance, it is rational for 
households to sponsor the out-migration of one of their members and upon securing 
employment the migrant generates a flow of cash back to the household. These 
remittances are used to cope with the failure of the local capital markets, futures 
markets, unemployment insurance (Stark et al. 1991), or social security (Sana and 
Massey 2000). This strategy is not necessarily investment-oriented but simply a 
response to tight labour market conditions and lack of opportunities, and in such a 
context remittances meet the household's subsistence needs (Itzigsohn 1995). 
The second type of economic transnationalism Guarnizo (2003) documents is the 
creation of migrant entrepreneurs. Durand et al (1996) describe the productive use of 
migrant remittances, or what they call "migradollars" in the development of new 
businesses. In a village in Guanajuato, for example, they describe how migrants invest 
in workshops that produce tennis shoes and footwear. These remittances are 
channelled into farn-ýing, cattle raising, and handicraft production, some of which is 
exported to the United States. For small-scale enterprises hindered by structural 
financial obstacles such as the lack of working capital and access to credit, remittances 
can provide the capital needed for the entrepreneurship (Taylor and Wyatt, 1996). 
Landolt et al, (1999: 296) document how the Salvadoran immigrant populations of Los 
Angeles and Washington, DC are a "vibrant entrepreneurial community embedded in 
a web of social relations" and that that a wide array of transnational enterprises 
connect the Salvadoran and Los Angeles economies, such as transfer of goods and 
remittances across countries, shippers, couriers, plus micro enterprises established by 
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returnees to El Salvador. Similarly, Itzigsohn et al (1999) document in their study of 
Dominican immigrant communities in the Washington Heights area of New York 
City and in Providence, Rhode Island, the informal transnational couriers operating 
between the United States and the Dominican Republic, the proliferation of stores 
selling imported Dominican foodstuffs, music, and newsprint in New York and 
Providence, and the rapid growth of remittance agencies. Kyle (1999) notes the 
development of a transnational trade diaspora of Ecuador's indigenous Otavalan 
merchants. In the case of India, Saxenian (2002) highlights the business ties that 
Silicon Valley-based Indian technologists are building with the IT industry in their 
home country. 
The third type of economic transnationalism, argues Guarnizo (2003), is the support 
provided to local community development through the transfer of resources for 
development projects, philanthropic endeavours, and post-disaster relief efforts in the 
society of origin. Tfýs collective endeavour undertaken by groups of migrants coming 
from the same place of origin is organized through civic associations (e. g., hometown 
associations), and is motivated not solely by personal familial obligations but a sense 
of solidarity with their place of origin through local nationalism or regionalism, 
reciprocity with the homeland, and often an eagerness to gain status and recognition 
in the place of origin (e. g., R. C. Smith 1998, Goldring 1998,2002). This has both 
symbolic and practical effects. For example, the construction and beautification of 
public spaces such as town plazas and churches and the contributions to local 
economic and social development (e. g. the construction of roads, water supply 
systems, classrooms, hospitals, as well as nonmaterial projects such as scholarships 
and educational campaigns) all improve local well-being and economic potential. In 
the Punjab in India, there are numerous development projects directed by Indians 
residing in Canada, as well as in the United K ingdorn and the United States, such as 
hospitals, medical clinics, schools and village developments and infrastructure 
projects such as roads and bridges (Walton-Roberts 2001). 
4.3.1.2 Polifical- 
Migrant transnational practices can also take the form of political involvement and a 
number of scholars have described how migrants can generate significant political 
effects by influencing home local and regional governments and thus compelling 
authorities to take their wishes and priorities into account. As Levitt (1997) and 
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Landolt (2000) have noted, economic transnationalism overlaps with the political, for 
example, helping to finance local development projects or contributing to 
philanthropic works are effective mechanisms for creating or upholding political 
influence in the localities of origin. In Puebla, Mexico, R. C. Smith (1998: 227-28) 
found that migrant transnational organizations actively engaged in their town's 
development "are forcing the state to engage them in new ways" and, in effect, have 
generated "parallel power structures" with the old, traditional regime. As wen as 
having political influence in their home nations through their economic clout, 
migrants are often also engaged in contentious minority politics relating to ethnicity 
and religion, often associated with the building of fledgling nation-states (Faist 2000b: 
1999). For example, the diaspora and other 6migr6s have been influential in the 
struggles of Tan-dl Tigers in Sri Lanka (Wayland 2004), Right-wing Flindu nationalism 
in the US (Bhatt and Mukhta, 2000), and Croatian-Americans in the Balkan conflict 
(Carter 2005). Participation is boosted by the development of new communications 
technologies such as the internet (e. g. Bernal 2006). 
4.3.1.3. Socio-culturaltransnafionaksm 
A final sphere of transnational activities in which migrants are inextricably linked with 
their places of origin is the intertwining of the lives and identities of migrants with the 
people and social relations in their home countries (Guarnizo and Smith 1998, Levitt 
2003, Vertovec 2001). On the one hand, sociocultural transnationalism refers to 
those transnational linkages that involve the recreation of a sense of community 
involving migrants and people in the place of origin, and "concerns the emergence of 
practices of sociability, mutual help, and public rituals rooted in the cultural 
understandings that pertain to the sense of belonging and social obligations of 
immigrants" (Itzigsohn and Saucedo 2002: 768). Whilst these practices are not 
necessarily mutually exclusive from political and economic involvement, the aims of 
socio-cultural transnationalism are more affective and less instrumental. 
The formation of socio-cultural ties pertains to the maintenance and continuation of 
social ties with the families, friends, and places left behind by 6n-ýigr6s (Basch et al. 
1994; Guarnizo, 1994). Itzigsohn and Saucedo (2002) call this form of 
transnationalism "linear transnationalism". It is intertwined with practices of 
remittances, travel home, and the building of 'ethnic' institutions in the country of 
reception to rebuild their social relations and the way of life from the country of 
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origin. Maintaining social networks of support is an important component of socio- 
cultural transnationalism, and takes place indirectly, through letters, phone calls and 
other means of communication such as the internet, and directly through travel to the 
home country (Al-Ali et al 2001, Itzigsohn and Giorguli-Saucedo 2002, Lawson 2004, 
Snel et al 2006). 
A second goal of sociocultural transnationalism that can be ascertained is the 
preservation and maintenance of an ethno-cultural identity. Transnational 
connections can allow for the circulation of cultural difference, sometimes as 
'ethnicity', as both a boundary of identity and also a resource. An essential point of 
departure is that people construct their social identities upon 'primordial ties' of 
groups as the basis of 'ethnic' understanding (Geertz 1963, Jenkins 1996; Verkuyten 
1999, Bauman 2004). One strategy for preserving a distinct 'ethnic' identity is through 
the formation of networks based on kinship that facilitates the flows of ideas, values 
and cultural artefacts: for example, participation in social clubs and 'community' 
organizations to develop ties widiin 'hose countries. Culture can also be understood 
in the wider sense of traditions, customs and values that are promoted. Thus, 
attending musical and artistic events, celebrating national holidays, listening and 
dancing to folklore music, cooking and promoting native language among second 
generations are all examples of cultural transnationafism (Al-Ali et al 2001). Thus, 
Friesen et al (2005) describe the formation of an Indian 'consciousness' in New 
Zealand through Indian ethnic associations, which facilitate the maintenance of both 
a specific and regional Indian 'culture' through language, culture, literature, art and 
music. 
Maintaining an ethno-cultural identity is especially important in the presence of 
erosive and discriminative factors and can be a consequence of social exclusion 
(Laitin 1995). Nagengast and Kearney (1990) show how transnationalism allows 
marginalized groups to circumvent traditional social and economic barriers. For 
Caribbean communities in Britain the process of constructing a Caribbean ethnic 
identity and collective ethnic bonds is shaped by migration, settlement and 
experiences of racial and social exclusion (Peach 1991; James and Harris 1993; 
Coppin 2001; Goulbourne and Solomos 2003). Using the example of Guatemalan 
Mayan migrants in Los Angeles Popkin (1999) argues that as they confront higher 
levels of discrimination, the growing Pan-Alayan movement in Guatemala increasingly 
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influences their cultural and religious organizations. This outcome leads actors 
affiliated with the Guatemalan church and state to forge relationships with these 
migrant organizations. Similarly, for Indians in the United States, the conscious 
building of a 'Yankee' form of transnational Indian identity is an essential project that 
resonates with racial discourse (Mathew and Prashad 2000) 
4.3.2. The difference and fluidity of transnational identity: Lessons from social 
capital 
The maintenance of socio-cultural transnational ties to 'origins' has been considered a 
form of social capital, which can be defined as the ability to secure resources by virtue 
of membership in social networks or larger social structures (Portes and Landolt 
2000). More generally, the focus of ethnicity as social capital studies have ranged from 
explaining the success of business ethnic enclaves (Zhou 1992), explaining immigrant 
children's positive engagement with school (Zhou and Bankston 1994) and the 
upward educational mobility of predominantly working-class ethnic minorities in the 
UK (Modood 2004). 
However Portes and Landolt (2000: 532-533) critique this concept of social capital in 
two important ways. First, there is a conflation of the ability to secure resources 
through networks with the resources themselves. Given the unequal distribution of 
wealth and resources in society, people may have trustworthy and solid social ties yet 
only have access to limited resources. Reay et al (2001) and Skeggs (1997) explore the 
absence of resources in the production and reproduction of inequality and in 
questioning how underlying issues of race, class and gender influence people's access 
to social resources. Ibus, whilst researchers look for traits or attributes that 
characterize and differentiate one 'ethnic' group from another (religion, race, customs, 
language etc. ), such approaches, however, fail to provide an understanding of 
complex situations of diversity and the processes through which contrasting identity 
elements are acquired. Using 'objective definitions' of ethnic identity, it is difficult to 
appreciate the boundaries of inclusion, exclusion and negotiation of such 
identification (Everged and Zontini 2006). Although cultural and ethnic signifiers 
exist, it is important to recognize that they are subject to change and negotiation. 
Ibus, both Watson (1981) and Erikson (1993) critique the existence of simplistic and 
uncritical definitions of ethnicity identity based upon the distinctiveness of members, 
which imputes a notion of homogeneity in social and economic status. 
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This brings an important issue to bear on conceptualising migrant transnational 
practices and relationships as a means of maintaining identity: it highlights the 
essentialist categorisation of transnational identity that is directly related to a territorial 
'origin' and thus to 'roots' (Ghorashi 2004). Notions such as 'homelands' and 'origins' 
are more complex than simply a fink to certain territory or root (Nfalkki, 1992). This 
has been recognised by Guarnizo (2003), who argues that transnational agency is 
mediated through local contexts of migration: These local effects Emit, encourage, 
empower, disable, transnational actions and as such, transnational migration is not an 
end point but an evolving condition that is contingent on the relationship between 
migrants' resources and socio-cultural positioning, as wen as the historical contexts in 
the specific localities where they Eve. Guarnizo et al (1999) suggest that the processes 
and effects of transnational migration therefore vary widely and depend on the 
different contexts that migrants encounter, the social capital they possess and the 
social obligations and ties they have with kin, communities and state of origin (see 
Portes and Guarnizo 1991; Portes and Sensenbrenner 1993; Portes 1995). It is 
therefore important to understand the "fluidity of ethnic identification and the 
diversity of the migratory experience" (Evergeti and Zontini 2006: 1035) 
Second, Portes and Landolt (2000) question the motivations of donors in social 
capital transactions. Granting resources to others out of solidarity with members of 
the same territorial, ethnic or religious 'community' (bounded solidarity) is not based 
on general values, but on the loyalties to a relevant in-group. Resource transactions 
are therefore embedded in larger social structures of power that act as guarantors of 
full returns to donors, either from the benefited party or from the 'community' at 
large (enforceable trust). This last source is exemplified by granting loans without 
collateral to members of the same 'community, however defined, on the expectation 
that being a member of the same 'community' would guarantee repayment and 
additionally generate status and approval for the donor. 
However, the notion of what constitutes a 'community' is the product of social 
ascriptions, a labelling process engaged in by oneself and others (Barth 1969,1994; 
Bauman 1994). In Barth's approach, ethnic identity is regarded as a feature of 
ascriptive social organisation, rather than a nebulous expression of culture. "Ethnic 
identity is the product of a dialogical and dialectical process involving internal and 
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external opinions and processes, as well ethnic designations" (Nagel 1994: 154). In this 
context, Rohregger (2006), drawing on her case study on social support networks of 
urban migrants in Malawi, argues that migrant networks are highly contested, fragile 
and driven by differing individual and collective interests, needs and perceptions that 
are constantly challenged, renegotiated and subverted. 
Working from a cultural-economy perspective that draws heavily on critiques of the 
structural approach to the production of places (Chapter 2), NEchael Peter Smith 
(2001,2005) shares the similar view that the development of transnational 
connections can not be assumed to be a natural result of an innate desire to connect 
with an 'imagined homeland' or geographical locus of identity. Instead, spatial 
mobility or border crossing activities are the result of the historical context of 
migration, which has brought about differences not only in gender, class, and 
ethnicity but in access to transnational networks. Thus, ordinary people are socially 
and spatially situated subjects in famihes, networks, nationalist projects and 
workplaces. Schein (1998) for example, demonstrates the role of Hmong cultural 
brokers who act as intermediaries between Hmong social networks in the US and US 
and Chinese state structures and policies. As Conradson and Latham (2005) and 
M. P. Smith (2001) argue, this draws attention to the false separation between 
transnadonafism as the forging of individual connections for 'identity' and the 
structure heavy transnationalism of technical and managerial elites. 
As I argued in Chapter 2, in order to move away from the essentialization of 
transnational practices as either state or identity-led, one way forward is to provide a 
critical reading of the production of transnational identities by connecting the 
symbolization of identity with material practice. This chapter addresses these 
concerns as follows. It draws on interviews with 'cultural brokers' (people involved in 
the creating the Indo-South African transnational cultural landscape such as cultural 
and religious organizations, the Indian consulate and local government) to investigate 
what signifiers of Indian transnational. identity are circulated. It outlines the structures 
of affection, bonds, trust and reciprocity that characterizes these signifiers. Second, it 
outlines how these signifiers are translated into the material practices of Indians, first 
by looking at provision of opportunities to 'be' transnational and second by drawing 
upon a survey of transnational practices. It juxtaposes the production and circulation 
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of the 'signs' of Indian transnationalism through 'cultural brokers' with a historically 
contextualized account of the material practices of transnationalism. 
4.4. A histojy of Indians in South Africa 
Sketching a profile of Indian South African identity is a complex task as it is shaped 
by a multitude of elements. The heterogeneity of Indians in South Africa derives from 
the many identity markers brought from the subcontinent through the heritage of the 
caste system, a large number of vernacular languages, various religions and different 
territorial origins, wl-dch have been inherited, diffused and transformed over time. In 
South Africa, an 'ethnicity' which may be called "Indianness" was progressively built 
by combining many identity patterns, some of which have faded away, while others 
have been strengthened, forming a "neo-Indian Creole identity" (Freund, 1995, p. 8 
cited in Landy et al 2004: 206). 
4.4.1. A history of indenture 
The presence of Indians in South Africa is the result of two different streams of 
Indian immigrants who arrived in South Africa with very little in common except the 
geographic origins of India. The two streams (depicted on Figure 4.1, below), 
constituting indentured workers and free, or "passenger" Indians named as they paid 
their own passage from India, forms a crucial distinction because it gave rise to 
different cultural forms of identification which continue to resonate in transnational 
practice today. 
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The trajectory of the Indians in South Africa, inextricably linked N-vith the imperial 
project of the British, began xith the mid-nineteenth centun- colonial labour 
requirements ()f Natal. A number of factors conspired to produce labour shortages 
in the British colony: The abolition of slavery in 1833, the movement of large 
numbers of black South Africans Linder the Locations Commission of 1846 to other 
agricultural rcscr-, cs in various parts of Natal, compounded by the discovery of gold 
and diamonds in other parts of South Africa, and the introduction of sugar as a 
commercially viable crop deprived farmers of readily available cheap labour supplies 
to man labour intensive plantations along the coastal belt. Indenture became an 
alternative system of labour that allowed for the employment ot waged "vorkers under 
conditions giving a high level of control to employers (Bhana and Brain 1990, Freund 
1995). After protracted negotiations bet-ween the British Secretary of State for the 
Colonies and the government of Natal, then a separate colony, the Natal Coolle Laxv 
of 1859 v. -as passed (1-reUnd 1995: 266). This la-, v made it possible for the colony to 
'import' Indians as indentured labourers. 
The indenture system was embedded in the social system of rural India, which 
featured complex nem()rks ()f debt and labOLir procurement and provided a well 
established channel for Sourcing \N-()rkcrs. The majority of indentured workers were 
Tamil (()r TCILILýU) speaking, 60" 1, from the Sudra and scheduled castes, 3011/o Vaishyas 
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and 10% Kshatriyas, some Brahrnins (Pillay et al 1989). ne first ship bringing 
indentured Indians from Madras was the SS Truro, arriving in Durban on the 16th 
November 1860, and later ships arrived from Bihar and Uttar Pradesh in eastern 
Ganges valley where Hindi is spoken. By 1911,152,184 Indian indentured labourers 
had been brought to Natal (Swan 1987: 109) 
The initial conditions of indenture consisted of an option to return to India at the end 
of the five-year period, in which case a free passage would be provided. The system 
also provided for the labourers to re-indenture for a further five-year period, which 
would make them eligible to settle permanently in the colony through a gift of crown 
land and full citizenship rights, but this was cancelled in 1891 to discourage Indians 
from settling permanently (Freund 1995: 33). Initially, the ex-indentured workers and 
their descendants had modest success but began to experience economic pressure 
after the South African War of 1899, a result of the depressed economy and the 
burden of a0 tax. Despite economic recovery, 62.25% of the indentured workforce 
was under subsequent terms of indenture that were oppressive (Swan 1987: 189). 
After serving 10-year contracts, the majority exercised their choice to remain in Natal 
and others moved to the Transvaal. Many continued in smallholdings; others in 
various forms of agriculture, railways and coalmines. On the expiry of their contracts 
some of the indentured labourers found employment as domestic servants, railway 
and council workers and on the coalmines in Northern Natal, and a large number of 
them became self-employed as market gardeners. This diversification pattern 
continued and by 1909 the ex-indentured labourers were employed in a variety of 
sectors (Pahad 1977; Swan 1987). 
Friends and relatives participated in the migration, and whole villages were often 
transplanted to South Africa towns. For example the #11ab (district) of Kathiawar 
formed the towns of Potchefstroom and Pietersburg (Bhana and Brain 1990: 191 in 
Landy et al 2004: 205). 'Mese Gujarati speaking traders were later joined by some 
Urdu speaking Muslim? from the United Province, a few Marathi speaking Kokince 
Muslims and a few Gujarati-speaking FEndus (Ebrahim-Vally 2001). Initially, the 
traders operated in Durban, but later some moved into the interior, following the 
9 Within the heterogeneous Muslim population of South Africa, the two largest sub-groups are 'Nialay' 
Muslims and Nfuslims of Indian origin. For the purposes of this thesis, I will only be referring to 
muslims of Indian origin. 
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main transport route from Durban to Johannesburg. Although they initially formed 
only 10% of the Indian immigrants to South Africa, due to a more balanced age-sex 
ratio than the indentured and passenger Indians, their descendents now comprise 
30% of the Indo-South Africans OLemon 1990). 
4.4.2. Apartheid 
Although the majority of Indians in South Africa remained working class indentured 
labours, there was a growing Indian petty bourgeoisie, the 'new elites', Natal born, 
materially more successful offspring of indentured or ex-indentured labourers (Landy 
et al 2004). The occupations of emerging Indo-South African elites included lawyers, 
accountants and, lower down the occupational ladder, clerks, petty entrepreneurs and 
salaried white collar workers dependent on the colonial administration (Swan 1987). 
The emerging efites began to cohere as a self-conscious group following the post- 
South African war economic depression, the introduction of a new Indian taxation of 
L3, salary cuts and barring from Civil Service. Generating a sense of community were 
social organisations and the Anglo-Tan-ffl weekly paper the African Chronicle, which 
dealt with matters of interest to upwardly mobile South Africa of Tamil descent 
(Swan 1987: 89). 
Although the new elites were successful economically, at the apex of the economic 
and social hierarchy was the trader elite who differed in terms of caste) occupation and 
linguistic groups from the indentured Indians. This group was relatively homogeneous, 
comprising mainly Gujarati Muslims who had similar economic interests (Swan, 
1984: 244-45; Padayachee and Morrell, 1991). They made every effort to distinguish 
themselves politically, socially and economically from the indentured labourers, and 
regarded themselves as part of a commercial bourgeoisie rather than the working class or 
peasantry (Ginwala, 1974: 97). They were bound as a self-conscious elite through the 
creation and nurturing of many social and religious organisations that celebrated their 
narrow cultural distinctions. This was intertwined with a network of partnerships and 
credit. Their wealth was invested in property in the Transvaal and Natal, and as the 
rateable value of Indian properties increased, they began to purchase in the affluent 
"European" suburbs (Swan 1987: 105). 
The passenger Indians thus operated at the top of the economic hierarchy and 
interaction with other Indians was through "essentially exploitative patron-chent 
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relationships formed by money lenders and the owner-operators of the Durban 
produce markee' (Swan 1985: 28 in Landy et al 2004: 207). They were similarly at the 
top of Natal's Indian trading economy and constituted large international wholesalers 
importing goods from Britain and India and exporting to the world and wholesale 
merchants who supplied retailers within South Africa, especially small Indian traders 
in Natal. The latter were known as dukauvllabs, shopkeepers who formed a network in 
both rural and urban areas and who often started out as assistants to the larger 
merchants. By skilfully exploiting the consuming potential of the Indian, African and 
poor white communities the traders expanded their commercial activities and profit 
margin. (Swan 1984: 244-45, Padayachee and Morrell 1991, Maharaj, 1992, Freund 
1996). 
Whilst differences in religion, class, language, economics and politics were nominally 
reduced to the category of 'Indian' under the apartheid system, these differences 
remained strong. The general economic success of Indians generated a great deal of 
envy and and-Indian sentiments amongst small white retailers and poor whites, who 
sought to influence the Natal government to restrict competition in their own favour 
(Hart and Padayachee 2000). The moulding of a singular Indian identity was a key 
tool: comprising only 3% of the population in 1960 and easy to define through their 
phenotypical features and common territorial origin, Indians fitted neatly and easily 
into the arc of Apartheid and its precursory legislation (Ebrahim-Vally 2001: 76). Wen 
before the formation of the Union government in 1910, Indians were legally classified 
in one "race" category. A series of laws over the next half century culminated in 1950 
with the Population Registration Act -which formally divided the population into 
four racial categories and provided differential access to economic and political 
opportunities- and the Group Areas Act -which assigned living space based on race. 
Combined with political and cultural resistance to their increasingly common 
oppression, this led to closer cooperation across class, language, and religious divides 
(Hart and Padayachec 2000). However this process of resistance to the strictures of 
apartheid was never simple. Instead fractures of class became important in 
negotiations with the Union and Apartheid government. 
The root of the disenfranchisement of the Indian community lay with increasing 
conflict with the white community over the entrepreneurial skiUs and hard work 
exhibited by the Indian traders. This became expressed in aggressive policies limiting 
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their access to land, housing and trading opportunities. Whilst the 'Native problem' 
was regarded as a passive threat, Indians were seen as "a sophisticated and active 
menace to their own position in colonial society, competing for space, place, trade 
and political influence with the imperial authority" (Swanson, 1983: 404). Small 
employers, shopkeepers and traders were especially vociferous in their opposition to 
the growth of a community, which they felt would 'swamp' the white population 
CLemon 1990). For Maharaj (1992), the conflict between white and Indian capital 
gradually became expressed in racial terms, despite their valuable contribution to the 
flourishing Natal economy, and anti-Indian sentiment became institutionalised 
through a range of discriminatory policies that imposed taxes on Indian households 
to promote re-indenture and repatriation rather than permanent settlement, curbed 
voting rights and extended licensing powers to local authorities who had the power to 
refuse trading rights to Indians. This rhetoric was couched in hygiene terms, with 
'civilized' whites in danger from 'dirty' coolies and manifested as ethnic cleansing 
initiatives in residential districts. In the main, this was achieved through the denial of 
political rights, restrictions on land ownership, constraints on tenure, trading rights, 
immigration and denial of franchise chiefly designed to curb the economic and 
political force of the Indians, and ultimately to promote their repatriation to India 
(Pachai 1972; Aleshthrie, 1985). 
The first legislative attempt to disenfranchise Indians came with the Franchise Act of 
1896. Only 3 Africans and 251 Indians had the vote in Natal (Swan 1987: 103). With 
the passing of Law 17 of 1895 and its extension to all members of the family in 1905, 
a poll tax of 3 pounds was imposed on all Indians who did not re-indenture or return 
to India, failure to pay which could result in deportation or imprisonment (Bradlow 
1970). Through the Dealers licenses Act No. 18 of 1897 local authorities could 
refuse trading licenses to Indians without fear of them having recourse to the courts. 
This resulted in an absolute decline in the number of Indian traders. In 1897, 
licensed Indian traders comprised 55 percent of the total in Natal (523 out of 941). 
In 1900 they were 27 percent, (472 out of 1578) (Swanson, 1983: 416), 
These constraints on the economic activities of Indians were underpinned by a 
consistent policy of residential segregation, pursued most vociferously by the local 
state in Durban, which often went against central state initiatives (Niaharaj 1992). Ihe 
local state of Durban, representing the white ruling class, was at the forefront of calls for 
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segregation of Indians. The failure of a 1871 law and the failure of a system of 
voluntary segregation, through inadequate municipal provision of suitable residential and 
commercial areas, and continual neglection of Indian areas by Durban City Council 
(DCC) resulted in professional and business class Indians moving into wl-ýite areas. 
Following an outcry over 'penetrationý by Europeans in Durban, the central state 
responded to the mass hysteria through a temporary 'Pegging Ace (Irading and 
Occupation of I-and -Transvaal and Natal - Restriction Act, No. 35 of 1943). This 
'pegged' the racial pattern of land ownership in the Durban municipal area for 3 
years. This was replaced by the Asiatic Land Tenure and Indian Representation Act 
1946 (the "Ghetto Ace) which applyied to the whole of Natal and the Transvaal 
permanently, creating two kinds of areas: 'controlled' areas, reserved for European 
ownership and occupation, and 'uncontrolled' areas with no restrictions, was generally 
owned and occupied by Indians (Alaharaj 1992). 
Following the ascent to power of the National Party (NP) in 1948, the Ghetto Act 
provided the foundation for the Group Areas Act (GAA) of 1950, which exercised 
nation-wide and comprehensive controls over urban land with respect to ownership, 
occupation, residence and trading. The collaboration of the DCC with the NP 
government resulted in the group area proclamation, in which Durban was zoned a 
white' city. It exercised comprehensive controls over urban land ownership, residence 
and trading. Since Indians were also prevented from inter-provincial movement by a 
number of long-standing laws excluding them from the Orange Free State and 
northern Natal; and the restrictions on property owning and employment in the 
Transvaal, their concentration in the Durban-Pinetown metropolitan region where 
they had substantial property holdings meant they were most severely and 
disproportionately affected by the implementation of the GAA as many areas of 
Indian settlement throughout Durban were rezoned for whites and Indians removed 
to townships (Ixmon 1990; Freund 1996). As a result, about 75,000 Indians were 
uprooted from settled communities and moved to Indian 'townships', the two major 
ones being Chatsworth, constructed in 1964, and Phoenix, constructed in 1976 
(Freund 1995: 101) 
For Thiara (2003), the use of legally declared land for the exclusive ownership and use 
of each of the four racial groups had a number Of consequences. While 
simultaneously effecting racial separation, it also reinforced a sense of 'Indianness' 
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and cemented their externally defined definition by forcing an economically, 
linguistically diverse community to take on a homogenous identity. The stereotypes 
and myths generated about Indians heightened the sense of physical and social 
distance from other groups, feeding their own negative perceptions and leading to a 
psychological disengagement from other groups. Crucially, the economic, linguistic 
and religious differences that existed in early in their history of settlement in South 
Africa were subsumed by into an overarching 'Indian' identity imposed by the state 
and cemented during apartheid. 
However, whilst this consolidation of diversity into an overarching 'Indian' ethnic 
identity was formed from above and there were attempts to forge a collective political 
ethnic identity from below, the political and economic status of Indo-South Africans 
remained a key point of division. As a disenfranchised and voiceless group within the 
structures of South African power, Indian aspirations were instead articulated by 
different political organisations in an attempt to fashion an ethnic solidarity based on 
a collectively shared experience of discrimination and uncertainty. Owing to the 
colonial heritage, the and-Indian attitudes of the Europeans were deeply ingrained 
and found expression in statutory restrictions placed on the political, social and 
economic advancement of the Indian people. Utilising the judicial process and other 
methods of resistance the Indian people and organisations sought to stem the tide of 
anti-Indian prejudice and legislation. Indian opposition cannot be reduced to unified, 
homogenous opposition to repressive racially prejudiced white Government, but was 
based on existing economic hierarchies and the accommodation of traders to the 
demands of the ruling white minority. 
The formation of Indian political resistance began with the formation of the Natal 
Indian Congress (NIC) in 1894 by Mohandas Gandhi, a barrister who arrived in 
Pretoria in 1892 to represent an Indian merchant in a lawsuit. Following racial 
harassment and concerned with the plight of Indians, he stayed on for 21 years, fighting 
for the rights of his fellow Indians (Swan, 1985: 49). The NIC, however, was dominated 
by merchants struggling for the right to be considered honorary whites on grounds of 
wealth, education and class, separate from the indentured workers (Swan 1985). This 
was rooted in a web of class and race prejudice based on colonial Natal and also in 
Indian caste traditions (Freund 1996). Party membership consisted only of the elite, a 
result of the membership fee of 3 pounds, and mobilisation was only successful if 
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legislation threatened trader interests. 'Iberefore, although the merchants sometimes 
included the complaints of the working class in their political representations, they were 
primarily concerned with their own problems (Ginwala, 1974: 183). Indeed, the 
merchants were prepared to accept some form of voluntary segregation, as long as their 
vested commercial interests were not adversely affected (Bhana and Meshthrie, 1984; 
Pahad, 1972). Although working class Indians would be most affected by residential 
segregation, the moderates were prepared to offer this group as the 'sacrificial lamb' 
(Ginwala, 1974: 418). This group of accommodationists, under the leadership of A. I. 
Kajee, formed under the Natal Indian Organisation (NIO) in 1947. Membership of the 
NIO consisted largely of businessmen, attempting to obtain concessions from the 
Government by 'constitutional' and legitimate' means Uohnson, 1973: 68 cited in 
Maharaj 1992: 8). While opposing segregation, it was also against the more militant 
strategies of the NIC. Although the NIO was more acceptable to, and entered into 
dialogue with, both the central and local states, they were unable to obtain any major 
concessions. 
Although the NIC had greater grassroots support than the NIO, it failed to effectively 
mobilise this support (Pahad 1972). Leadership was sterile, and it often resorted to 
rhetorical slogans when there was a need for immediate action, often a consequence of 
the frequent arrest and police harassment of the leaders. Moreover, the majority of 
Indians were low income labourers who were afraid of being arrested, and the 
consequent loss of jobs, earnings and family support associated with political activism. 
To oppose the elitism of the NIC, the Colonial Born and Settlers Indian Association 
(CBSIA) was formed in 1933 (Padayachee, et al, 1985: 142). In 1939 the leadership of 
the NIC was contested and the NIC and the CBSIA merged to form the Natal Indian 
Association (NIA). However, the more conservative elements continued to operate 
under the NIC and although claiming to represent the Indian community, there was 
very little evidence of mobilisation of the working class. 
It wasn't until the beginning of 'Grand Apartheid' that Indians from all economic 
strata came together to fight the injustices wrought by the GAA and its precursor, the 
Pegging Act, which affected both wealthy and poor Indians. The GAA seriously 
affected those Indians capable of purchasing land in white areas for either residential or 
investment purposes, and whilst it did not immediately affect the majority of less 
affluent Indians there were repercussions for the Indian working class as rents and 
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property prices escalated in predominantly Indian areas Gohnson, 1973: 78). The poor 
were forced into high-density slums and landlords demanded outrageous key money 
(Swan, 1987: 191). Elites also suffered through the tightening of legislation that 
restricted the expansion of trade and Indian ownership of land (Freund 1995). The 
1943 Pegging Act for example closed off transfer of property from VA-ýites to Indians. 
As a result, property prices and rents soared in Indian areas. Segregation under the 
GAA thus affected all classes of Indians: It reduced opportunities for investment and 
commercial expansion for the wealthy, the less affluent of the elites faced the possibility 
of moving into working class neighbourhoods and for the working classes increasing 
rents and slum clearance meant some became homeless. Tl-ýs government-promoted 
pattern of stratification in which race shaped individual and communal fife experiences 
drew the former merchants and indentured Indians together, neutralized the impact of 
class and forced a'made-in-Natal'consohdated Indian 'community' (Vahed 2000) 
4.4.3. India and Indo-South Africans during and after Apartheid. 
The move to a more coherent Indian 'community' in South Africa during Apartheid 
and its precursors was strengthened through deterioration in the relations between 
South Africa and the Indian government. In India, people, organisations and 
newspapers had always shown an interest in the plight of their kin in South Africa. 
This interest was intensified after Gandhi's passive resistance campaigns and his 
emergence at that time as one of the leaders of the NIC. His attempts to persuade the 
South African government to end racial discrimination, particularly against people of 
graba were later Indian origin, through non-violence and his philosophy of Saý, q 
implemented in India (Veney 1999: 324). 
India protested against the ill-treatment of Indians even before it gained 
independence. It argued before the UN General Assembly in 1946 for example, that 
the treatment of Indians in South Africa violated their human rights. At the same 
time as India gained independence, apartheid was codified into law by the VA-lite 
graba philosophy, Nehru considered it minority government. Keeping Gandhi's Salya 
his obligation to assist in the eradication of apartheid as part of his commitment to 
maintaining links with and becoming a leader and model for other newly independent 
countries (Payne 1994). Thus, Nehru discontinued the economic links with South 
Africa in 1954 and encouraged other countries to employ similar economic sanctions. 
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At the same time, developing out of India's search for a new and independent 
identity, expatriate Indians were excluded entirely from its domestic and foreign 
policy formulations, as the state encouraged its overseas population to integrate into 
their host societies and support the struggle for permanent withdrawal of colonial rule 
from Africa and other colonized nations. With the dissolution of the British Empire, 
the problems of overseas Indians were no longer inter-imperial matters that could be 
solved under one great regulatory body, but became the concern of sovereign states 
with independent interests which had to be reconciled with India (Lall 2001). India 
therefore couldn't afford to be vocal on the fate of Indians abroad and put diplomatic 
relations at risk, and taking a strong line with the decolonising and newly independent 
countries in which their populations resided would have been counter-productive 
(Heismath and Mansingh 1971). 
After independence the Government of India barely considered overseas Indians to 
be part of the Indian nation. Undoubtedly, combined with the Indian economic 
embargo during apartheid, this had a considerable impact on the cultural, commercial 
and religious ties of Indo-South Africans to India. The breaking of Indian diplomatic 
relations with South Africa included a ban on Indians visiting South Africa and Indo- 
South Africans visiting India, which isolated Indo-South Africans from India further. 
The result was that the various cultural and religious signifiers of Indian 'identity' 
diminished. As India expected Indians in South Africa to identify with the Black and 
Coloured populations in their struggles against white minority rule, there was an 
expectation that Indian South Africans should ally themselves with the African 
National Congress (ANC)-led black majority after the dismantling of apartheid 
(Landy et al 2004). To some extent this has played out: following the resumption of 
diplomatic ties with India, Indo-South Africans stressed their allegiance to the South 
African nation, having participated in the struggle to free South Africa from its racial 
strictures. 
It is also the case that following the end of apartheid and the fashioning of a 
constitution based on a comprehensive, liberal and enlightened notion of democratic 
pluralism, Indians have also been able to reclaim the cultural signifiers of Indian-ness. 
As part of the overhaul of the old apartheid regime the constitution aimed to 
accommodate the cultural claims of minorities with the enshrining of equal rights in 
the constitution both a 'rallying point' and a cornerstone of social transformation 
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(TNIcEwan 2001). As part of the ANC's long-held vision that South Africa belongs to 
all who live in it, it "dismisses ethnicity as building blocks for the new South Africa 
and instead invokes the individuals rights and freedoms as essential elements of the 
nation" (Ramutsindela 2001: 73). 
The protection of minority rights and the accommodation of diversity was therefore 
given precedence and resulted in the reclamation of a diverse Indian linguistic, 
religious and cultural heritage. Under the new multicultural government remit, Indian 
language radio, televisions and newspapers have flourished, and large and diverse 
networks of cultural organisations have sprung up to serve the interests of the Indian 
element of Indo-South African identity. At the same time, diplomatic ties between 
India and South Africa were resumed and the increase in air-travel has opened Indo- 
South Africans to relations with India through visits, cultural exchange, sports and 
trade. Once a quasi-mythical entity after years of isolation, Indian sport, cinema and 
ancestral history is now assuming a greater role in the imagination of the Indo-South 
Africans. 
Religion has played a fundamental role in defining contemporary Indian identity. 
Festivals and rituals are important in consolidating religion, as very visible markers of 
identity, distancing Indians from Africans and whites and strengthening the links 
between individuals and the 'community' (Vahed 2000, Ebrahim-Vally 2001). In the 
challenges of the new South Africa, religion has become a source of stability and 
identity. For Muslims, Islam has become the core of their identity and is rapidly 
replacing ethnicity, language, class and regionalism as the basis of personal identity, 
reflected in the rise of Islamic schools, increased numbers making the annual 
pilgrimage to Alecca, changes in dress codes and, generally, observing rituals (Vahed 
2000). Hinduism is also an important signifier of Indian identity in the post-apartheid 
climate. The majority of Hindus continue to engage in sanatanist (traditional) forms of 
rituals in temples and their homes, and continue to draw upon the religious worship, 
for the maintenance of cultural principles (Kumar 2000) 
Despite the almost total disappearance of the Indian vernaculars, their residues 
remain an important element of consolidation for defining the diverse elements of 
Indian 'culture'. English gradually replaced the vernaculars during the first decades of 
Indian settlement in South Africa, as it became the instrument of communication in 
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schools and commerce. Moreover, the 1913 Immigration Law and the 1927 Cape 
Agreement foregrounded English competency a condition of immigration and 
residence (Ebrahim-Vally 2001: 172). However the disappearance of the vernaculars 
did not necessitate the disappearance of the communities that formed around them. 
Thus, most Indo-South Africans now continue to define themselves as members of a 
linguistic 'community' (the main ones being Gujarati, Hindustani, Tamil, Telugu and 
Urdu) even as the preferred language is no longer the means of communication, 
except in a limited capacity at home through vernacular terms and idioms (Mesthrie 
1993). 
The second way in which difference continues to manifest itself in the post-apartheid 
era is in the persistence of economic inequalities. The final measure to eradicate the 
scars of the past was the ANC's vision to "mobilise all the people and the country's 
resources towards the final eradication of apartheid" (ANC 1994:? ) through its 
Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP). For McEwan (2001), 
democracy in the new South Africa is a model exercise in participation, based around 
concept of equality, social-liberalism and the protection of minority rights. However, 
as McEwan (2001) explains, any transition to full democracy does not necessarily 
mark the endpoint of the struggle for the eradication of social and economic 
inequalities. Thus, whilst guaranteeing social and economic rights, the South African 
constitution actively recognises the need to go beyond traditional notions of an 
inclusionary citizenship by adopting positive action aimed at reducing inequalities 
between specific groups rather than protecting individual rights and hoping for a 
collective provision of needs (Yuval-Davis 1997). The ANC envisioned a 
fundamental restructuring of South African society not only through the withdrawal 
of apartheid laws and racially based discrimination, but also to the eradication of 
inequality and inherited disadvantage (Sharp 1998). For Gouws (1999) this has been 
essential as rights discourses are blind to social and economic disparities between 
groups as an effective means to bring marginalized communities into the heart of 
government decision making and redress the exclusionary white polity. 
This was manifested primarily in Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) and 
affirmative action. It was recognised that whilst social and economic citizenship has 
some currency, legal rights were not sufficient to transform economic inequalities 
entrenched during the exclusionary citizenship of apartheid, and the constitution thus 
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provides for the removal of disadvantage through affirmative action measures in the 
public sector. Despite South Africa's paradoxical insistence on non-racialism and 
ethnically-coded rule, Black-South Africans as formerly the most disadvantaged racial 
group were given preferential access to jobs. This simultaneously marginalized 
Indians as a previously disadvantaged group, despite being under the rubric of 
'Blacks' during the and-apartheid struggle (Singh 2005). 
The economic status of Indians was also complicated by further fragmentation of the 
racially based class system of apartheid. Under apartheid the economy was stable as 
political repression kept wages down. However, rising wages, the breakdown of the 
Indian commercial monopolies of former townships of Chatsworth and Phoenix 
under rising competition from Black-South African shopkeepers and transport 
operators and the removal of the tariff regime protecting Indian manufacture has 
meant that economic inequality is increasingly based on intra-racial not inter-racial 
inequalities (Nattrass and Seekings 2002). The class structure of post-apartheid South 
Africa now comprises three major groups of cross-ethnic classes in South African 
society (Nattrass and Seekings; 2002). At the top is the increasingly muld-racial upper 
class or elite. In the middle he workers in a range of classes: the 'semi-professional' 
class (teachers and nurses), the 'intermediate' class (i. e. white-collar workers in public 
and private sectors) and most of the 'core' or urban industrial working class. At the 
bottom are the marginalized sections of the working-class (especially farm and 
domestic workers and their dependants) and households where no one is in 
employment. Under apartheid whilst there was also an Indian accommodationist 
'elite', the economic status of Indians has fragmented further still. 
The final important plane of differentiation is that of the geographical dispersal of 
Indo-South Africans throughout South Africa. Under apartheid and the Group Areas 
Act of 1950, Indians were prevented from moving out of their racially designated 
areas, either provincially or within Durban itself. Following the demise of apartheid, 
there have been important shifts in the geographical distribution of Indo-South 
Africans nationally and locally, mainly based upon class and age differentials. Locally, 
more economically successful Indo-South Africans moved into former white suburbs 
of Umhlanga, Musgrave and Alorningside, whilst working class Indians remained in 
the former townships of Phoenix and Chatsworth, although these townships also 
contain a n-dxture of poorer and more affluent Indo-South Africans. Nationally, 
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younger Indo-South Africans have moved to Johannesburg and Cape Town, mainly 
for economic opportunities. One of the major effects of affirmatiý, e action quotas 
restricting the number of Indo-South Africans attending medical school at the 
University of Kv-aZulu-Natal has been the movement of younger Indo-South 
Africans to Cape Town for study (Singh 2005). 
Indian population structure of Durban, 
Cape Town and Jo'burg, 2001 
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Figurc 4.2: Indian population structurc, Durban, jo'burg and Capc Town, 2001. Sourcc: Statistics South 
Africa , v\x-xv. statssa. goN. za 
Thus, as Fig 4.21 above shows, there is a greater proportion of over-45, s represented 
in Durban than either Cape Town or Johannesburg. The 15-19 age group are a 
greater percentage of the local populadon in Cape Town than either Johannesburg or 
Durban, perhaps reflecting the influence of UnIversIty. In Johannesburg, there is a 
greater proportion of 25-40 year olds than either Cape Town or Durban, perhaps 
representing the importance of jobs and commerce. Durban has an older population, 
reflecting the concentration of Indians there under apartheid and its containing 
imaginative constitution as the locus of Indo-South African identit\,. 
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4.4.4. Summary 
Indo-South Africans are deeply embedded in the fractured transition from an 
apartheid order based on the racialisation of space and social life to a post-apartheid 
era that promised equality of race, minority rights, economy and politics. The radical 
distinction between indentured and free Indians constituted the backdrop for the 
formation of groups around common experiences and identities. The structures of 
apartheid reinforced a view that there was a homogenous Indian community 
distinguished by pheno-typical appearance. The apartheid state treated Indians as one 
bloc and could therefore allocate a specific culture and consider creation of separate 
residential areas. Whilst joshi (1973) showed that because of social and political 
circumstances Indians internalised a homogenous identity, Ginwala (1974) and Pahad 
(1972) argued that the struggle of the Indian community against apartheid was linked 
to class struggles. Pahad (1972) showed that Indian political movements could not be 
depicted as claiming rights for the community as a whole because particular interests 
of different segments determined the nature of their political participation. 
The advent of democracy and the recognition of diversity became a reason to reclaim 
the specificities of Indian cultural identity: Indians gained the right to assert 
distinctiveness, and Indian identity in South Africa became popularly expressed 
through the prism of 'culture' as a means to articulate differences and allow sub 
groups to identify their members and place other Indians into specific groups that 
may be based on religious, linguistic or geographical criteria. Despite the initial post- 
election euphoria, in reality Indians have become threatened economically and 
politically by affirmative action policies and these have meant increasing antagonism 
with the Black-South African population. 
4.5. The sigLiffiers of a "Pukka Indian Lifes! yle" 
The fractious post-apartheid transition has brought into debate within the 'Indian 
public sphere' (the radio stations, newspapers and weeklies) the subsequent 
transformation of the 'community, especially in relation to the internal divisions of 
religion and language which have become proxy traces of the traditional division 
between indentured and passenger Indians (Hansen 2005a). This was a direct 
consequence of apartheid: because Indo-South Africans remained isolated and insular 
looking, the divisions between the different religious and linguistic communities are 
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deep, and depend further in post-apartheid times on the reconnection to India as a 
source of culture. This was reiterated over and over in my interviews. 
In this county Indians are vey ditided, and are especially splintered on a fiquisfic basis. 
, ghting, which 
is not heoful as we are almad a minorigi in This has led to quamls and infi 
this county 
Head of cultural organization A 
One of the solutions for the fractious nature of the Indian identity in South Africa, 
both internally in relation to the external threat of the African renaissance, is to create 
a 'community. For Brent (2004) 'community' is the ultimate exemplar of 2iz'ek's 
'paradox of desire': "We mistake for postponement of the 'thing itself what is already 
the 'thing itself', we mistake for the searching and indecision proper to desire what is, 
in fact, the realization of desire. That is to say, the realization of desire does not 
consist in its being 'fulfilled', 'fully satisfied'; it coincides rather with the reproduction 
v of desire (ZiZ'ek, 1991: 7). Desire, according to 2iZek, has to be constructed, and as 
such, it is "the desire for community, not its achievement, which is itself community" 
(Brent 2004: 221). 
Along with debates about the constitution of the 'Indian community' are related 
concerns about the erosion of 'authentic' cultural practices, and imaginings of the 
'motherland' (Hansen 2005a). For Das Gupta (1997: 580) in her study of Indians in 
the U. S., "What is 'Indian, '... is not automatically what is preserved but what is 
constructed as preserved" (her emphasis). This raises the question of what being 
transnational, sometimes as diasporic, means for the exchange of these symbols and 
codes. In the cultural economy approach identified in Chapter 2, which allows us to 
examine identity in relation to historical-material circumstances, this section of the 
chapter establishes the structure of codes that creates a legitimate "Indian" identity 
via the local milieu of Indo-South African transnational 'ehtes': the web of cultural 
organisations, media outlets and key individuals. 
4.5.1. Transnationalism, structures of affect and the model of leadership 
One way in which Indo-South African identity in South Africa is signified as a 
coherent identity is through the codification of a model structure of internal 
affiliations and bonds. A central strategy of this approach is through the Indian-South 
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African media. For example, every Sunday in The Sundq), Titves, a South African 
Sunday newspaper published in Durban which includes a pull-out section especially 
related to 'Indo-South African' news. A key feature of this newspaper is the "High 
Society" column which presents stories about Indo-South Africa society gatherings 
around Durban, and similar columns appear in other Indo-South African newspapers. 
Gatherings tend to be centered on an Indian cultural event, which usual1v features 
either Indian ()r local Indo-South Africa ar6sts performing Indian cultural routines, 
either classical ()r Bollyw(md-inspired numbers. Photographs of the attendees will 
appear, usually accompanied by a description of the event and the notable dignitarie's 
who attended. Photographs feature 'ordinary' Indo-South Africans, usuallv pictured 
with their friends ()r familý. Usually for such events there is an e ement of it I being an 
coccasion', thus -w(mien might -wear traditional saris. 
There is also a strong presence of photographs of Indian 'communmý leaders', 
especially when participating in social gatherings with people from India. Thus, in 
figure 4.3 a newspaper column taken from The Vilnday Tiives describes a 
gathering held at the house of the Indian consular general of Durban for an eminent 
Indian film director visiting South Africa. Invitees, some of them pictured with the 
consular general, included other eminent tigures within the Indo-South African 
1COMMUnity, such as politicians, Indo-South African owners of NINCs and film 
producers. 
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The invitees to such events are generally drawn from "the Est" of Indo-South African 
representatives from key areas of cultural, economic and political organizations 
described in Chapter 3. By demonstrating the inclusiveness of all factions of Indo- 
South Africans, such columns circulate a message of racially-based solidarity. 
Moreover, because the event above is directly linked with India, via the highly 
politically located consular general, it also implicitly foregrounds Indian transnational 
connections as essential for the development of these bonds. This is emphasised in 
the accompanying text, which discusses the family of the Indian consular general. His 
daughter for example is described as: 
as suvet as The kuo and saloods senedfor dessert 
This quote draws upon the kinship of family and the signifiers of food to create a 
bonding effect between the reader, the event and India. Cook and Crang (1996) draw 
attention to how the consumption of food connects the consumer to myriad 
entanglements with imagined, performed and represented flows between 'origins', 
'destinations'. Commodities such as food are not just 'tl-ýings' but constitute social 
relations and cultural identity (Bordieu 1984, Miller et al 1998, Castree 2001, Jackson 
et al 2007). In terms of food, Roy (2002) points to the intimate relationship between 
'gustatory' and national memories, and the power of 'nostalgic gastronomy' contained 
in the sen-ýiotics of food for diasporic and migrant subjects. 
In other similar society columns, other commodity markers of Indian identity such as 
fashion are also important 
Some, 6mes we include a descripfion of the saris the women were wearing, sucb as 
wberrabouts in India tbg ot their sa sf, wbat kind of alerials tbg we ade rom m re m 
fmm, tbiqs like that. Peo 
. 
ple like to read ahout the glamorous silks andjewels of India 
Section editor of Indo-South African newspaper A 
An extensive literature has drawn attention to the construction of India as figured 
through women as culture-bcarers. Chatterjee (1990, cited in Radhakrishnan 2005: 
269), for example outlines how the Indian nationalist project was based upon the 
mapping of femininity onto an inner-world which contained the essence of Eastern 
superiority and was to be protected. In this sense, Indian-ness in the above quote is 
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similarly constituted through saris as the ultimate exemplar of Indian femininity, and 
thus Indian identity. For Entwistle (2001: 55) dress is an 'embodied and situated 
practice' and means through which individuals negotiate their social world. In this 
case, dress is a signifier of traditional Indian femininity and by association the Indian 
nation. 
In these representations of various gatherings, the bonds between different sections 
of community 'elites", held together through food, family and sometimes fashion- 
based signifiers of a common connection to India, are held up as a model of what 
social relations between Indo-South Africans should look Eke. This model is essential 
for the creation of a network of entrustment. According to Tillie (2004), political trust 
of the 'ethnic elite' can 'travel' through the networks of the community, thus 
increasing the trust of the community in the activities of the 'elite'. Isolated elite (i. e. 
an elite which only represents certain segments of the community) has a smaller role 
in increasing trust than an elite connected to various groups in the ethnic community. 
In thýis case, elites are entrusted with a strong leading role in building a cohesive Indo- 
South African identity. Moreover, this is also a role that elites themselves are 
conscious of: 
There was a dinner at the Consular Generals bouse ... Igot an intitafion as I'm [from the 
newspaper] and tby Re to be on the social pages. This way, the Indian Zlndo-Soutb 
African] communi_0 knows., we anjour leaders 
Section editor, Indo-South African newspaper B 
Thus, not only does this cohesive and Indian-centred model of Indo-South African 
identity exist, but it is actively and consciously circulated for the rest of the 
gcommunity' to aspire to. 
4.5.2. Generation and Indian culture 
A group of studies argue that the extent and intensity of transnational. connections 
vary across the generational spectrum, highlighting the temporal nature of 
transnational identity. Focussing on diasporas, Butler (2001) for example argues that 
newer diasporas up to two or three generations removed from dispersal base their 
collective identity on their shared association with the homeland; later generations 
have a stronger bond to host countries. Hansen (1952) posits that it is the third 
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generation that champions home country culture, whilst the first generation is 
focused on acculturation and survival in the host land, and the second rejects 
difference and embraces the host country (e. g. Warner and Srole, 1945). Others have 
argued that subsequent generations following migration will lean towards that cultural 
identity which affords the greatest opportunities in terms of identity resources and 
quality of fife (e. g. Suarez-Orozco 1987, Niatute-Bianchi 1991, Waters 1999). 
In the context of Indo-South African identity, generation is an important site of 
conflict and contestation. Younger Indo-South Africans don't think of themselves as 
particularly Indian, but are more interested in music from the U. S. or contemporary 
Indian dance music emanating from London and Toronto (Hansen 2005a). This gap 
in what India represents can be seen in the following comments about the travel 
options of different generations of Indo-South Africans: 
For our 50+ audience, tbg awnt to go to India and e4erience the land of our roots. The 
younger, generafion arejust not tbere. Tby prefer to go to Europe orAmerica 
Presenter, TV Station A 
The lack of interest in India is a particular source of concern for many of the 'elites' 
who see generational differences in transnational, connections the key battleground 
for the preservation of Indian 'identity'. In these concerns, interest in India is 
overshadowed by what is seen as a pervasive Vestern' culture: 
Irlestem culture is so powerful, and the kidsjust swallow up Ametican commercials, TV 
y to Festern culture andjust don't care about their and radio. The kids are exposed constantl 
rvots 
Leader of reEgious organizadon A 
These fears echo work done early on in the humanistic tradition of geography, 
particular that of Relph (1976), drawing upon Heidegger (1962), who argues that 
standardization and the loss of diversity references a loss of meaning. 'Community' 
takes on a new importance in this context in its ability to counter the global forces of 
standardization and Westernisation. Thus for Castells (1989: 350) people affirm their 
cultural identity by "mobilizing to achieve their demands, organizing their 
communities, and staking out their places to preserve meaning ... to reinvent love and 
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laughter in the midst of the abstraction of the new historical landscape" (Castells, 
1989, p. 350). 
Along with the 'community' the family is also seen as a key site for the reproduction 
of meaning through family and kin relationships (Reynolds 2006). For younger Indo- 
South Africans 'India' is a montage of music, images and words embedded in the 
family home and the cultural tastes of the older generation (Hansen 2005a). The 
home and the family provide important spheres of social interaction through which 
people reproduce and negotiate cultural values, and for Indo-South African 'elites', 
concerns about the family is a key source of anxiety about the dissolution of the 
Indian 'community': 
In Durban there is a bi , g, ga .p 
in the number of 20 to 40year olds. Mostly tbgvegone to 
, 
pe Toaw for career opportunifies. But, it's dfficult to maintain culture ,g and 
Ca jo'bur 
wbenYou'rr awajfmm bome ... There is no time to do religion, culture, anytbing like tbat. 
Instead, youngerpeople are consumed bj their own 1ý'esý, Ies ... and tbeirp)aystadons. 
Events organizer for cultural organization C 
In this quote, anxieties about the erosion of an 'Indian' identity are mapped onto a 
number of scales and spaces. First, the migration of younger Indo-South Africans 
away from Durban is seen as detrimental to the presevation of an Indian identity. 
The history of Indo-South Africans in South Africa is intimately connected with 
Durban, as their initial port of disembarkation in South Africa, the plantation 
economy of colonial Natal the reason they arrived, and their 'homeland' during the 
apartheid years from which they were prevented from moving. 'Mere are many places 
and artefacts embedded within the Durban landscape, monuments to the history of 
Indians in the area: The Gandhi settlement outside Phoenix, the Indian history 
archives at the Durban-Westville campus, the mosque and former Indian shopping 
arcades of Grey Street, Indian temples in Chatsworth and Phoenix right through to 
the casino and cinema complex at Suncoast, built by an eminent Indo-South African 
family. Indeed, most of these feature as part of the marketing of Durban, appealing to 
the multicultural character of the city. 
Second, Durban is signified as the space of the home, which in itself is directly 
identified as the repository of Indian values. Rather than simply being about a 
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generation issue, fears about the erosion of an identifiable 'Indian' Indo-South 
African community are anchored in issues about language and religion. This is 
important because the family is the method of passing 'identity' markers. Das Gupta 
(1997) for example shows how family continues to serve as the primary space where 
children are socialized into 'Indian' ways of living, the site where 'traditions, ' as 
disdnct from 'American' ways, are produced and parents become the repositories of 
India's cultural wealth as the sole interpreters, upholders, and transmitters of their 
natal culture. The moves of children away from these familial spaces are perceived as 
a crucial point in the 'erosion' of traditional Indian values. 
Third, it is the individualism of younger Indo-South Africans that is deplored, and 
seen as the antithesis of the 'community. The cultural practices of young Indo-South 
Africans are far removed from the cultural practices and traditions of India brought 
to South Africa in the nineteenth century, and indeed of their parents and 
grandparents. Modem Indian culture in Durban is influenced by white 'Western' 
culture with linguistic influences from Zulu and English. Popular life is not structured 
in accordance with Indian culture, rather through products from the commercial 
Indian film and music market and increasingly western pop music, American TV 
shows and soaps. "Aluch of what is considered Indian has been vanishing ... to be 
replaced by a more commercially packaged consumer culture with an occasional 
Indian tinge" (Hansen 2005a: 246). It is this commercialism which is so at odds with 
an 'authentic' Indian culture. 
4.5.3. Language 
The third way in which an authentic 'Indian' identity transnational identity is signified 
is through the reclamation of the vernacular language. The first segmentation of the 
Indians in Natal was according to the regional origin C'Calcuttie", "Madrassie", and 
the passenger Indians), these very groups were also subdivided into linguistic groups 
(respectively 11indi and similar languages; Dravidian languages; and Memon, Konkani, 
Gujarati). But, while in 1951 only 6% of the Indian South Africans spoke English at 
home, in 1970 this had increased to 32%, and in 1980,73% (Arkin et al., 1989). In 
1996 94.4% of Asians declared English as their home language (Landy et al 2004: 
211). Even Gujarati, which for long remained the business language and the teaching 
of which was supported by the affluence of the Muslim Gujarati community, was 
eventually eroded, partly because Muslims considered it a language of I-Endus. These 
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Muslims shifted to Urdu and even sometimes to Arabic, at least in the religious 
sphere. Now, less than 4% of Indo-South Africans, mainly Gujarati Muslims, report 
that they use Indian vernaculars as home languages (Landy et al 2004). 
The disappearance of the Indian vernaculars can be traced back to two processes: 
linguistic homogenisation, the disappearance of dialects to the advantage of the main 
vernaculars of Hindi and Tamil, and linguistic erosion, the decline of the vernaculars 
vis-a-vis the languages of the dominant groups. As Landy et al (2004) explain, many 
of the indentured labourers came from the lower classes of the Indian society at a 
time when more than 80% of India was illiterate and thus most of the labourers could 
not read nor write. As English in Natal was the medium of communication in school, 
commerce and political life, English gradually replaced the Indian vernaculars 
(Ebrahim-Vally 2001). However, even as the vernacular languages are no longer a 
main medium of communication, people nevertheless continue to define themselves 
by their forefather's language (Ebrahim-Vally 2001, Landy et al 2004). Language has 
thus become the name of a 'community, ' and is still an important component of 
Indo-South African marriage traditions (Landy et al 2004). 
"For transplanted people, intellectual culture and traditions need a written support for 
survivine' (Singaravelou, 1987: 117) and many Indo-South African cultural brokers in 
South Africa have taken it upon themselves to provide access to vernacular resources. 
It is seen as a primary component of an 'Indian' identity, however that component is 
defined: 
gin. P' we know the language we can know our culture and Wle bave got to link uitb our oii 
our idenfity. I(ve lose the language, we lose our culture and our community 
Member of Indo-South African cultural organization C 
The survival of an 'Indian' community in South Africa in this quote hinges on the 
preservation of language. Possessing an Indian language is equated with possession of 
an Indian identity, construed as a body of meanings and knowledge. To "know" the 
culture is to "have" it, and to "forget" it is to "lose" it. Fishman (1980: 66) calls this 
'ethnicity as knowing' which enables 'authentic ethnic responses' to validate 
traditional practices of the group (Lock and Detaramani 2006: 276). Fishman (1980: 
65) relates language to the 'doings' of ethnicity, which "preserve, confirm, and 
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augment collective identities and the natural order". The 'mother tongue' is thus 
valued as an essential component of identity and a resource for sharing meanings 
(Lock and Detaramani 2006) 
4.5.4. Religion 
As the above sections showed, stratification and diversity are fundamental 
characteristics of Indo-South Africans, and religion is also an important aspect of the 
expression of diversity. The development of religious stratification is very closely tied 
to identity markers that have evolved from the stratified social identity of language 
and become confined within religious parameters. Language intersects with broader 
religious identity in defining various degrees of distance and difference between 
members of the Indian 'community'. While language divisions as a basis of 
transnational connectivides has enhanced divisions, by promoting and splintering the 
connection between Indo-South Africans, there is still the sense that transnational 
connections can provide cultural capital for all Fbndus regardless of language: 
Indians in South Af&a want to connect to India. This is borne by the fact that ffyou 
speak to travel agents, tbg'11 telljou the huge numbers ofpeople makiýrg piýrima ges. 
Thy go to Varanasi because tbgfeel that's where tbgget seff-contentment. Religion is a 
bqe. 1, y, strong basefor us. Although it's morejor mature Indiansyoungsters aillgo at some 
point, because that's where their heartbeat is 
Editor of Indo-South African newspaper A 
The Hindu community represents approximately 68% of the population of Indian 
origin (Ebrahim-Vally 2001: 144). Within the Hindu population the first level of 
identification is linguistic: Gujarati, Tamil or Telugu speaking. Transnational 
connections are important in keeping Hindu Indo-South Africans in touch with India. 
Thus, whilst in this example Hindi is the medium of connection to India, it is 
Hinduism as the goal. This also alludes to the representation of the Indo-South 
African transnationalism as a Hindu, as opposed to Muslim, project. This was 
evident in most of my interviews: that being 'Indian' was equated with being Hindu. 
The Muslim Indian community represents approximately 20% of the Indo-South 
African population (Ebrahirn-Vally 2001: 151). Contrary to their Hindu counterparts, 
the Muslim community appears homogenous, consistent with Islam egalitarian 
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precept in which there is no social stratification within the Umma. Islam does not 
separate the social from the religious spheres, and thus linguistic differences, for 
example, are considered instruments of communication. 
However, linguistic differences also strongly map onto religious differences. Muslims 
Indo-South Africans are descendants of passenger Indians from Gujarat, Bombay and 
what is now Pakistan, and of some indentured labourers from Hyderabad and 
Madras. Gujarati and Urdu speaking Muslims came from the districts of Surat, 
Kathiawar and Valsad in Gujarat, and both Gujarati and Urdu have acquired specific 
religious connotations in South Africa: Gujarati became the preserve of Gujarati 
I-Endus and Urdu the preserve of Gujarati Muslims. This transformation in the 
signifiers of language is fairly recent and can be attributed to the awakening of 
religious consciousness and the assertion of different faiths through linguistic 
identities (Ebrahirn-Vally 2001). 
It has been established that inside the global Indian diaspora, and especially for the 
recent migrations in Europe and America, the Muslims, being a minority in India, 
have their identity based on a religion rather than on their original country, India, 
which is dominated by a Hindu majority (Nfohammad-Arif, 2002). But in South 
Africa, Muslims are often closer to their Indian geographical roots than the Hindus 
due to the historical factor and recency of migration. Broadly, the descendents of 
Muslim passenger Indians know the name of their ancestor's village; the descendents 
of Hindu indentured labourers know only the name of the State or province of their 
ancestors (Landy et al 2004). This is in some way a paradox because Muslim Indo- 
South African organizations are more concerned with their connections to the Umma 
as a stronger source of identification, particularly with regard to the provision of 
welfare and aid to other Muslim members of South Africa: 
g uitb Muslim communifies in Our primag junction as an organisafion is workin 
townsbos and jvitb disadvantaged blacks wbo are Muslim. We do not bave a role in the 
aider Indian communi! y. We arr not an Indian cultural organisafion but an Islamic 
cultural oýZanisadon doing Dawab work 
Head of refigious organization C 
As this intervicwce goes on to say, 
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Afygrandfatberwasfmm India so I am 3""generation Soutb African. A 1thougb I bave 
roots in India, I bave no affinio to the Indian subconfinent or Indian eo, le. I rý .PP gard 
myself asfirst a Muslim, then a Soutb African. There is no Indian except in the bistorical 
sense, because India is wbere t)gjamil, ,y camefrom. 
Head of religious organization C 
However, the emplacement of individuals in networks can and goes go beyond 
religious differences, and the links between Muslim Indo-South Africans and India 
arc complicated by a variety of factors. One Muslim Indo-South African author I 
talked with is regularly asked to be a guest at general Indian cultural events because 
the nature of his work as a biographer of Gandhi. He feels that it is part of his 
community role to promote cultural exchange at the request of the Indian consulate, 
particularly with regard to the Muslim community. Moreover, he funds a number of 
projects, such as Madrassas (Islamic schools), in his father's village in Surat province. 
Thus, as he is well plugged into networks with the Indian consulate, he maintains 
interest and connections with his origin, and also helps to maintain interest of other 
members of the Muslim Indian community. 
This type of networked connection can be seen further through other individuals. For 
example, one Muslim owner of a Bollywood-based business industry has vested 
interest in consular and diplomatic activities because of the nature of his business 
interests that mesh with the Indian cultural economy and with trade with India more 
generally. Thus, religion as a signifier of transnational identity is complicated by the 
histories of indenture and intersects with a range of other identity markers such as 
language, but also occupation and personal networks. 
4.5.5. The codification of class and consumption 
As explained above, religious and linguistic differences between Indo-South Africans 
can also be seen as a proxy for the historical development of an economic hierarchy. 
The 'passengee Indians, or traders, differed in terms of caste, occupation and 
linguistic groups from the indentured Indians. Even though a significant minority of 
'passengee Indians were Hindu (such as Gandhi), in general this group comprised 
mainly Gujarati Muslims with similar economic interests. The caste system also 
established a distance between Gujarati traders and the Tamil/Telugu/Hindustani 
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indentured Indians, the latter regarded as low caste because during the sea voyage 
ftom India they had to give up restrictions pertaining to their caste system (Ebrahim- 
Vally 2001). This was reinforced by the endogamous practices of the Gujarati 
descendents of ftee passenger Indians (Ebrahim-VaUey 2001). In addition, sharp 
distinctions developed during apartheid with the essentially exploitative relations 
between the accommodationist elites and the poorer working class Indians. Indeed, it 
was the policy of the apartheid state to create a conservative Indian elite, which 
resonated with the cultural and economic supremacy of the 'merchant-class' (Hansen 
2005a: 244). 
In the contemporary period most of the original class borders between indentured 
and passenger Indians' descendants have disappeared, but there remains a socio- 
economic hierarchy inside the 'community' (Dcsai, 1996). Class differences have 
become a central component in the signification of Indo-South African transnational 
idcndty. 
It is the image of the economically successful and upper class Indian that is thought 
to represent the 'true' value of the Indian 'community'. 
Fe place The content of ftbe newspaper] directly in line witb our readers and their Liviq 
Standards Aleasurr. We bave a profile at the top end of the LJM and we want our 
, gyl succesý(ul Communi-0 content to reflect the 
Indian cOmmuniO as an a§7uent and increasin 
, 
ple. Our market is a well-educated, sopbisticated audien e, and our goal is to taýget ofpeo C 
the top end. Our arras of circulation, maini, M Y in Musgrave and U blanAa, would rej7ect 
tbis. 
Section editor of Indo-South African newspaper B 
The signification of Indo-South Africans as economically successful is by no means 
accidental; rather the reproduction of Indo-South African success is directly linked to 
the effects for that newspapers' circulation figures and image. Whilst this newspaper 
does not explicitly use its stories to connect Indo-South Africans to India, other 
businesses specifically utilize class significations to connect Indians in South Africa to 
India and other parts of the Indian Diaspora. For example, the radio station Lotus 
FM on its website rolls a series of key facts about the 'Indian Diaspora' (Fig. 4.4) 
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Figure 4.4. Screen capture from the website of Lotus EM -,, -Nx-xx-. Iotu,, fm. co. za 
This particular screen capture says "Indians are tbe wealtbiest in America". Other 
information provided in the box includes statistics such as "38% qfdoctors in America 
. 
1bunder qf I are Indians", "36% emploves are Indian" and ... rbe co- Wmail i's Sabeer 
v de the radio station to the economic and professional Bbafia". These explicit]. I 
success of Indians in America. NforeON-cr, a multitude of codes exist on this page that 
signifies Indo-South African identity in a variety of ways. The statistics on Indians in 
America tic Indo-South Africans to the successes and wealth of the Indian Diaspora; 
the image of traditional Indian femininity and the Sanskrit characters tie Indo-South 
Africans to the traditions of India; , x-hilst the map of Africa grounds lndO-SOUth 
Africans in their own diasporic locale. Crang et al (2003), in her case study of the 
Brifish-South Asian fashion industtý,, conceptualises such discursive oppositions 
between 'tradition' and 'modernity' as a form of transnational stylisation central to a 
markedng stratep'. 
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In the case of Lotus FAI, it is a conscious and deliberate effort to manage the 
signifiers of Indo-South African identity in the development of their own brand. 
Specifically, Lotus FAI is part of the South African Broadcasting Corporation 
(SABC)'s public broadcasting arm, with the government's multicultural remit to 
provide programming reflecting the diversity of the South African population. Thus, 
Lotus FNI is broadcast from Durban, with Indo-South African presenters and a 
balanced musical selection that represents the different Indian languages. In the main, 
it is a metropolitan, Indian lifestyle station with a distinctly commercial and 
contemporary profile. Its programmes are a mix of Indian languages and English: 
thus a programme in a certain language such as Tamil might explain in English the 
lyrics of a song (Ebrahim-Vally 2001). The images on its website signify Lotus FM's 
specific branding as a blended combination of Indian tradition, post-apartheid Africa 
centric discourse and its modern and forward approach. 
The centrality of the signifiers of Indo-South African transnational identity as a 
marketing tactic can also be seen in the content of the programmes handed out at 
Indian festivals. The Swami Ujagaraja Festival was held in 2005 as a key part of the 
Indian Academy of South Africa's (IASA) Heritage Series of cultural events. The aim of 
the IASA is to provide Indo-South Africans with a 'true' and 'pure' version of Indian 
4culture'. Accompanying every event is a glossy brochure and features articles on 
traditional Indian singers, dance troupes and musicians, alongside wl&h are 
advertisements for 'Indian' products such as spices, religious ware, fashion and 
jewellery. Inside the brochure for the Swami Tbjgarqja Festival was the following 
advertisement for a travel company offering tailor-made 'heritage tours' to India (Fig 
4.5. ) 
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Figure 4.5: Advertisement for Serendipity Tours 
The key signifiers contained in this advertisement emphasize the tradition and 
'authenticity' of the Indian experience. First, it encourages the reader to 'Re-discover' 
India, implying that Indo-South Africans are innately already connected to the 
country by virtue of their roots, embedded in a geographl I ic location. SecondIN it plays 
upon a traditional iconography of India: Indo-South Africans who take a tour can 
visit the Tamil temples of southern India or ride a camel in the deserts of Rajasthan. 
Bv placing their advertisement in the pages of a traditional Indian cultural festival 
programme, it taps into a market for Indians who might be interested in reclaiming 
some of the authenticity of their identity. 
4.5.6. Summary 
As the above scction has described, Indo-South African transnationallsm is signified 
in complex and intersecting ways that reflect the historical producfion of difference 
resulting from the context of colonial migration systems, apartheid racial and 
economic segregation and the post-apartheid era of multicultural diversity and 
affirmative acdon policics. These differences are seen as highly problematic in the 
face of fears about Black-South African domination of social, economic and political 
life. In this context, 'Indian' transna6onalitv is signified for the creation of a singular 
Indian 'community' in a number of ways. First, it foregrounds an 'elite' as a model for 
social relations bem-een Indo-South Africans based on bonds of kinship and 
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affection. Second, it draws upon fears of the erosion of Indian culture by the youth to 
reify a vision of what Indian culture should look Eke as the polar opposite of the 
homogenizing forces of Westernisation. This is mapped onto the space of Durban, 
the home, the family and the individual. Third, Indian identity is specifically located in 
language, not any specific one in particular, but as the basis of identity, whether that 
vernacular is still in use. Fourthly, and related to language is the location of identity in 
religion. For Hindus, this is located in India. For Muslims, it is located in the Umma. 
However, these differences are complicated by individual networks and affiliations, 
which differentially influence the impact of religion. Finally, I outlined how the 
significations of an Indian identity are located in 'authentic' codifications of class and 
consumption. I related this to the marketing tactics of Indo-South African companies. 
Thus, what constitutes the signification of Indian identity is related to a transnational 
complex of identity but also gendered, aged and economic considerations of what is 
considered 'authentic'. 
4.6. The materialfty of transnational 12ractice 
I next oudine how these signifiers are translated into material practice. The purpose 
of this section is to paint a portrait of the transnational activities of Indo-South 
Africans, and how these intersect with how transnational 'Indian' identity is signified. 
Traditional conceptualisations of transnational migration stress the multiple social, 
cultural, economic, and political ties and muld-scalar networks that migrants and 
displaced groups maintain across the borders of two or more nations, usually between 
a 'homeland' and a country of settlement (Basch et al 1994, Portes 1999, Levitt 
2001b). Transnational practice is therefore conceptualised as intimately grounded in a 
geographical place of 'home'. However, as I show, in South Africa, the transnational 
practice of Indo-South Africans is grounded within the history of Durban. 
4.6.1. An Indian-made geography of identity? 
In this narrow definition of what constitutes transnationalism, Indians in South 
Africa would barely be considered even remotely transnational. (Figures 4.6 and 4.7. ): 
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Figure 4.6. Frequcncy of visits to India 
Figurc 47. Contact xvith faml1v in India 
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For many, maintaining 'physical' links with an 'origin' is an essential component of 
transnationalism. Indeed, Portes (1999) conceived of the dense formation of 
transnational networks as an entirely separate social space. As the two graphs above 
show however, Indo-South Africans spend little to no time either visiting India, or 
maintaining contact with family, and thus have few tangible links to India. This is 
hardly surprising given that the majority of the Indo-South African population arrived 
between 1860 and 1922 (Freund 1995: 2). 
Landy et al (2004) argue that India for Indo-South Africans is transcendental: it is a 
country with only an abstract existence that is spoken and even dreamt of, without 
ever being visited. In particular, Landy et al argue that whilst an 'Indian' identity is 
alive, material links with India have almost disappeared. However, this account 
situates materiality, like Portes, in terms of physical connections with people and 
objects located in India. 
To 'cultural brokers', establishing material connections grounded in India is an 
essential part of what they would consider to be their role in the 'community'. As I 
have demonstrated above, transnational space is signified as not only relevant to 
individual 'Indo-South African' identity, but to the creation of a defined community 
in relation to different agendas. Leadership is an important component because it 
helps establish a 'model' for what that community identity looks Eke, and specifically 
how India figures into that configuration. As well as circulating that model, there is 
also a sense of 'cluty' and obligation on the part of Indo-South African elites for the 
'community'. As a result, 'elites' take it upon themselves to provide India-based 
opportunities for Indo-South Africans to reclaim an authentic identity: 
Aýi goal is toproiide more connec, 6on to our sources. Our resourrejor Hindi culture is 
gb a series ofprogrammes The task is to India and I bringgrrat Indian culture tbrou 
bring India to the vast majorio wbo won't be able to go, and even if tbg do go, tbg 
won't to be able to source Indian culture in truejorm 
Head of cultural organization B 
Lentz (1994) characterizes cultural elite's behaviour towards home countries as a 
"mere strategy for self-advancemene' and a calculative approach. Woods (1994: 467) 
too claims that hometown assodations in Cote d1voire are utilised by "elites to 
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consolidate their own economic and political position in the post-colonial state". 
Henry and Mohan (2003) however argue that it is impossible to separate these 
motivations from embedded cultural and political practices in the life-worlds of those 
concerned. Lentz's (1994) analysis of Dagara elites in Northern Ghana shows how 
'the invocation of cultural roots and ethnic community ... can be part of the elite's 
carving out of a personal sense of a dignified, meaningful existence as well as an asset 
to their political careers' (Lentz, 1994, p. 151). Thus, whilst transnational elites might 
broker connections with 'origins' and 'destinations' for their own purposes, these are 
inevitably embedded in a sense of personal obligation. 
As I argued above, language is signified as an important repository of 'authentic' 
Indian culture, and the loss of which is a persistent fear. India is seen as the primary 
source of this identification, and many language-based groups in Durban provide 
educational programmes aimed at preserving the language and educating younger 
Indo-South Africans. 
Our goal is the development of the [vernacular] language, so ive provide bursaries for 
students to go study the language in India. We celebrate Hindu events sucb as the New 
Year and various dancefestivals mitb our own Anguisticflavour 
Head of cultural organization A 
Language, religion and India are inevitably intertwined, and India is seen as the 
essential component: 
Our radio station tells the communiiy of bappenings in the dia-95ora: we do our best in 
communicating news, bappenings, culture, and informa, 6on about Hindi, because it links 
us to India and our Hinduism. 
Manager of radio station B 
The claim for the indigeneity of India is made via a discourse that views the Hindu 
nation as directly derived from the ancient civilization of the Indus-Saraswad river 
system (Grant 2005). This territorial mapping of culture and race is grounded in a 
'sacred geography' of the land of India, covered with religious centres and places 
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consecrated to several deifies of the Hindu pantheon, the epicenter of which is 
Avodhva, a city recounted in the opening pages ot the Rtimayana (Assavag 1997). 
It is the 'rooting' of Indo-South African identity in India that is the reason many 
, cultural brokers' aim to provide this connection, especialk, for the young: 
Ourpaper is wiitteii iii 1-`iýgfish because thejouiýgsters tieed to know about India. Tke 
tl -tance ws paper catinot be underestiniated because we let ), ounýg people know impoi 
about our roots. Ow da), the), will twake tbejoumg to India 
F, ditor ()f Ind()-South African newspaper A 
Hence, events SUCh as the one on the flyer below (Fig. 4.8) are promoted through 
religious organisations such as the Glýarafi, S'anskrufi, and with the support of the 
Consulate General of India to lend a stamp of 'authenticity'. 
AN LVENIN(i OF LltiHT MUSIC, 
6AZALS, 'ý 
C-18" 06ý01 Of bm". jsftýsbws 
D., ý- Of A- & C. N-. P-t-It. 
A. d 
KZN Of Aý%. Cu"ý A T-Aý 
Figurc 4.1() 1 lcr for in with 'Shohana Rao and Troupc' 
In the music promoted through the above event, Indian culture is considered to be of 
the 'traditional' form. The vhaýýil is a particular poetic form that con i- sists of couplets 
sharing a rhyme and a refrain. The word stems from the Urdu meaning "the mortal 
cry of a gazcllc", and is a traditional -, vay of expressing love, separai: ion and loneliness. 
A bh(y'an is a Hindu devotional song, the singing of v-hich is considered to bring the 
singer closer to either their true self or to God. Deeply rootcd in the Vedic tradition, 
Agans arc often simple songs in lyrical language played using talas, rhythmic beat 
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INDIAN COUNCIL FOR CULTURAL 
RELATIONS, NEW DELHI 
patterns, on traditional Indian instruments such as the I 'eena and Sarwýgl .. Such CVCntS 
clearly position Indian culture within the territory of India. 
4.6.2. A Durban-made geography of identity? 
However, at the sainc time tlicsc events also locate Indian culuirc within Tlic 
event above -, vas promoted in conjunction with the 'K-waZulu-Natal Department of 
Arts, Culture and Tourism'. Nl()reover, this event was preceded by musicians from a 
local Indo-South African academy and a performance by a /Lilu dancc troupe. 
Photographs were taken of the attendees, v-hich appeared in the local paper 
accompanied by information on the part of Durban they -were from. 'rhis event 
therefore blended 'Indian' culture into local space. 
Although India is concei%-cd of as at the territorial root of Indo-South African 
identity, and something which is echoed in all the literature on transnationalism, what 
a deeper analysis of the event above demonstrates is that India is not the sole space of 
transnational materiality. This can be demonstrated in the following graph, which 
shows the reasons people gavc in for visiting India (Fig. 4.9. ): 
60% 
50% 
40% 
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20% 
10% 
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U /0 
Figure 4.9. Prirnarý reason for \ isiting India 
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Shopping Study Other 
In the construction of the sun, ey questions for this graph I deliberatcly left out an 
opdon for "tourism" as I felt this xvould be a catch all term that may disguise a 
multitude of reasons for visiting India. Instead, I asked people to pick one main 
purpose of the visit. As Figure 4.9. suggests, the mo primary purposes for visiting 
India are for religion and shopping, with other reasons such as study and business 
taking lesser importance. Family is the least important of all, echoing Figure 4.7. 
, xhich showed that contact xith family in India is minimal. What this suggests is that 
material connections with India are not constituted through physical and embodied 
engagement, but are entangled in ephemeral and fleeting encounters at religious sites, 
shopping malls and sporting venues. 
The material practices of Indian identity are constituted through other locales than 
India. For example, the deterritorial space of the Bollywood movie is increasingly 
important (Figure 4.10): 
How often do you 
watch Bollywood 
movies? 
Regularly 
Sometimes 
F-I Never 
Figure 4.10: I"rcqucnc\ of Bollýxvood movie watching 
In South Africa, the space of the film is an important mega-signifier of Indianness, 
and plays an important role in the cultural life of Indo-South Africans - However, it is 
also anchored within South Africa. Opportunities to participate in Bollý-, vood space 
have been enhanced recently through regular screenings of Bolly\vood movies on 
terrestrial television, part of the multicultural remit of the South Africa Broadcast 
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Corporation (SABC). The physical space of Bollyvvood cinema halls located in 
Durban create important meeting places I'li South for young people and families 
to come together sharing an 'insider culture' of the colloquialisms, meanings- Mid 
jouissance of the movies (Hansen 2005a: 246). 
Other local arenas of practice include attenchng classical cultural performances (Fig 
4.1 1). 
Attendance at classic 
Indian cultural 
performance 
El Regularly 
F1 Sometimes 
F-1 Never 
Figure 4.11: Frcquenc\ of attcnclance at classic performances 
As explained abox-c these are put on by local cultural organizations that are enmeshed 
in Durban-made spaces of Indianness. In other words, cultural performances are not 
organized in a vacuum, but relate to local expressions of what is considered 
'authentic'. 
Nloreovcr, the interests of Indo-South Africans are also grounded in the local Indo- 
South African 'community'. For example, the graph below illustrates the n, pe and 
frequency ()f stories read in Indo-South African newspaper publications (Fig. 4.12): 
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Frequency 
Regularly 
Sometimes 
Never 
Bollywood Gossip % 
I1 .1 li 1 i, I,, , , 111 "'. 1,17- Indian fashion % 01 
Traditional music % off- I 
Traditional dance % 
Religion % 
Indian sport %JlljIllffý0 
India % 
Indo-South African news % 
0.0% 25.0% 50.0% 75.0% 
Figure 4.12: Týpcs of stories read in Indo-South African newsppers 
What this graph represents is the type of stories the people in rný- SUrvey were most 
interested in. ()%'cr-xvhclmingly, it is Indo-South African news stories that are most 
frequently read, -xvith religion taking second place. Stories grounded in the space of 
'India' Such as gossip about Bollywood movie stars, fashion, classical Indian cultural 
forms and neN-, -s about India itself are read less. 
Finally, Indian identity is also grounded in local structures of difference. Whilst 
apartheid categorized all Indians into one racial classification, as argued above, there 
arc numerOUS differences embedded within, which structure the way trarisnational 
connections with India are developed. One important difference in the wav Indo- 
South Africans engage with India is the effect of age J`jgure 4.13): 
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DSTV habits 
Age No: Lack of No: No: No: No: 
Yes, No: interestin Lack of Prefer prefer Language 
Subscribe cost Bollywood time cinema TV difficulties 
65+ Count 5 7 4 0 0 2 1 
% within Age 26.3% 36.8% 21.1% . 0% . 0% 10.5% 5.3% 
41-64 Count 37 15 7 9 1 7 5 
% within Age 44.0% 17.9% 8.3% 10.7% 1.2% 8.3% 6.0% 
26-40 Count 26 33 5 6 0 4 4 
% within Age 30.6% 38.8% 5.9% 7.1% . 0% 4.7% 4.7% 
18-25 Count 14 18 12 7 0 2 4 
% within Age 22.6% 
. 
29.0% 19.4% 11.3% . 0% 3.2% 6.5/6 
0-18 Count 10 25 7 0 0 1 2 
j 
% within Age 20.8% 52.1% 14.6% . 0% . 0% 2.1% 0/6 4.2 
Figure 4.13: DSTV habits, by age 
DSTV, a private television broadcasting company, is a satellite service offering three 
North and South Indian general entertainment packages on a subscription basis. 
Transnational audiences are increasingly widespread, due notably to the expansion of 
migratory flows, the establishment of large migrant communities, and the availability 
of relatively sateRite TV reception equipment as part of a broader array of 
communication technologies that offers a way to reinforce long-distance identities 
(Silverstone and Georgiou 2005). However, for Robins and Aksoy (2005) the role of 
satellite television is limited in that diasporic television networks consist of a one way 
flow of material. Far from fostering an exclusive relationship to a perhaps mythic 
homeland, it is broader relationships to knowledge, experience and difference that 
moves engagement with satellite television "beyond the frame of national society" 
Robins and Aksoy (2005: 39). When watching television, migrant audiences seek 
enjoyment, rather than something diaspora-specific, thus creating a diasporic space 
that is not monologic (Aksoy and Robins, 2003: 101). 
In Figure 4.13, for example, the uptake of DSTV is a mixture of many factors. The 
age group 41-64 has the greatest percentage of subscriptions, followed by the 26-40 
age group. For both the older and younger generations, the lack of interest in the 
content offered by DSTV is an important factor. For example, the older generation 
may be more interested in classical Indian culture than Bollywood; for the younger 
generation growing up in the new South Africa, 'youth' culture is actually a 
Western/African hybrid with sporadic elements of Indian-ness (Hansen 2005a). One 
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major factor for all groups in subscriptions to DSTV is cost, most markedly for the 0- 
18 and 26-40 age groups. As Ackah and Newman (2003) demonstrate in their study 
of the contradictory uses of media in the Ghanian transnational 'community', the 
existence of diasporic media doesn't necessarily mean that all group members share in 
the experience due to often expensive hardware and subscription costs. 
Secondly, language is important to the way Indo-South Africans engage in the 
transnational landscape. In the realities of post-apartheid divisions, splinters of 
language and religion have become important arenas for the play of 'cultural intimacy' 
- those cultural forms and repertoires of expressions and meanings that are interior to 
a community as sites for shared codes and tacit understandings (Herzfeld 1997 cited 
in Hansen 2005b: 300). Although English is the main medium of communication for 
Indo-South Africans, the Indian vernaculars are the repository of emotion and 
memory, and central site for claiming some supposed authenticity in face of the loss 
of these vernaculars and the presumed decline of the 'Indian family'. One important 
remedy to this is the reclamation of 'heritage' through the performance of classical art 
forms such as dance, classical Indian instruments and singing. Such cultural 
performance allows the reproduction of Indian traditions, and as 'Westernization' is 
an increasing concern, 'community leaders' became concerned to preserve and 
propagate Indian languages and thus Indian cultural values. Classical performance is 
supported by vernacular organizations, and this avenue of development continues 
into the present and increasing cultural exchange programs with India give new 
strength to traditional vernacular expression (Naidoo 1997). 
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L rou 
Type of cl ssical performance studied anguage g p None Dance Instruments Singing Multiple 
Don't Count 77 9 16 8 6 
speak % within language 66.4% 7.8% 13.8% 6.9% 5.2% 
% within type 50.3% 47.4% 37.2% 14.0% 22.2% 
Hindi Count 27 4 4 13 11 
" within language 45.8% 6.8% 6.8% 22.0% 18.6% 
" within type 17.6% 21.1% 9.3% 22.8% 40.7% 
Urdu Count 6 0 2 4 0 
" within language 50.0% . 0% 16.7% 33.3% . 0% 
" within type 3.9% . 0% 4.7% 7.0% . 0% 
Tamil Count 21 5 10 25 7 
" within language 30.9% 7.4% 14.7% 36.8% 10.3% 
" within type 13.7% 26.3% 23.3% 43.9% 25.9% 
Telugu Count 11 0 10 5 3 
" within language 37.9% . 0% 34.5% 17.2% 10.3% 
" within type 7.2% . 0% 23.3% 8.8% 11.1% 
Arabic Count 9 1 1 2 0 
" within language 69.2% 7.7% 7.7% 15.4% . 0% 
" within type 5.9% 5.3% 2.3% 3.5% . 0% 
Figure 4.14: Classical performance study, by Indian language group 
Figure 4.14 shows the type of classical performance studied by people who have 
knowledge of the different Indian vernaculars. Approximately half of those people 
who do not speak any vernacular also have never studied classical performances. 
Sin-fflarly, for Urdu and Arabic speakers, less than half have studied classical 
performance, perhaps reflecting the dominance of Indic classical performance in 
Durban. For the southern Indian Tamil and Telugu speakers, nearly two thirds have 
studied some form of classical performance, with singing and instruments the most 
popular forms of study. For Hindi speakers, singing is the most popular form of 
study (220/6), perhaps indicating the popularity of northern Indian Bollywood cultural 
forms, the music of which is generally derived from classical playback singers. 
As explained above, although the vernaculars have almost disappeared, they remain 
an important source of identification, particularly as a proxy for both religion and also 
identification with a general North/South Indian divide (Landy et al 2004). This 
divide is illustrated clearly by the DSTV satellite television company, which offers 
viewers either a 'North Indian bouquet' (comprising Arabic Islamic video and radio 
channels) or the 'South Indian bouquee (comprising Tamil films and entertainment 
channels) (www. DSTV. com). Afore generally, it is perhaps a reflection of the greater 
availability of those types of performance, enabled through southern Indian linguistic 
and cultural organizations and the Indian consulate. 
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One surprising result is that classical dance, such as the Bharatanatyarn and Kathak 
traditions, is not as popular amongst all linguistic groups. My interpretation of this 
result is that Phoenix is a lower income area, and perhaps families there lack the 
resources to afford the expensive training and costumes for this type of classical 
performance. Afore generally, class in South Africa is increasingly an intra-racial 
formation that has been made through the history of apartheid and post-apartheid 
economic policies. Before and during apartheid, Indians were stratified along class 
lines, and this has persisted in the new South Africa as affirmative action policies have 
disadvantaged especially working class Indians. In transnational relations with India, 
these class distinctions resonate with Al-Ali et al's (2001) distinction between 
individuals' abilities to participate, and their willingness to participate. For 
economically better off Indo-South Africans, being able to afford trips to India, 
language and other lessons marks out an 'authentic' Indian space that is distinctly 
class based: 
,g Ricb 
businesses people, localgovernment, acrountantn Tbg are tbepeople mitb stron 
fies to India because thg travel often 
Editor of Indo-South African newspaper B 
Radhakrishnan (2005) concurs that the students of Bharatanatyarn are 
overwhelmingly from the Indo-South African middle classes because of the 
expensive training it takes. 
In my survey, class is an important indicator of physical engagement with the 
space of India. In Figure 4.15 1 show the attempts of Indo-South Africans to 
look for lost familial connections in India 
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The Indian gcncal()gical trail begins -with the records of passengers arriving in Durban 
on the ships used to transport the indentured labourers. From here it gets more 
complicated because of the time involved, changes in the structure of rural and urban 
India and the changing of surnarnes upon arrival in South Africa to erase pejorative 
caste-name associations. In order to make contact with family it involves resources 
and a vested interest in establishing a tangible connection v. -ith India. The graph 
demonstrates a number ()f key points. People in Centenary Park, a more well off area, 
generally had more intcrest in establishing connections and Indeed success. People in 
Unit 17, a -working class area, also had some interest in establishing connections but 
, were generally less successful. In contrast, people in Unit 21, a middle class area 
seemed disinterested in establishing any connection. This is due to factors other than 
class: As the majority of people in Unit 21 were teachers and civil semants I Suggest 
that these Indo-SOLIth Africans are decidedly against establishing any form of 
connection out of their vested identitý- in the national discourses of citizenship in 
post-apartheid South Africa. 
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4.6.3. Summary 
An examination of the material transnational practices reveals a number of key issues. 
The first, and overwhelming, point is that traditional conceptualisations of 'material' 
transnational practices, as physical connections, connecting Indo-South Africans to 
India are tenuous. Thus, activities that would be classed as transnational, such as visits 
to India, keeping contact with family and small-scale trading, is not present in a 
sustained way. However, this section has shown that 'material' practices are present, 
but are 'made' in the context of Durban: that is India is firmly emplaced in local 
geographies of difference, identity and discourse. This shifts the loci of 
transnationalism from India as an 'origin' to Durban as a 'destination'. 
4.7. Conclusions 
The formation of material transnational connections with an origin for economic, 
political, social and ethnic identity formation is a recognizable strategy. As I argued in 
Chapter 2 and at the beginning of this chapter, this definition of 'material' 
transnational practice is limiting because it focuses attention on an agency that is 
disconnected from the places in which difference, power and multiply-scaled 
connections are circulated. 
There have been numerous transformations in Indian identification since their arrival 
in South Africa over 150 years ago. At the time of their arrival as a result of the 
colonial labour requirement, Indians had grouped themselves around their ports of 
embarkation: Aladrassi, Calcunie and passenger categories which themselves belied a 
variety of caste, class, geographical and linguistic origins. Divisions were so stark that 
Gandhi referred to "the different Indian races inhabiting South Africa" (Indian 
Opinion 1908, cited in Desai 1996: 109). Differences persisted throughout apartheid, 
despite the attempts of the apartheid state to claim a singular Indian identity, and in 
post-apartheid times class, religion and language became more important. It is these 
multiple layers and fragments of past identification that have become important 
arenas for the construction, contestation and circulation of difference through 
identity, ethnicity and 'community' today. 
TI-ds chapter has exarnined these contexts in relation to the signification and practice 
of transnational connections between India and South Africa. It has shown that the 
si of a singular Indian 'community' rests on five key principles. The first is gnificafion 
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the clear identification and recognition of a set of 'leaders' who, through their 
structures of affect and affiliations that link them to other Indo-South Africans and 
India, emerge as the model of social relations. Second, the signification of a 
traditional 'Indian' identity is located in fears about the erosion of Indianness through 
the activities of Indo-South African, which in turn is mapped onto the space of the 
region, the family and the individual. Third and fourth, the codification of 
'authenticity' is achieved through the signification of language and religion as the 
markers of traditional Indian identity, located in either India or in the Umma. Finally, 
Indo-South African transnational identity is signified through structures of class and 
consumption, which augment and legitimise authenticity. 
The praefice of Indo-South African transnationality translates these signifiers into 
material outcomes. Whilst an authentic India is signified as important in Indo-South 
African identity and a device for the binding together of a disparate 'community' 
(either for altruistic or business-orientated reasons), in reality India exists as a source 
of identification rather than figuring in any sustained material ways. However, this 
narrow definition of materiality (as a physical connection to a real locale) fails to 
appreciate the wider context of difference and contingency in which transnational 
materiality is embedded. The approach taken by Crang et al (2003: 452) is to 
"undern-iine ontological definitions of transnationality (in terms of what and who can 
be seen as transnational) and to challenge those who want to restrict its 
epistemological range (insisting on a particularly disciplinary approach or narrowly 
defined subject matter)". I similarly expanded the definition of transnationalism away 
from the 'origin' as a source of practice, and highlighted that it is Durban (and South 
Africa) that structures the 'Indian' identity of Indo-South Africans. 
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Chapter Five: 
Scalar Narratives of Indo-South African 
Belonging 
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5.1. Introduction 
Chapter 4 discusses how the complexities of what constitutes Indo-South African 
'identities' are signified and forged through a triadic relationship between individuals, 
Indian religious and cultural organizations and the Indian state via national Indian 
community discourse and local practices of the Indian consulate in Durban. This 
chapter adds a fourth influence upon the negotiation of transnational. connections: 
nationalized expressions of belonging in South Africa. It aims to understand how 
transnational identities of Indians in South Africa are defined not only against India, 
but made relevant to a South African national citizenship. Moreover, it shows how 
these are located not only in 'national' spaces but in other fractured regional and 
global discourses of development. 
A number of writers have noted the demise of a singular belonging under 
transnational conditions. Transnational migrants and people belonging to multi- 
national diasporas are seen as a threat to the traditional assimilation model of 
migration, having forged complex webs of loyalties, des and relations in two or more 
countries. NEgrants are presumed to have conflicting national loyalties, living in a state 
of 'in-between'. For other writers however, transnational migrants may have a form 
of 'ethnic capital', encouraging integration into 'host' countries. However, this 
literature, and that which attempts to contextualise belonging, focuses on the personal 
characteristics of people rather than making a considered attempt to uncover the 
complexities of the places to which people belong. 
Present South African national discourse is based on central tenets of social struggle, 
the 'rainbow nation', redistributive justice through global neoliberlization and the 
South-South co-operative development. Indians however are struggling to locate 
themselves in a nation described in Mandela's inaugural Rainbow Nation speech in 
the following way: "we shall build a society in which all South Africans, both black 
and white, will be able to walk tall". When the first democratic elections were held in 
1994 it was expected Indians would vote to support the ANC given their 
disenfranchisement. However it was estimated that approximately 70% of Indians 
actually voted for de Klerks' right-wing National Party (NP) (Reynolds 1994: 192). 
This was the outcome of fears about how Indians would be located in the new South 
African nation. "Without the political or economic power of the Whites or the 
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numerical security of the Africans, Indians have found themselves in a precarious 
position politically, fearing both white and African domination" (Ramsamy 2002: 
204). According to Ramsamy, the low number of votes for the African National 
Congress (ANC) in the 1994 elections was a result of misgivings about African 
political and cultural domination, fuelled by manipulation of economic and racial 
insecurities by the National Party but also the rejection of Indian identity by Indo- 
South African ANC activists, which actually contributed to misgivings about the 
ANC and fears about the erasure of Indian identification. 
Transnational practices place Indo-South Africans in a quandary. Without them, they 
fear losing their cultural identity. However, transnational practices may also be seen as 
undermining their loyalty to South Africa. This can be demonstrated further for 
example, in their rejection of dual citizenship with India, underlying which is the 
desire of Indo-South Africans to be South African. Complicating this further is a 
tension between the optimism of the "Proudly South African" dream and the 
frustrations of living in a nation still fragile from the economic and racial fractures of 
the apartheid past. 
This chapter explores in detail what it means to 'belong' from the perspective of place 
rather than identity. It is hoped by exploring the tensions within post-apartheid civil 
society and the multiple scales of 'belonging' embedded into discourses of the South 
African nation, it will move beyond reified binaries of the national and the 
transnational. The chapter proceeds by first discussing a vignette of the Foreign 
Focus section of the Post, an Indo-South African newspaper and the changing 
attempts of Indo-South Africans to locate themselves in the South African nation. 
Second, the literature review will note how studies of integration and belonging in 
transnationalism studies privilege individual identity as the category of analysis, and as 
a result reifying and polarizing the categories 'transnational' and 'national'. 1hird, the 
chapter then goes on to discuss why and how Indo-South African transnationalism 
has been made relevant to post-apartheid South Africa. Using interviews with 
community organizations responsible for 'transnationahzing' Indo-South Africans 
and representatives from the Indo-South African media in Durban, the chapter 
highlights how Indo-South African transnationalism is signified as relevant to the 
national discourses of multiculturalism, neoliberal economic growth and South-South 
international co-operation. It then goes on to discuss how these signifiers are made 
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material through the Bollywood industrv, which dra-, vs together a number of themcs 
regarding glohal Indian culture and consumption and its relevance to post aparthc1d 
South Africa. 
5.2. A Vignette: The changing role of the "Foreign Focus" 
An analysis of changes in the "Foreign I'ocus" section of The Post provides an 
important insight into changes within the Indo-South African 'communitv' wanting to 
gain recognition in the larger South African society. The leading, Indo-South African 
newspaper in the country, the Post, started in the 1950s as the Post, a salacious 
read about crime, soccer, gossip, girls catering mainly to the white working class but 
popular with -\vorkcrs and gradually became a family newspaper in the 1980s (Hansen 
2005a). Folloxving the reintroduction of diplomatic relations with India in 1993, the 
Post introduced a section called "Foreign Focus" to embed news items from India 
and allow Indo-South Africans a reconnec6on with their roots. It began life as 
"Indian file" written by correspondent Marimuthu Subramoney, an opinion piece 
designed to educate its readers about life in India. It was given legitimacy through its 
pitch as an evewitness viev-, and this familiarity was reinforced with a picture of the 
author (Fig 5. L): 
Gangsters under fire 
Arun 
7=-=-- 
--. -bý- - .;: , 
-, 
- 
., 
I i.,, urc 5.1. Thc ( )ctob(-r 2'I)-Novcmhcr 2nd 1994. 
These stories were tied to events in South Africa, and were designed not only to give 
Indo-South African readers a sense ()f familiarity and make the story relevant to their 
own communitý- but to underscore that despite the problems ()f the nexv South 
Africa, condawns in India were the same, if not -worse. Crime in post apartheid South 
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Africa was a particularly important concern for many. In the story above, "Gangsters 
Under Fire" the taghne reads: 
I'Soutb Africa is not the onlyý place riddled witb crime, murders, gangsters, drug dealers, 
India bas long been beset by gang leaders and their smuggling, assassinations and car7ing 
up offiefidoms in the major cifies. Alarimutbu Subramony, comspondentfor the Press 
Trust of India, writes that in Mumbai (formerly Bombay) police are now bitting back, 
Simply takin g outgang leaders in nbat bas been described as encounters" 
This story casts doubts about any romanticised illusions of the 'motherland' for 
Indians with doubts about the quality of fife in South Africa under the new regime 
and contemplating a move to India. 
Other stories included at this time were about child poverty, domestic abuse, genital 
mutilation, religious tensions, caste and social exclusion, sexual harassment and other 
equally salacious and negative stories about the socio-cultural environment of India. 
For example, 'Tbe Mer Haunling Lucknow" (May 18-21 1994) reads 
"Over thepastfew montbs Soutb Africans, es: edall, .Py 
those in Cape Town were terrorised 
by a bomosexual killer known as the stafion strangler alleged to bave been rexponsiblefor 
the bomosexual murders of more than 21 -youn s g 
bgs. A similar atmopbere offear bas 
also, gri Lpmy . 
p, bed The nortb Indian ciýy of ucknow wberv olice cbiefis and co munit leaders 
y the boldness of a bomosexual killer Matimutbu Subramon Jo'bu X are puýZZIed b g., r. 
comspondent for the Press Trust of India, writes that the serial killer bas already 
murderedfiveyoung bgs after sodomisiq them" 
In 1995, this section was expanded to include a half-page. Negative stories, such as 
. 
parks Brabmin backlasb" (March 15-18 1995) ran alongside 'Lower caste persecutions s 
celebrity gossip "Sacbin Tendulkargets ready, to lie the knot" (March 22-25 1995) but also 
stories about the progressive nature of India, its IT boom and progression to a 
modem, cosmopolitan place 'Now its Telesbopping to saveyoufime" 
In 1997 the section was re-branded 1ndians Abroad- An gve on morlduide acfitifies" The 
renan-ýing provided a stronger link to Indian heritage, rather than focussing on the 
word "foreign" and the approach linked the Indo-South Africans to a wider 
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community of Indians. The removal of the exclusive focus on India the country to a 
more expansive connectl()n to a I-A(A)al community of people sharing 
Indian roots. 
ndian space products Indo-African Mendship 
wised for take-off h9M hailed during Aftica weelc 
16 
IIcIIIc P( )ý, t, Mak 
The picture of the globe reinforces this view, and particularly interesting here is the 
prominence of stories focussed on the positive achievements of the diaspora (Fig 5.2) 
I-or example in the May 28-31 1997 issue "Itidiaii oqgin men reach, lor the top spots i*n 11"all 
Street company", "Astronomer cracks cosmological mystery", interspersed with heart- 
warming stories about India's international relations such as "Unprecedented bonholvi, e 
, greets 
Paki'slaii cricketers " an(] "Indo-., -1117'c(inji7'etid. rl)ip hailed dun*iýg 111rica )), eek ". Negative 
stories remained ho,, vevcr: - -Ilarlvhýg n'se i'n aci .d attacks oii )iwlileii in Batýgladesh " Other 
stories around this time emphasized the globalisation of Indian achievements in 
culture, multiculturalism and science: "Indian space products pol'Sed r t(ke-) unc II- jo I qff, 0 
14 1997) and "Top . -brard. lbr Arwidbati Rý), " (Oct 22-25 1997). The stories tried to 
build bridges with other parts of the diaspora, build in links with India to reinforce 
roots/history but also to underscore the positive achievements of the country. Also, 
these stories are "Articles provided by India Abroad News Service" which reinforces 
a tangible link to the Indian diaspora. 
By 2005 the link with the diaspora was made even more explIcIt as the section was 
rebranded as "'I'lic dlaspora: Indians Abroad". Stories from other parts of the 
diaspora and from India rcmained important (Fig. 5.3. ) 
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Fwurc Thc P, ), ýt, unc 23 Li k1 2005 
The piece "S, 117* / Itian-el qfhcwdicrýift" about craftsmanship in Shimla is particularlý 
reflective of the nev- direction India is taking: 
'It's a litteling san*, bn* bt red with a peacock blue border; threaded with silver and si 1ý 1 19 
Ik 
that two-years to make and costs Rs200 000 about P, 30 000)! ... 
The San' I*S one oj' 
the miost Ines., werl'Sitig dresses in the world. Not otii'), i's making it an art but even wean'ng 
O"V" r7 IS fimii'), b* it IS an arl. A dress that i's always in rgme, the sa *' ojýen an Indian ei r1o 7 
More prominent however, are stories about Bollywood stars, with news from India 
moving to an entertainment angle with vicarious gossip about Bollywood stars, their 
movic deals and private hvcs. In fact, in the June 15-19 2005 section, the articles 
abovc were given a small section, with the rest covering Bollywood gossip, for 
example this story (Fig 5.4): 
FoRgLN Focus 24M 
The Diaspora 
4iviri Singh 
finds new 
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Importantly, the focus of BollyWood is shifted from India to a more generally 
globalised culture. For example, the ston- about Aishwan, a Rai, "-Iishiiarya ecstafi(- a/ 
beinýa no 9" , being voted the 
9"" most beautiful woman in the world by British 
magazine Harpers and Queen. 
Another example can be seen in this story about an upcoming Temptations Tour 
2004, due to arrive in Durban (Fig 5.5) 
FORr; IG f 
. 
9CUS 
FLI 
v 
Thc Diaspora 
lollywood wows Canada 
I'w't, April 0t 
This article explicitly links Bollyvvood culture in Durban to BollýAvood as a global 
CUItLirc that links the Indian diaspora in different parts of the world. 
Bv the June 1-5 2005 issue, the sectAon seems to have shrunk even further, this time 
only 2 articles appear about Bollywood: one is about Rai again, this time moving into 
fjolIN-wood films (Fig 5.6. ): 
Thc Diaspora 
AISHWARYA'S OOINIG PLAC 
I ý. O: I lic 
_I 
unc 10 2005 
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The changing nature of the stories within the Foreign Focus points to a number of 
important issues. The first is the shrinking relevance of India as a place to Indo-South 
Africans. This is reflected in the lack of stories, and the shift of focus from 
Bollywood located in India to Bollywood located in a more globally dispersed way. 
The second, related to this, is the evolution of a more generalized Indian diaspora 
identity as globalised and located in material consumption. It is important to 
understand the nuanced reasons behind this shift. The initial focus on negative stories 
about India could be attributed to a conscious effort on behalf of the editor to engage 
Indo-South Africans in South African citizenship. The more recent changes however 
are perhaps an effort to woo more readers, and younger ones especially, for increasing 
advertising revenues. 
More generally however, it flags up a number of issues relevant to this chapter. The 
first is that Indian diasporic identities are mediated vis-a-vis South African national 
identity. Second, Indian media are an essential component in locating these diasporic 
identities within wider South African society. Third, it highlights the importance of 
Bollywood as a medium of connection to India. In order to draw these elements 
together, this chapter will draw on three debates: Firstly, it highlights debates of the 
implications of transnational and diasporic forms of circulation for inclusion and 
exclusion in 'hose societies. Second, it outlines how integration might be mediated 
through contextual factors relating to identity. As it argues, these debates relate 
integration to the characteristics of 'migrants' rather than drawing attention to the 
role of national meanings of integration. This chapter explores belonging by analyzing 
what it means to be South African and uncover 'destinations' as multilocally infused 
places and spaces. 
5.3. Trans nationalism and constructions of national belongin 
5.3.1. Diasporas, transnational migration and national belonging 
Transnational forms of migration stand in contrast with the traditional assimilation 
paradigm. The dense networks of ties through transnational activities and a 
continuing identification with the 'sending' country are often perceived as being an 
impediment to the formation of belonging to a 'host' country. Initially developed in 
the aftermath of the mass migration of Europeans to the new world, belonging, via 
assimilation, was conventionally conceived as a straight-fine process that was 
irreversible and inevitable (Chapter 2, Alba and Nee 1997). Transnational scholars 
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however, conceptualize a form of deterritorialisation where "immigrants forge and 
sustain multi-stranded social relations that link together their societies of origin and 
settlemene' (Basch, et al 1994: 7). The hypothesis is, that if transnational ties 
predominate, loyalty to the host society should diminish and thus hinder socio- 
political incorporation (Gerstle and Mollenkopf 2001). Indeed, transnational 
ccommunides$ are conceptualized as separate social spaces, and the container 
conception of traditional international migration is essentially abandoned in favour of 
an 'unbounded' social space calling into question the appropriateness of using the 
nation- state as the primary framework for migration research. 
Underpinning this scholarship is the assumption that people have multiple and 
sometimes conflicting attachments between an 'origin' and 'destination'. Most 
scholars agree that people in diasporas share a self-awareness or type of diasporic 
consciousness: they identify with each other as members of a dispersed identity group 
with continuing common ties to the homeland. More generally, this hybrid state of 
being and capacity for the transformation of space is celebrated. For Wise (2000) 
diasporas mark a space out as home involving the infusion of that place with own 
rhythms, with languages, accents and rituals that are performed in a space. For others 
such as Grossberg (1996: 179) this "spatialistion of being" is a result of migrant 
endeavour to make homes in milieux that are away from home by establishing 
cultural connections and instilling resonance into spaces they occupy. By 
transforming this milieu, diasporas create and sustain a supraterritoriality that is not a 
physical place but an existential location (Scholte 1996). 
Further research that has considered how this state of being 'in-between' can be a 
negative force has underscored this point. For example, Faist (2002a) and Weiner 
(1995) argue that organized diasporas can be a source of concern regarding global 
security. Others have argued that diasporas are also responsible for promoting 
regime change in their home territories (e. g. Byman 2001; King and Melvin 1999, 
Shain 1999). Others have noted that in situations of conflict, diaspora communities 
may raise money to support war, promote public opinion and international 
interventions in support of their cause (e. g. Anderson 1999). Furthermore, and 
especially since the terrorist attacks on New York and Washington in 2001, many 
countries have been raising questions about the allegiance of their immigrant 
residents (Waldinger and Fitzgerald 2004). Even for second and third generation 
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groups, maintaining ties and identifications with an outside territory, as can be seen 
with the aftermath of the July 7d' bombings in London, can have repercussions for 
inclusion and acceptance. 
However, for many authors, transnational migration and incorporation are not 
competing theoretical models, but rather are interrelated in that transnational 
migration can also encourage integration. Many have commented that transnational 
interests of the immigrants often assist the process of incorporation. Karpathakis 
(1999) describes how the drive for Greek immigrants to be incorporated into the 
American political system originated from their desire to influence American politics 
toward the home country. In the context of Latin American migration to the US, 
others claim that engagement in transnational activities is an alternative path to social 
and economic achievement within the United States (eg. Levitt 2001 a, 2003; Portes et 
al. 1999). Findings from the Comparative Immigrant Entrepreneurship Project, for 
example, which collected data on Colombians, Dominicans, and Salvadorans in five 
U. S. cities between 1996 and 1998, supports the view that transnational participation 
may coexist with successful incorporation (Guarnizo 2003). 
More generally, diasporic identity is seen as a positive cultural force. Hall in particular 
fedshizes the "in-between of different cultures, always unsettling the assumptions of 
one culture from the perspective of another, and thus finding ways of being the same 
as and at the same time different from, the others amongst who they Eve" (1995: 
206). JariMohammed sees diasporic peoples as 'specular border intellectuals' (1992: 
97) who are caught between two cultures and able to subject both cultures to 
analytical scrutiny to produce works of art and literature. Homi Bhabha described this 
as a "3' space", a "zone of intense cutting edge creativity born out of the existential 
angst of the immigrane' (Karim 2003: 43). Indeed, diasporic artists often appear at the 
cutting edge of modernity and cultural life (Appadurai 1996). Writers such as VS 
Naipaul and Zadie Smith, whose tales of being 'in between' cultures and places, are 
regularly feted in national literary prizes. 
This rests on a conceptualization of cultural citizenship. Whilst traditionally 
citizenship has been thought of in political, economic, and civic terms, analysis 
increasingly focuses on how the rights and obligations of civic citizenship are 
mediated by race, ethnicity, gender, and sexuality, as well as religion. Cultural 
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citizenship, according to the anthropologist Lok Siu (2001), is comprised of the 
behaviours, discourses, and practices that give meaning to citizenship as lived 
experience" in the context of "an uneven and complex field of structural inequalities 
and webs of power relations". Flores and Benmayor (1997) for example take a social 
movement-based approach to immigrant and civil rights that analyzes how cultural 
phenomena rrýght cross into the political realm and contribute to the process of 
affirming and building a politically and socially located Latino consiousness. 
5.3.2. Contextual Factors 
However, cultural citizenship is limited in its inclusionary and exclusionary 
possibilities as it is inherently embedded in what different conceptions of integration 
mean in different national discourses. It is also closely tied to both inequalities and 
intersections with other forms of identification. 
For some, class is an important mediating factor, however there is some disagreement 
as to whether integration is proportionately related to resource availability. "Mose 
[immigrants] who have income, education, and language skills are more likely to be 
able to choose transnational activism, while those with less social and cultural capital 
are more likely to be forced into it' OLevitt 2003: 183). Portes et al (2003) shows that 
transnational entrepreneurs have strong connections with their compatriots, both in 
the USA and the country of origin, but are also very well integrated into American 
society. In other words, migrants' strong transnational involvement and integration 
into the host country do not necessarily rule each other (Portes et al. 2003). For Alba 
and Nee (2003), families that arrive in countries with financial and human-cultural 
capital are most apt to move into the mainstream. joppke and Morawska (2003) and 
Morawska (2003) argue that for underprivileged migrant groups, continuing 
transnational identifications and retaining the customs of the home country may 
impede adequate incorporation into the host country. Portes also reasons that 
"involvement in transnational activities may become the thing to do for immigrants 
otherwise confined to dead-end jobs and an inferior, discriminated status" (Portes 
1997: 29). Elsewhere, Marger (2006: 887), in his study of Canadian business 
immigrants, argues that the strength of transnational ties is not necessarily 
proportionally related to resource availability. As he argues, whilst business 
immigrants are equipped with means to transcend national boundaries, "despite the 
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seemingly perfect attributes that would enable them to operate in a transnational 
context, few among these imn-ýgrant entrepreneurs actuaUy do so". 
Nee and Sanders (2001) posit that it is the n-dx of various forms of capital -social, 
financial, and cultural- with which immigrants arrive that determines the extent to 
which they are integrated. Portes et al (2003) elaborate further on the many different 
factors affecting the integration of transnationally tied people. First, education plays 
an important role. In assimilation theory they argue, education should lead to a 
decline in home country ties as it facilitates swifter integration and mobility in the 
host society and educated immigrants are more inclined to shift allegiances and 
interests toward their new country (e. g. Bernard 1936; Gordon 1964; Borias 1987, 
Pickus 1998). However, they continue, the impact of education is not clear-cut. 
Research by Almond and Verba (1963) and Olsen (1980) shows that education can 
increase political participation worldwide. Individuals who were already interested or 
active in the politics of their home countries continue these interests even after 
emigrating in which case, higher education would lead to an increase in 
transnationalism. 
Moreover, Portes et al (2003) show that gender is also an important contribution to 
the disparate views men and women have toward their receiving and sending 
countries (e. g. Grasmuck and Pessar 1991 Guarnizo 1997; Mahler 1999). Commonly, 
men experience decreased occupational mobility whilst women's experience is the 
opposite as many of them become paid workers for the first time. Indeed, Fernandez- 
Kelly and Garcia (1990) demonstrate that women's labour market incorporation 
brings significant changes in their perception outside the household. Jones-Correa 
(1998) introduces a gendered view of migrants' political orientation and engagement 
and asserts that Latin American immigrant men in the United States are more likely 
than women to become involved in transnational political activities: 'With the loss of 
status in the receiving country, men tend to form, participate in and lead ethnic 
organizations whose interests and focus is in the country of origin. In contrast, 
women [are] more likely to sbýift their orientation toward the United States" Uones- 
Correa 1998, pp. 34-35). This is a result of the domination of politics by men, and 
fixing the focus on countries of origin compensates for loss of status in receiving 
ones. 
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Third, Portes et al underscore the mediation of integration through the context of exit 
and reception. The "Midtown Manhattan Projece' showed that the greater the socio- 
cultural differences between newcomers and the host society, the more difficult the 
process of incorporation. Referring to the experiences of European peasants 
migrating to U. S. metropolitan areas, Srole et al. (1962, p. 234) concluded that "to 
compress the profound historical changes of a revolutionizing century into a few 
adult years can exact a high price. " Expectations held about the proper duration of 
the journey abroad can also affect immigrants' economic and political behaviour. 
"Socially expected durations" (SEDs) were theorized by Merton (1984) as an 
important influence on a wide range of individual and collective activities. Roberts 
(1995) applied this concept to show that those subject to strong normative 
expectations of return were less likely to launch businesses and more strongly 
oriented toward saving for investments at home, thus preserving ties with the country 
and community of origin. Portes et al also argue that contexts of reception in the 
United States also impact significantly on immigrants' economic and political 
adaptation, ranging from favourable through neutral and to active hostility and 
discrimination (Portes and Rumbaut 1996). The hypothesis is that a negative context 
of reception should lead to the perpetuation of ties with the home countries, as 
transnationalism functions as a compensatory mechanism for status loss Gones- 
Correa 1998, Landolt 2001). 
Finally, Portes et al underscore the importance of social networks. Migration has 
often been described as a continuous network-building process that facilitates the 
departure and settlement of newcomers and sustains movement when the original 
economic incentives have disappeared (e. g. Anderson 1974; Tilly 1990). Early 
departures pave the way for subsequent ones and lowers both the cost and risk 
(Massey et al 1984). Indeed, Portes et al conclude that in the absence of economic 
resources, migratory ventures depend on the maintenance of a strong web of social 
contacts. 
A fifth influence on the ability of transrnigrants to participate fully in their 'hose 
societies is the role of the media, wl-dch can not only reflect, but create boundaries of 
inclusion and exclusion. Initial work on the influence of the media explicated media 
discourses of racism and argued that whilst the broader social and political context 
was important, media itself has contributed to debates. (van Dijk 1987,1991, Gordon 
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and Rosenberg 1989). For example, in the context of Europe, Balibar (1991) and 
Afiles (1993) note the construction of a European identity that involves an implicit 
and explicit pattern of exclusion of the 'other' that includes immigrants, refugees but 
also Alushms (King and Wood 2001: 5). Haddad (1998) and Said (1991) for example, 
show how media coverage of political events in Arab states draws on a number of 
stereotypes and discourages cross-cultural respect and understanding. Thus, the media 
are able to shape the experiences of inclusion and exclusion by influencing the type of 
reception migrants are afforded. By generally constructing migrants as 'others', often 
as undesirable or criminal, the media has generally been seen as a negative force of 
exclusion for diasporic and transnational people. 
Whilst this work has drawn attention to the context of 'destination' countries for 
encouraging or discouraging integration, much of the scholarship on the relationship 
between belonging and the media has shown the importance of individual responses 
to belonging. Karim's edited collection (2003) for example, considers the significance 
of communication technologies and the media for this deterritorialising potential of 
diasporas to challenge boundaries and singular national identities. Following on from 
Appadurai (1996) who argues that we need to attend to the role of the media in the 
construction of "migratory scripts" as "important new diasporic public spheres are 
created and sustained that quite transcend the orbit of the nation-state", Karim argues 
that media allow diasporas to exist virtually, held together by spaces of flows. 
Modern technologies have given rise to communities that are not in place, but mobile, 
connected across vast distances as disembedding mechanisms enabling individuals 
and sometimes families, communities, to escape imaginatively from their geographical 
locations (Carey 1989,160). According to Morley (2000), members of diaspora 
communities are exposed through the media to a wide range of potential discourses 
of identity, between which they must choose, or alternate, in different circumstances 
and different occasions. 
More specifically, media can discourage integration of migrants into their host 
societies. For King and Wood (2001: 1-2) the media intervene in the strengthening of 
transnational links through the construction of what White and Woods (1980: 30) call 
'information fields' . First, images transmitted by the media are an important source 
of information and act as an influence on decisions to migrate. Second, media are 
able to transmit images of 'home', and have potential to facilitate the creation of 
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transnational and diaspora communities. Indeed "the commitments of diasporas are 
reinvigorated and sometimes polarised by constant contact with their former homes" 
(T6161yan 1996: 274). As travelling cultures disassociated from direct territorial 
inscription, symbolic communications through a variety of small media enable the 
creation and sustaining of networks linking personal, individual choices to grander 
diasporic narratives of identity (Morley 2000: 126). "The media are seen not to be 
determining of identities, but contributing to the creation of symbolic community 
spaces in which identities can be constructed" (Silverstone and Georgiou 2005: 436). 
Films, satellite television, newspapers and other avenues of global distribution via the 
internet are important to the maintenance and creation of transnational 
commonalties. King and Wood (2001) note that media can help migrants feel at 
home in the country of 'exile' and at the same time slow down integration because 
they can enable maintenance of hybrid and diasporic identities. 
5.3.3. Debating the meaning of 'integration' 
Whilst this work has drawn attention to contextual factors of belonging, it privileges 
personal choices and characteristics. It takes the 'nation' into which transnational or 
diasporic migrants are integrating as a given whole, and fails to unpack nations as a 
globally interconnected product of history. In the main, this is a result of the way in 
which the literature has drawn upon the 'public sphere' as a conceptual space for 
framing integration. With parallels to the transnationalism and 'integration' literature, 
it too privileges personal 'identity' as the main variable in participation. 
Habermas (1962) originally conceived of the public sphere as an "intersubjectively 
shared space", or social site where meanings are articulated, distributed, and 
negotiated. It is central for the negotiation of national belonging because through it, 
individuals learn to value a particular set of symbols as intrinsic to the nation, and its 
terrain and narratives of collective consciousness and national subjectivity are created 
(Berlant 1991). Habermas first developed the details of this conception in The 
Structural Transformation of the Puhlic S phere, a historical analysis of the late seventeenth 
and eighteenth century European Bourgeois public sphere, later refined through an 
identification of the normative conditions of participation and communicative 
interaction (Dahlberg 2005). Participation in the public sphere is coordinated through 
idealized acts of reaching understanding through formal inclusion, discursive equality, 
reflexivity and combining impartiality with respectful listening alternatives which 
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eventually transforms into a public opinion (Calhoun 1992; Garnham 1992; Dahlberg 
2005). 
According to Fraser (1990: 57) the idea of the public sphere is that it designates "a 
theatre in modern societies in which political participation is enacted through talk". In 
other words, it is a space in which citizens deliberate, an arena of discursive 
interaction that is conceptually distinct from the state and a site for the circulation of 
discourses. Although the 'public sphere' is a space for the generation of public 
opinion and assures a degree of moral-political validity through empowering the 
citizenry, the public sphere also sets the rules of inclusion and exclusion. Thus, in the 
public sphere participation can be differentiated by gender (eg. Berlant 1988), 
sexuality (eg. Berlant and Warner 1998, Hubbard 2001) race (eg. Hanchard 1995) and 
nationality (Calhoun 1992, Robbins 1993). For Cunningham (2001), these critiques 
move away from the idea of a singular public sphere, instead he argues for the 
existence of multiple public "sphericules". Indeed, Fraser (1990) rejects the notion 
that members of the public sphere can leave behind their own backgrounds when 
debating the virtues, obligations and rights that members of society require for the 
common good to be realized. 
Implicit in this are a number of presuppositions centred on a Westphalian national 
framework (Fraser 2002). The public sphere was conceptualized as co-terminus with a 
sovereign territorial (nation-) state. lt was also associated with a national economy and 
citizenry that was territorially based, legally constituted, and subject in principle to 
state regulation. The public sphere was also associated with a national 'culture' based 
on language, literature and broadcast media that reproduced an imagined community 
and national identity. 
Thus, the literature has identified that the public sphere comes with restrictions and 
boundaries and set of rules about who can and can't debate public discourses. Against 
this complicated set of rules, identities are created and debated, and the meaning of 
'integration' is produced. Hall (1992) particularly emphasizes that ethnic identities are 
not defined at birth but are constructed in historical, cultural and temporal contexts. 
Identities that are constructed 'in private' are reconfirmed in the public where the 
ritual of public performance reconfirms identities and leads to sense of belonging. 
Public space is where identities once initially constituted in domestic sphere are 
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concretized as socially relevant. The implication for people with diasporic and 
transnational identifications is that they disrupt the isomorphism between culture, 
territory, identity and nationality and are unable to fully interact in these public 
discourses. 
Like the transnational literature, this work again privileges personal 'identity' and fails 
to interrogate what exactly the public sphere is and how it is produced. Not only does 
it fail to account for global cultural and economic interconnections that make up the 
gnational public sphere', but it is also based in Euro- and US-centric understandings 
of what ethnicity and race means in national contexts. Debates about the social 
construction of ethnicity and race, in European contexts especially, presuppose a 
clash arising from the introduction of once-colonized peoples into the nation space of 
the colonizer (Solomos and Back 1996). The result is that the nation is taken as an 
unquestioned and essential 'majority' into people with transnational affiliations as the 
'minority' integrate. By failing to interrogate the context of integration in this way, 
integration becomes an end-point and becomes a duality between a transnational 
4state of being' as completely separate from a national 'state of being. 
In South Africa, the congruency of Indian transnational identification with national 
belonging needs to be interpreted through different and changing understandings of 
what constitutes "the nation". South Africa has generally been conceptualised in dual 
racial and economic terms: The 'whites' as the minority with greater economic power 
and the 'blacks' as the majority but with less economic power. Prior to 1994 the ANC 
broadly defined the national question in terms of ending white minority rule and the 
integration of the country to create a single South African nation Gordan 1988). The 
realities are, however, that the continuation of socio-economic inequalities, a 
hangover from apartheid based inequality as well as the new neo-liberalism of the 
economy (read as the liberalization of the financial and trade markets, the 
deregulation of the economy, and the privatization of state assets) which has meant 
the realization of the state's deficit targets but at the expense of employment, poverty 
and inequality (Habib 2005). As a result, poverty and inequality has increased in real 
measurable ways. For example, Carter and May (2000: 1996), in a study of 
approximately 1200 black households in KwaZulu-Natal, demonstrated that poverty 
rates increased from 27 to 43 percent between 1993 and 1998. Economic 
liberalization has benefited the upper classes of all racial groups, and in particular, the 
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black political, economic and professional elites who are the primary beneficiaries of 
affirmative action policies and black economic empowerment deals (Adam et al 
1997). 
As well as being economically fragmented, the black majority in South Africa are also 
not a homogenous ethnic group, which further undermines the conception that 
'integration' means conforming to a dominant racial/ethnic identity. For example, 
there are long-standing historical tensions between Xhosa and Zulus, rooted in the 
warrior history of the Zulu nation but also in tensions between the Inkatha Freedom 
Party ffP) led by Zulu Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi, around which crystallized ethnic 
mobilization; and the ANC, which the IFP saw as primarily as a Xhosa movement. 
As Appiah (1992: 176) notes, a black form of cultural nationalism is misguided 
because it proposes "as a basis for common action the illusion that black people are 
fundamentally allied by nature". 
5.3.4. Summary 
Debates about how transnational. migration can either challenge or enhance the 
traditional integration paradigm remain rooted in the dualities of home and host, de- 
emphasizing how these categories are shot through with difference. The extent to 
which transnational ties are a force for participation depends to a large extent on two 
factors. First are the intersections between resources and identity. Second is that the 
meaning of integration, framed against national forms of inclusion, is conceived 
through debate in the public sphere which presupposes a 'majority' into which people 
with transnational identifications as the 'minority' must integrate. In the case of South 
Africa, the complexities of region, class and history within the unitary categories of 
race and ethnicity have negated the idea that there is a unitary 'majority'. Rather, as 
the rest of the chapter will show, integration has come to be defined in other ways 
and at other scales than the 'nation'. 
The purpose of the remainder of this chapter is as follows: Overall, it examines the 
congruity of Indian national and transnational forms of belonging. It argues that the 
locations of Indians in a transnational. project are projected as harmonious with their 
locations in South Africa. This effeis achieved through the fran-ýing of transnational 
activities by different cultural organisations within national discourses. This can be 
attributed to what the context of 'nation' in South Africa means, that is, a historicized 
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attempt to repair the social, economic and political injustices of the apartheid past. It 
therefore will explain the socialization of Indian transnational practices into South 
Africa's post-apartheid shared beliefs, values, and norms. Further, the importance of 
Indian diasporic media for making South African transnationalism relevant to post- 
apartheid South Africa will be considered, and in particular, considers how Bollywood 
and the media are a unifying space of debate. 
5.4. Post-apartheid South African Indian inclusions 
The "nation" refers, primarily, to what Appiah calls the "collective dimension" of the 
"imagined community", rather than the "personal dimension" of individual identities 
(1994: 151). In this conceptualisation, political identities of nationhood are located in 
memories of a glorious past, experiences of a fulfilled present and sometimes as 
"unrealized" ambitions for statehood. Apartheid had attributed each state-designated 
gracial' group a separate sense of nationhood and had a political mission to maintain 
this identity in separate group areas or homelands. However, the South African 
constitution, developed in the Freedom Charter in 1955 by the ANC was committed 
to "One law for One nation" and the government recognised the importance of 
constructing a unifying national identity. But the question was how to define a deeply 
racially, economically divided nation? Symbols, often seen as a unifying nation force, 
in racially divided South Africa were divisive rather than cohesive. The flag, initially 
an interim measure, has been accepted nationally with very few exceptions, however 
the "national" anthem, played and sung on many occasions, is an uneasy 
conglomerate of two anthems, Nkosi Sikelele Africa, and Die StemlTbe Call, serving as a 
renýinder of two previously divisive symbols (Mare 2005). The key to unifying post- 
apartheid South Africa however, and the delineation of who is and who is not entitled 
to inclusion in the call to nation centred instead on how people would participate 
both socio-culturally, politically and economically to resolve the divisions of the past. 
This rests on notions of multiculturalism; however, a major critique of multicultural 
democracies is the crystallization of racial categories which still have salience (eg 
Parekh 1993). Moreover, notions of power and control still resting on racialised 
assumptions, within which the Indian minority in South Africa has found itself in an 
uneasy position amid the shifting power balance in South Africa ftom. a white 
minority to black majority rule. The 
ANC's famous quote "South Africa belongs to all 
who live in it- black and white" belies important issues regarding the status of Indians 
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in South Africa. First, raciallsed categories still matter. Second, Indians are largely 
invisible in the discourse of a multicultural South Africa that is still thought of in dual 
racial terms. This harks back to indenture and apartheid notions that Indians were 
temporary residents. Despite 150 years of residence and with permanent roots in a 
place Indo-South Africans would call home, rather than India, it seems Indians still 
have a need to 'prove' their loyalty. 
As chapter four and the earlier vignette showed, the end of apartheid opened up 
'India' as a place for increased transnational. identification and material connections of 
Indo-South Africans. In conceptualizations of transnationalism and integration, this 
poses a chaUenge to belonging in 'host' nations. However, the chanenge for Indo- 
South Africans is to make this relevant to the nationalist discourses of South Africa. 
The aim of this section therefore, is to fflun-ýinate how the promotion of transnational 
cultural practices is attuned to the building of a coherent and unifying South African 
nationhood: through the ideologies of neoliberal economic orientation, multicultural 
policies, the apartheid struggle and South-South co-operation. 
5.4.1. Neoliberalization, economic growth and redistribution 
For McEwan (2001), wbilst democracy in the new South Africa was a model exercise 
in participation based around concept of equality, social-liberalism and the protection 
of minority rights, any transition to full democracy does not necessarily mark the 
endpoint of the struggle for the eradication of social and economic inequalities. 
Indeed, while guaranteeing social and economic rights, the South African constitution 
actively recognises the need to go beyond traditional notions of an inclusionary 
citizenship by adopting positive action aimed at reducing inequalities between specific 
groups rather than protecting individual rights and hoping for a collective provision 
of needs (Yuval-Davis 1997). This policy of 'non-racialism' came to express a 
commitment to eradicating both the practices of apartheid and the system of ideas 
concerning 'race' on which these practices rested. It envisioned a fundamental 
restructuring of South African society not only through the withdrawal of apartheid 
laws and racially based discrimination, but also to the eradication of inequality and 
inherited disadvantage (Sharp 1998). Legal rights were not sufficient to transform 
economic inequalities entrenched during the exclusionary citizenslýp of apartheid, 
and the constitution thus provides for disadvantage through affirmative action 
measures in the public sector. Indeed, rights discourses are blind to social and 
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economic disparities between groups as an effective means to bring marginalizcd 
communities into the heart of government decision making and redress the 
exclusionary white polity (Gouws 1999). 
The initial vision of the ANC was to "mobilise all the people and the country's 
resources towards the final eradication of apartheid" (ANC 1994: 1; cited in 
Ramutsindela 2001: 74) through its Reconstruction and Development Programme 
(P, DP) that sought to guarantee full participation not only through socio-political 
rights but economic rights too such as access to land, housing, education, and 
employment (Liedenburg 1999). Written through the Economic Trends Group, the 
Macro-Economic Research Group, together with social movements, Non- 
Governmental Organisations (NGOs) and workshops, the RDP aimed to counter the 
conventional view that economic growth and redistribution were contradictory by 
increasing investment in industry, creating non-agricultural jobs, investing in job 
creation, meeting basic needs and providing a stable economy (Peet 2000: 72). During 
the first elections in post-apartheid South Africa, the ANC were committed to 
sustainable development that increased the ability of the poor "to mobilize 
development resources" that worked well for the poorest sections of South African 
society (ANC 1994: 15 cited in Peet 2000: 71) 
At this time, the RDP did not emphasize South Africa's integration into the world 
economy, rather the RDP document made reference to foreign investment abiding by 
the country's labour standards and ensuring that knowledge and technical capacity 
were transferred to workers (Peet 2000). Although the RDP operated under the 
discourse of nationalization, implicit in the document however were allusions to the 
establishment of a conducive economic environment for growth and the fostering of 
a greater outward orientation, which laid the groundwork for a rapid reorientation as 
the ANC assumed leadership of the Government of National Unity in 1994. The 
World Bank and International Monetary Fund continued to assert disciplinary 
pressure that stressed an outward looking strategy in which growth "trickled down" 
through private sector employment growth and increased government revenue (Peet 
2000). A letter of intent agreed to by the ANC committed the South African 
government to management of the economy through adopting outward orientation 
and recognizing market forces over state regulation (Padayachee 1994). Business 
organizations also sought liberal policies. A succession of reports in 1990 outlining 
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what the future South Africa economy might look Eke, such as "South Africa: 
Prospects for successful transition" which outlined redistribution for growth based 
on outward manufacturing focus, become discursive devices for popularising 
neoliberal, business orientated ideas about development in business and popular 
consciousness (Tucker and Scott 1992). 
With these factors in place, the economy was liberalized quickly following the ANC 
assuming leadership of the Government of National Unity in 1994. 'Me RDP 
leadership was transferred from a government department to the office of Deputy 
President Thabo Mbeki, and was replaced by a development agenda entitled Growtb 
Emplqyment and Redistribufion prepped by Department of Finance, representatives of 
the World Bank, the Development Bank of South Africa and the South Africa 
Reserve Bank (RSA 1996). It kept the RDPs redistributive agenda but argued high 
growth was necessary, which required transformation to an outward orientated 
economy. It recommended the state budget be cut, trade liberalized, and the creation 
of a competitive environment for investment through wage moderation to align with 
World Bank and the IMFs adjustment policies. These policies, set by external 
economic influences, were to be utilised for the creation of a new national economic 
framework of an outward orientated, neoliberal approach for the creation of jobs, 
which it was hoped would ultimately lead to the repair of the economic inequalities of 
the past. 
The promotion of neoliberal economic growth as a way to achieve economic equality 
resonates with the promotion of the Indo-South African economic links with India, 
and especially with the reinvention of India as a global economic centre. For 
example, when asking Indo-South Africans about what 'India' meant to them, the 
economic status of India is an important component: 
interviewee: India isgoing to be a worldpower qf tbefuturr, like Cbina.... I like that 
we are a Part of it 
JD: In wbat ways? 
Interviewee: I(India is successful then we don't need to be asbamed of xberr we come 
from 
Section editor of Indo-South African newspaper B 
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The transnational activities of Indians are by association tied into these global 
networks in beneficial ways for South Africans. Moreover, the general important 
economic status of India also has tangible and real benefits. A central component of 
this is that the existence of transnational ties between India and South Aftica via 
Indians can benefit not only Indian people, but that the benefits might be spread 
more widely: 
Myposifion is sueb that I interact witb the Indian Government and leading businesses in 
India. On my last visit to Chennai, I attracted Ramco, an IT company, to Durban and 
tbg invested. Tata is a big conglomerate and bas a presence in Soutb Africa. Ijacifitate 
the finksJor businesses between India and Soutb Africa. Its important to maintain links 
to India to assist the Soutb African community and their needs andprotide aplalform of 
mutual benefit to botb countries. I use my identio, origins andposition to work on the 
links between India and Soulb Africa and build links and extract benefitsfor Soutb 
pefifive, we need to look at bow best we can Africa. If Soutb Africa is to be globally com 
be 
Politician B on Durban City Council 
This quote draws out a key point: that the transnational economic connections 
between Indo-South Africans and India are a potential source of employment via 
overseas growth and investment, which resonates with South African global 
neoliberalisation. Economic, political, and social viability for the "new" nation is 
linked to the provision of services and jobs to all South African citizens, and this is 
especially important for South Africa in terms of high unemployment. Shortly after 
the end of apartheid, the 1996 Census recorded an unemployment rate of 33.9 
percent (Perberdy 2001: 24). About a quarter of the adult population were illiterate or 
semiliterate and millions of (mainly black) South Africans five in shacks in peri-urban 
and urban areas; many others live in inadequate and/or overcrowded housing or on 
the street (Perberdy 2001: 25). Outward orientated neoliberal growth is one strategy 
utilised by the government for reducing economic inequalities and erasing the 
material consequences of the apartheid past, and the symbolic and material links with 
similarly globalising India through Indo-South Africans have the potential for making 
a positive contribution in this light. 
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5.4.2. Multiculturalism 
The creation and imposition of racial categories was a central tenet of apartheid, and 
with the ending of minority rule there was an expectation that the 'new' South Africa 
would be characterised by extensive social shifts to accompany the political and 
economic, entailing a parallel reformulation of the institutionally imposed racial 
categorisations to create a new set of identities among South Africans and forge a 
new and inclusive citizenship regime (McEwan 2001). Multiculturalism is a central 
piUar of post-apartheid South Africa, and is founded upon in upon right to exercise 
cultural choice. By emphasizing a commitment to constructing an inclusive 
democracy and by developing a culture of human rights, the new state defined its 
difference from the apartheid past (Chatterjee 1993). South Africa's history of racial 
oppression and human rights abuse stood in contrast to the construction of a new 
identity, built on principles of inclusion, democracy, and human rights for all citizens. 
Because the state is trying to forge a nation out of a muldethnic, multicultural society, 
it cannot rely on common culture, ethnicity, or primordial identities to create its 
imagined community (Reitzes 1995). Instead, it constructed a national identity which 
embraced the differences between South Africans, their shared but divided history, 
and loyalty to the state and nation. 
The overhaul of the old racist apartheid regime aimed to accommodate the cultural 
claims of minorities with the enshrining of equal rights in the constitution both a 
'rallying point' and a cornerstone of social transformation. The protection of 
minority rights and the accommodation of diversity were given precedence. The 
'Rainbow Nation' is a particularly appealing image, in which multiple cultures lived 
side by side in harmony tied closely to a multiracial vision of South Africa. (Adams 
1994). 
The activities of the Indian diasporic media are especially important in ensuring the 
Indian community partook in this element of building a national consciousness. For 
example, 
Wle adverfise our events in all of the Durbanpapers, notiust Indianpapers. Fe don't 
just want the Indian communitY to come, but we want to reacb all sec, 6ons of Soutb 
. 
Ple are attracted to Indian usic and dance so Ue tg to African sode_0. African Peo m 
encourage these arfists to come also. For exam ple, at an Indian Republic Day event we 
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bosted in conjunction udtb the consulate, 2 Zulu bqys from the Balima Naidoo music 
scbool sang songs in TamiL Evegone was so moved by tbeirperformance 
Head of cultural organization B 
This fits in particularly well with the vision of the Rainbow Nation: the co-existence, 
blending and compatibility of different racially-based cultural elements is an 
important goal for the organisers of events where musical artists are brought from 
India. 
Observations from these cultural events also reveal that despite the ethnic focus of 
the events, in fact, the goal is to be non-exclusionary. At an event at Kendra Hall in 
February 2005, for example, the main 'evene was a gba. Zal troupe from India. 
However this was preceded by a Zulu choir and a local Indian musical group. The 
audience were mainly upper-rz-ýiddle class Indians, with some Black South African 
members. As it turns out, the black South Africans were in fact related to the Zulu 
choir, and not explicitly there out of a desire to 'participate' in Indian culture. This 
suggests a forced multiculturalism, and this is reinforced with speeches at the event 
regarding the similarities between black music and Indian music, and also various 
other ways in which Indian South Africans were rooted in South Africa, through 
reference to Gandhi. As Radhakrishnan (2005: 270) argues "The public performance 
of Indian culture is a key venue through which South African Indians re-create 
meanings of Indianness to be relevant to a multicultural post-apartheid world". 
This is further enhanced through the social work Indian organisations do in the wider 
community through the distribution of aid and food to poor South Africans. 
Altbougb the maingoal of [our organiýZqfion] is to foster religion and culture, we bare 
also been looking into societal reiponsibili_4 over the past 2 years, and we bave been 
distributing, goods to the underpritileged. Not to [members of our organi. 7a on] but to tbe ,., 
6 
uider Soutb African communio. The intention isfor us togive out uinter warmtb. Ve 
also run a medical day so the public get afree medical exam. 
Leader of religious organization A 
The importance and meaning of social work in the wider South Aftican society 
cannot be underestimated. For the heads of these cultural organisations, it reaffirms 
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and justifies the existence of that organisation in the cultural landscape of South 
Africa. It also underscores commitment to reducing poverty, through an Indian lens. 
As the work is attached to a particular organisation, it ascribes the usefulness of these 
organisations, and by association the usefulness of Indians. This is especially 
important for South Africans society still racially divided. Despite the platitudes of 
multiculturalism, most people continue to live in residential areas that are, in practice, 
racially segregated, and most children continue to attend schools with children of the 
same 'race'. Few South Africans enjoy much inter-racial contact: Overall in a survey 
conducted by Gibson, (2004), two out of three South Africans said that they had 
little or no contact with members of other racial groups. If a truly multicultural South 
African society is to exist, efforts by Indians need to be made. Indeed, Indo-South 
Africans are aware of the need to maintain a distinct presence and identity in South 
Africa: 
It's a question of Iging to maintain our cultural idendý,. Soutb Aftica is a muldcultural 
nation, and muNculturalism is promoted and supported at all levels.. local, ýSional, 
nafional" 
Leader of religious organization B 
Proponents of multicultural citizenship, for example Kymlicka (1995), place ethnic 
pluralism in the political sphere. 'Me framework of cultural groups constitutes a 
gcontext of choice' in which individuals need to be assured of a secure cultural 
background and that freedom and equality are preconditions for participation in 
public life (Kyrnlicka 1995). This context can only be maintained by granting rights to 
ethnic and religious groups that range from cultural rights to accommodate the 
cultural identities and practices of immigrant groups to keep alive and strengthen the 
intragroup social and symbolic ties, voting rights for permanent immigrant residents; 
affirmative action programmes, revised work schedules to accommodate the religious 
holidays of immigrant groups, bilingual education programmes for the children of 
immigrants, and minority group schools . In tl-ds view, reciprocity is the basis for 
fostering common and publicly declared narratives. 
The notion of reciprocity between different racial groups towards a common project 
in this case is the eradication of division between racial groups. It is important to 
note in this regard that Indian conceptions of multiculturalism are located in the co- 
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operation not across all the racial identities in South Africa, but with black South 
Africans in particular. This alignment of loyalty not with multiculturalism generally, 
but with co-operation with black South Africa and especially with Zulu identification 
can be seen to be based on the regional context of identification of KwaZulu-Natal. 
However, it is more than a geographical question: the alignment of Indians with a 
black South African identification is deeply ingrained in events that took place during 
the apartheid struggle for democracy and in more recent post-apartheid rhetoric. 
5.4.3. A common apartheid struggle 
Debates about South African identity have been tied closely to anticolonial and anti- 
apartheid nationalisms. Anne McClintock's (1995) work for example illustrates how 
the imaginary of a South African nation, figured alternatively as an Afrikaaner 
fatherland and as an African homeland, empowered competing visions of racialized 
South African womanhood that were highlighted during periods of political struggle 
(Radhakrishnan 2005). Although McClintocks focus is gender, the post-apartheid 
struggle is seen as a unifying force. The process of the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission (TRC), which addressed the abuse of human rights by both sides in the 
struggle to liberate South Africa, recreates South Africa's divided history as a 
common history, shared by all. This is especially important for Indians locating 
themselves in South Africa via the historical struggle to oppose apartheid. 
Historically, Indians have had an antagonistic relationship with black South Africa, as 
during the apartheid years they were often competing with Black South Africans. It 
has been conventionally argued that the indigenous Zulu labour in Natal was inadequate 
and unsuitable for sugar plantations, despite evidence which reveals that while the 
British government in Natal was arranging for the introduction of indentured labour, the 
Zulus were working diligently in both the skilled and unskilled sectors of the economy 
(Meer, 1985; Dhupelia, 1982). The difficulty facing the planters was not a shortage of 
labour, but a lack of a plentiful supply of cheap labour, exacerbated by the high cost of 
recruiting and transporting Indian labour to Natal, which had the effect of lowering the 
wages paid to Africans (Ginwala, 1974: 26-7). 
For the first twenty years after the introduction of indenture, Indians constituted the 
poorest section of the Natal population and during this period Africans were the 
main suppliers of basic foodstuffs (Maharaj 1992). By 1882 however these products 
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were being produced almost entirely by Indians in the Natal coastal region and as the 
relative material circumstances of Indians improved, the Aftican population became 
more impoverished and by the end of the nineteenth century Africans had replaced 
Indians at the bottom of the economic hierarchy. As a result of the relative 
advantages of the relative material progress of Indians compared to the Africans, 
Indo-African relations in Natal were characterised by tension and conflict. Indians 
and Africans also competed for jobs in the urban labour market, mainly in secondary 
industries where there was a large demand for unskilled labourers. Also, with their 
experience, Indians dominated in the serni-skilled and supervisory jobs, which wl-dtes 
rejected. (Kirk, 1983: 30-33). 
The tensions and conflicts that characterised Indo-African relations were played out 
especially vividly in Cato Manor. After completing their period of indenture, many 
Indians settled here and began developing the area, helped by the location of Cato 
manor just outside of the jurisdiction of the Durban urban areas where they were able to 
erect low-cost dwellings (Nfaharaj 1992). Despite the extension of the city's boundaries 
in 1932 and incorporation of Cato Manor into Durban, it remained neglected in terms of 
services and facilities, and the conditions were overcrowded and unsanitary (Edwards, 
1983: 15 in Maharaj 1992: 11). Africans began to move into Cato Manor in the early 
1940s following ejection from nearby areas like Overport and Puntans Hill by the 
Durban City Council, and many Indians realised that they could make more profits by 
allowing Africans to build shacks on their lands (Edwards 1983: 4). Often Indians would 
let a plot of land for a nominal site rent, and the tenant would sub-lease to hundreds of 
others, and as a result a large class of African 'tenant-landlords' had a vested interest in 
the continued existence of Cato Manor. There was also a great deal of insecurity for 
Africans squeezed by the authorities on one side and by competition with Indian traders 
on the other. 
The incipient conflict between Africans and Indians in Cato Manor reached a flash point 
in the riot of January 1949. The state viewed the violence as a racial conflict between 
Indians and Africans, and argued that this justified its policy of racial separation. 
However, the riot was actually the product if a complex phenomenon. While they 
appeared to be unplanned they were actually a product of the differential incorporation 
of various racial groups under apartheid enjoying different levels of rewards. Africans 
perceived Indians as benefiting from apartheid because they occupied a 'middleman' role 
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and these stereotypes provided a focal point for quick mobilisation of Africans 
(Moodley, 1980: 231). Not unlike Jews in other countries, Indians were used as 
gscapegoats' with their ethnic difference and cultural diversity excuses for discrimination 
and oppression (Kuper 1950). 
Whilst both Indian and African political organisations did little to foster inter-group 
relations, things began to change in the post-1945 period. As argued above, Indo-South 
African political resistance to apartheid was underpinned by economic differences, 
with the accommodationist politics of the mercantilist class jarring with the 
complaints of the working class in their political representations. However, the Indo- 
South African anti-apartheid struggle was radicalised following the formation of trade 
unions and given impetus by larger urban concentrations of Indians during the war. In 
1932 the Durban Borough boundaries were extended adding 50,000 and 60,000 
Indians from the peripheral urban areas, and as a result half of the Indian population 
of Natal lived in the Borough of Durban. The process of urbanisation also affected 
the other towns of Natal. Thus, it is estimated that by 1931, two-thirds of the Natal 
Indians were either thoroughly urbanised by the process of industrialisation, or had 
been born into urban conditions (Swan 1985: 221). The improvements in the 
working conditions, and successes in wage negotiations in the face of opposition 
from the employers and authorities, was important in making Indian workers more 
conscious of the value and need of belonging to a trade union. This acted as a catalyst 
in bringing about the greater participation of the workers in the Indian political 
movements on the side of the radicals (Pahad 1972). 
With a more radical leadership, the NIC embarked on a massive passive resistance 
campaign to protest against the Ghetto Act, which seriously affected "those Indians 
capable of purchasing land in white areas for either residential or investment purposes. 
It did not immediately affect the majority of less affluent Indians who had no plans for 
either living or investing outside existing Indian ghettos" Uohnson, 1973: 78). Moreover, 
there were repercussions for the working class as rents and property prices escalated in 
predon-dnandy Indian areas. The poor were forced into high density slums and near 
slums, and landlords demanded outrageous 'key money, or 'goodwill, for the right to 
rent a single dilapidated room (Swan, 1987: 191). 
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Thus, "here was a distinct shift in the predominantly accommodationist, merchant 
dominated class politics of the pre-1945 NIA/NIC, to ostensibly more militant, 
aggressive and less accommodationist politics of the post-1945 period"(Padayachee, et 
al, 1985: 156). At the same time, the statutory restrictions imposed on all of the non- 
Europeans made an alliance of their respective organisations highly desirable. They 
were suffering under a common oppression and realised that only by common united 
front struggle could the non-Europeans hope to overthrow white supremacy. In 1947 
a pact was formed between the South African Indian Congress (SAIC) Oead by Dr Y. 
Dadoo), the NIC (lead by Dr GAL Naicker), and the African National Congress (lead 
by Dr Xurna), to form a united front in opposing segregation and oppression. 
This notion of a common struggle against the apartheid regime remains an important 
part of the discourse for Indians. For example, there is an ongoing campaign by the 
1860 Heritage Foundation (formerly the Indian Settlers Association) to establish a 
monument in Durban to the history of Indians in the area. Importantly this is 
couched not in terms of the exclusivity of Indians, but in terms of a longer timeline of 
the area: 
There are no mandatogfunefions to commemorate the anival of Indians to these sbores. 
And, in spite of all contributions made pofifical#, educationally, economica4ly in this 
rrgion there is no recognition of that by past governments Since 1960-1994 there were 
various requests made to ci_* councillors of Durban to begiven a sitefor a monument. 
Tberr will be a Junction room, a tbeatir, restaurants, documentation centir, then 22 
rooms wbicb mill bouse the stog of the Zulu monarrby, the anival of Brifisb, the ar7ival 
of Indians. OccuPying 3 moms will be the anival of Gandbi then contributions in 
economics, industg, educationalfield by Indians, 5 rooms about cultural diversity in this 
irgion, 1 for Nobel Prke winners. Rooms for the political contributions of Indians and 
the reladonsbý5 between the ANC/Indian Congress paqý and the last one al be about 
Mandela, bis inauguration andfreedom. It's notgoing tojust be about us but the bistog 
gion. It's a bistorical monument sofuturegenerations ; fill notforget. Many of the whole re 
peopk are not aware of the contributions and sacrifices of pioneering Indian families 
'partbeid subject to the same a 
Member of the Indo-South African community organization A 
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There have been many historical tensions between Indians and Zulus in KwaZulu- 
Natal. The trauma of the 1949 riot is embedded in folk history, and especially the 
poorest sections of the Indian community bore the brunt of the upheaval because of 
their proximity to the African poor. Freund (1995) indicates that Indian poor felt the 
negative repercussions. In addition, factional warfare between the ANC and the 
Inkatha Freedom Party in KwaZulu-Natal overlaps with an Indian-Zulu conflict. 
Indians were frequently threatened with violence by Buthelezi when his politics were 
questioned, and open threats of a 1949 repetition was made following a critique of 
Buthelezi by Fatima Meer. This quote however, represents a desired attempt to repair 
the relations between the historically divided ethnic groups in KwaZulu-Natal, in 
pursuit of the building of a collective sense of nationhood in a society that continues 
to be deeply divided. 
The lack of acknowledgement of the contribution of Indians to the apartheid struggle 
is a particular sore point for many Indo-South Africans, and especially many who 
consider Gandhi as the original anti-apartheid protestor. 
Wlben Gandbi was thmwn off the train in Pietermalitzburgfor sitting in a wbites only, 
car7iage, be started a long bistog of apartheid struggle that was conlinued by Dadoo even 
before Mandela. Fe In&ans arepart of the bistog of this countg 
Member of Indo-South African cultural organization A 
Gandhi is an especially important figure in this regard, and is invoked in a number of 
ways to cement the relationship between India and South Africa. First, the Indian 
consulate in Durban is especially keen to keep alive the figurehead of Gandhi as a fink 
between Indians and Indo-South Africans: 
Gandbi is imPortant because of the leadersbip role be played He led the way andgave 
Indians inifia1guidance in the aPartbeid struggle. 
Representative B of the Indian Consulate, Durban 
Not only does India see Gandhi as of prime importance to the location of Indians in 
South Africa, they also have taken practical steps to use him as a continuing link 
between India and South Africa. For example, the central Indian government 
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contributed towards the repair and preservation of Gandhi's home in Inanda as a 
museum, which was destroyed by riots in 1985. 
Wle be45ed uitb engineering and ambitecturejor refurbisbing the Gandbi settlement. Ire 
contributed a smallpart because we bave close links because of the connection between 
Gandbi, the ANC, and the Congress Pany of India. 
Representative B of the Indian Consulate, Durban 
f1is granddaughter, Ela Gandhi, is also prominent in their social networking activities 
with Indo-South Africans, and is often invited as a guest of honour at their cultural 
functions. Indeed, at many of the Indian consulate functions I attended, a quote by 
Gandhi appeared in all of the pre-performance speeches in the context of affirming 
the contribution of Indians to the apartheid struggle. In this way, transnational 
cultural events are perhaps made less threatening to the participation of Indo-South 
Africans in South African civic and social life, by affirming that Indians have a 
deserved place in the nation. Indeed, this quote affirms this: 
'Tbe Gandbi e pisode enricbed the apartbeid struggle, and strengtbened the India-Soutb 
Africa bond We bave a bistorical connection. 
Manager of Indo-South African radio station B 
By the association of a shared ethnicity with Gandhi, the transnational activities of 
Indians that help them to continue affirming this particular ethnic identity are not a 
force that threatens their membership in South Africa but helps to confirm a 
historicized belonging. 
5.4.4. South-South co-operation and the African Renaissance 
'Me role of the Indian community in the anti-apartheid struggles cements the 
centrality and relevance of the Indian community to post-apartheid South Africa. 
This leads to a broader sense of the commonality between the two countries: 
Because of the bistorical links between India and Soutb Afyica, we link India and Soutb 
Africajor not only the Indian Soutb Africans but Soutb Aflica too. 
Alember of Indo-South African re1igious organization A 
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This highlights the interconnectedness of the economic, social and historical reasons 
for linking India with South Africa via the transnational activities of Indian South 
Africans. 
As well as maintaining connections with India to affirm their place in the historical 
struggle against racial discrimination and violence, Indo-South Africans also have a 
desire to maintain relations between India and South Africa more generally for 
tackling inequalities using co-operation with countries in similar positions. 
Under Thabo Mbeki and its neoliberal policies the South African government grew 
increasingly confident in the promotion of its position as a 'natural' leader of the 
African Continent, and from this flowed its involvement in initiating the New 
Economic Partnership for Africa's Development (NEPAD), an initiative that sought 
to engage industriahsed countries in a programme of trade and development 
assistance to foster development within African countries. Launched as a "home 
grown" initiative by African states to face up to development chaUenges, integral to 
this strategy is the co-operation between 2+ countries in the developing world 
(Hammett2005). Indeed, Mbeki himself declared his ambition to create a'G7 of the 
South' by 2001. This has been emphasized by the continuing legacy of apartheid and 
colonialism, which has continued to intrude on national discourses of economic 
control. For instance, the growing presence of whiteowned MNCs operating in the 
rest of Africa has drawn criticism and even fears of South African 'neo-coloniahsm' 
(Daniel et al 2003). Contributing to this perception is the enduring presence of white 
South Africans in middle management positions within key government departments, 
in part a reflection of the historic compromise negotiated in the early 1990s, but also 
a fingering residue of the reconciliation policy pursued by the ANC (Alden and Vieira 
2005). NEPAD discourse has been more formally entrenched through the creation 
of the 'butterfly strategy', a deliberate attempt to promote trade links with Brazil and 
India (the wings) and concurrently with continental Africa (the body). South Africa 
has been at the forefront of this type of cooperation with the creation of the India- 
Brazil-South Africa (IBSA) Trilateral Commission in 2004, given high importance by 
Mbeki in enhancing South-South co-operation and openly acknowledged to be a 
stepping stone towards broader cooperation among developing countries. 
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This is reflected in the way Indian-South African transnational links confirm this 
strategy- 
I bave been to India many times. I was part of the P polifical delegation in the new 
Soutb Africa andfolloxed up to forge vital lines to India ourselves. There is a lotfor 
KZN to learnfrom India. We are botb developing, we bave issues sucb as HIV, poveny. 
We are making contributions to the Indian-African relation by bosting functions. the 
president of India came and visited townsbO scbools. It wasn'tjust Indian areas, we took 
bim to black areas too and it made a dent in bis mind. He talked about bis visit to 
KZN, andpresented apaper on trade opportunities between India and KZN" 
Politician B on Durban City Council 
This picks up too on the historical links between India and South Africa in the 
struggle against colonialism and oppression. India was the first to impose sanctions 
on the South African apartheid government through trade restrictions, and relations 
between the two countries deteriorated. In India people, organisations and 
newspapers had always shown an interest in the plight of their kin in South Africa. 
This interest was intensified after Gandhi's attempts to persuade the South African 
government to end racial discrin-dnation (particularly against Indian South Africans), 
through non-violence and policy of sa0agraba, which was later implemented in India. 
Indeed, Gandhi and other nationalists realised that the restrictions placed on Indians 
by the British were similar to those in Indians in South Africa (Veney 1999: 324). A 
central theme running through the efforts of the Indian state to influence events in 
South Africa, was the continual insistence upon having unity of all classes and 
religions, reflecting the philosophies of the Indian National Congress. 
Indeed, India protested against the M-treatment of Indo-South Africans even before it 
gained independence, arguing for example before the UN General Assembly in 1946 
that the treatment of Indians in South Africa violated their human rights. At the 
same time as India gained independence, apartheid was codified into law by the White 
minority government, and keeping Gandhi's Sa4, qgraha philosophy, Nehru considered 
it his obligation to assist in the eradication of apartheid. This mirrored his 
commitment for India to become a leader and model for other countries emerging 
from the shadow of colonialism and foreign oppression. Thus, he discontinued the 
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economic links with Apartheid regime in 1954 and encouraged other countries to 
employ economic sanctions. 
The links between the two countries are made even more explicit: 
The ANCgovernment isfavourably dis posed to India. Thy have been a great supporter 
Indiaprotided technical suppoit, and suPPortjor sanctions. The leadership of the ANC 
generation was inspired b y Gandhi. The Indian communi_0 insPired the ANC and other 
South African leaders. Colonialism had a stron ýff jw ,g 
binding ect be een us. 
Member of Indo-South African cultural organization A 
It is clear from this quote that India has strong ideological links with South Africa. 
The transnational activities of Indo-South Africans strengthen this bond, and in 
particular resonates with postcolonial discourse that asserts problems associated with 
'developing' countries be solved through mutual understanding and cooperation. 
5.4.5. The realities of post-Apartheid South Africa 
Post 1994 South Africa is characterized by a number of discursive alignments as the 
foundation of a national identity, with implications for the 'belonging' of its 
population. Indian transnational links resonate with these in the following ways. 
First, economic links with India resonate with the global neoliberal strategy as a path 
to economic development and redistribution and job creation. Second is that Indian 
transnational cultural links resonate with the multicultural ideal of the new South 
Africa by exploiting the new freedom of cultural expression and maintaining 'Indian' 
ethnic boundaries. This is also located in the notion of cooperation for mutual gain, 
and to break down traditional barriers and isolation. However, it is noted that 
conceptions of multiculturalism are based in specific racialised cooperation, that is, 
with black South Africans in particular. This is the outcome of two further related 
discursive constructs of the new South Africa: The and-apartheid struggle and the 
coming together of Indians and Black South Africans, previously antagonistic, united 
against apartheid oppression; and second the alignment of the new South Africa with 
other postcolonial nations struggling to solve poverty and other problems. 
Transnational links have an important role to play in locating Indian South Africans 
within both of these constructs. Gandhi is invoked as a transnational figurehead, 
linking Nehru and the Indian Congress Party with the Natal Indian Congress and the 
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ANC. More generally, Indians solidify this through involvement in political and 
cultural exchange with India. Many are consistent, for example trade and economic 
success; some are contradictory, for example, an allegiance to a generalized India 
However, an important admonition to make is that these represent the views of 
people heavily involved in constructing an Indo-South African transnational 
landscape. It is important to understand therefore, how these views are circulated in 
wider South African society. In order to answer this, the next section utilises the 
example of the Bollywood industry and its promotion in the media as a specific way 
of coupling Indian transnational identification with South African identification. 
5.5 Bollywood and the circulation of narratives of South African belongin 
5.5.1. Introduction 
According to Newsweek (2000) BoUywood is 
"India's film industry ... based in Mumbai". 
However, although Indian cinema has been in existence as a national industry for the 
past 50 years, Bollywood refers to a specific narrative and a mode of presentation that 
has been around since the 1990s and is far removed from the village dramas of 1950s 
and 1960s Indian cinema (Rajadhyaksha 2002). Scholars such as Rajadhyaksha (2002) 
and others have identified the beginning of the Bollywood era with four films: Dilwale 
Dulbania Le jayengel The brave-bearted mill take the bride (19 9 5), Dil To Pqgal Hail The 
Heart is Cra3y (19 97), Kucb Kucb Hota HailSometbing is bappening and TaallBeat (19 9 8). 
Film and Indian national identity are closely related and as Prasad (1998) argues, 
Indian cinema has always functioned as a site of production and exploration of 
national identity and ideology. Popular cinema, Eke all other cultural forms, deals 
with narratives that emerge from socio-political transformations in society (Kaur 
2002, Rajadhyaksha 2002). Post-independence films such as Mehboob's Mother India 
(1957) "served as an allegory for the heroic effort of the Indian nation to achieve self- 
sufficiency through modernization" (Fig. 5.7) whilst the films of the 1970s and 1980s 
"embodied the triumph of India's underclasses over social injustice and political 
corruption" (Sharpe 2005: 87). 
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Commercially successful films made since the mid-1990s in the Bolk-wood mould, In 
contrast, emphasize wealth, fast cars, youth culture, and cosmopolitan llfcstvles that 
centres on , vealthy Indian families -\-, -Ith traditional values and present "endless rounds 
of parties, beach dances, wedding celebrations, festive occasions, and an all-round 
feeling of -well-being" (Kripalani 2001) (1`1g. 5.8. ). These films offer audiences the 
potential to share in the extravagant lifestyles of the elite classes (Sharpe 2005). 
5.5.2. Bollywood as global Indian cultural industry 
This shift -within Indian cinema is related to three inter-related economic, political arld 
sociocultLiral transitions in India since the early 1990s. First Nvas the transition fron, 
an earlier era of decolonization and 'high nationalism' and into globalization and 
finance capital (Raladhvaksha 2002; Punathambekar 2005). The decade of the 1()()()s 
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marked the unveiling of free-market reforms in the Indian economy popularly known 
as economic liberalisation. 'Me Nehruvian model of a mixed economy with its strong 
socialist overtones was given up in favour of a liberal capitalism. The government 
emphasised disinvestments in the public sector, withdrawal of subsidies, sustained 
seduction of Foreign Direct Investment, and removed numerous restrictions on 
imports and foreign exchange to encourage international traffic. 
Second, was the de-regulation of Indian cinema and the conferment of industry status 
on Indian films. On 10 May 1998 the former Information and Broadcasting Minister, 
Sushma Swaraj, declared at a national conference on 'Challenges before Indian 
Cinema' that she would shortly pass a Government Order declaring 'industry status' 
to the film industry in India. This was a direct response to intense lobbying by the 
film industry and growing pressure upon the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)-led 
coalition to come up with some kind of consolidated media bill that would address in 
an integrated fashion the merger of satellite communications with cable, television 
and the internet, all of which featured film prominently in their output, and all of 
which stood at the threshold of attracting serious financial investment from a range 
of international investors such as Rupert Murdoch's News Corp (Rajadhyaksha 2002). 
Third, at the back of it all was the BJP's investment into the concept of a 'cultural 
nationalism'- a form of civilizational belonging explicitly delinked from the political 
rights of citizenship as a larger project of cultural citizenship that has emerged in 
relation to India's tentative entry into a transnational economy and the centrality of 
the NRI (non-resident Indian) figure to India's navigation of this space. 
(Punathambekar 2005) 
Historically, the export market of films has been relatively small. Film was dominated 
by state policy on export and remained so until 1992 when the area was de-controlled 
and opened out to private enterprise (Rajadhyaksha 2002). The forerunner to the 
growth of the Indian film export market were films were exported to Africa, the Arab 
states, Trinidad, Guyana and Barbados, Burma, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Iran, 
Malaysia, Singapore, Sri Lanka and Thailand. Most visibly was the 'gulf boom', of 
workers (domestic, industrial, white-collar) exported to the Middle East becoming an 
audience for Malayalam films through the 1970s. However, economic liberalisation 
measures encouraged Indians to travel abroad and saw the emergence of a globalised 
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Indian middle class. Their conspicuous consumption patterns revealed a highly 
materialistic and uninhibited urban middle class, constantly fuelled by growing 
capitalist ambitions and the new challenges of global economic order. In the era of 
globalization, overseas Indians have emerged as valued audiences in Bombay box- 
office figures and as desired investors in the state's political, economic, and cultural 
plans (Mehta 2005). 
Tieing into these developments, 1990s films narrated stories of the upper/middle 
class with the main characters are often returning graduates of foreign universities, 
and the complex issues they faced include how to reconcile their experiences abroad 
with society back home. Kaur (2005) locates the films in fast-changing, contemporary 
India with its new market-friendly economy, a globalised and upwardly mobile middle 
class, and a huge, exportable, techno-savvy workforce that thrives on growing 
Western pop-dominated cultural forms such as Indi-pop music/Bhangra-pop dance 
and Hinglish (Hindi-English) theatre. The desires of the diaspora appear to have been 
inscribed within the texts of 'Bollywood' films, which often contain characters that 
live in the UK or the US and continue to maintain Indian traditions. The narratives 
of Bombay cinema have become increasingly significant in accomplishing this task. 
Film continues to remain the most prominent presence spearheading the global 
'Indian' culture industry. In fact, the film industry itself, determined by box office 
turnover and sales of print and music rights, constitute only a part of the overall 
culture industry that is currently being created and marketed. Ancillary industries, 
mostly based in the diasporic centres of the US and UE', including theatre, the music 
industry, advertising and fashion whose financial turnover could be many times 
larger than what the cinema itself can claim. 
The broader point argued above is that Bollywood fits into the project of the Indian 
government and is essentially targeted at the border crossing, networked diaspora and 
in itself references the globalized India keen to make an economic and political 
presence on the world stage. For Indians keen to position themselves as important to 
the three of the fourfold underpinnings of the post-apartheid South African nation, 
Bollywood can be considered as particularly relevant, even if audiences may not buy 
into it. 
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5.5.3. Bollywood values 
5.5.3.1. Boljlwood and neoliberalism 
The meaning of what constitutes India has undergone a recent sea-change, and this is 
reflected in the output of Bollywood. In a nation newly independent from colonial 
rule that had used the concept of economic self-reliance or Swadesbi to win 
independence, wealth was linked directly to corruption and exploitation and 
alignment with landowning classes (Das 1997). Gandhian values of renouncing 
wealth and serving the nation were accepted and often celebrated as the right lifestyle 
choice, and in this context the diaspora was scripted to portray a materialist subject 
who had left home in the pursuit of greater wealth, for example, in the film Des 
PardeslHomeland and Foreign Land, 1978. (Sharp 1998). However, as the diasporic 
market grew and its consuming power started to be felt by the Indian film industry, 
the traditional Indian identity in films was reconfigured as it was understood that 
wealthy Indian diasporic communities, particularly in North America and Europe, 
constitute an important market. 
In the globalization of the Indian cultural economic formation, the development of a 
global, simultaneous and profit generating Bollywood enterprise is seen as an 
important part as the ultimate exemplar of Indian modernity, and this reflects why 
Bollywood is popular: 
Bollywood is veg popular ; x*b our readersbo, tbgIre interested so we give them the 
Boly1wood stuff .. We don't tend to give them the bad stuff, tbg want tbegliq and the 
glamour 
Editor of Indo-South African newspaper C 
As explained above, Bollywood movies no longer rely on poor production values and 
instead are tied into the Indian modernization project and especiauy the elitist identity 
of the Indian diaspora. For Indo-South Africans, the globality of Indians connected 
through the global Bollywood enterprise is invoked through reference to the sheer 
scale and extent of the diaspora: 
Bollywood connects all 1VRls to the motberland. Not only jor Soutb Aftica but the 
Indian Diaspora all over Tbat's 25-30 willionpeople 
Durban based fihn distributor A 
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More specifically, there is also the potential for Bollywood to have real as well as 
discursive economic effects. This is linked to BoUywood as job creation: 
Also it's beoed the Soutb Africa film industg, for example the Internadonal Film 
Academy we've bosted 2 in 5 ii jears, its put Soutb AfiJ ca on the map. Bollywoodpeople 
arr coming tofilm bern There are morejob opportunifies. In thepipeline is afilm studio 
scbeduled in Durban.... " 
KwaZulu-Natal NEnister 
Bollywood in South Africa therefore can connect South Africans both discursively 
and materially into the global economy. All of this potential activity could raises the 
profile of the Indian community in South Africa by intertwining Indian culture with 
South African job creation and economic and skills enhancement. 
5.5.3.2 B olylwood, Indian idendýy and Soutb Afiican MuMculturalism 
Bollywood is an important medium for the circulation of Indian values. For example, 
in the film Hum Aapke Hain Koun ... ! (Wbat am I toyou! 1994) Prem, a top student, is 
learning the ropes of business under his elder brother Rajesh. Elsewhere Nisha is 
studying computer science and is the darling of her elder sister, Pooja, and her 
parents. Fate brings the two families together and at the wedding of Rajesh and Pooja 
and during Poojas pregnancy, Prern and Nisha fall in love. However Pooja tragically 
dies, and life in the house comes to a standstill and Rajesh worries about the future of 
his motherless child, causing his health to deteriorate. Nisha's father suggests that 
Nisha should get married to Rajesh and become the mother of Pooja's child, and 
Prern and Nisha decide to sacrifice their love for the sake of the family. This type of 
1990s family melodrama endorses traditional values through its staging of elaborate 
northern Indian marriage ceremonies and by making the joint family into the locus of 
the nation when extended family replaced by nuclear family amongst India's middle 
class (Uberoi 2001). Similarly, in Dilwale Dulbania Ja gelTbe Brave Hearted aill take Le yq 
the Bride (Fig. 5.9), Raj, the hero of the fii1m, refuses to elope with Simran, his lover, 
despite her many pleadings. He repeatedly tells her that their union needs to be 
blessed by her family, in particular her father. The family's prominent position is 
reinforced by the amount of screen time given to characters that play aunts, uncles, 
parents, siblings, and grandparents. 
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Figure 5.9. Cover of I Virale I )idbania I ý-. Jayen, gelThe Brave I learted williake Me Bride 
The centralitv of traditional Indian famllv valUeS v, cre confirmed in the intcr%, ic\%, s: 
"Bollproodplaces emphasis onjýmýly bonds ýg parentl child, and teaches ýilý lessons 
t"Iditor of Indo-South African ncv-spaper A 
NIUCh like the cultural events put on by the Indian consulate and other cultural 
organisations, Bollvwood is viewed as presenting traditional Indian values, such as the 
familv, which are at the centre of Bollywood movics. In casc of Indo-South Africans 
far removed from transnational marriages and in absence of sustained physical 
familial connections, movies underline the exi II istence of tlicsc traditional valucs morc 
generally: 
Boll)'11'00d M017'es are conval . Iýg I. hiportant messqges aboulfivilil), ralues, traditions. Il 
keeps them afire ... Disparate Indian people are imiltiersed in d#rent countties tbey're 
gone to, bia the), 've maintained those relevant aspects and traditional culi1jr, 11 
.... 
Bollprood i's a strolýg poiniftr us 1*11 keeping our hidian cultural dimensions 
BoIIN-\N, ()od film distributor A 
Historically the morality of commercial Indian cinema is a world in , vhich social 
duties, love of nation, and kinship bonds outweigh individualism and personal desires 
O'hornas 1995,164-66). Like the search for authenticity outlined in chapter 4, there is 
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also a search for 'authentic' Indian values in movies (Kaur 2005). i-()r c\, impic, Klt, -h 
Klich Hota HailSolwethitiý4' 1"S happenllý(,, (200 1) (Fig. 5.10. ) xvas largc1%, hascd ()n t 11C rct L11'11 
of a young, foreign-educated girl who gives Lip hcr superficial Wcstcrtl lifCstylo: to 
reveal her Indian values beneath. The character of Tina returns to IndLi aftcr hcr 
schooling in England and demonstrates her purity and nationalism by singing On/ jal' 
jqgdish Hare, a Hindu devotional song, %vhen she IS undergoing initiation in coIlcgc. 
She finishes the song and adds that no matter wherc she has gro-xvn up, she has not 
forgotten her Indian roots. 
1 
t 
9 
I 
ý14. MW 
"Al 
Figurc 3.11) cr ()f Kucb I lota llail. S'ometbi, ýg is happenin, g 
Like the fears ahout the erosion of Indian values under the inflLicnccs of \\, cstcrn 
influences in South Africa, movies are seen as important for prescrving traditi(mal 
Indian value systems. For example, in Pardes ('Foreign Land'), the hcroinc of the film 
is arrangcd to rnarrý- a rich NRI who turns out to be too A\'o: stcrniscd' and thcrcforc 
ultimately villainous. His over identification with the Wcst is portraycd in his 
-e drinking, wornanising and his selfish individUallSt traits. excessiý I Its UltiniatC 
attempt to rapc his fiance conflatcs those practices xith the supposed lack ()f nioralm, 
in Western cultures. Bv contrast, the spacc occupied by the licro ()f tho: film is ()nc ()f 
the 'ti-Lic Indian', ernb()dving innocence and a xillingricss to sacrificc hiniscif for 1()%, c 
and his familial ()bligations. As one of the characters ()f the film cornnicilts-, even 
though Arjun, the hero, has lived in the US, 'he still has the fragrance of Indian soil' 
in his values and in his ideas about IOVC (j\Ialhotra and Alagh 2004). Indian movi IIII Ics 
, are considered essential in preserving these values: 
')()I 
y... aitb BoIjIwood? It's clean, in terms of entertainment, so jou can go uitb thefamil 
Western motiesjou don't know wbatjou'regetting" 
Section editor of Indo-South African newspaper 
As well as promotion of traditional Indian values of the family, media more generally 
promote the impression that Indian culture is also based on progressive values. For 
example, in their choice of music: 
[Our radio stafion] is the leaderfor represenfing Indian values. For lifesýtyle, music, 
consideradons we bave tbefinger on thepulsefor the lifesoles of our audience. Wle do our 
best to reflect the audience ... We are the sign of a cbanging sodeo. We confinuously bave 
progressive sounds" 
Manager of radio station A 
So although Bollywood provides a strong sense of Indian tradition, Indian media are 
also promoting a sense that Indians are progressive and adaptable to changing values 
in society. 
The maintenance of cultural identity is seen as a constitutional right in South Africa, 
and as such, maintaining contact with Indian identity, however constituted, through 
Bollywood demonstrates that Indians are committed to the principles of the right to a 
cculture': 
Culture influences evegone. I'm Muslim, so my cultural asbects and values are influenced 
y Indian berilage. For Cbrislian India s, ad Hindus P C, b by mnn, re)igous as e ts do ave 
influences too. But the culturalfabric of Boljlwood movies links evegone 
Durban based film distributor A 
In general, the promotion of a sharply defined 'Indian' culture fits in with 
multicultural discourse of post-apartheid South Africa, in which racial and ethnic 
identities are a generalized referent to tradition, but also to a more progressive, 
dynamic and accommodating identity. As well as facilitating economic enhancement, 
both symbolically and practically, Bollywood movies also tap into South African 
principles of democracy. For Srinivas (1996: 176) the Indian movie theatre fulfils a 
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cultural role as a prominent institution of the new post-inpendence Indian public 
sphere and is a right alongside the right to vote: "buying a ticket automatically 
assumed certain rights: the right to enter a movie theatre, to act as its privileged 
addressee, to further assert that right through, for example, various kinds of fan 
activity both inside and outside the movie theatre". As Sivathamby (1981) argues, film 
historians through this period repeatedly assert how in many parts of India the 
cinema was perhaps the first instance in Indian civilization where the 'national public' 
could gather in one place that was not divided along difference. This resonates with 
comments made by those involved in the promotion of Bollywood on the potential 
for the inclusivity of Bollywood movies, which in turn overlaps with South African 
national discourse: 
Bollywood is veg popular It's ajorm of escapism ... it takes people away. It crosses age, 
gion, race gender, reli 
Editor of Indo-South African newspaper A 
This reflects films of earlier decades, which used the inclusive, secular Indian identity 
as an expression of national pride. AmarAkbarAntbony (Fig. 5.11) for example, was a 
1970s blockbuster based on the subject of national harmony, exemplified by the 
friendship between separated brothers who grow up to be the Hinclu, Muslim and 
Christian heroes of the film (Malhotra and Alagh 2004: 22). Similarly, many successful 
films in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s located themselves in a secular public sphere. 
They used characters and symbols from a wide range of cultural material to weave a 
rauldcultural picture of society. For example, the badge that protects the Amitabh 
Bachchan character in DeewarlTbe Wallwas based on the Islamic symbol 786 essential 
to his Indian identity (Malhotra and Alagh 2004: 23)". 
10 786 is the numerical representation of the Arabic words 93ismiUah ir rahman ir rahim'which 
translate to 'I start with the name of God, the most merciful and most benevolent! (Nialhotra and 
Alagh 2004: 23) 
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While these representations may have been part ()f a strategy to appcaso: and appcal to 
a Muslim audience, as the aim of many Hindi films, there was an effort to Includo: all 
'Indians' into a pluralist secular society. Films such as Vaadoti Ki Baretall. - I Proo, ssioii ý)/' 
.ý 
le,, voiies and Ourl5atu'lThe Sacýfice made by both Hindu and Muslim directors stressed 
that all Indians were equal and equally committed to the project ()f a fair and I I Just 
socletv (Malhotra and Alagh 2004). 
More specifically, Bollywood is also an important cross-cultural phenomenon that has 
the potential as a space of mutual understanding. 
are larowing ,, vore and ,, vore a non-Indian audience q1' , 
Yýictlns and 11"hites. 
B ollprood content is nom, bebýg aired on S'd BC and thl'S made bt( , ýe increases in audience 
and bsteniiýg iiewers, lbr TI ' and radio. 
Manager of radio station A 
As this quote demonstrates, whilst the multicultural discourse is an important 
component, this is also underlain hy commercial motives. 
5.5.3.3. Bollvwood and Soutl)-Soutl) i-o-operation 
As explained above, Bollywood is both a symbolic and material medium for 
economic neollberalization. The creation of jobs through production facil t is an 
important aspect tor reducing the continuing effects of poverty in the nc"x, South 
Africa. Bccausc Bollywood is a space for Job creation bet-, x-een South Africa and India 
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Figurc 5.11: 1 kbar- Ili. ` I I/, ý, 
specifically, it can be cast as a space of mutual co-operation between countries with 
affinities of being part of the "Global South": 
Because of BoIjIwood there are now loads of opportunities for us and India to work 
g somefilm producers over to train Zulu people from the townsbips togetber Fe'regetfin 
in making moties. The rvlafionsbip between India and Soutb AfHca is alreadj strvn& 
this is goiq to make it stronger 
KwaZulu-Natal NEnister 
5.5.3.4. Summay., Locafitýg Bollywood in the new Soutb Aftica 
For most scholars of Bollywood, the consumption of Indian movies by the diaspora 
"invites the diaspora to make libidinal and material investments by supporting Indian 
traditions and commercial film production. In making these investments, the diaspora 
is being both imaginatively and materially drawn into the nation" (Mchta 2005: 143). 
However, for Indo-South Africans, the Indian cultural fabric portrayed in the movies 
is more important for adjustments to new South Africa. The importance of 
Bollywood movies for rooting Indo-South Africans in South Africa can be 
demonstrated in the following quotes: 
10yrs a go I bad to be apologedrfor being Indian. There has been ajundamental change 
thanks to Bo1j1wood ... Wben in Higb School I feZt ashamed of being Indian and I 
didn It want to talk about India. It'sgotten to the sta ge where I'm proud to be Indian. It 
fills me uitb pride that's wberv I'm from, there's mj roots. At one point I was so 
ashamed about my name, really embarrassed 
Editor of Indo-South African newspaper C 
This points to how the circulation of narratives of Indian identity through Bollywood 
can engage Indo-South Africans in a deeper sense of connection to South Africa. As 
well as providing a strong sense of Indian identity, which can be located in the project 
of multiculturalism, Bollywood movies also appeal to the neoliberalization of the 
South African economy through its strong globalized profile. Finally, Bollywood 
movies are marketed in South Africa through its appeal to a cross-cultural audience. 
This can be rooted in conceptualisations of the Bollywood movie as a medium for the 
participation of all members of society. 
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5.6. Conclusions 
The empirical section above has described then, how Indian transnational activities 
resonate with national South African discourses. In the case of Indian-South African 
transnationality, it appeals to discourses of multiculturalism, neoliberalization, the 
apartheid struggle and South-South discourses of development. Bollywood as material 
praxis also resonates with multicultural, neoliberal and South-South discourses. 
However, this desire to appeal to these discourses does not sit well with the reauties 
of post-apartheid South Africa. Singh (2005) presents a comprehensive overview of 
the issues facing Indo-South Africans, whose perceptions of the new South Africa 
have moved from the euphoria of the first free elections that promised a common 
future across the racial divides to despondency about living with the consequences of 
the unequal past. While affirmative action and black-empowerment measures 
selectively target black Africans, to undo the abject poverty that many found 
themselves living in, it simultaneously marginalizes Indians as a previously 
disadvantaged group, despite being under the rubric of 'Blacks' during the anti- 
apartheid struggle (Singh 2005). Other examples of disaffection in the area of 
affirmative action include racial quotas favouring less-qualified Black-South African 
students over more-qualified Indo-South African students. 
The poverty of Black-South Africans going into the post-apartheid era also resulted in 
escalating levels of crime. Apartheid segregation of the racial groups insulated Indians 
from the poverty, hunger and crime that were a feature of Black-South African 
neighbouring townships and rural areas (Singh 2005). The movement of Black-South 
Africans into traditionally non-Black South African areas began in the Mid-1 980s with 
the relaxation of influx control laws, and following 1994 this escalated with the 
proliferation of informal squatter settlements, especially in the large tracts of 
unoccupied land in former Indian 'areas' of Phoenix, Chatsworth and Reservoir Hills, 
attractive to Black-South Africans affected by poverty, lack of space and violence. For 
the first time, middle-class Indians especially were exposed to crime resulting from 
these conditions of poverty, and the result was the heightening of fences, 
introduction of steel burglar guards, monitored alarm systems and increasing gun 
ownership (Singh 2005: 28). 
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The result of the endemic levels of crime and disadvantageous position of Indians 
under black economic empowerment (BEE) has been the erosion of the nascent trust 
of the 1994 elections, increasing disaffection and insecurity. Whilst in the main the 
crime issue is a result of the economic scarring of the apartheid era (and more 
recently the influx of undocumented migrants from Zimbabwe), the issue has become 
conceptualised in racial dimensions. There are deep contradictions therefore in what 
it means to be 'Indian' in post-apartheid South Africa: on the one hand there is sense 
of negativity of the positions of Indians in South Africa, on the other a degree of 
optimism and hope that the transnational practices of Indo-South Africans can 
contribute positively to the future of South Africa. - 
What this demonstrates I believe, is the contradictions inherent in the meaning of 
'destinations' in migration. The literature is divided on the compatibility of 
transnationalism with integration and the formation of a deep sense of investment in 
the 'host' country. Some authors view transnational migrants as a threat to the 
traditional assimilation model of migration through the forging of complex webs of 
loyalties and ties. Others highlight that transnational migrants have a form of 'ethnic 
capital' that encourages membership. However, in both views the 'destination' into 
which migrants are integrating is an assumed and unproblematic given. As this 
chapter has shown, what 'belonging' means is far more complex, often contested and 
contradictory and is the product of historical-material circumstances and the 
circulation of fractured and muld-scaled narratives. Singh (2005) may be negative 
about the prospects for Indo-South African involvement in South Africa. However, it 
is my belief that the world-views carried from India he describes, which foreground 
discipline and adherence to conventional norms as central to the production of 
positive perceptions on an individual level and in civil society, can only mean that the 
"Proudly South African" ideal remains a beacon of hope for the future. 
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Chapter Six: 
Narratives of Indian global diasPora discourse 
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Diasporic movement marks not a postmodern lum from histog, but a nomadic turn in wbich the 
veg parameters of specific bistoric moments are embodied .. and scattered and rrgrouped into new 
points of becoming (Braziel & Mannur, 2003: 3) 
The Indian Diaspora spans tbeglobe and stntebes across all the oceans and continents. It is so 
ividespreadthatthe sun never sets on the Indian Diaspora (HLC Report, 2001: v) 
6.1. Introduction 
Chapters 4 and 5 outlined how emplaced signs of Indo-South African identity and 
belonging in South Africa constitute and draws upon transnational relations with 
India. This moved our understanding of transnational migration on in two ways. First 
it drew attention to the permeability of boundaries between the personal and the 
political and the economic and the cultural. Second, it demonstrated the contingency 
of transnational relations upon the multiply scaled and overlapping constituents of 
place. This chapter aims to examine how these factors that underpin the creation of 
transnational relations in local and transnational spaces are embedded in notions of 
belonging to a global "diasporic" project. To approach this, this chapter examines 
cultural meanings embedded in diasporic discourses 'sending' states to uncover the 
recursive relationship between diasporic practice emanating from the 'destination' and 
that from the "origin". As argued above, recent efforts to theorize the production of 
transnational communities have attempted to understand how sending states have 
attempted to re-connect rrýigrants with territory, nation and citizenship. This 
literature has emphasized that states formulate transnational linkages with their 
6migres for political and/or economic purposes, that is, either support for political 
regimes, or support for the 'origin' economy via remittances, and that states "lead" 
the way. I argue that India has followed as much as led and has settled on a more 
cultural rendering of the diaspora. 
This chapter begins with an overview of the literature on sending states roles in 
governing their overseas populations and focuses on the political and economic 
context. It then discusses the importance of culture as the foundation of a territorial 
form of national belonging 
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6.2. Politics and migration 
Rethinking the role of the 'sending' state in the production of transnational relations 
must reconjure the complexity, conditionality, and nuance of state mediations of 
transnational life (Soguk 1999, Bailey et al 2002, Ferguson and Gupta 2002, Levitt and 
de la Dehesa 2003, Samers 2003). Attention is shifted away from abstract third spaces 
and on to the social networks and fields whose creation and maintenance locks states 
and populations into recursive and mutually constitutive relations (Levitt and Glick- 
Schiller 2004). Following on, such fields necessarily bring cultural, political, and 
economic expedients in to daily focus. Put simply, the state is obliged to take the 
political, economic, and cultural elements of its relations with its populations 
seriously. Alive to this context of governmentality, Itzigsohn (2000: 1130) argues that 
social fields are re-imagined as realms of "recurrent and institutionalized interactions 
and exchanges between, on the one hand, immigrants and their social and political 
organizations and, on the other hand, the political institutions and the state apparatus 
of the country of origin". Such discourses exemplify a form of "transnationalism 
from above" where strategies extend the reach and practises of social and political 
institutions from national territories to make and connect together far flung 
populations and communities. 
The contributions of Robert Smith (1998,2003a, 2003b) explicitly consider how 
states practise such transnational governance. Smith (2003a) argues that the rewriting 
of relations between states and their overseas populations can be triggered by a shift 
in the relationship between a state and the global system, a domestic political crisis 
(i. e. regime change, which may be related to factors beyond the state's control), and 
the institutional recognition of migrants' ability to act politically. Citing evidence from 
Mexico, Poland, and Italy, Smith goes on to describe how states and migrants 
construct a "diasporic public sphere": "re-defining the relations between state and 
diaspora, entails reconfiguring the bounds of the political community, usually by 
including migrants in a more flexible notion of the country's "nation"... such 
reconfiguration helps create and institutionalise a diasporic public sphere and 
strengthens the political membership of migrants ... I call this reconfiguration... "the 
poebos strategy", a label I adopted after hearing the first director of the Program for 
Mexican Communities Abroad repeatedly tell migrants that his job was to educate the 
Mexican political class that you are notpocbos but rather part of the "Mexican global 
nation... (2003a: 728). 
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Smith's vision of a re-territorialized public sphere turns on the appropriation by the 
state of a concept - diaspora - that has frequently been seen as oppositional to state 
interests (Safran 1991, Clifford 1994, Cohen 1997). That is, from an origin state 
perspective, the absence of a population from national territory undermines the 
loyalty this group has to the nation-state ideal, and provides such communities the 
space within which to challenge regimes. Members of the Cuban diaspora continue to 
be "othered" by the Castro regime in Havana on the basis of their geographic 
separation from the island, and in the interests of maintaining a hegemonic national 
identity (Levitt and Glick-Schiller 2004). Active constructions of diaspora range 
across space and time, as in the case of Slovakia, which kept its overseas populations 
at arm's distance following the Cold War, allowing no representation within the new 
political system (Skrbis 1999). Crucially, while diaspora is seen as oppositional to 
specific political regimes, it is not necessarily seen as counter to deeper "territorial" 
beliefs in nation-state and national political community. For states Eke India, any 
appropriation of the diaspora concept may represent continuing loyalty to the nation- 
state ideal (Parekh 1993, Jain 1998). Herein lies an important contradiction: a 
commitment to a nation-state ideal assumes a territorial basis to membership which, 
as above, may be at odds with the experiences and aspirations of many overseas. Dual 
citizenship, which guarantees access to all the rights and benefits of national 
citizenship including voting; and dual nationality which allows individuals to hold two 
or more memberships, have become a key way in which states seek to negotiate this 
tension (Faist 2000a, Jones-Correa 2001). The incidence and complexity of dual 
citizenship agreements has increased as the various contributions (and risks) of 
overseas populations achieve greater prominence and about half of the world's 
countries currently recognize dual citizenship or dual nationality (Hammar 1989, 
Castles and Davidson 2000, Faist 2000a, Jones-Correa 2001). European countries led 
the way with the 1997 Convention that explicitly recognised dual citizenship (Council 
of Europe 1997) and by 2000, ten countries in Latin America had passed some form 
of dual nationality or citizenship (Levitt and De la Dehesa 2003, Jones- Correa, 2001). 
For states, offering dual citizenship responds to economic and political factors 
including the regulation and management of remittances and inward investment, 
switching brain drain into brain gain, and exerting political influence at a distance 
(Baubock 1994, Faist 2000a, Koslowski, 2000). For migrants, dual citizenship 
provides a way of managing the multiple and often conflicting attachments arising 
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from living transnational lives (Bloemraad 2004). Dual citizenship can offer those 
who are overseas and some family members easier access to the economic and 
political resources of origin countries. In practise, the most important benefits for 
dual citizens are the rights of entry to both their state of origin and the country of 
immigration. However, the rights of dual nationals can be deactivated, and dual 
citizenship generally has little value in providing the same package of rights as 'home' 
citizens (Weiner and Tietelbaum 2001). For example, Mexican law distinguishes 
between foreigners, naturalised Mexicans, native Mexicans of native parents, and 
native Mexicans of foreign-born parent, each status entailing distinct rights of 
eligibility for political office, government employment, owning property, economic 
concessions, and military service (Fitzgerald 2005). 
For Smith (2004) the negotiation of dual citizenship provisions and terms is mediated 
by political factors, including regime change. I extend this position by taking a 
broader view of transnational governance. For changes in the relationship between 
populations and political communities to be sustained, a broad political, economic, 
and cultural re-imaging of membership must be set in motion. Such reimaginations 
arc geographically and historically embedded. For example, Stuart Han's (1990) 
treatment of the emergence of cultural identities across the Caribbean points to a 
layering of quite heterogenous political, economic, and cultural composites. By tracing 
the play of three dominant presences (Africainne, Europeene, and Americaine) Hall 
shows that diaspora contains the legacies of imperialism and colonialism alongside the 
possibility for new points of becoming. Diaspora becomes a site of resistance and a 
site of re-imagined futures, both based on selective readings of pasts. 
In the case of India, diaspora membership must reference (selectively) a historical 
narrative that has seen at least three iterations of Indian political community (pre- 
Independence, British Raj, non-aligned post independence) (Goswan-ý 2004). Paying 
attention to cultural aspects of governance also expands our view of the resources 
that are called upon by states and their populations to reimagine diaspora. Under 
transnationalism ideas about the basis of membership and community extend beyond 
the political (Cwerner 2001, Gupta 1992). For example, Albrow (1997) extends 
Appadurai's views on ethnoscapes by theorising "socioscapes" that preserve the sense 
of motion and connectedness inherent in transnational. spaces with a more social 
network view of community. These socioscapes span space and time with localities 
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"criss-crossed by networks of social relations whose scope and extent range from 
neighbouring houses over a few weeks, to religious and kin relations spanning 
generations and continents" (Albrow 1997: 53). More generally, work on 
transnational families (Bryceson and Vuorella 2002) and transnational corporations 
both suggest forms of belonging and loyalty that go beyond ethnicity to reference 
religion. 
There is likewise growing evidence that states are harvesting ideas about the structure 
and nature of the economy as a resource for re-imagining membership in ways that fit 
their neoliberal projects (Crane 1999, Wyatt 2005). In India, the imagination of the 
national economy has historically gone hand in hand with nation building. In 
describing the imagined Indian economy, Wyatt (2005) for example explores how the 
, gsme 
foregrounds the role of individuals who make "heroic" concept of diri 
contributions to nation building in the form of their belief in a strong state centralised 
planning system (see also Das 2000). Indo-South Africans are also able to provide 
rich material for such constructions. The importance of diasporas is traditionally 
thought of by states in economic terms, for example through remittance 
contributions and through the transfer of human capital acquired overseas to national 
enterprises. As chapters 3,4 and 5 showed, there is a rich reserve of Indian culture in 
South Africa that has benefited India, although in relatively smaller ways than other 
parts of the Indian diaspora, through tourism, trade and as a market for Bollywood 
film. Moreover, as a historical fink to South Africa, they also have the potential to 
facilitate the penetration of Indian trade and aid into the African continent more 
generally. The challenge for the Indian state keen to reap the political and economic 
rewards of its 20 million strong diaspora sedimented over colonial and post-colonial 
times and spaces is to give shape to and manage this overseas population. The next 
section establishes how notions of Indianness have changed historically, and sets the 
stage for the recent round of dual citizenship provisions. 
6.3. Indian diaspora in historical context 
This section establishes the historical constructions of home and overseas Indian 
populations, and traces the changing context of the states' expectations of its overseas 
members. During the British Raj "Indian" identity often revolved around colonial 
readings of religion as Britain created a spatial order to facilitate administration and 
control (Ludden 1996, Metcalf 1997). A centralised model of government divided 
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and essentialised Muslim and I-Endu populations. Membership terms within the 
colonial political community became predicated on the mapping of generalised 
cultural constructs onto populations and, to a lesser extent, the association of these 
population groups with Indian sacred spaces. While the exertion of influence at a 
distance used religion-based markers of difference it was somewhat tolerant of the 
overlapping of the sacred spaces of Muslim and I-Endu communities, although not to 
the same extent as the former and more syncretic model of co-existence that had 
characterised India in the nineteenth century territory. 
Increasingly the co-presence of significant Hindu and Muslim communities within the 
boundaries of a single political entity became undermined by the imposition of the 
nation-state ideal around the time of independence. (Krishna 1996). The cleavage of 
colonial India into three geographically and religiously separate entities involved both 
a strategic calculation of who and what "counted" as Indian, as opposed to Pakistani, 
or Bangladeshi, and a calculation about what form of nationalism could draw the new 
but still heterogeneous populations together. Thus the idea of "independent" India 
became associated with the partition of a Hindu population from an other in Pakistan 
and what is now Bangladesh. The splitting of the Indian subcontinent, once a 
common shared sacred space was crucial because it involved the actual physical 
separation of the two main religious groups, rather than allow them to be 
ideologically separate, and sharing the same geographical territory. 
Yet, within the newly drawn India, the earlier Raj model of membership cast its 
shadow. Central to this was the subdivision of national territory into regional scales of 
governance that overlapped with religious groups. India's need to resolutely define 
itself through its external borders and keep out the Other was partly necessitated by 
the need to reconcile the I-Endu majority with the Muslim population that remained 
in India after partition. In order to minimise the differences between the two, and 
convey continuity with the pre-Raj model of inclusion, the Congress Party 
emphasised non-aligned secular nationalism as a new vision of 'national unity. For 
example, Nehru resisted the binary logic of partition and promoted "fourth 
generation" rights by granting several languages official status. This legidn-dsed 
cultural and linguistic populations as communities that belonged to India. 
Furthermore, traits of 'Indianness' became associated with how individuals could 
blend in, with traits of self sufficiency and unity particularly valued. 
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The same traits of blending in and self reliance guided the early constructions of 
India's overseas populations. For example, India's earliest overseas populations, 
formed through the deployment of indentured workers under the British to the outer 
reaches of the empire, were not included in the vision of a newly independent India. 
According to Nehru's closed model of development, and India's place in the post 
second world war world order, any Indian overseas populations should aspire to 
ccunity" with their "new local" and not with their former home, India: that is, they 
should assimilate and settle. Developing out of India's search for a new and 
independent identity, expatriate Indians were excluded entirely from its domestic and 
foreign policy formulations, as the state encouraged its overseas population to 
integrate into their host societies and support the struggle for permanent withdrawal 
of colonial rule from Africa and other colonized nations. At the same time, with the 
dissolution of the British Empire, India's overseas population no longer fell under an 
inter-imperial ren-ýt but became the concern of sovereign states with independent 
interests which had to be reconciled with India (Lall 2001). India therefore could not 
afford to be vocal on the fate of Indians abroad and put diplomatic relations at risk: 
taking a strong line with the decolonising and newly independent countries in which 
their populations resided would have been counter-productive (Heismath and 
Mansingh 1971). Such an approach to the overseas population maintained that those 
Indians who left their country of origin forfeited their rights as Indians. 
Emigration of new categories of Indians, including sem i-permanent, sen-d-skilled 
labour migration streams to the Gulf, and more permanent streams, both semi-skilled 
and unskilled, to Europe and North America, deepened an already complex social 
formation. Against this context, the classification of persons of Indian origin can be 
seen as a reactive attempt to simplify governance of the overseas population: A 
person of Indian origin (PIO) is "a citizen of any country other than Bangladesh, 
Pakistan or Sri Lanka, if he at any time held Indian passport, or he either his parent or 
any of his grand-parents was a citizen of India, or the person is spouse of an Indian 
citizen" (Indian Investment Centre, www. iic. in, cited in Landy et al 2004: 204). 'Me 
category of non-resident Indians (NRIs) in contrast refers to Indian citizens who 
reside elsewhere. 
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However, many "new" migrants became economically successful, while maintaining 
informal family ties with India. Concurrently, the turbulent economic climate of the 
1970s and 1980s obliged India to re-consider the inward-looking and socialist model 
of economic development inspired by Nehru and Gandhi. With the circulation of 
middle class success stories in the West and the growing wealth of skilled overseas 
professionals, the idea of the NRI as a potential source of foreign direct investment 
and technology transfer began to take hold (Lessinger 1992,2003). In practice, even 
as India attempted to accommodate for their remittances, economic mismanagement 
and excessive bureaucracy meant that the economy failed to open for serious NRI 
investment beyond the family (Lall 2001,2003). 
The major econon-uc crisis of 1991 further focussed government interest upon its 
overseas population. The effects of oil price shocks resulting from the 1990 Gulf 
War, the collapse of the Soviet Union, a major trading partner and source of foreign 
aid, and a sharp depletion of foreign exchange reserves as result of large and 
continuing government budget deficits led to economic collapse (Robb 2002). In 
order to obtain emergency loans from international economic organizations, India 
adopted reforms aimed at liberalizing its economy, including the removal of many 
regulations on investment, cuts in tariff and non-tariff barriers, liberalization of FDI 
rules, exchange rate and banking reforms, and a significant reduction in the 
government's control over private sector investment (Tharoor 1997). Against this 
context, and referencing Nehruvian narratives of Indian self-sufficiency, the return of 
NRIS and the opening of the Indian economy to their investment was strongly 
advocated as the saviour of the economy, and alternative to IMF loans and reforms 
(Lall 2001). A number of concessions for NRI investment in Indian industry were 
introduced, including new industrial ventures, streamlined bureaucracy, and a green- 
card scheme which allowed holders to remain and invest in India. 
This agenda has been embraced by both private and public interests. In 2003 the 
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI) unveiled an 
action plan that aimed to effect a "tenfold increase in FDI inflow from the Indian 
Diaspora to US$ 5 billion by 2008" (FICCI 2003). FICCI's plans were being 
developed as a High Level Committee (HLC) on the Indian Diaspora was charged by 
the Njinistry of External Affairs to study the role that NRIs/PIOs play in the 
econon-uc social and technological development of India, and to make a number of 
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policy framework recommendations for facilitating their interaction with India and 
continued participation in its economic development. The resulting and extensive 
report focused on two inter-connected strategies (HLC Report 2001). The first 
initiative, the Pravasi Bbarafija Divas (Overseas Indian Festival) consisted of a three day 
'jamboree' of "meetings, speeches, cultural performances and cocktail parties" 
designed specifically to make NRIs 'proud' of being Indian, encourage them to build 
closer ties with their 'home' country, and encourage them to invest (Butalia 2003). 
'Me second initiative, announced at the 2003 Pravasi Bbarafija Divas offered dual 
citizenship to the diaspora. However, as the next section win show, this is based 
upon very specific geographies of inclusion that are underpinned by certain terms of 
membership. 
6.4. Constructing an Indo-South African diaspotic identity 
6.4.1. "The Club" 
The 2003 Dual Citizenship (Amendment) Bill (hereafter, DC(A)B) fisted sixteen 
countries from wl-iich PlOs could apply to become a dual citizen. According to the 
legislation, those approved as dual citizens could travel to India without a visa, could 
stay for 180 days or more without registering, could invest in agriculture and industry, 
acquire land and property in India, and could send their children to Indian 
educational establishments (including the prestigious Institutes). Dual citizens were 
not able to vote, run for political office, or take government jobs. While in practice 
the Bill offers no further additions to those rights already accorded under the earlier 
O; green card' scheme, the formalisation of some of the Indian overseas population in 
the polity represents a significant departure from its early post-independence relations 
with overseas Indians. Indeed, a subsequent 2005 revision to the 2003 Bill further 
extended the provision to those cases where potential applicants had left India after 
January 26,1950 and where the host country permits dual citizenship (in practise, this 
continues to exclude overseas Indians in Pakistan, Bangladesh, Trinidad and Tobago, 
Fiji, Singapore, and Malaysia, but now includes those in Spain, Nigeria, Russia, and 
Lebanon). The DC(A)B is also significant in that it homogenises legal provisions in 
ways that support the BJP's political goals of building Indian nationalism around one 
core identity (in this case, a sanitised flindu version), and represents a rupture with 
earlier versions of cultural pluralism and secular nationalism (Khilnani 1997). 
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However, not all NRIs enjoyed equal access to the possibility of dual citizenship 
under the 2003 Act. The requirement of "reciprocity", namely the availability of dual 
citizenship to the citizens of the host country) removed some countries with large 
Indian populations from the list, including Germany and the Gulf states. Crucially, 
however, a number of countries with reciprocal arrangements were excluded, 
including those in Eastern Africa, and South Africa. 
What emerges is a pattern based generally upon contemporary political and economic 
influence, but more particularly upon the historical geography of Indian emigration. 
Dual citizenship is on offer to those who are part of post-independence migration 
streams, some of whom left for educational and employment opportunities in the 
West. It is unavailable to descendants of those who left India as indentured 
labourers. Indeed, this pre-independence/post-independence structure is made more 
opaque in the more recent (2005) rewriting of the dual citizenship legislation, which 
names January 26,1950 as the key historical moment Q4inistry of Home Affairs 
2005). 
South Africa continues to stand out as an excluded community with a sizeable Indian 
population. Indeed, Landy et al (2004) question whether the South African Indian 
community can even be considered as part of the Indian diaspora. They cite the long 
duration of the Indian community in South Africa, emigration from India virtually 
ending in 1917 after the initial arrival under conditions of indenture in 1860. In 
addition, between 1946 and 1990, economic relations and travel were prohibited 
between India and South Africa. The result of this embargo period has been the 
economic, cultural and political isolation of the South African "Indians" from India 
and other overseas Indian communities. Even in the post-apartheid era, and after the 
resumption of trade with India, many South African "Indians" have no diasporic 
network outside South Africa. 
This isolationism from India and the rest of the diaspora, runs counter to Indian state 
discourses in the HLC Report and the Pravasi Bbaradja Divas speeches. Ibcy suggest 
that India is imagining and constructing a diaspora around three poles of 
membership: professional success, ecumenical flinduism, and multiculturalism. 
'Ibesc sometimes clashing constructions come together around the idea of success 
through participation in globalised networks that are rooted in India. The constant 
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use of the term "diaspora" to refer to those overseas supports the notion that, at least 
in the Indian context, states are appropriating the concept as part of their globalising 
strategies. 
6.4.2. Signifiers of Diasporic Membership 
6.4.2.1. Professional Success 
The importance of success in the idealised Indian diaspora cannot be understated. 
Although success can be marked through political action or economic contributions, 
a sharp distinction is maintained between pre- and post-independence forms. In the 
extract below, the members of an 'old' diaspora are praised only as a generic 'political 
force', in contrast to the post-independence diaspora, where success appears in an 
active and individualised form: 
In the prv-independence case, the attainment offreedomfrom the sbackles of colonialism 
by a large number of countries and the dawn of democrag rV 1, n th SP su Wie Indian dia ora 
becoming apolificalforre in their respective countries. The post independence diaspora in 
y qua166ed professionals ivbo througb their bard work and contrast comprised of bigbl 
dedication rapidZy, ascended beigbts of economicpros perio. 
Sinha (2003) 
Furthermore, pre-independence success is ascribed to the nature of the country in 
which Indians resided. In contrast, the virtues accorded to the new diaspora are 
extolled in a more detailed way with a greater emphasis on their own personal 
qualities rather than those of their 'hose. This suggests that success for the Indian 
state is regarded as something which requires active participation. 
Occupational sector and attributes of skill underlie this pole, with educated 
professionals and elites singled out: 
Persons of Indian origin settled in the more economically advanced countries of the world 
bave skills and exPerlise in vital sectors, including inforwafion teebnology, bioteebnologv, 
jpace, financial services, infrastructure, education, bealtb care and mana gement 
consultang. 
HLC Report (2001: 510) 
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This rhetoric of success is further differentiated along class fines, where elite 
professionals engage in activities with global reach. As the Prime NEnister outlines in 
his speech: 
The outside world bas also attracted the best Indian talents, skills, brains and abilifies - 
like Amarý, a Sen and jqgdish Bhappa, 6; E. C G. Sudarshan ... The Pravasi Bhara, 6ja 
jam4y, today also includes: 
-Indian m,, riters in Engfisb uitb an international readersboý 
-Entrrpirneurs and industrialists udtb a global reacb of operations; 
-Management and Afes_ole gurus aitb a bugefolloaing and, 
-Filmmakers, sportsbersons, arlists andperformers ofgreatpopulariýy 
Vaipayee (2003) 
Success is equated to becoming a globaRy recognisable Indian 'hero'. Such'syncretic' 
border intellectuals GanNfohamed 1992: 97) are held up as exemplary NRIs. Crucially, 
they manage to successfully synthesise different cultural traditions. The ideal careers 
emphasised here are firn-dy rooted in an Indian-centred production of culture with 
popular appeal, and suggests that success is culturally mediated, and placed. 
While globally fluent, heroes of the diaspora must also connect to India. The 
rhetorical use of iconic Indian figures as above provides an important point around 
which those inside India and those outside can coalesce. For the state, the current 
acl-&vements of overseas Indians legitimise both the extension of NRI participation 
in the Indian nation, and a model of transnational governance this implies. Crucially, 
then, it is not just atornised elites that constitute success; it is elites who use networks, 
and that connect back to India. 
The application of this construction of professional success as a form of networked 
individualism to the potentially problematic case of Gandhi, who spent a number of 
years in a South African community "to be excluded", highlights the importance of 
success being rooted in India. Unsurprisingly, Gandhi (the leader) is held up as an 
exemplary member of the Indian diaspora: 
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Despite bisjoutb, Gandbi was able to protide the Indian communiý, the leadersbo and 
inspirafion that was needed to resist the racistpolicies of the Wbites. By the time Gandbi 
left Soutb Africa in 1914, this exemplag Pravasi Bbarafiya ... bad sown the seedsfor 
future, generations tofigbt against injuslice and radal discrimination. 
HLC Report (2001: 78) 
However, despite the implicit sentiments about the resilience of the Indian 
community in South Africa, these values have not been linked to "being Indian". 
Although Gandhi is lauded as an exemplary Pravasi Bbarafiya (Overseas Indian), he 
is scripted as an outsider, at least to the South African community, and as 
unsuccessful in fighting discrimination. 
In general terms, then, a 'successful' NRI deserving of inclusion in the Indian 
diaspora. family is constructed as an educated, middle-class professional with global 
networks that enable connections to India. Indeed, the discourses of membership 
make continued, and sometimes contradictory, reference to the connections that are 
expected of members. These connections are to two societies: connections back to 
India legitimised by a shared sense of Indian-ness and Indian identity, and 
connections to the host society. 
6.4.2.2 Ecumenical Hinduism 
In contrast to legislative models of dual citizenship that leave untended cultural 
notions of allegiance and loyalty, the discussions surrounding the 2003 DC(A)B tic 
the success of post-independence emigrants to an embrace of Indian nationalism: 
Today, the success of eveg categog of these emigrants all over the xorld testifies to the 
indomitable ipirit, wbicb thy cartiedfmm Indian soil 
Vajpayee (2003) 
Rather than seeing dual citizenship as an opportunity to loosen emotional bonds to 
particular origins and hosts, India thus appears to be re-asserting its commitment to 
nationaUsm: 
The demandfor dual ddzensbO bas an emotional resonance .. Many of them bave taken 
the nafionakly of the countries of their domidle but look u pon their passports gith 
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nost4ia .. Many of them are underpressure to take the dfitensbip of the countries wberv 
tbg live... Many of them must bave bad to renounce their Indian dfizensbip by makin a ,g 
declarafion of that effect but that did not weaken their emotional bonds with India. 
HLC Report (2001: 526) 
Here, the report is keen to stress 'ethnic' reasons for dual citizenship, and this appeal 
to nationalistic ties of blood is linked into the qualities of resilience idealized by the 
state. Here again the South African case provides useful insights. As above, the 
resilience of the community is praised, although only indirectly, and not by being 
directly linked to a sense of Indian-ness. What seems to be undermining the 
development of core Indian values is a form of cultural distance: 
A centug and a baff of existence in an alien land, and four or five generations of 
acculturadon in a wbite dominant society bas diluted their Indian-ness. 
HLC Report (2001: 84) 
Even where India celebrates the participation of South African Indians in Indian 
culture, there is an undercurrent of us and them: ] 
Our classical dance and music continue to etince uddes read interest in tbem. .P 
HLC Report (2001: 84) 
At the centre of any economic and political success, then, is a cultural performance 
that involves the re-negodation of Indian nationalism. Members of the diaspora are 
encouraged to connect to Indian territory which Rajagopal (2000) argues, involves the 
sanitization of cultural difference to produce a vague and ecumenical version of 
Hinduism. Encouraging a direct devotion to God, this principle of Bbakfi is a 
democratic and egalitarian way of providing a connection to India for a diversity of 
Hindu beliefs (Vertovec 2000). Taking up van der Veer's 'Cosmopolitan Hinduism' 
(1999), Vertovec (2000: 164) suggests that this rendering of Hinduism is in concert 
with modernization, as it represents people's ability to live with and take on multiple 
identities according to the particular setting. Indeed, as Rajagopal (2000: 272) 
continues, the universalizing sign of Hindutva, or Hindu-ness, is well suited to "an 
environment where multiculturalism is influential in sanitizing cultural difference 
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without interrogation or introspection [where] 'Hindus' can take pride in being placed 
within the trim precincts of a pluralist society". 
6.4.23. Mu&culturalincoýporafion 
This points up the importance of connecting in multicultural ways to host societies. 
This appears as an open embrace of secularism and pluralism that is presented as de 
rigeur for Indians offshore. This successful multicultural integration into host 
societies is seen as a legacy of India's post-independence drive to establish itself as a 
cmodel' nation. Upon independence, India's strategic priorities shifted from anti- 
colonialism towards a nation-state project with concerns of national integration of its 
separate linguistic and cultural units a priority. Multiculturalism thus became the basis 
for India's nation-state building project and for Bhattacharyya (2003) this ultimately 
provided the most effective answers to questions over India's unity and integrity. 
Indeed, the very viability of accommodating diversity was seen as one of the strengths 
of the nation. 
While multiculturalism was an important part of post-independence Indian identity, 
the rise of the BJP, the decentralisation of political power within India, and the 
sometimes limited possibilities for the scripting of an "Indian" identity in racist hosts 
(including the US) have complicated this position (Mathew and Prasad 2000). So 
while integration continues to be held up by India as a hallmark of a successful 
overseas Indian community, the emphasis is more on balancing participation in host 
nations with maintaining cultural and emotional connections to India: 
Indians who have chosen to settle in foreign lands should be lgal to their countg of 
adopfion. The biggest challenge jacin ýv ,g evey 
immigrant communi is to integrate 
barmoniousil into the Polifical, economic and social Zve of the host sodeb,,, while Presening 
and cherishing its citilkafional heritage. Over the ears, Indians have achieved this -Y 
delicate balance tirtually, evegwhere, mitbout a contradicfion between their adopted 
d, 67ensbip and their or&nal Indian idenfi 
Vaipayee (2003) 
VA-ffle the claim, that there is no contradiction between preserving civilisational 
heritage and integrating, is mostly consistent with Nehru-Gandhi models of cultural 
nationalism, it appears to be stretched by the more recent turn toward forms of 
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religious nationalism. Despite this, the ideal of multicultural incorporation is used as a 
form of difference to justify the exclusion of some communities from the diaspora. 
Indians in South Africa also illustrate this tendency. They have faced difficult 
circumstances in their relationship with India. Undoubtedly, the Indian economic 
and cultural embargo during apartheid had a considerable impact on cultural, 
commercial and religious ties. The imposition of sanctions were a result of India's 
ardent anti-imperial stance, as they expected the community to identify with the Black 
and Coloured populations in their struggles against white minority rule, and not rely 
on India for support. As part of this, India broke diplomatic relations with South 
Africa and included a ban on Indians visiting South Africa, which isolated the Indian 
community further. There was an expectation that Indian South Africans should ally 
themselves with the ANC-lcd black majority after the dismantling of apartheid, 
however, their uneasy position in the post-apartheid political order remains an 
important point of contention. Indians constitute the most vulnerable ethnic 
minority in the country, where despite their active role in ending apartheid -a fact 
commended by India - many now feel sidelined by the black African majority. 
Indeed, Indo-Aftican relations have been characterised by tension and conflict since 
the end of the 19th century, as they became increasingly sandwiched the White ruling 
class and the African majority (Landy et al 2004). The Indian community is strongly 
criticised by the Indian state for their non-integration into post-apartheid society: 
[an important rrason] for interracial antagonism is the social aloofness and cultural 
superioriy, even amgance, that sucb Indians s, 611find it dificult to overcome or conceal 
against their Black conoatriots. Meanwbile, the ricber members of the Indian community 
bave been fiting in Vlded cages, protecting tbemselves bebind iron grills and eleamnic 
alert ystems . 
HLC Report (2001: 84) 
Here, the blame for their inability to harmoniously fit into the South African 
'Rainbow Nation' is placed squarely on the shoulders of the Indian South Africans. 
This is exacerbated by the over-emphasis on the virtues of the post-apartheid system, 
and the implication that even though South Africa has the ultimate multicultural 
system, the Indian community are at further fault for remaining in their difficult 
position with South African society. Indeed, the Indian government goes further, 
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suggesting that the very characteristics and behaviour of the Indian community in 
South Africa could be the eventual downfall of what it perceives as a harmonious 
post-apartheid order, despite the continued uneasy position they find themselves in: 
J\Ton-radalism, for wbicb so mucb bas been sacrificed ; vill not be adequately advanced 
nitbout the integration of Indians into the mainstream of Soutb African sodeo. 
HLC Report (2001: 88) 
implicit within the discourse on the Indian South Africans therefore is that they are 
inadequate members of the diaspora. India not only fails to link their successes in 
dismantling apartheid back to the ties of blood and nation with which they link other 
members of the diaspora, they also stress the dilution of Indian culture and criticise 
them for their inability to live harmoniously in South African society. 
The signification of what membership in the Indian diaspora entails maps onto the 
way Indian identity and belonging is signified. Thus, the centrality of success via 
global cultural elites resonates both with South African discourses of neoliberalism 
and the leadership and class signifiers of Indo-South African identity identified in 
chapters 4 and 5. 'Me adoption of rhetoric of Ecumenical Hinduism and the embrace 
of multiculturalism echoes the importance of religion in signifying an authentic Indian 
identity, which emplaces Indo-South Africans within the discourses of post-apartheid 
national belonging. As these cultural signifiers of 'diaspora' are inscribed into Indian 
state political practice, through the Dual Citizenship Bill, the practices of inclusion 
and exclusion become recursive. 
6.4.2.4. Summay 
These three discourses reference and reinforce the pre- and post-independence 
structure of membership suggested by the 2003 Dual Citizenship (Amendment) Bill. 
Moreover, the structure of membership has structural implications for transnational 
governance. Revolving around the central cultural issue of who is inside and who is 
outside, India's attempts to invent a diaspora construct is imbricated with another 
version of the same anxiety over Indian-ness that Krishna (1994) labelled the 
"cartographic anxiety". The use of pre- and post-independence forms of 
membership suggests that the long shadow of partition is cast across the diaspora. 
Tensions currently mapped as border conflicts (for example, Kashmir, Jammu) are 
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likely to re-surface over representations ()f, for example, sacred space in the diasp()rl 
community. In commentAng on the sacking ()f the library at the lihandarkar ( )rictital 
Institute in january 2004, Dalrymple (2005: 62) notes that: "in India, and aniong the 
Indian diaspora, a passionately contested battle is taking place ()%-cr the interpretation 
of Indian history". 
Nowhere is such anxiety over membership more transparent than ()n the frontspicces 
to the individual country chapters in the I ILC Report. F, ach country chapter ()f the 
Report details the 1()calised "development" of the Indian C011111IL1111tý'. Thus the 
()pening page ()f the US chapter features a portrait ()f the "Late Mr. Dilip Singh Saud" 
No,, ) ýcr\ cd ýis the "fir.,,; t Asian-American in the U. S. congress" (Fig. 6.1). 
11FA 
Acconip. imm, picturc for 
L") cojjgrc. s,, "ýl ILC Report, 2001: 16-) 
S profile. "Latc '. \It. Dilip Singh Saund, first Asian-Anicrican in the 
[Jere is an iconic and successful NRI xho has occupied an important (political) 
position. 
In contrast, the South African chapter ()pens with a composite pll()to gallery ('f the 
-roster of arrivals/ indentured labourers in SOLIth Africa who were identified by their 
nurnbcr-, only" (Fig. 6.2). 
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17 w V, ilk lh, ý IWL di 
It t4 
JA A.. m, -A' 
I lllý: pictmL t, i '-, mith \filca profile: -Roster of arrivals/indcriturud labomcrý in 
South Africa \\I)() \\crc icicntifieLl bý their numbcrs onlý- (111. (' Report, 2001: -3, photo Nlc,, thric, 2000). 
Dchumanised and homogenised, these nameless NRIs stand in for a I-)rc- 
III suffered infcriorttv, independence diasporic community that experienced racism, and 
as Indians. While this is an element of history globalising India is keen to d11tM1o: C 
itself from, the simultaneous invocafion of a Hindu Raj ("the sun no: vcr scts ()n dic 
Indian diaspora", opening quote) takes us right back (forwar&) to the colmlial grid 
India seeks to escape. Of course, the discursive partitioning could have 1()()kc(l very 
different had, for example, the US chapter opened Nvith images of Intcrdictcd Illegal 
Indian immigyrants, or the South African chapter featured Gandhi. I 
6.5. Conclusions 
The empirical case-study presented a content analvsis of the discourses surrounding 
recent changes to India's package of dual citi/enship provisions. Set against the 
international trend (at least, pre-9/11) toward a proliferation in dual citizenship 
arrangements bem-een countries, India's 2003 Dual Citizenship (Anictidnicnt) Bill 
signalled a change in conditions of membership, if not rights ()f membership. Rcading 
India's changing dual citizenship legislation alongside background bricfing rcl-)()rts, 
political speeches, and the discourse surrounding a new annual fcstival, it cxanilned 
the basis on v'hich parts of the overseas population are constructed as insiders, and 
other parts as outsiders, and traced the structure of diaspora membership to India's 
engagement with colonial and post-independence times and spaces. Mcnilmship 
rc, -()I,, -c(i armind professional success through participation in global networks that 
conncct to India, the adoption of an ecumenical Hinduism, and an embracc of 
multicultural incorporation. Underpinning these constructs is independence and 
partition -, is key historical moments. Pre-independence emigrants are sccii as 
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temporally distant, belonging to the 'old' India of British subjugation. In contrast, 
post-independence emigrants are seen as part of the 'new' India, defined by their 
emigration for independent economic aspirations and their ability to negotiate cultural 
practises in de-territorialized networks. 
This has extended work on transnational. governance in two ways. First, it has shown 
how constructions of diaspora play out not just through the mobilisation of economic 
and political resources but, crucially, by how these are culturally mediated. Second, 
dual citizenship discourses turn on a discursive partitioning of difference that re- 
inscribes anxieties over membership. While I concur with Smith (2003a, 2003b) that 
regime change may be associated with the development of diasporic public spheres 
(in this case, the transitions between the Congress Party and the BJP in the 1990s and 
2000s), constructions of membership make the waxing and waning of transnational 
governance modes rather more contingent upon place than has been acknowledged. 
The more general conclusion is that the current criteria defining the 'ideal' NRI can 
be seen as a reflection of how India wants to be perceived in the world: the past is re- 
imagined to affirm a desired future. Overall, the discourses of diasporic membership 
amplify the contradictions of, and tensions between, cultural nationalism and religious 
nationalism that pervade ongoing debates about Indianness. 
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Chapter Seven: 
Placing transnational migration: Some 
conclusions 
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7.1. Introduction and overview 
This research has explored questions of identity and belonging through the diversity 
of overlapping times, places and spaces of transnational migration. In Chapter 2,1 
argued that attention to the making of places ontologically and empirically opens up 
the fluid and syncretic nature of transnationalism. I contend that my examination of 
the places of transnationalism, through a historically contextualised examination of 
the production of difference within South Africa and across the places of the 'Indian 
Diaspora', has reimagined the transnational beyond essential categorizations of 
origins, destinations, nationalisms and transnationalisms. 
7.2. Placing transnational migration 
'Me traditional nation-based models of citizenship that fink belonging to territorial 
political, social and cultural membership and influenced early neoclassical approaches 
to international migration have been questioned by the transnational. approach to 
migration. This documents the maintenance of a multiplicity of commitments to 
national, ethnic, and religious communities which destabilizes the isomorphism 
between identity, place and culture, questions assumptions of assimilation and 
inclusion within national frames and is an alternative to structural and governance 
based accounts of globalization (Appadurai 1990,1996, Portes 1996, Mitchell 1997,, 
Goldring 1999, Itzigsohn et A 1999). 
However, there are a number of empirical and theoretical shortcomings of the 
transnational literature. First, there is a concern with the abstraction of migrants' 
experiences outside the material circumstances of historically produced contexts 
(Mitchell 1997,2003, Anthias 2001). There have been calls for more detailed historical 
understandings of migration flows in relation to processes in the homeland and in the 
host society. Second, the various typologies, developed by scholars such as Portes 
(1999), Levitt (2001a) and Guarnizo (2003), organize groups into static, fixed and 
bound categories without engaging in questions of difference and diversity (Brubaker 
2005). Third, although more recent work has attempted to address the transgressive 
potential of transnationalism with a focus on state governance, transnationalism 
continues to be conceived through oversimplified visions of the global-local nexus. 
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The solution is to recognize, Eke debates concerning globalization, that 
transnationalism is produced through historical articulations of ethnicities, genders, 
homes, workplaces, religions and sexualities in the segregation of privilege and power. 
Moreover, the locations of transnationalism, can be found at multiple scales made 
through simultaneous, crosscutting and intersecting relations. Thus, taking the 
"places" of transnational fields seriously as neither wholly political-econornic nor fully 
personal can illuminate the diverse influences and contingencies upon the conditions 
of transnational existence. 
7.3. The multipliciiy and multilocali! y of Indian-South African transnational 
. ation 
The case of Indians in South Africa chaRenges us to reconsider our 
conceptualizations of transnational identities and communities. 'Me economic, 
demographic and cultural make-up of the Indian population in Durban, their 
embeddedness in the history of South Africa provides rich and complex material for 
the study of the influences of history, diversity and the overlapping spheres of 
personal and political transnational life. My examination of the transnational 
practices of Indo-South Africans in the context of South Africa has opened up 
transnationalism in three ways. 
First, I provided a critical reading of transnational identity by juxtaposing the 
production and circulation of the signs of Indo-South African transnational identity 
through 'cultural brokers' with accounts of the material practices of transnationalism. 
in this account I foregrounded the role of differmce as the backdrop for the formation 
of Indo-South African transnational identity, by paying attention to the radical 
distinction between indentured and free Indians. This fracture structures differences 
around religion, language and class, which continue to be key battlegrounds for 
debates about the nature of Indian identity, once under the homogenizing forces of 
apartheid and now in context of the fractured social, econon-ýc and political 
conditions of post-apartheid South Africa. 
As I argued in Chapter 2 the location of identity within transnational. space is limiting 
because it focuses attention on agency that is disconnected from the historical 
production of places in which difference, power and multiPlY-scaled connections are 
circulated. However, an examination of Indo-South African transnational identity in 
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light of the multiple layers and fragments of the past revealed the differential and 
interconnected construction, contestation and circulation of transnational practice. 
It showed that the signocation of Indian identity rests on four key principles. Firstly, 
the clear identification and recognition of a set of 'leaders' who, through their 
structures of affect, are linked across the differences between Indo-South Africans 
and India and emerge as the model of social relations. Secondly, 'Indian' identity is 
signified through fears about the erosion of Indianness through generations, which in 
turn is mapped onto the space of the region, the family and the individual. Fourth and 
fifth, Cauthenticity' is codified through language and religion as the markers of 
traditional Indian identity. Six, Indo-South African transnational identity is signified 
through structures of class and consumption, which augment and legitimise this 
authenticity as a marketing and branding exercise. 
The praefice of Indo-South African transnationality translates these signifiers into 
material outcomes. The responsibility of leadership compels 'elites' to provide 
tangible opportunities for Indo-South Africans to be authentically 'Indian'. These 
opportunities demarcate "India" as the authentic location of transnational practice. 
However, an Indian-based geography of material practice is inadequate for 
incorporating the wider context of difference and contingency in which Indo-South 
African transnational materiality is embedded. In the case of Indo-South Africans 
deeply embedded in the histories of South Africa, material practices of 
transnationalism are Durban-made and connected to the wider circulation of South 
African difference and discourse. I therefore reduced the importance of ori&Fns as a 
source of transnational identification and practice, and highlighted that it is desdnafions, 
and the histories and differences embedded within, that structure transnational 
identities. 
The complexity of destinations is also the focus of the second way in which I opened 
up the essentialisms of transnationalism. In this case, I brought confin geng to the fore. 
I showed how the transnational identities of Indians in South Africa are defined not 
only against India, but are made relevant to a South African national citizenship that 
is located both in 'national' space and in other fractured regional and global spaces of 
development. 
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I explored this through understandings of what it means to 'belong'. Studies of 
integration and belonging privilege transnational identity and conceive of the 
'destination' into which migrants are integrating as an assumed and unproblematic 
given, which reifies a false division between being national and being transnational. 
However, I examine 'belonging' from the perspective of place rather than identity, 
and show that what it means to belong is the product of historical-material 
circumstances and the circulation of multi-scaled narratives of national identity. 
I showed how Indo-South African transnational identity and practices resonate with 
national South African discourses of nation. Indo-South African transnationality 
appeals to national discourses of multiculturalism because it reifies the boundaries of 
Indian identity as neatly emplaced within the arc of the 'Rainbow Nation'. Indo-South 
African transnationality also appeals to neoliberal economic policies, which connect 
South Africa to global economic flows. Indo-South African transnationality 
continues to be relevant to historical memories of the and-apartheid struggle through 
the transnational figurehead of Gandhi. Finally, Indo-South African transnationality is 
also figured as a central to pan-African and South-South discourses of development 
through the possibilities of trade, enterprise and key situated elites. 
These signifiers are made material through the praxis of the Bollywood industry. In 
particular, Bollywood is a space for sharpening the edges of Indian identity through 
its emphasis on Indian family values. Moreover, the globality of Bollywood resonates 
with the neoliberal orientation of the South African economy, and has the potential 
for creating multiple links between India and South Africa as a space of economic co- 
operation that ties the interconnected histories of the two countries together. 
What both of these approaches recognise is the permeability and overlapping nature 
of national and transnational formations of identity and belonging. By investigating 
the symbolization and practices of Indo-South African transnationalism, I drew 
attention to the permeability of the boundaries between the personal, political, 
economic and cultural forms of transnational life and demonstrated the contingency 
of transnational relations upon the multiply scaled and overlapping constituents of 
place. jqy focus on identity foregrounded the role of difference in the making of 
Indo-South African transnationalism, but also examined the multi-scalar subtexts of 
community, ethnicity, national politics and regionalism. Nly focus on belonging 
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brought to the fore the muld-local. contingencies of place in shaping the relevancy of 
Indo-South African transnationalism, but it also highlighted the context of difference 
that structured those contingencies. The common thread linking both these 
approaches is that Indo-South African transnationalism pivots on the complexities 
within South Africa rather than within India. 
My final approach to understanding the Indian-South African transnational social 
field reconnected the complexities of South Africa as a 'destination' to India as an 
origin through India's attempts to govern this transnational space. Reading India's 
changing dual citizenship legislation alongside discourses within background briefing 
reports, political speeches and festivals, I examined the basis on which the 'Indian 
Diaspora' are constructed as both insiders and outsiders. This can be traced to India's 
engagement with colonial and post-independence times and spaces in which 
membership revolves around professional success through participation in global 
networks that connect to India, the adoption of an ecumenical Hinduism, and an 
embrace of multicultural incorporation. Underpinning this membership is the 
partition of India as a key historical moment, with pre-independence ernigrants as 
locked into the past of the 'old' India of British subjugation and post-independence 
emigrants as the way forward for a dynamic and upwardly mobile India reinventing 
itself as an economic and political centre of gravity. 
The signification of what membership in the Indian diaspora entails maps onto the 
way Indian identity and belonging is signified. Thus, the centrality of success via 
global cultural elites resonates both with South African discourses of neoliberalism 
and the leadership and class signifiers of Indo-South African identity identified in 
chapters 4 and 5. The adoption of Ecumenical Hinduism and the embrace of 
multiculturalism echoes the importance of religion in signifying an authentic Indian 
identity, which emplaces Indo-South Africans within the discourses of post-apartheid 
national belonging. Despite the exclusionary nature of membership in India, in reality 
it makes no difference to the way 'India' figures into the lives of Indo-South Africans. 
'Me identity, belonging and materiality of Indo-South African transnational practice is 
instead constituted through the different histories, geographies, places, politics, 
cultures and economies of South Africa. 
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7.4. Contributions and further work 
Taken together, these three insights suggest that "the pohdcar' and "global" 
constitution of transnationalism is inseparable from "the personal" and the "local". 
By taking the "places" of transnationalism. seriously through an examination of the 
multiplicity and contingencies within transnational. places, I have investigated the 
fragmentations and contestations of transnational. identity, belonging and practice. 
The major contribution of this research is that it highlights migration as an ongoing 
process of the layering of different global, national and local contexts over time and 
space. 
Empirically, this work has added two significant contributions to the literature on 
India and the Indian diaspora. First, it has considered the centrality of overseas 
Indians for the global economic and political ambitions of the Indian state as much a 
cultural project as an economic one, which ties into India's search for a new identity. 
It has examined 'Indian' transnational identity in context of the flows within the 
global South rather than between India and countries of the 'Wese. This is important 
because it has revealed the different dynamics of what migration means for 
'development'. In this case, it suggests that transnational links between India and 
South Africa have benefits for South Africa as a 'destination', rather than usual 
studies which examine the impacts of migration on 'sending' countries. Moreover, it 
has shown that 'development' in this context does not necessarily have to be 
economic, but can contribute to social and cultural repair. 
Second, it has also added an empirical contribution to the literature on post-apartheid 
South Africa, and especially the contribution of people of Indian origin to the making 
of the South African nation. It argues that far from threatening their participation in 
South African nation building, being part of the Indian diaspora and building 
connections to India actually enhances it. It is important to convey this message 
because despite the end of apartheid Indians are still struggling to fit into South 
African society and continue to have a contentious relationship especially with the 
black majority. 
Further work within this vein might examine the interaction between other major 
diasporic centres and countries in the global South, for example, between China and 
its 6n-ýigr6s in Africa and Latin America. At the same time as the shape of the world 
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shifts towards India and China, intellectual and academic debate remains firmly 
focused on the global north'. Instead, we need models that can help us understand 
the transnational realities of the global south. Thus, further examination of the 
continuing projects of Indian and Chinese development and state expansion into 
Africa is needed to make sense of the new context of international relations, and 
especially the place of migration within it. 
This work has also contributed to understandings about difference. It has shown that 
difference continues to structure transnational identification and practice. It has 
shown that not only are traditional identity based signifiers of difference important, 
such as race, class, cultural identity and generation, but it has shown the influence of 
wider scales of difference that mark people as located in particular times, regions, 
nations and politics. 
At this point emerges two important planes of identity that I haven't fully explored. 
The first is the role of gender in the context of Indo-South African transnationalism, 
particularly with regard to traditional and iconic figurations of bourgeois femininity in 
Indian national culture. The second angle would relate to the activities of Indo- South 
African youth in relation to their out-migration to the US and the UK. Such research 
would explore migration in context of post-apartheid nationality, inter generational 
differences in Indian identity,, contrasting patterns of consumption and conflicting 
Indian and South African identities. 
Essentially, what this work has shown is that migration cannot be considered as 
simply a point to point movement of people, but is bound up in multi-local and 
contingent relations of power and the accumulation of cultural, economic and 
political capital. By examining the interaction between the symbolic and the material 
practices of transnationalism I have critically re-read the nature of what constitutes 
'origins' and 'destinations' as wholes. Ultimately, it has shown that the origin- 
destination nexus is entirely the wrong terminology for capturing the nature of Indo- 
South African transnational life. Instead, for Indo-South Africans, South Africa is 
both origin and destination, and site of their transnational future. 
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APPENDIX 1: Finalizedquestionnaire schedule 
Gender o Male o Female 
Age o 0-18 E: 3 18-25 c3 26-40 [: 3 41-65 65+ 
Occupation ............................................................................... 
Which members of your famUy first came to South Africa? 
0 Yourself 0 Your parents 0 Your grandparents 
0 Your great-grandparents 0 Other ............. 0 
Don't know 
Has any member of your family attempted to find your original family in India? 
" Yes, with success 0 Yes, some success 0 Yes, no success 
" No, not interested C1 No, lack of time/ resources 
How often do the following members of your family keep contact with relatives in 
India? 
Regularly Sometimes Never Don't know 
Yourself 00 El 0 
Your parents 0000 
Your grandparents 0 11 00 
Other close family ................ 
0000 
Have you ever been to India? 
" No --Reason? ................................................... 
" Yes, 
How many times? OOnce OA few times ORegularly 
When? OIn the last year 02-5 years ago 0+ 10 years ago 
Main purpose? OReligion/pilgrimage ONfarriage OFamily 
OBusiness OStudy OShopping 
00ther .................. 
Have other members of your close family ever been to India? 
11 No - Reason? ........ ................................. .......... 0 Yes, 
-- Nfembcrs? ....................... .................................... ............ .............................. ................. How many times? .. OOnce oA few times ORegularly 
When? OIn the last year 02-5 years ago 0+ 10 years ago 
Main purpose? ORefigion/pilgrimage OMarriage OFamily 
OBusiness OStudy OShopping 
00ther ................. . 
TV, RADIO AND ENTERTAINMENT 
Have you ever studied Indian classical perfoffnance? 
0 Never studied 11 Dance 13 Singing C3 Njusic 
Do you subscribe to Indian channels on DSTV? 
1: 1 Yes 0 No -- Reason 
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How oftcn do you listen to the following radio stations? 
Regularly Sometimes Never 
Lotus FM 1: 1 0 0 
Radio Hindvani 0 0 11 
Other ................................ ... 
0 
How often do you watch Bollywood movies? 
Regularly Sometimes Never 
On TV 0 
At the cinema 
Rental 
Own copy on DVD/Video, 0 
Other ................................... 
0 
How often do you read the fol. lowing Indian newspapers & magazines? 
Regularly Sometimes Never 
The Post 0 0 0 
The Independent supplement 0 0 0 
The Sunday Times Supplement 0 0 0 
Bollyworld supplement 0 0 0 
South African Indian 0 0 0 
Other ............................... .... [: ] 0 
0 
What type of stories do you read? 
Regularly Sometimes Never 
Indo-South African news 0 0 0 
News from India 0 0 0 
Indian Sport 0 0 0 
Religion 0 0 13 
Traditional dance 0 0 0 
Traditional music 0 0 0 
Bollywood gossip 0 0 0 
Indian Fashion 0 0 0 
Other ........................ ........... El 0 0 
LANGUAGE AND RELIGION 
Do you have basic knowledge of an Indian language? 
0 Yes --- Which one? ................................ 0 No 
How often do you use your Indian language? 
Regularly Sometimes Never 
Athomc 0 0 0 
Through school/classes 0 0 
Through religion 0 0 
With friends 1: 1 0 1: 1 
Music 11 El 
Movies 0 1: 1 
Newspapers 0 0 
Radio 0 0 
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APPENDIX 2: Coded interview transcript 
MANAGER OF RADIO STATION A In vivo codes Etic Codes/ 
Common themes 
, 
Q: Histon, q'radio station About the Radio 
I ... Basic information about the radio 
Station. 
station removed for pri,, -acy... ] Radio station 
, 
Q: Purpose oj'radio station important for the 
The ccntral purposo: ()f the radI(),, tatI()n is lildj, ýIlls AI-C A construction of a 
that it is more than a radio station to the divided singular Indian 
Indian community. There is not I single C0111111LITIM, cornmunitv 
b()dy/organization representing the Indian 
public, so Nve catcr for a niclicaudiencc. 
0: If "ho arejour audience? 
Itlils stati(m] caters for all the S, ýl Lwus Is the Indiall growing in 
communim It I, dic ti-Lic \()ic, -' ()f lndianlý C0111111LI11M. liational 
III 1`111is C0LII1tn-. 
Q: Is itjust Indians that listen? 
i, )re and more a I- Atonal 
(9: 1f -h), ý iI 1()tl\ Cs but th. (i 
h, ,,, "i (, ý!, ,, " 1( ý\\ 1), ý11,, (I , . B(111. \ \\ ()()(I 
> \BC and this made huge increases i, 
, granimiiýg , 
Q: Fbat kind qfPro Indian valm. - 11-k 
presented J, 
Indiall \, ducs. I-()1- I): imternpor.. i 
ý1ýlslc, considerations \N, c have tli, figii i k, 
I, 1711c Pulse for the lifesn, Ics of (ý -+construction 
tudience. We do ()ur best to refl, 
111(l 
- 
lence ... We are tile sign of a cli, w. 
, 
Q: Language of tbe audience? 
Our content is specifically for Indians who 
understand the language. Find that appeal community ptrt 
is starting. We see reaffirmation of this in of discourse ()t' 
the audience - Rainbo\\ 
, 
Q: Age range oj'audience Nation" 
\\ ým 't 
P, -, Iý 111(l 11., 1() + Link t 
III ILILII(-IICC A(,, '(2 In a single da\ I ( 'k1LIlator\ iiational 
Ilea \, ()Litli content to a more niqturc , discourses. 
idicncc. We started to as di 
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, 
Q: Is Boýlymood important tojour radio station? 
R, \, duc, 
:, i, t-crablc to I I)CCAWk- faillik 
ii\ cs BoIIN-, v()()d is family \ 31LIeS. 14 B\X* sig-nific, 
111()n watch K l1k ý"N , "), 
I ITI lmilýl. 'Fill, Indian famik 
Alm 
[the RSJ reflects family values. There is 
are disjointed youth/age issues, especiallN, 
now. Parents/ children experience 
different cultures, so [the RS] educates not 
just 8 vrs old, also 80 vears old. 
Q: IF/)), do-you Mink Boýlymood 1*S so popularfor 
Indian Soutb Ajiicans? 
IjýtIIT 
t1lism, and 
-Q: 
Do ), ou tbink Boll- is or ), Wood agood 2vqyfi _ Indians to connect to India? _dobalism of 
1: J1,1 I-Cl-wc, "ClIts it, " facet", [III-Li f-1111), ký 
11ý ý, a total idcntity. But It gn 
- 11,, c 4affirmation (, t- ++ construction 
()f a cmillimmi \\ , are also changing t identit% 
p)"ition ()f 0: In wbat Y)q), s? Ii idians in SA- 
BW helps 
C Bo II ()()d I -, bccon II ng n -i ck'ment; ý 
Lilar. Its in Important aspcct () i Diaspoii 
CO M( I 
'Ictivities I)CII) 
ISA bchm-ýLvn;., 
, 
Q: Do-you think Indians in India and Indians in 
South Aln'Ca are dorent? 
Yes. This was clear at the PBD that people 
accept different outlooks on life. But, our 
central Indian values are intact, 
A 
Dojoufeel there are contradictions? 
1*'I"Llit, ilk) k)[It VIk 
much South Africa. Whilc Indi, i 1, 
iýIi ng, partner, and listcners do -\vai i: 
cas t trip, N\-c're So 
0: If-hy? 
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Q: I 'abie qfthe RS to Me Indian community? 
. I\ ,,, ý. 
ýnd entertain. i 
1, -, cted in Mir content. 
Because v 
)1ic scn ice, there are lots ()f nati(w \Tllý ++Link it) 
i,,, s driving through the radio st. ý', 'Lllltol_N natiolml 
ii as the history Of SoUth Afric. i '11'. discotirsc,, / 
rtheid etc. P'SR plays a huge px 
rccting society going thrOUl. 111 C11,11 
vC ink-r I _11"I"! \ 
're do* it fr(11111 the i 
, 
Q: In nl)at mq), s? 
: i. This has changed fun(]ýinicnt, 
ctilturc is now ni, ý1 ++ nation. il 
Q: Hon, does t&S relate to the an6tifies of the 
radio station? 
tcniporary fecl. P, ), ýmonin, 
, irtýint, k it \\-(-'re 
0: YI)at I'S Me most impodant aspect of yourjob? 
My job is more than the radio station. 
There is a close bond between the RS & 
the communitýy eg. the host endorses 
product and buys the dependability and 
reliability of [the RS] and what it provides. 
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Q: lFbat kind ol connections do you have mid) Me 
consulate? 
It, inip r, ý. mt th. it - mr 1.1n-L1A_ktC 1ý, AHC D) 
1Ur-vI, vc and xvc can keep ()ur culture ntact. I 
The consulate help ()ut with various 
,, cho()1s, language classes. 12",, Of (IL11- 
audience could speak the mother ton , -, LI 
and its I sign ()t - -, N-()rk needed to be cionc. 
Thcre has I-)ccn thc \ tcni. inc cro, ýion 4 
tll(. LIIILýu. Wc. 
_Q: 
Why is language important? 
1! - 111()111( r II)M-luc _ý' Its difficult to 
11,11.11-AtC CLIIturc lan uagc: cvcn 
B1)1Iý-\V()()d IS . 11)OUt music/dance, which 
crilanatcs from Linguage Y()u cant div()rc,, 
fr(mi I Lint-, ii. wc and cLum to bc culturc 
, MAR. 
I I- 
(-tJTL11-, 6 
4 cn)SP)n 
011MI-31 1do_'11t1[\ 
Provision of in 
connections 
through radio 
s(flution? 
Q: Dojou Mink Indians in Duri)an are part oj' 
an, global Indian diaspora? 
, 
Q: How does-)-omr radio station link Indians berv 
I nto Me Indian diaspora? 
We try to balance our listeners, and bring 
content from the north and south, to 
balance content and listening. 
ISAs glohldr 
- 
port on newsftom India? Q: Po I'm rr +constructi0ii 
We don't have a specific communication "CO11111111 lilt\, 
strateq. The news content tells stories, but 
they must be relevant to our audience. Link,, to lndi, mý Regional ties? 
Q: How do vou decide wbat I'S relei -ant? in Afriicýi ++ national 
Our news content has a global feel. We discourscs 
1()()kcd at the I" appointment of an Indian 
in Kenya- -\ve select ne-\\-s from the 
continent because there are also 
implications for Indian pop across the 
gl()I)C. P, 'A" I-LAW 
ItUral cvcnts in India, cspccially if tlý, 
i, rcligi(ILIS. \\ C S0111C t in I C', Cr('AtC 
ir''und Nvil)111,11ý 
Q: Is trarel to India important to. your listeners? 
\\ JI, c\ cr\ (, nc has to g() (mcc. \\ o: do) RS facilitates TN 
prinictinic ticket givcaways, securc Matcrial practices 291 
intL, r\, Ic\N*s with stars and cclebritic,,, connections 
I 4mictinics we bring them (wer 
